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ABSTRACT
In this multi-case study of transformative art learning, I discussed the way in which I
led discussion sections in a university general education art course by integrating informal
learning strategies, thus helping undergraduate students who were not art majors transform
their perspectives on learning art. These strategies helped students create a transformative
space in which to deconstruct, increase, and/or enhance interest in learning about art. In this
research, I applied Derrida’s thesis of Deconstruction as my philosophical lens to analyze
students’ perspective transformations since Deconstruction shares many parallel perspectives
with transformative learning theory. Both theories consider revisiting existing perspectives in
order to improve current understanding as well as to advocate that a change must happen
internally. Only when a person is willing to change from the inside can he or she fully
transform/deconstruct the existing perspectives.
The research findings indicate that integrating informal learning strategies into
transformative art learning assisted students to 1) unconsciously engage in a transformative
learning environment; 2) reflect on learning art naturally; 3) view art creations differently
and thoughtfully; 4) deconstruct frames of reference invisibly; and 5) automatically integrate
art learning with the lecture, other subjects, or/and learning aspects. In sum, the informal
learning strategies utilized in this research effectively engaged students in learning and
approaching art from various aspects and led them toward perspective
transformation/Deconstruction. It is my hope that the findings will provide art educators a
different perspective by which to think about student learning engagement.
Furthermore, I applied an arts-based research method to create art works that
reflected my teaching and research processes. I learned from the reflective process ways to 1)
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reflect how a mixture of informal and formal learning benefited my teaching to engage
students in art learning naturally; 2) be prepared for uncertainty when I teach; 3) learn to
share authority with students; and 4) become a transformative intellectual through critical
reflection on art. I also want to share this critical approach with other preservice teachers and
practice educators. As one who has a great passion to educate critical citizens in society
through art education, it is my belief that we art educators must be transformative
intellectuals who teach students consistently about the purposes art serves and ask what our
teaching accomplishes for whom.
Keywords:
transformative learning, informal learning, deconstruction, arts-based research, critical
reflection
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CHAPTER ONE: REVISITING FRAMES OF REFERENCE
Introduction
From my experiences as a museum educator and university instructor, I have found
that some informal learning strategies that museums utilize are also beneficial in a classroom
setting. For example, applying interpretive strategies that I learned as a tour-guide in
museums, I guided college non-art major students to observe artwork and formulate their
own interpretations. In the interpretive and group sharing processes, students were exposed to
multiple interpretations. They realized that there were many different perspectives when
looking at artwork and they became more open-minded as a result. Though this type of
learning has guided questions, the students were not graded for their answers. Furthermore,
the guided questions were connected to students’ daily lives and the follow-up questions,
based upon students’ answers, varied. The students’ interpretations were influenced by their
individual experiences, which helped them appreciate and construct their own meanings
about the viewed artwork. This is an example of informal learning in a formal classroom. I
noticed that, when the non-art majors knew how to interpret and share their impressions on
artworks, the subject of the arts became more approachable.
As an art teacher who taught in a formal educational system for many years, I support
the role of schools in providing foundational art education for students. However, helping
students to enjoy and approach art during the learning process without concern for their final
grades is a struggle. Since successfully implementing interpretive strategies in my art class
for college non-art majors in the past few years, I believe informal learning strategies are
useful tools to counter some students’ mindset that the primary purpose of attending art class
is to gain studio skills, credit in the subject, and a grade. From my perspective, these students
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also should be encouraged to explore the various meanings they can derive from the art
learning process. Although I am not the only art educator trying to bring in different
pedagogical strategies to the art classroom (Chang, Lim, & Kim, 2012; Halsey-Dutton, 2016;
Shin, 2011; Tavin, 2002), there are not many art education studies that specifically discuss
how informal learning strategies can impact and assist students in transforming their
perspectives of looking at art under the setting of formal education, such as classrooms.
Therefore, in this study, I explore the application of informal learning strategies to assist
university non-art major undergraduate students’ art learning in a university general art
course.
Rationale
The rationale for this research is to develop informal instructional strategies that can
revise and/or enhance the perspectives of learning art that I have, in the past few years,
observed of college non-art majors in formal art education courses. Non-art-majors struggle
with a lack of art knowledge and/or skills. Many such college students have not taken an art
class in high school or even middle school because art is often an elective subject. As a
result, many do not feel confident to create, interpret, or critique art (Bae, 2013; Gibson,
2003; Grauer, 1998; Halsey-Dutton, 2016; Kowalchuk & Stone, 2000; Warren, 2013). These
students do not think that they are “qualified” to discuss art because they know little about it.
Most of these insecurities are related to their abilities in drawing, particularly realistic
drawing. Students are constrained by their desire to match what other people think art should
be rather than trusting their own perspectives. The lack of background or training increases
these non-art majors’ anxiety or uncertainty about learning art. In order to help break down
these insecurities, I applied informal learning strategies to develop a transformative learning
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art classroom for my university non-art major undergraduate students. The expectation was
that the learning strategies and environment would assist students to transform their existing
assumptions of learning art, which the adult educator Jack Mezirow calls “frames of
reference” (2003, p. 58). I wanted to lead students to experience that, “a work of art can also
refer to the process of making” (Barone & Eisner, 2012, para. 3). The goal of this research
was to make art more accessible to undergraduate non-art majors and helped them to
understand that art learning was not only about the final product, but also the creative
process. Art is for everyone. It is an expressive way to render their thoughts rather a type of
privileged knowledge for art majors.
As part of addressing non-art majors’ insecurity towards learning art, in this research
I looked forward to investigating how transformative learning environment and informal
learning strategies can assist university non-art majors in revising and re-evaluating their
mindsets towards learning art. Furthermore, I wanted to determine if the strategies could
assist student participants in applying their revised perspectives to craft their final art project
and help them to acquire a broader and deeper view to approach art. Transformative learning
theorists advocate that learners can become more inclusive, open-minded, and reflective once
they transform their “frames of reference—sets of fixed assumptions and expectations (habits
of mind, meaning perspectives, mindsets)” (Mezirow, 2003, p. 58). Informal learning
promotes student learning through the exploration of their life experiences. By fostering a
transformative learning art classroom, I hoped to integrate students’ art learning with their
everyday life experiences. Furthermore, by means of the integration, I aimed to help students
further re-examine their previous perspectives of social justice issues that they care about.
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I believe art education should provide students lenses to make connections between
their everyday life experiences and social justice education. Some studies indicate that
students often assume that social justice issues are associated with something serious or a
broad social context that is not relevant to their daily lives. However, as Bradshaw (2010)
notes,
While people often assume that social justice art education must be based on
controversial or overtly political issues (i.e. race, violence, discrimination, etc.), this
is not always the case. Rather, as long as the process of making art offers participants
a way to construct knowledge, critically analyze an idea, and take action in the world,
then they are engaged in a practice of social justice art making. (p. 8)
To this end, I incorporated contemporary art along with informal strategies and a series of
art-based learning activities to create a transformative learning environment for students. I
supported the viewpoint that learners should know what art in their days, especially those
artworks or projects proposed crucial social concerns (Reeder, 2015). Through the practices
of appreciating and analyzing contemporary art and making their own art, the goal is that
students can expand their frames of references. Furthermore, they can rethink what is ‘good’
art and explore what art can be good for (Leavy, 2015). In this research I aim to create
curriculum possibilities to guide and foster non-art majors in deconstructing and
reconstructing their frames of reference about what and how art means to them and,
moreover, how they can consistently reflect their revised perspectives during their art making
practices and through their artworks.
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Research at a Glance
In this study, the participants were recruited from the general art course ARE 130:
Exploring Art and Visual Culture at the University of Arizona. The course consisted mostly
of non-art major undergraduate students. I was one of the discussion section instructors in the
fall 2017 semester and was responsible for leading two discussion sections. I recruited 14
volunteers who were all non-art majors from the two sections to participate in the research.
12 of the 14 students indicated perspective transformation after learning from the course.
Eventually, I selected five of the 12 to further analyze as my cases for this multi-case study.
Additionally, I presented one student whose art learning perspective did not transform in
order to discuss some possible reasons that might bar the way towards perspective
transformation. However, because the focus of this study was to discuss how and what
informal learning strategies assisted university non-art major undergraduate students in
transforming their perspective transformation, this student’s case will not be analyzed.
The research sites include the art classroom and three campus museum galleries. The
student research data contains the three surveys the students took (at the beginning, in the
middle, and at the end of the semester), 11 art journal assignments and works of art, midterm
and final reflections, and the individual interviews for the final studio art projects. All the
data was collected from the digital learning system of the University of Arizona—Desire to
Learn (D2L). I also took photos and wrote observation notes during the class activities as
supplemental data. In addition to the student data, I also created art pieces as my critical
reflections in different phases of the research. More details will be presented in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 6.
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How Can Transformative Learning be Triggered?
Just as it is hard to predict when a perspective will transform or circumstances will
force change to happen, it is difficult to do so with the outcomes of informal learning. As
Livingstone (2007) asserted, “very little of research addresses the question of the actual
competencies that people have gained from informal learning activities” because many of the
successful learning outcomes are “informally determined” (p. 218). He further explained that,
If people are merely asked to identify and estimate informal learning activities
without references to the other activities and time commitments that they are involved
in, both the time constraints and the learning incentives associated with everyday life
are more likely to be ignored. (p. 219)
As I incorporated informal learning strategies into my teaching, I felt that they
benefitted students, helping them to learn art; however, I was also interested in how they
transformed in the process and which moments may have triggered their perspectives to
transform. Hence, I deeply felt Livingstone’s words, knowing that students needed to be
reflective on what they had done and to contemplate upon how and what they learned so that
they could realize what made them think differently and shift their perspectives to look at life
events in their daily lives. It was also significant to me as a transformative learning art
educator to know how these transformative moments could be triggered by art activities
and/or projects and to determine what might be the catalysts to accelerate such
transformation. Moreover, while many transformative learning researchers emphasize how
students were transformed in the process of transformative learning, few address how the
facilitators could also transform their own teaching perspectives in the same process
(MacKeracher, 2004). Hence, in this research, I also wanted to observe and analyze if my
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teaching perspective transformed because of facilitating transformative art learning by means
of informal learning strategies through critical arts-based reflective creations.
Research Questions
In order to discover the inquiries above, I posed the main questions of this research as
follows:
•

How could informal learning strategies assist non-art major students facing
barriers in learning about art and transform their past art experiences to approach
art?

•

If these students changed or revised their art learning perspectives, in what ways
did they act in later art projects?

•

Were my own teaching perspectives transformed (revised or improved) in the
teaching process? And if so, how?

My sub-questions are listed below:
1-1. What were the participants’ existing perspectives on learning about art?
1-2. How could informal learning strategies help students reflect on their frames of
reference for learning about art?
2-1. What perspectives in terms of art or art learning did the participants change or
revise?
2-2. Did the participants apply their transformed perspectives to later art projects,
such as the final art project? If so, how did they apply the transformed
perspectives?
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3-1 How did informal learning strategies integrate with my facilitation of
transformative art learning to deconstruct, revise, and advance my perspectives
on teaching art?
3-2 What frames of reference did I transform during the teaching and researching
process?
3-3 What teaching revisions do my transformed frames of reference suggest for my
teaching future non-art majors?
Significance of the Research
Many art educators have proposed different instructional strategies to increase
students’ beliefs and confidence in learning art, but few of them have discussed how informal
learning strategies could be a perspective to work with. Although many studies discuss how
learners learn art from informal learning sites, such as museums, they do not present how
those learning outcomes could be applied to aspects of students’ various art learning and
describe the transformative moments that influence students’ revised or improved actions in
the service of education. Moreover, many transformative learning studies focus on analyzing
learners’ learning, but few place emphasis on displaying how the facilitator may also change
during the process. Hence, this dissertation provides several ways for art educators to
deconstruct formal art education from the perspective of integrating informal learning
strategies to foster transformative learning in several ways:
1.

This study demonstrates practical examples for art educators to incorporate
informal learning strategies with hands-on art activities and designing
assignments in a formal art classroom. It shows that engaging students in
revisiting their everyday experiences through rediscovering their personal,
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interpersonal, and sociocultural contexts could assist them in revising,
enhancing, and/or broadening their previous perceptions of learning and
approaching art.
2.

The study findings indicate that free-choice learning and self-explorative
studio art projects help students construct their own perspective to look at and
create art. In doing so, students can emancipate their worries and elaborate
upon their conceptual development in creating and learning about art.

3.

The selected students’ and the educator’s cases of perspective transformation
reveal that every person’s experiences, feelings, and challenges for
perspective transformation are unique. Only when educators understand and
respect such individual differences can they provide related resources and
knowledge to support students in transformative learning.

4.

The study also exhibits the facilitator’s transformation of perspective while
mediating transformative art learning. The critical arts-based reflective
approach that I utilized to reflect upon my teaching in the process offers
educators and researchers a different lens through which to consider critical
reflection. In many studies, transformative learning facilitators point out that
arts-based activities or artistic making could assist learners’ critical reflection,
further transforming their existing frames of reference (Cranton, 2010, 2016;
Dirkx, 2001; Lawrence, 2008, Yang & Lawrence, 2017). However, few
researchers in the field of transformative learning actually apply this method
to both their teaching and students’ learning in the same transformative
learning process. Hence, by including arts-based reflection in my dissertation,
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I anticipate offering a new practical approach for the transformative learning
field to enrich current research methods.
Finally, there are pros and cons in both formal education and informal education. The
dissertation highlights the importance of infusing the advances from both types of learning
and of creating a better transformative art learning environment for non-art major students.
As Dierking (2005) noted, “There is no single way to learn things, and no single place or
even moment in which we learn” (p. 148). Dierking’s assertion could also be applied to
teaching. Educators should know that there is no single way to teach, and strategies to
approach teaching require critical teaching reflection. Hence, I believe the research findings
can also enlighten educators in higher and continuing education by informing them about
practical strategies and cases to design their instruction for adults.
Challenges of the Research
In my dissertation, I do not use the term “limitation” to categorize the institutional
challenges that I had, or the challenges that I perceived among students during my research
since I saw them as “challenges” for me rather than limitations. These hurdles might push me
to find another way to approach or conduct the research, but they did not stop me on the way
to explore my research inquiries. After my facilitation, I perceived that although I did not
have the authority to change the system or institutional policy, these institutional constraints
did not really “limit” my teaching. Hence, this section, traditionally called the “Limitations of
the Study,” is entitled “Challenges of the Research.”
One of the challenges that I struggled most with was that this research incorporated
informal learning strategies within a formal art learning environment. The purpose of the
research was to create a transformative learning environment to increase students’ interest in
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art learning. However, it was not meant to result in a formal course becoming an informal art
learning class, where student assessment mechanisms are usually lacking. Since ARE 130:
Exploring Art and Visual Culture, the course wherein I conducted my teacher research, was a
formal art course of the university, I still had to grade students’ projects. In order to align my
ideal facilitation of informal learning strategies within my teaching for this study, the
students in my sections were told that my grading criteria were based upon their conceptual
development and efforts in exploring the projects rather than through simply evaluating their
final products. In particular, in the final project, the students were able to discuss the criteria
of the grading rubric with the entire class and with me. Though I was still responsible for
giving them the final grade for the project, I respected their comments as they explained the
reasons why they deserved the grades they gave to their works.
Next, because I am a TA for ARE 130 and not the instructor of record, I also faced
challenges during the research process:
1.

The professor designed the learning content, major studio art projects, and four
quizzes for assessment. Therefore, I, as a TA, had to ensure that the art activities
in my discussion sections aligned with the course schedule and weekly lecture
content. Moreover, it was not reasonable to design art projects that would take
students longer to complete than the major studio art projects for the course
which comprised a large percentage of each student’s grade for the course.
Hence, in order to help students develop a deeper understanding about the
lectures, all the assignments that I designed had to connect with the primary
lecture content. In order to make this prominent connection for the students, I
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negotiated with Dr. Garber to ensure that my assignment designs could assist
her main course studio projects.
2.

Since students attended lecture twice a week while only spending one
discussion section period with me, it was a challenge for me to build trust and
develop authentic relationships with the students. It also was a challenge for me
to guide them to engage in art practices without overwhelming them in such a
short time period.

3.

The students’ art learning interests could be influenced, reduced, or enhanced by
their learning during lecture time. To accommodate this concern, I included
some options about students’ learning impact from the lecture in the midterm
and post surveys. I had to clarify that my discussion sections were intended to
reinforce learning from the lecture rather than serve as a separate course aside
from the main lecture. However, how students applied knowledge that they
learned from the lecture to the class discussions and projects in the discussion
sections and journal assignments would be beneficial to know. In doing so, I
could also know if my facilitation successfully built a bridge between the
students’ learning from the lecture and discussion sections. Hence, I did not
exclude the lecture influences from the research. Nonetheless, the influences
from the lecture were not the research emphasis. My research focus
concentrated on researching and analyzing how my implementation of informal
learning strategies could reinforce their learning in the course.

The course schedule which was related to the university calendar was intense and a
challenge for me because I could only guide students to experience a limited number of
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activities in one semester. In fact, I did not have enough time to thoroughly discuss each
project with every student in class, and I could not force them to schedule after-class time for
discussions with me. A similar struggle magnified when I needed to schedule interviews with
all fourteen students for the final project and the gallery experience. The difficulties were as
follows:
1.

Ideally, it would be have been ideal to interview the students after the
exhibition and public presentation of their final projects in order to gain their
reflections on these experiences. However, the class ended after our last week
of discussion and I knew that all the students would be busy on their final
exams. Therefore, I had to compromise with this time schedule. Nonetheless,
this adjustment resulted in all the interviews being conducted during the last
two weeks of the class.

2.

The best times to interview the students would be before or after lecture or
discussion section. Due to my personal schedule, I could only make six
available times for students to choose.

3.

Unexpected absences also caused difficulties with the schedule of interviews
due to the same reasons listed above.

Fortunately, all the students were able to make time for the interviews. Although I did not
specifically request that students convey their thoughts about their final presentation in their
final reflections, many automatically wrote about how the great impact it had on their
perspectives of learning art.
Finally, as stated in the beginning of this section, many learning transformations were
hard to detect or notice by students themselves. Cranton (2016) notes that many people report
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their learning experiences as transformative only after a course is concluded. Therefore, the
students could well have missed or overlooked some transformative moments or influences
that they were not yet aware of or had not paid attention to. Were I able to conduct a
longitudinal study of these students, I might have different findings or be able to add to those
reported here. Although there were many challenges that limited some of the students’
participations under specific requirements, and my research and teaching plan in this
particular semester, I took these challenges as opportunities to adjust my teaching during the
course and for the future. While I do not believe that there is a perfect teacher or any “best
teaching ever,” I have faith that I can be a better teacher in the future.
Before Perspective Deconstruction
This study focused on exploring how informal learning strategies can assist university
non-art major undergraduate students’ transformative art learning. The four main theories
interwoven into the foundation for this study are as follows: transformative learning theory,
informal learning, arts-centered learning and arts-based research, and Derrida’s thesis of
Deconstruction1.
Transformative Learning: Learning as a Process
Transformative learning theory is a constructivist adult learning theory that suggests
learning is not only related to given final outcomes but, most importantly, to the process
(Cranton, 2002, 2016; Mezirow, 1997, 2003, 2010). This theory values learners’ entire
learning process and how the process can trigger revisions in their “frames of reference,” a
term which refers to “a coherent body of experience—associations, concepts, values,
feelings, conditioned responses…that define their life world” (Mezirow, 1997, p. 5).
1 In

this study, when the term “deconstruction” is related to the assertions about Derrida’s thesis,
I will capitalize the “D.”
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Furthermore, the theory encompasses learners acting on their revised perspectives. As most
adults act on their experiences to resolve problems and apply previous knowledge to
understand new content, Mezirow (1978a) has pointed out that transformation could occur if
adults could no longer comfortably apply existing structures to figure out the unknowns in a
new situation. Berger has (2004) extended this point of view to discuss that when people’s
perspectives are pushed to the edge, there are opportunities for them to think outside their
comfort zones and grow.
During this research, I realized transformative learning supports my teaching
philosophy, which involves building a constructivist art classroom for students to create and
interpret their own personal meanings in artwork. I have always believed that only when
students connect to art lessons, activities, and projects, can they deeply engage in the learning
process, which usually leads to positive learning experiences. Mezirow (1978b) proposed 10
situations that could trigger adults’ perspective transformation:
1. A disorienting dilemma
2. Self-examination
3. Critical assessment of gender-role assumptions
4. A sense of alienation from taken-for-granted social roles and expectations
5. Relating one’s discontent to a current public issue
6. Exploring options for new ways of living
7. Building competence and self-confidence in new roles
8. Planning a course of action and acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing
one’s plans
9. Provisional efforts to try new roles
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10. Reintegration into society on the basis of conditions dictated by the new
perspective. (p. 12)
Cranton (2016) further pointed out that, indeed, many adults are forced to rethink many of
their existing assumptions when they confront dramatic situations that cause disorienting
dilemmas. However, many people also transform their perspectives because of incremental
learning.
Incremental learning does not rely on sudden change. It especially occurs when adults
perceive a sequence of learning processes, different points of view, inquiries, exchanged
thoughts, and dialogues. Adults do not feel their learning is transformative until the end of
the process (usually a program or course), or even afterward (Cranton, 2016). Most students
who experienced my facilitation of transformative learning are of this type. They could detect
some differences during the learning process, but could not tell precisely what those
differences were until the end of the course. Not everyone can perceive one event at the same
level. Therefore, instead of creating moments for “disorienting dilemmas,” I personally feel it
is more essential to create incremental learning for students to learn through the process of
reflecting on their own resistant perspectives and thereby experience transformation
(Mezirow, 1978b, p. 12).
The theory of transformative learning also turned me into a supporter of students as
well as inspired me to continuously reflect on my own teaching perspectives and be aware of
how my frames of reference influence my teaching. Moreover, the theory provides me a lens
through which to view how my perspectives transformed during and after facilitation. It also
encourages educators to support students when they have “come to the edge of
understanding” (Berger, 2004, p. 347), which means the situation that students realize they
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could not utilize their current understanding to solve the new challenges or difficulties they
confront. It is our job as educators to help students to “sustain the courage to stand at the
edge and work to grow,” because many of them might become lost in making sense of new,
confusing situations (Berger, 2004, p. 347). The process of supporting students is challenging
for a transformative educator because many students’ situations can test the educator’s
personal beliefs, mindset, and professional knowledge. In other words, students’ situations
can push the educator to the edge of understanding regarding teaching. Thus, when I
facilitate transformative learning, I often feel I am not merely a teacher, but also a learner in
the process.
Informal Learning: Revisiting Daily Life Experiences
According to theorists Jeffs and Smith (1999),
Informal education is the lifelong process in which people learn from everyday
experience…Formal education is linked with schools and training institutions;
nonformal education with community groups and nongovernmental organizations;
and informal education covers what is left. (p. 118)
However, the boundary between informal and formal education is often vague because
informal learning can happen inside of formal learning process and vice versa. Hence, Smith
(2007) advocates that the discussion between informal and formal learning should “move
beyond a simple focus on context or setting and look to the processes and experiences
involved in each” (p. 15). Smith’s (2007) further explained that, informal learning is driven
by conversations but include formal educational components; while formal learning is
curriculum guided but often interludes informal learning educational components.
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In the past years of teaching in museums and art classrooms, I have witnessed how
learners were more easily engaged in art learning when I led using interpretive informal
learning strategies. One study I conducted in 2015 indicated that interpretive strategies can
help young adults to transform and enhance their existing art perceptions (Chien, 2017).
These interpretive strategies are often utilized in museum tours, an informal learning
environment, to spur art conversations with museum visitors and invite them to make their
own interpretations. The main purpose of interpretive dialogue is not to guide learners to
have a unified opinion on a particular work of art. Rather, it is meant to encourage each
individual to express his or her interpretation of artwork and share it with others. Interpretive
dialogues also open the door for people to accept different perceptions.
According to Schugurensky (2000), there are three types of informal learning: selfdirected, incidental, and tacit (p. 3). Self-directed learning is accomplished without the
guidance of an educator, but a resource person can be included if needed. Incidental learning
is when the learner does not pay close attention to educational content until after the
experience. Lastly, tacit learning refers to “the internalization of values, attitudes, behaviors,
or skills that occur during everyday life” (p. 4). People do not necessarily have a priori
intentions of engaging these, but they can realize they learn something through “a process of
retrospective recognition” (p. 5). Schugurensky (2000) also refers to tacit learning as
socialization because this type of learning is often acquired from socializing with other
people. It is the most overt form of informal learning, highly valuing personal experiences
and self-exploration. Moreover, as Jeffs and Smith (2005) state, many informal learning
experiences are easily ignored because people do not pay close attention. Therefore, self-
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reflection after informal learning can help learners to realize what they acquire from the
learning process.
Acknowledging how informal instruction can enhance students’ learning, many
educators incorporate it into their relatively formal teaching situations, such as school
training programs or classrooms (Boulton-Lewis, Marton, Lewis, & Wilss, 2000; Feichas;
2010; Marsick, 2009; Willems & Bateman, 2013; Wofford, Ellinger, & Watkins, 2013). As
an art educator interested in integrating various alternatives to guide students to learn art
naturally, I was encouraged by positive research findings from educators’ studies to risk
integrating informal learning strategies into my teaching. Therefore, in this study I
incorporated different informal learning strategies in addition to interpretive strategies to
invisibly lead students to engage in art learning. I expected to transform some of their
problematic assumptions about learning art.
Learning, Experiencing, and Reflecting through Making Art
The transformative learning theorist Randee Lawrence (2008), who is dedicated to
advocating that arts provoke affective learning, points out that “artistic ways of knowing help
us to experience the world in more holistic ways that deepen understanding of self, others,
and the world around us” (p. 67; also see Lawrence, 2005). Art invites people to witness or
participate in a conversation (Lawrence, 2008). It also provides the opportunity for learners
to apply their personal emotions, experiences, and spiritual connections to “negotiate” with
others and themselves through appreciating or creating it. In this study, because the students
already sat at the lecture hall to study fundamentals and contemporary art, I preferred to
provide more tacit learning opportunities so that they could contemplate art and negotiate
their thoughts with classmates and themselves through creating art. I took the approach that
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Cranton (2016) proposes, which is that “technique should not drive an educator’s perspective
of practice; rather, a perspective of practice should determine what technical knowledge is
required” (p. 139). In order to do so, I applied arts-based learning theory when I designed the
class activities. In addition to this, I applied arts-based research methods to critically reflect
on my teaching and research processes.
Creating art as conducting research. Although utilizing art to figure out many
things in my life is natural to me, as I started my art teaching, I found out that not many
children or non-art major young adults share my perspectives. I observed that many of these
young adults saw acquiring art knowledge—such as art history, criticism, and skills—as
separate subtopics of art. In other words, when they learned about historical or contemporary
art, they only perceived the information; when they took a ceramics class, they only learned
how to make a ceramic object. Few of them learned to integrate their art learning from
multiple perspectives into their classwork. I do not tend to object to teaching these subjects or
the importance of this training in art education. However, the longer I teach, the more I think
that art learning should be a holistic experience. As all other different academic subjects, art
can help us better understand our own lives through training, appreciation, and creation.
Laurel Campbell (2012) laid out five emerging themes of holistic art education. It:
1. Creates student-connecting experiences that place the student and art at the center of
education;
2. Expands one’s worldview to include the human spirit as an aspect of the learning
experience;
3. Implements transformative models for teaching and learning through ecological
education;
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4. Fosters a democratic, cooperative, and safe classroom environment;
5. Creates curricula that help students learn compassion and empathy for others, thus
encouraging students to work for social justice. (pp. 78-79)
Parallel with the state of holistic art education, Marshall and Donahue’s (2014)
assertion about “artistic thinking” (p. 3), a combination of associative thinking and logical
reasoning, is also inspiring. They point out that in human lives, people utilize associative
thinking and logical reasoning to understand and experience the world. The authors define
associative thinking as “making connections that are somewhat logical or defy conventional
logic altogether,” while logical reasoning refers to “the sciences, common sense, and solving
problems in everyday life” (p. 3). Extending from artistic thinking, the two educators believe
art is a powerful method to assist learners in achieving artistic thinking through meaningful
art integration. They believe that “[thinking] or art making as creative inquiry and [focusing]
on the integrated nature of learning takes place when learners engage in it” (p. 16). Marshall
(2005, 2006) particularly promotes the integration of contemporary art into students’ art
learning because many contemporary artists construct their art projects as conducting
research. Moreover, the methods and media these artists incorporate are often crossdisciplinary, which inspire people to create beyond traditional fine art areas and further
realize that there are enhanced possibilities in terms of creating meaningful art.
Enlightened by arts-centered learning that encourages learners to consider that “art is
a form of research, and artists are researchers,” I applied arts-based learning to facilitate the
projects I designed for this course. I anticipated guiding students to understand art through
hands-on activities. In addition to that, I wanted to guide students to consider making art as a
means of conducting research that required them to investigate their life inquiries, document
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their thoughts, and, in the process, reflect on what they had done compared to the past. In
doing so, I hoped the students would perceive art learning as an integral approach that
assisted them to broaden their knowledge and understanding rather than simply acquiring
information or skills.
Making Art for Discovering Artistic Inquiry and Acquiring Insights. Sullivan
(2012) points out a crucial situation: Many art educators are dedicated to immersing learners
in the artistic experience, but it is always challenging for these educators to “keep growing as
artists” themselves (p. 17). I was in a similar situation during my first year of teaching. I
suddenly found out that I had stopped making art when I started my teaching because I had
no time to do it. Even if I had time, I would choose to watch TV or do something else to
relax. I could feel the artistic part of me being slowly overshadowed by other life events.
When I realized this, I began to force myself to at least find time to create digital drawings to
record the scenes and feelings I observed from the young children I taught at the time.
However, deeply I wished I could do more than that.
Arts-based research (ABR) in this sense revealed to me how we art educators can
teach, research, and make art through artistic inquiries that occur around us. Sullivan (2006)
points out that, in ABR,
the role of lived experience, subjectivity, and memory are seen as agents in
knowledge construction and strategies such as self-study, collaborations, and textual
critiques are used to reveal important insights unable to be recovered by more
traditional research methods. (p. 24)
There are various emphases and approaches art researchers utilize to conduct their ABR. The
forms and types range from performance art to music, and the methodologies vary from
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autoethnography to critical pedagogy (Barone & Eisner, 2012; Cahnmann-Taylor &
Siegesmund, 2018; Capous-Desyllas & Morgaine, 2018; Cole & Knowles, 2008; Leavy,
2018). Among these emphases and approaches, my research was mostly inspired by practicebased art research (Sullivan, 1993, 2004, 2006, 2012) and a/r/tography (Irwin, 2013; Irwin &
O’ Donoghue, 2010; Springgay, 2008; Springgay & Irwin, 2008).
Practice-based art research is focused on encouraging art students to create art from
theoretical lenses and become thoughtful practitioners, such as artists, teachers, researchers,
theorists, students, participants, or all of the above. The main advocator, Graeme Sullivan
(2012), asserts that, “the artistic impulse is motivated by a need to relate and transform things.
Artistic insights inform us about what we don’t know, and therefore change what we do
know” (p. 17, original emphasis). A practice-based approach helps artists to explore the
transformative space of artistic impulse and further generates artistic insights.
A/r/tography values practice-based influences, but this direction concentrates on
artist-educators, who are “committed to ongoing living inquiry and it is this inquiry that
draws forth the identity of a researcher” (Springgay & Irwin, 2008, p. xxv). A/r/tographers
explore the complexity of being artists, researchers, and teachers as well as their lives and the
communities that they interact with, which also opens more doors to the “topics, contexts,
and conditions of inquiry” (p. xxv). No matter what focus art practitioners want to discuss in
their ABR, this type of research always aims to question and address the “social, behavioral,
and educational problems central to the perpetuation of individual well-being and our
ongoing social development by prioritizing the creation of possibilities over the proving of
certainties” (Rolling, 2018, p. 510, original emphasis).
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As a longtime art lover who has undergone professional art training for my entire
student life, ABR is very attractive. Although I like doing research, I had never thought I
would utilize art to do so. Moreover, I did not know I did not need to choose one identity
when teaching, that I could research, teach, and create art all of them at once. However, in
this research, I applied ABR as an integral method with arts-centered learning to assist
students in creating meaningful art projects and developing their artistic insights,
transforming their existing art learning perspectives. Moreover, many studies show that artsbased reflective methods, creating art journals particularly, are helpful for students in
developing and conceptualizing their artistic inquiries and insights (Broduer, 2017; Griner,
2016; Jesup, Lucas, Nelms, Woodruff, & Shields, 2017; Klein, 2012; La Jevic & Springgay,
2008; Marshall, 2010a, 2014; Sinner, 2011; Warren, 2013). Hence, I carefully designed each
art journal assignment to help students utilize various art forms or techniques to reflect
learning associated with lectures and studio projects of the course.
Additionally, since I wanted to analyze how my transformative art teaching could
possibly influence me, I decided to utilize an arts-based approach to reflect on my facilitation
and my role as a teacher researcher as well as in my written reflections. I wanted to show
how art could be a critical reflective tool for professional development in my career as a
teacher researcher. I also wanted to demonstrate that although many art educators who, like
me, did not choose to become professional artists, our art abilities and insights can always be
our foundation from which to understand theories during research and to foster our
profession of teaching art.
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Derrida’s Viewpoints on Deconstruction
Transformative learning theorists aim to help adult learners re-evaluate their frames
of reference through critical reflection so that they acquire different viewpoints, further
leading to perspective transformation. Derrida’s theory of Deconstruction in this case
provides me a philosophical lens through which to analyze the process of perspective
transformation. Derrida specifically emphasizes that Deconstruction is not the act of
destroying the existing structure. One of his assertions about Deconstruction is worth quoting
in full:
Deconstruction presupposes that most intensely cultivated, literate relation to the
tradition. Thus, it is a matter of keeping the field of tradition open, of making things
such that the access to philosophy remains open to the greatest number of people: one
must pursue the critical project of philosophy as far as possible; and one must also
understand that there is no deconstruction without critique, even of deconstruction is
not simply critique. (Derrida, 2002, p. 15)
Deconstruction is, then, an action of improving the existing structure by re-evaluating it
critically and further finding out solutions to reinvent it. To do this, Derrida posits that all
laws should be deconstructable (Derrida, 1992; Derrida & Caputo, 1997) in that every
structure should have flexibility for advancement. As he states in his interview with Alan
Montefiore (1992/2005),
Deconstruction is not a matter of rebuilding. It is a matter of going further, displacing,
changing, changing the world, or changing society, changing the state of things, in
terms of human rights, for instance; it is not simply reconstructing. It is constructing
something else, something other. (Derrida & Montefiore, 1992/2005, p. 180)
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Hence, Derrida states,
You can improve law, you can replace one law by another one. There are
constitutions and institutions. This is a history, and a history, as such, can be
deconstructed. Each time you replace one legal system by another one, one law by
another one, or you improve the law, that is a kind of deconstruction, a critique and
construction. (Derrida & Caputo, 1997, p. 16)
Therefore, he also suggests, “be[] aware of those historical components” (Derrida &
Montefiore, 1992/2005, p. 178) if people want to deconstruct a subject. Derrida’s arguments
show that Deconstruction is not simply rebuilding or ruining an existing structure, but rather,
in the case of this study, connecting it back simultaneously to transformative learning theory
and to informal educators’ statements that, as educators, we help students learn about
themselves through meaningful exploration (the goal is not changing students into different
people) (Cranton, 2002, 2016; Jeffs & Smith, 2005; Livingstone, 2007; Taylor, 2010).
In addition to rethinking existing structures, which can be referred to perspectives in
transformative learning, Deconstruction leads us to consider the possibilities of
deconstructing a structure/perspective by being aware of its history, its foundation, and how
it was transformed in the past. This guides us to Derrida’s other discussions of trace,
Différance2, and effacement for Deconstruction. Trace could be considered as components
that form our existing structures. According to Derrida,
the trace (of that) which can never be presented…that is, [it] appear[s] and manifest[s]
itself, as such, in its phenomenon. The trace beyond that which profoundly links

2

In this research, I capitalized the “D” in the term “Différance” to specifically refer to Derrida’s idea about the
concept of différance.
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fundamental ontology and phenomenology. Always differing and deferring, the trace
is never as it is in the presentation of itself. (1982, p. 23)
I have applied this perspective of trace to look at how realizing one’s traces could
deconstruct one’s current art learning perspectives.
From Derrida’s perspective, traces present themselves until their existences are
realized. For example, in this study, many students were not aware of their own personal
connections with objects until they created projects focused on them. In another case, many
students reflected that they did not know there were diverse art forms and media until they
took the class. No matter the traces, either the students’ personal experiences or diverse art
forms and media, these events or materials had already existed for a long time. However, the
students did not pay attention to or realize their presence until they were exposed under
certain situations. The process of being aware of traces, for Derrida, is Différance: The
students engaged in expressing their differing assumptions and, by doing so, they could
further realize what they had previously ignored. The fact that the absences were not
immediately realized does not mean they did not exist—they just “differed” from the
presences (Spivak, 1997, p. xxix). Différance provides a “a formation of form,” which I
considered as transformative space in this study, for people to critically revisit and realize
their traces— their perspectives.
Once students engaged in différance and realized the absences of some traces, if they
took actions they started the process of Deconstruction because they dared to “crack their
nutshells” of existing rules (Caputo & Derrida, 1997). Realizing differing traces formed the
event of “effacement” (Derrida, 1967/1997, p. 108), which means that the realization
“effaced” some existing traces and influenced the existing structure. The “effacement,”
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however, does not refer to a removal or deletion. As Derrida repeatedly emphasizes,
Deconstruction is not the act of destroying the existing structure (Derrida, 2002; Derrida &
Caputo, 1997). Effacement should be seen as an action of covering. The differing traces
covered the existing traces and adjusted the initial structure.
All the points of view above led me to examine how incorporating informal learning
strategies into transformative art learning in this study could create opportunities for students
to immerse themselves in différance by reviewing their present traces and realizing traces
they had not seen before. I also applied these arguments to determine which aspects of
learning helped students enter the transformative space, realize the absent traces, and efface
their existing traces, thus adjusting their frames of reference. Derrida reminds us that
Deconstruction is not a negative approach that “undermines everything and does not leave
anything in place” (Derrida & Montefiore, 1992/2005, p. 180). For many people,
Deconstruction is threatening because it embodies unexpected changes for the existing
structure. However, how can we grow if we do not even engage in différance, if we do not
critically re-evaluate our previously held notions? I believe that critical re-evaluation is the
core value of Deconstruction and leads learners to perspective transformation.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I have intended to demonstrate my intention of integrating informal
learning strategies into my transformative art teaching in formal educational settings. I have
explained how arts-centered learning and arts-based research informed my perspectives
toward creating a constructivist art classroom. Additionally, the arts-based approaches
allowed me to critically reflect on my teaching and writing processes by creating artwork. In
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this research, I specifically applied Derrida’s ideas about Deconstruction to analyze the
students’ and my own perspective transformation.
In the next chapter, I engage in a thorough literature review to exhibit how
constructivists’ educational perspectives influence contemporary art educators and art
education itself. Moreover, I state how constructivist educational perspectives and
approaches led me to further invest in integrating informal learning strategies with
transformative learning into my teaching in this study. I also discuss the studies in
transformative learning, informal learning, arts-centered learning, arts-based research, and
Derrida’s arguments of Deconstruction in detail.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERARY REVIEW
Art Education Studies on Non-Art Major Undergraduate Students
Browsing the studies of undergraduate students’ attitudes, insecurity, and perceptions
about art learning in art education literature, there appear to a gap in the field related to non-art
major undergraduate students’ art learning experiences and processes in general art courses. I
found two Taiwanese dissertations on college non-art major students. The first researcher, Hsiao
Bao-Ling (1995), researched how to help Taiwanese college non-art majors meet general
curriculum requirements through an arts-based arts curriculum design. However, this research
did not reveal what fears or difficulties lead the students to fail to meet the curriculum
requirements.
The other scholar, Hsieh Chia-Ying (2007), conducted a qualitative research design by
collecting surveys from two schools and then proceeding to make suggestions for art educators
as well as curriculum designers to improve art curriculums for college non-art majors. She
identifies benefits from the application of DBAE (Disciplined Based Art Education) and VCAE
(Visual Culture Art Education). Additionally, she analyzes and summarizes what are the
potential teaching focuses that instructors can apply to teach college general art courses. Though
Hsieh (2007) does state how she noticed Taiwanese college general art curriculum designers or
educators often neglected non-art majors’ voices and interests, her research emphasized students’
learning outcomes rather than the processes and causes, such as what made the students have
lower art learning interests.
Other than the two dissertations above, many art scholars’ research on college preservice
generalists, who are going to teach in elementary or middle schools (Bae, 2013; Baer, 2012;
Chang, Lim, & Kim, 2012; Gibson, 2003; Grauer, 1998; Halsey-Dutton, 2016; Jeffers, 1993;
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Kowalchuk & Stone, 2000; Leonard & Odutola, 2016; Warren, 2013). Preservice generalists
have a different learning scenario than other non-art major undergraduate students. Moreover,
different universities or teacher colleges and even different countries have their own policies and
requirements for their teacher education programs. In general, most preservice generalists in
elementary education have to take at least one arts method course to fulfill the requirement to
graduate from their teacher education programs. This type of graduation requirement is also the
common reason why those non-art major undergraduate students enroll in a general art course.
Hence, regardless of training to obtain a teaching job, the preservice generalists share many
similar concerns and challenges with general non-art major students. Due to limited past research
on general art course, in this study I predominantly cite research on preservice generalists to
support and compare my analysis and observations. In the following paragraph, I am going to
highlight two common issues that college non-art majors have when they attend an art course.
Lacks of Art Knowledge and/or Skills
Studies show that many non-art major undergraduate students have concerns or doubts
about their lacks of art knowledge and/or skills (Bae, 2013; Baer, 2012; Gibson, 2003; Grauer,
1998; Leonard & Odutola, 2016). The students, who did not have significant prior art
experiences, often doubt if they have enough ability and knowledge to create art pieces. The
sentence, ‘I am not an artsy person,’ is a common sentiment expressed by these students. They
are usually afraid of having their artworks judged, especially when they feel they do not have
enough art skills (Baer, 2012). Fewer opportunities to learn about art overtly reduce one’s
confidence and interest to approach and make art.
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The Art Course is a Requirement for Graduation
Another common situation that emerged in the literature is that many non-art majors elect
or enroll an art course because of they have to, not because they want to (Baer, 2012; Galbraith,
1990, 1991; Leonard & Odutola, 2016). As mentioned in the introductory chapter, many non-art
major undergraduate students had limited previous experience taking classes. If these non-art
majors do not have some sort of personal interest in art, the obligation of attending an art course
for fulfilling the college requirement may stimulate their negative emotional response to learning
art (Galbraith, 1991; Leonard & Odutola, 2016). Another issue resulting from this negative
attitude is that students care about their grade rather than the content of the course (Galbraith,
1991). Some students may work hard on the project or quizzes, but it does not mean that they are
invested or interested in pursuing art.
Useful Instructional Strategies for Non-Art Majors
Although art educators in the past were dedicated to resolving the above mentioned
issues, which are still very common among non-art major graduate students nowadays. Art
educators remain dedicated to finding ways to help non-art majors overcome these issues. The
strategies include guiding the students to think beyond their limited art capacity, connect with
their personal experiences, engage them in different art experiences, and further assist them to
express themselves through art. Several instructional strategies that art educators often utilize to
teach non-art major students are reviewed in the following section.
Encouraging Students to Do Risk-taking Art
Kit Grauer’s (1998) research on preservice teachers’ beliefs regarding art teaching
indicates that preservice generalists are strongly affected by their perceived subject abilities.
Grauer (1998) called on teacher educators assisting preservice teachers to go beyond what they
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can and will teach. She states that, “personal beliefs about the subject should be challenged or
fostered in light of the values and theories that are part of the field” (p. 350). Halsey-Dutton’s
(2016) research on applying risk-taking strategy to increase preservice generalists’ art interests is
one case in which an art instructor helped non-art majors step outside of their comfort zones. In
doing so, the instructor also challenged the students’ previous assumptions of their art making
capacity and pushed their creativity.
Inviting Students to Reflect on Their Personal Contexts
The visual-culture approach and issue-based approach that are proposed by Chang and
Kim (Chang, Lim, & Kim, 2012) both concentrate on connecting preservice generalists’ personal
contexts with the art learning contents. Chang chooses to implement visual culture approach to
the arts method course for three reasons: 1) visual culture is interdisciplinary; 2) visual culture is
a substantial field for inquiry; and 3) visual culture reflects and represents our own everyday
lives (Chang, Lim, & Kim, 2012, p. 19). Because we are living in such a visual culture,
surrounded by images and objects, students felt more personally connected with the art projects
when they were asked to find visual resources, such as magazine pictures, advertisements,
videos, from their daily lives. By applying popular culture images, students have better
understanding on real-life issues in an art method course.
In the same paper, Kim incorporates issue-based approach to lead the preservice
generalists to deeper explore social and cultural issues. In doing so, students have to (1) examine
issue-based artmaking activities, (2) explore contemporary arts and artists, (3) understand
contemporary social/cultural issues, and (4) develop contemporary art-integrated lesson plans
(Chang, Lim, & Kim, 2012, p. 22). To allow students better understand the social and cultural
issues, Kim designs a visual research collaborative project for these preservice generalist
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students. During the class, each group of students selects the issues that they paid the most
attention to and share what visual resources they find for the issues with other groups in a
midterm presentation. In the process, students are guided to answer the questions, such as why
this issue is important, why it is relevant to education, and why is controversial, etc. In doing so,
students critically analyze the issues they select and how the issues are presented and discussed
in contemporary arts as well as mess media. The final product of this project also becomes one of
their teaching resource folders.
Engaging Students in Experiencing Diverse of Arts Forms
In Leonard and Odutola’s (2016) mixed method research on preservice generalists’
perceptions of arts in education, they examined how a new arts method course (including not
only visual art, but also dance, drama, music, and performance art) in an arts lab provided
different perspectives to shift the students’ perspectives of learning and teaching art. In Leonard
and Odutola’s (2016) pre-study questionnaire, only 48.5% of students thought they were artsy
and 79.8% of students believed that they were creative. However, in the post-study
questionnaire, 83.1% of students considered themselves as artsy people and 94.8% of people
agreed that they are creative people (p. 291). The authors identified crucial components that the
instructors utilized in the arts lab to transform students’ perception of learning art: “arts content,
student-centered pedagogy that allowed for exploration, engaging experiences, and an inviting
space for these to take place-thus, creating an effective, conducive context in which these
changes were possible” (p. 295-296). This study reveals a new direction in teaching preservice
generalists. Although at the end of the course the students utilize visual art to reflect upon their
final thoughts of being in the course, they are exposed to diverse art forms and invited to conduct
self-discoveries concerning their ways of learning arts.
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The non-art majors, who carry insecurity into an art course and have lower confidence in
learning art, may experience difficulties and discomforts during the art learning process.
However, as Baer (2012) asserts, “perhaps, then, the discomfort, the struggle, and the
interruption [are] necessary and vital to learning” (p. 44). Learning is not always comfortable.
Nonetheless, it is because people experience discomfort, struggle, and interruption, that they can
create the space to rethink what they know and what they not yet know. In my research, I applied
the two instructional strategies: Inviting students to reflect on their personal context and
engaging students in experiencing diverse of arts forms. I also revised a little bit about the
strategy of encouraging students to do risk-taking art.
As part of my teaching strategy, I wanted to engage students in what they were familiar
first, either the topic or materials. Later, through class and individual discussion with students, I
communicated with students the impact they hoped their projects would have. For most of nonart major undergraduate students, it was already challenging enough to visualize their thoughts.
Instead of encouraging students to step out their comfort zone, I encourage students to revisit the
challenges from their comfort zones. What I valued in this research process was helping students
to clearly convey their messages to the world through making meaningful artworks for
themselves.
Constructivism in Education
Many art education theories and practices are based upon constructivism and many of
those constructivist pedagogies that art educators develop are for K-12 art education. A lot of
these constructivist pedagogies in pre K-12 art education are applicable to higher education.
However, there are not many art scholars who specifically address how they utilize constructivist
adult learning theories to develop their constructivist pedagogies for adult learners. Therefore, in
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this part of the literature review, I will first introduce and review the influences of constructivism
in art education, then further portray how constructivist approaches helped art educators to create
art learning environments to foster learners’ voices. Finally, I will demonstrate why I chose the
constructivist adult learning theory—transformative learning theory—as one of my theoretical
foundation in this research.
Being Constructivist Educators
Constructivist educators view leaners as active agents in the process of acquiring
knowledge. Mensah (2015) points out that constructivist traditional theories can be traced back
to the educators such as John Dewey and his theses in Experience and Education (1938) and
Democracy in Education (1991), Jean Piaget’s theory of cognitive learning development
(1950/2001), Lev Semenovich Vygostky’s social/sociological constructivist perspectives 3 (1978,
1986/2012), and Jerome S. Bruner’s discovery learning (1961, 1995). Among these theories,
Piaget’s theory of cognitive learning development and Lev Semenovich Vygostky’s social
constructivist perspectives have been heavily adapted and greatly influenced contemporary
viewpoints on constructivism (Mensah, 2015). Richardson (2003) asserts that two primary forms
of constructivism can be traced to psychological constructivism and sociological constructivism,
referring to Mensah’s cognitive learning development and social constructivist perspectives.
Psychological constructivism emphasizes a, “developmental or learning theory that suggests that
individual learners actively construct the meaning around phenomena, and that these
constructions are idiosyncratic, depending in part on the learner’s background knowledge”
(Richardson, 2003, p. 1625). However, sociological constructivism “centers on the ways in
3

In Richardson’s (2003) summary, she utilizes “sociological constructivism” to refer to Lev Vygosky’s theory while
Jones and Brader-Araje (2002) and Mensah (2015) apply “social constructivist” perspectives to categorize Lev
Vygosky’s theses. Both terms are widely adopted by different researchers. In the later part of this study, I will
utilize “social constructivist” to unify this term.
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which power, the economy, political and social factors affect the ways in which groups of people
form understandings and formal knowledge about their world” (Richardson, 2003, p. 1624). The
former is focused more on the importance of how one person’s psychological development will
affect and lead his or her capability of acquiring knowledge. Nonetheless, the later puts emphasis
on how social relationships influence people to develop their learning patterns and meaning
construction.
No matter how different researchers define the two perspectives of constructivism, both
forms propose that learners can actively construct meaning or knowledge in their minds. They
also agree that learners do not about the world in one way, but rather in multiple ways (Jonassen,
Davidson, Collins, Campbell, & Haag, 1995; Jones & Brader-Araje, 2002; Mensah, 2015;
Piaget, 1950/2001; von Glasersfeld, 1995; Vygotsky, 1978). Unlike the traditional teach-andlearn model in the school system in which teachers are seen as the knowledge deliverers and
students learn only from receiving authoritative information, constructivist classrooms look to
create an environment in which teachers and students learn together. Teachers are guides and
assistants while students explore and construct their own knowledge.
The pedagogical research on constructivist pedagogy was not broadly published until the
1990s (Barr, 2001; Cobb et al., 1991; Freedman, 1994; Tobin, 1993; Wilson & Wineburg, 1993;
Wood, Nelson, & Warfield, 2001). Jacqueline Brooks and Martin Brooks (1993) identify five
tenets of constructivist teachers: 1) Constructivist teachers seek and value students’ points of
view; 2) Constructivist teachers structure lessons to challenge students’ suppositions; 3)
Constructivist teachers recognize that students must attach relevance to the curriculum; 4)
Constructivist teachers structure lessons around big ideas; and 5) Constructivist teachers assess
student learning in the context of daily classroom investigations (p. 78). They believe that “any
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discussion of teaching and learning focus needs to be on the learner, not on the subject to be
learned” (p. 78).
Richardson (2003) also listed five elements of constructivist pedagogy based upon the
facilitation of psychological constructivism as follows:
1. Attention to the individual and respect for students’ background and developing
understandings of and beliefs about elements of the domain (this could also be
described as student-centered);
2. Facilitation of group dialogue that explores an element of the domain with the
purpose of leading to the creation and shared understanding of a topic;
3. Planned and often unplanned introduction of formal domain knowledge into the
conversation through direct instruction, reference to a text, exploration of a Website,
or some other means;
4. Provision of opportunities for students to determine, challenge, change or add to
existing beliefs and understandings through engagement in tasks that are structured
for this purpose;
5. Development of students’ metawareness of their own understandings and learning
processes. (p. 1626)
When Piaget initially discussed his theory of cognitive development, he was focused on
early childhood development. Hence, an enormous amount of research on constructivist learning
and teaching was mostly associated with children or young adults. In the context of adult
education, Malcolm Knowles’s andragogy theory (1980) and Jack Mezirow’s transformative
learning theory (1997) are two leading theories in adult education based upon constructivist
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perspectives. Later in this chapter, I will state transformative learning theory and its comparison
with andragogy in detail.
Helping Students to Express Their Own Voices through Constructivist Pedagogy
Constructing students’ voice is the main pursuit when art educators want to utilize
constructivist pedagogies in art classrooms (Chanda & Basinger, 2000; Darden, 2013; Milbrandt,
Felts, Richards, & Abghari, 2004; Simspon, 1996; Windschitl, 1999). Scholars note that in art
education, traditional art teachers are the ones who are in charge of deciding art learning content
and curriculums in order to meet state curriculum standards. However, these art teachers cannot
control what students actually learn (Brooks, & Grennon Brooks, 1999; Milbrandt, et al., 2004).
Milbrandt, Felts, Richards, & Abghari (2004) further assert that, “at the heart of the
constructivist approach to education is the understanding that students are in control of their own
learning” (p. 20).
One of the early studies associated with applying constructivist pedagogy in art
classroom is Chanda and Basinger’s (2000) case study of applying art history constructivist
inquiry methods on a group of third-grade elementary students. In the pedagogy the researchers
called “art history constructivist inquiry activities,” they asked students to explain, find evidence,
examples, and analogies about iconography, make comparative and contextual analysis, and
research the correlation of cultural evidence with visual data (Chanda & Basinger’s, 2000, p. 72).
They deeply believe that, in a constructivist art classroom, “activities for contextually based
learning must be presented so that students can construct their own understanding and use their
pre-existing knowledge to construct new knowledge” (p. 81). Art should not be singled out of
leaners’ personal lives, but rather connected. Hence, an art teacher in a constructivist classroom
plays the role as a facilitator, which Milbrandt et al. (2004) called a “learning partner” (p. 33).
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Unlike traditional teachers, who give what they think students need to learn to meet the school
standards, they ask many deeper questions and create climate to engage leaners in an active
learning environment. Milbrandt, et al. (2004) conducteda study involving a parternship between
three high schoool art teachers, each from a different school in Atlanta, GA. By means of
implementing constructivist lessons, they wanted to know if students could take responsibility to
learn and peer-teach art. The three teachers concluded the following guidelines for successful
constructivist teaching:
•

Provide students with a variety of tools for research.

•

Frame strategies to foster peer support and interaction.

•

Develop a flexible classroom climate that encourages student inquiry and discussion.

•

Present numerous opportunities throughout the lesson for students to make individual
choices about their artwork.

•

Negotiate lesson objectives and evaluation criteria with students.

•

Encourage students to create real world and cross-disciplinary connections that
extend beyond the classroom.

•

Art as a participant-facilitator in the teaching process. Rather than as an authoritarian
who dispenses knowledge.

•

Encourage students to take ownership of their learning, develop expertise and share
their knowledge with others. (Milbrandt, et al., 2004, p. 24)

As result, students who participated in this project did reach a higher level of critical
thinking. They not only took more responsibility in personal investigation, but also actively
participated in collaborative research in a small group. The teacher’s role in this sense becomes
passive teaching, but on the other hand, active support. The teacher has to be ready to ask
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students questions that can lead them to think in depth and be resourceful to answer students’
questions.
This type of teaching is not easy. One of the teacher participants reminds us that teachers
who are interested in facilitating constructivist approaches in their classroom must be, “willing to
step outside the box, take risk, and feel a little uncomfortable.” She further explained that the
discomfort in teaching is the chance for teachers to, “unchart[] territory and break[] new ground”
(N. Abghari, personal communication, April 25, 2003 quoted from Milbrandt, et al., 2004, p. 33).
The selected research above illustrates a constructivist classroom’s emphasis on creating an
active student learning environment. Group or teamwork is important because the process of
sharing and exchanging allows students to realize multiple voices in a community and to
stimulate each other’s creative ideas. In the meantime, keeping students in a loop of discussion
and reflection is needed so that students can take more responsibility in developing their critical
thinking skills.
Constructivist Approaches in College Art Education Courses
Many constructivist educational models or curriculums are designed for or developed in
the pre K-12 art classrooms. There is not as much research written which applies constructivist
approaches to an art course for college students. However, some similar approaches of assisting
students to construct their own meanings through art making can be found from other learnercentered approaches such as “emergent curriculums” (Fiugglero, 2017; Kraehe, 2015; Powell &
LaJevic, 2011) and “issue-based learning” (Chang, Lim, & Kim, 2012; Halsey-Dutton, 2016).
Though these researchers do not label their approaches as constructivist approaches, the process
of concentrating on students’ learning processes rather than being focused on the final product is
in the same spirit of constructivist perspectives.
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Three examples that I found which address how to apply “constructivists” approaches in
college art education will be discussed in the following paragraphs (Griner, 2016; Johnson,
Linda, & Cooper, 2012; Kundu & Bain, 2006). The three studies primary participants are
preservice students, but the methods of engaging students in constructivist learning environment
are quite different. The first study, Utilizing Technology in a Constructivist Manner to Facilitate
Meaningful Preservice Learning, conducted by Rina Kundu and Kristina Bain (2006), is the
earliest one among the three. The researchers ask their preservice art teachers to design
“webquests,” as a way to, “eliminate some of the traditional obstacles to art-based learning,
expanding the types of inquiry that can be undertaken in classes and enabling students to master
materials through problem solving and critical thinking” (p. 6). Webquest is “an inquiry-oriented
activity in which some or all of the information that learners interact with comes from resources
on the Internet, optionally supplemented with videoconferencing” (Dodge, 1997, Definition,
para. 1). The basic elements in a webquest include an introduction, a task, information resource,
a process, some guidance, and a conclusion. (Dodge, 1997, Critical Attributes, para. 1). In order
to create a webquest for their future students to learn art, the preservice art teachers have to
reorganize their knowledge creatively and design questions that can stimulate multiple solutions.
In other words, these preservice art teachers are learning how to teach by means of a
constructivist approach. As part of the course, the preservice art teachers also participate in their
peers’ webquest designs and help each other to figure out the problems. In doing so, these
preservice art teachers learn to incorporate technology with their art teaching utilizing a
constructivist perspective.
Another research, East Coast/ West Coast (Johnson, et al., 2012) also analyzed how
teacher researchers incorporate technology to enhance students’ active learning. However, their
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methodology differed from Kundu and Bain’s (2006) research. Johnson, et al. (2012) applied
technology to strengthen the meaning constructions among the project participants, who were
middle school teachers, middle school students, and university preservice art teachers. There
were two participatory middle schools in this project. One was from the East coast and the other
was from the West coast of the United States. The preservice students were from the State
University of New York at New Paltz (SUNY New Paltz) enrolled in the course, Curriculum and
Instruction in Art Education. Firstly, the art teachers at the two middle schools assisted students
to explore social issues around their personal lives by making collages. Then, the two schools
exchanged students’ works to appreciate how their peers, but living on the opposite coast,
addressed similar issues.
Meanwhile, the preservice students from SUNY New Paltz created CDs that included
Power Point slideshows, which introduced some selected contemporary artists’ lives and works,
for middle school students. The middle school students researched the selected artists’ whose
lives and works were related to the topic they had chosen. The preservice students also had the
opportunity to interact with the middle school students via emails, videoconferences, and voice
threads. These interactions allowed them to capture in part how these middle school students
thought about those social issues, and how they expressed that through art. Moreover, the
preservice students created an East Coast/ West Coast wiki page in 2008, which became a social
platform for the participants in this project to upload their videoconferences, artworks,
slideshows, suggestions, and questions to interact with each other. The project was profoundly
successful and reveals a wonderful constructive art learning community.
The third study, Art Student Teaching Seminar: Negotiating Meaning through Inquiry, is
a dissertation by Downi Griner (2016), a multi-case study investigating how to apply an inquiry-
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based seminar to help four student art teachers reflect upon their practicum experiences. The
student teachers learned to integrate their teaching experiences with art making. The author
emphasized her objective of including art making in her facilitation of the student teacher
seminar to help art specialists apply it as “a means of understanding experience” as well as to
foster their “personal suitability” of becoming art teacher candidates (p. 116). Griner (2012)
designed four steps for the student teachers to develop their reflective process via discovering
arts inquiry:
•

Step 1: Artistic Process Presentation

•

Step 2: Personal Artistic Process (Journal)

•

Step 3: Final Artwork Proposal (Journal)

•

Step 4: In-Class Art Critique (p. 112)

The student teachers detailed their conceptual process in their art journals. Meanwhile,
they wrote down their teaching reflections along with their creating process. In class discussions
with peers, the student teachers were divided into teams of two, sharing and discussing their
analyses of the chosen artists’ art ideas, methods, and personal points of view. In doing so,
Griner hoped to guide these student teachers to engage in an artist’s creative/artistic process. The
student teachers learned and relearned themselves as art teachers from constructing and
deconstructing their own artwork. As a result, this arts-centered approach successfully invited the
student teachers to critically reflect upon their teaching by exploring their art inquiries.
In my own research, I applied a similar approach to guide my students in exploring their
final explorative studio project on social justice issues. More details about arts-based approaches
will be mentioned later in this chapter, and my approach to facilitating art inquiries will be
introduced in Chapter 4.
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I believe that there could be more art educators who apply constructivism as part of their
teacher research foundation. However, art educators, who specified that they utilized
‘constructivist approach(es)’ or ‘constructivism’ for their teacher research on college non-art
majors, were not many when I searched from the literary. Particularly, art studies related to how
art instructors facilitate constructivist approaches in college general art courses are limited.
Therefore, according to the research I found while researching this section, it reveals two
research gaps in art education in terms of undergraduate art education.
Firstly, few art teacher researchers design their research on undergraduate non-art major
students. Most research’s emphasis is on pre K-12 students’ learning. Secondly, the art teacher
researchers, who did research undergraduate students’ art learning, are focused on preservice
teachers, mostly the generalists. The researchers who studies on preservice teachers believe that
increasing preservice generalists’ confidence on teaching will lead them to create a better art
learning cycle for elementary or middle school students. However, I would argue that it is
equally essential that we should foster non-art major undergraduate students’ art learning
interests. What type of art conceptions these general non-art majors carry will also potentially
influence the way they look at and think about their own majors, affect their future careers, and
further have an impact on society. Moreover, these people will become parents and pass on their
perceptions of learning art to educate their children. Their responsibility is as important as
preservice teachers.
Hence, I believe my research on undergraduate non-art majors can contribution to enrich
this aspect of art education literature. Furthermore, I can provide future art educators, who share
similar teaching interest as myself, a clear framework of implementing constructivist approaches
in a general art course in a university. Lastly, although most constructivist approaches in art
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research are based upon a pre K-12 setting, those core concepts are also useful to me when I
create a constructivist art classroom. The contributions of past art educators has greatly
influenced my research thoughts and design.
Transformative Learning Theory
Jack Mezirow, who first proposed transformative learning in adult education, based his
theory upon Jürgen Habermas’s theory of communicative action (Habermas, 1971, 1984, 1987).
Mezirow applied the three types of knowledge in communicative action as a new foundation for
adults’ understanding (Mezirow, 1978a, 1991). The three types of knowledge are instrumental,
communicative, and emancipatory (Mezirow, 1991, p. 72-89). Instrumental knowledge is
“cause-and effect, objective knowledge derived from scientific methodologies” (Cranton, 2002,
p. 64). People acquire instrumental knowledge by using “particular means to attain a desired end
result” (Gouthro, 2006, p. 8). Differentiating from instrumental knowledge, communicative
knowledge is “the understanding of ourselves, others, and the social norms of the community or
society in which we live” (Cranton, 2002, p. 64). Harbamas (1984) believes that by means of
communicative actions, people can also gain knowledge during the process when they try to
understand and justify their established norms, assumptions, desires, or intentions. Finally,
emancipatory knowledge is a kind of self-awareness that frees us from constraints. It is a product
of critical reflection and critical self-reflection (Cranton, 2002, p. 64).
Relying on the three types of knowledge mentioned above, transformative learning theory
was established in the hope of advocating, “a critical dimension of learning in adulthood that
enables [people] to recognize, reassess, and modify the structures of assumptions and
expectations that frame our tacit points of view and influence our thinking, beliefs, attitudes, and
actions” (Mezirow, 2010, p. 18). Once people construct their frames of reference, they
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automatically apply the relevant one to react to a situation, mentally or behaviorally. A frame of
reference is divided into two dimensions: one is habit of mind and the other is point of view
(Mezirow, 1997, p. 5). Similar to many constructivist theories, transformative learning
facilitators looked forward to assisting learners in their meaning making process (Cranton &
Taylor, 2012; Mezirow, 1991, 1997, 2012). The practitioners of this learning theory put their
focuses on helping learners to shape and reshape their existing assumptions and old
understandings and hopefully further revise their actions in the future. It is concerned with the
learning process rather than the learning results; it is a “theory in process” (Cranton, 2011, p. 77).
Patricia Cranton (2002) proposed seven facets to help adult learners’ transformation (Table 2)
based upon the ten situations that Mezirow (1978b) defines as resulting in transformation cycles.
Table 2.1 clearly shows that perspective transformation happens in the process of critical
reflecting and revising assumptions and actions.
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Table 2. 1
Cranton’s seven facets of helping adult learners’ transformation
Facet

Description

1

An activating event that typically exposes a discrepancy between what a person
has always assumed to be true and what has just been experienced, heard, or
read.

2

Articulating assumptions, that is, recognizing underlying assumptions that have
been uncritically assimilated and are largely unconscious.

3

Critical self-reflection, that is, questioning and examining assumptions in terms
of where they came from, the consequences of holding them, and why they are
important.

4

Being open to alternative viewpoints.

5

Engaging in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed,
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus.

6

Revising assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better
justified.

7

Acting on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent
with transformed assumptions or perspectives. (Cranton, 2002, p. 66)

For transformative learning theory scholars, a learner’s perspective transformation is a
continuous process because his/her frame of reference is always facing challenges. Every
perspective transformation not only involves a change, but also involves a new alternative for
understanding. These scholars believe that if learners have various alternatives to construct and
reconstruct their meaning structure, the learners will become open-minded and flexible to
accepting different perspectives. In doing so, the learners can avoid having a narrow worldview.
Having a broader worldview will let people apply different perspectives to consider
situations. A person who has a broader worldview will know that there is more than one
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alternative to solve a problem. Moreover, they will also seek to create alternatives (O’ Sullivan,
2012). Arts-based activities are one method by which transformative learning facilitators can
help learners expand and transform their worldview. Art practices can provide people
opportunities for tacit learning. People can try, create, and explore different possibilities to
present a thought or a topic though various media and forms. Therefore, in my research, I
encourage participating students to explore their worldviews through discovering different types
of art practices.
In order to create an environment that allows for transformative learning, there are some
critical components that adult educators should consider including in their teaching practices.
These are individual experience, critical reflection, dialogue, a holistic orientation, awareness of
context, and an authentic practice (Taylor, 1998, 2010). Taylor (2010) specifically reminds
educators that these components are interwoven with each other and cannot be separated.
Though every component is equally important in transformative education, individual
experience, dialogues, and critical reflection are the foundation.
Individual Experience
Individual experience represents how adult learners conceptualize and develop their
background knowledge. It is the primary element that adult educators need to incorporate into
their teaching. Assisting adult learners to connect their past experiences to current learning
content can enhance their engagement in class practices (Cragg, Plotnikoff, Hugo, & Casey,
2001). Transformative learning educators not only hope to assist learners to make meanings for
themselves, but also to help them “reinterpret an old experience (or new one) from a new set of
expectations, thus giving a new meaning and perspective to the old experience” (Mezirow, 1991,
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p. 11). The connections between individuals and their personal experiences and prior knowledge
are usually facilitated through group conversations (dialogues) and critical reflections.
Dialogues and Critical Reflection
Dialogues and critical reflections are two crucial elements to trigger a transformation of
perspective. Taylor (2010) asserts that dialogues can help identify the learner’s “edge of
meaning” (p. 10), a transitional zone of knowing and meaning making. Taylor applies the
concept “edge of meaning” from Berger (2004) who asserts that an edge of meaning, “is this
liminal space that [sic] we can come to terms with the limitations of our knowing and thus begin
to stretch those limits” (p. 338). Due to the fact that people have different frames of reference, a
sharing process after learning can provide a platform for people to exchange their subjective
perspectives with each other. By doing so, people can determine if their own frames of reference
might be problematic and need to be adjusted or not. Moreover, they can discover multiple
interpretations that go beyond a dualistic perspective. Recognizing possibilities and multiple
interpretations will stimulate people’s critical and creative thinking and change their initial
structures for frames of reference. Once people start to acknowledge and/or accept other people’s
perspectives, it is like they are holding a hammer in their hand to crack their shells. They are
ready for a perspective transformation and knowledge deconstruction. After having interpretive
dialogues with others, it is necessary to engage in a deep, critical self-reflection to consider how
to practice a transformed perspective.
Taylor (2010) further points out that there are three forms of reflection in the
transformation of meaning perspectives:
1. Content: Reflecting on what we perceive, think, feel, and act
2. Process: Reflecting on how we perform the functions of perceiving
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3. Premise: An awareness of why we perceive (p. 7)
Among the three forms, premise reflection may not be encountered as frequently as the
other two. However, it is the basis for critical reflection because it “refers to examining the
presuppositions underlying our knowledge of the world” (Taylor, 2010, p. 8). In order to
encourage adult educators to promote premise reflection, Taylor suggests some ways to facilitate
it noting, “indicators as levels, a repertory grid, and coding schemas lend a hand in categorizing
reflection, offer examples for learners, and demonstrate how previous research has often been
too arbitrary in identifying critical reflection” (p. 8). Stephen Brookfield, an adult educator who
has devoted his work to teaching critical thinking, reminds adult learners of the importance of
critical reflection. He asserts, “If you can’t think critically you have no chance of recognizing, let
alone pushing back on, those times you are being manipulated” (2012, p. 1). In his research on
fostering students’ critical thinking, he found out five themes repeatedly shown regarding to how
students learn critical learning:
1.

It is best developed in small groups where peers serve as critical mirrors to shed light
on assumptions that have never been checked and where new perspectives that have
not been previously considered are introduced.

2.

Students like it when teachers model the process and draw their attention to how
that’s happening.

3.

It is helpful to ground critical thinking in concrete experiences through case studies,
critical incidents, simulations, and scenarios.

4.

Students stress that the most significant moments in critical thinking happen when
some kind of unexpected event or idea jolts them out of their comfort zone, what
theorists of transformative learning such as Mezirow (1991, 2000) call a disorienting
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dilemma.
5.

Students view the trajectory of how they learned critical thinking as developmental.
They prefer starting with multiple opportunities to practice critical protocols in
settings. (Brookfield, 2012, p. 55)

These themes that provide educators some key points to foster students critical thinking as well
as reflections. They also influenced how I designed the class activities and assignments in this
study particularly.
Kreber (2012) states, “It is this critical theory tradition that connects reflection explicitly
with social and political purposes and ideology critique, and hence makes it critical” (p. 324).
Critical theories usually are involved in the discussion of broader societal contexts, such as
hegemony, racism, and power. Paulo Freire (1994) states that, “questions and reflections focused
on power and the role liberatory education may play within a praxis… transforms the ways
power is produced, re-produced, and distributed socially” (quoted from Miguel, 1994, pp. 185186). Critical reflection in transformative learning theory is utilized for inviting learners to
challenge their frames of reference, which usually are related to social norms and social justice
issues. It is essential for a transformative learner to make “an informed and reflective decision to
act on his or her reflective insight” (Mezirow, 2012, p. 87) so that she or he can acquire a
mindful transformative learning experience.
Dialogues and critical reflections can also assist adult learners in developing their
awareness of context and to reflect on authentic relationships with others (Taylor, 2010; Cranton
& Carusetta, 2004). The process of questioning, interpreting, sharing, and discussing personal
perspectives will force learners to rethink viewpoints based upon different contextual
perspectives. Taylor (2010) asserts that only when students are aware of, “the surroundings of
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the immediate learning, the personal and professional situation of the learners at the time (their
prior experiences), and the background context that is shaping society” (p. 11) can they make
their own meaning structure to judge, to make change, and to become an adaptive learner in
society. Furthermore, dialogues and critical reflections also help formulate positive, authentic
relationships. This authenticity can establish a cogenerative learning culture. As Haber-Curran
and Tillapaugh (2015) claim, “cogenerative dialogue[s] reflect the aims of transformative
learning, providing an opportunity for students to engage in authentic learning experiences in
which they learn to work effectively with others, learn from their behaviors, and take
responsibility for their learning” (p. 69). A cogenerative dialogue shifts the power dynamic from
one-way authority to two-way interactive meaning making. As a result, an instructor in
cogenerative learning is not only an instructor, but also a learner.
Arts Methods in Transformative Learning
Transformative learning educators also advocate that adult educators facilitate a holistic
orientation. This type of orientation refers to encouraging learners to engage in other ways of
knowing: for instance, experiencing representational or expressive ways of knowing, as
represented in subjects such as dance, arts, music, fable, drama, online meditation, and so on
(Berger, 2004; Butterwick & Lawrence, 2010; Cranton, 2010; Davis-Manigualte, Yorks & Kasl,
2006; Hanlin-Rowney et al., 2006; Lawrence, 2008; Lawrence & Cranton, 2009; Patteson, 2002;
Taylor, 2010; Yang & Lawrence, 2017). In Patricia Cranton’s (2010) study on training
tradespeople to become teachers, she observed that arts-based activities have the potential to
develop transformative learning because its characteristics are deeply connected with
experiential learning. Cranton asked the teacher-tradespeople to make collages or drawings to
demonstrate their understanding of one experiential theory. Rather than asking the adult students
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to write papers, she encouraged them to do an arts-based project for their representations of
teaching or being a teacher. The findings indicate that the teacher-tradespeople reflected deeply
on “What teaching means and what it means to be a teacher” (p. 187). In Butterwick and
Lawrence’s (2010) study on exploring how theater arts can foster adult learners’ speaking and
listening, they concluded that, “arts-based processes are powerful because they tap into
embodied knowing, honor emotions, and create spaces for rehearsal for action” (p. 44).
In the book Participatory visual approaches to adult and continuing education: Practical
insights (2017), it covers eight research chapters on applying participatory visual methods to
adult education. For example, in the book, Kyung-Hwa Yang (2017) identifies three pinpoints
that that participatory visual methods can benefit to the researchers and the learners:
•

Participatory visual methods [are] effective in engaging learners in a reflexive
process to analyze their own experiences.

•

Participatory visual methods are useful to developing learners’ sense of agency.

•

Participatory visual methods allow learners to create new self- images by taking
control of their own representations. (p. 14)

Yang believes that participatory visual methods can, “assist adult learners in creating
images about themselves and challenging predominant views of them” (p. 15). In one project,
Yang applied photovoice as his visual methods to a community course. A woman in this course,
whose husband was a U.S. Immigrant, realized that she never had a clear understanding about
how her husband came to the United States until she saw a photo with her husband carrying a
backpack. Once her existing assumption about her husband’s historical image changed, her
thoughts about the photo topic of her photo essay changed. Initially, she looked upon the
immigrant issue from her perspective, but then switched to her child’s perspective to look at his
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father. In her photo essay, she made her self-image as a strong and fearless woman rather than a
wife and mother.
The studies mentioned above provide sound evidence that representational or expressive
ways of knowing can assist students to engage with their personal experiences by means of
different ‘languages.’ The concept of participatory visual methods are similar to the concept of
art-based learning in art education, which believes that students can learn and understand
learning contents through art making process. The details about arts-based learning and inquiry
will be further discussed in the arts-based learning section later. In conclusion, though many
different visual methods are applied to transformative learning contents, there are not enough
studies to show how transformative learning is utilized in undergraduate courses or programs to
transform students existing perceptions. Hence, I believe my research can make some
contribution to fill the research gap by utilizing a perspective from art education to look at
students’ transformation in higher education.
Why Transformative Learning Theory?
In the previous section I mentioned there are two leading theories in adult education. One
is andragoy while the other is transformative learning. Why did I choose to work on one rather
than the other?
Knowles defined his theory of andragogy as, “a new label and a new technology” of adult
learning to distinguish it from pre-adult schooling (1968, p. 351). There are six assumptions that
define the adult learning in andragogy:
•

Adults need to generate the awareness of “need to know” (Knowles, Holton, &
Swanson, 2005, p. 64);
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•

Adults have their own self-concepts and have to be responsible for making decisions
independently for their own lives (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2005);

•

Adults have different quantitative and qualitative life experiences than when they
were youths. The accumulated life experiences become rich resources for learning
(Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2005; Merriam, 2001);

•

Adults are ready to move from one developmental stage to the next (Knowles,
Holton, & Swanson, 2005);

•

Adults are motivated when the application of new knowledge can be associated with
solving problems or tasks in their real life situations (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson,
2005; Merriam, 2001);

•

Adults are mostly more motivated to learn by internal rather than external factors
(Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2005; Merriam, 2001).

Though Knowles’ andragogy is adopted by many adult educators, there are some criticisms
(Merriam, 2001; Mezirow, 1997; Hanson, 2006). For example, Merriam (2001) argues that some
adults do have more and deeper life experiences than others, but it does not mean that these life
experiences would function positively when they learn. Moreover, Merriam (2001) also
questions if these assumptions undermine the possibility that some children may have richer
qualitative life experiences than some adults.
Another critique of andragogy concerns adult learners’ dependency on learning.
Andragogy believers proposed that adult educators should help adult learners in terms of selfdirected learning because they believe that adult learners should be able to make decisions for
themselves and know what they need to learn. However, some scholars question an adult
learner’s ability to conduct self-directed learning if his or her cognitive development has not yet
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reached the relevant level (Cranton & Taylor, 2012; Merriam, 2001). These scholars argue about
Knowles’s fourth assumption, which is the statement of “ready to learn.” Knowles provided the
following example of “ready to learn:”
For example, a sophomore girl in high school is not ready to learn about infant
nutrition or marital relations, but let her get engaged after graduation and she will
be very ready. (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2005, p. 67)
However, how can we be sure that this girl will be ready and mature enough to learn about infant
nutrition or marital relations once she undertakes these life situations? Knowles, Holton, and
Swanson’s statement above also assumes that one cannot learn about an experience or topic
unless he/she has experienced it/is currently experiencing it or has some kind of direct tie to the
subject matter. Nonetheless, this type of statement ignores the importance of incidental and
unconscious learning that the girl learn from other life events may prepare her to arrive the
developmental level early.
Merriam (2001) also points out that Knowles’s sixth assumption about adults’ internal
motivation to learn is also arbitrary. For example, Knowles, Holton, and Swanson (2005) apply
Tough’s (1979) research of adult learning to support Knowles’s viewpoint that unlike children,
who rely more on external help offered by parents, teachers, or others older than themselves,
adults are motivated more strongly by internal pressures, such as the desire for increased job
satisfaction (p. 68). Merriam (2001) counters that adults may be motivated externally by going to
vocational trainings to maintain their jobs. The debates and questions about andragogy largely
involve the distinctions drawn between child learning and adult learning. If adult learning is one
way, then child learning seems to be the opposite. What is lacking here, however, is the
consideration that not every adult has the same cognitive capabilities to accomplish the same
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knowledge development. Because of the limitations of andragogy, that is, theorists failure to
consider its assumptions from multiple situations as discussed above, I have decided not to use it
a part of my theoretical framework.
Hence, in this study, I work with transformative learning theory, in which theorists
emphasize adult learning as a process of experiencing multiple possibilities. Transformative
learning also emphasizes guiding adult learners to make meaning structures for themselves.
Additionally, all types of possibilities that instructors can provide and that might benefit a
learner’s internal as well as external learning processes are valued. In doing so, the
transformative learning instructor seeks to assist learners in transforming their old
understandings into new knowledge.
Informal Learning in Education
Definition of Informal Learning
Most scholars define formal learning as structured, hierarchically organized, degree
seeking and teacher-centered. This type of learning is usually provided by schools and training
institutions (Beckett & Hager, 2002; Colley, Hodkinson, & Malcolm, 2003; Eraut, 2000, 2004a,
2004b; European Commission, 2001; Livingstone, 1999, 2001; Marsick & Watkins, 1999, 2001;
Taylor, 2006). In contrast, the terms of non-formal learning and informal learning were often
used synonymously. The European Commission (EC) (2001) on lifelong learning, however,
draws a clear line between non-formal and informal learning. It defines the two types of learning
as follows:
1. Non-formal learning: learning that is not provided by an education or training
institution and typically does not lead to certification. It is, however, structured (in
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terms of learning objectives, learning time or learning support). Non-formal learning is
intentional from the learner’s perspective.
2. Informal learning: learning resulting from daily-life activities related to work, family
or leisure. It is not structured (in terms of learning objectives, learning time or learning
support) and typically does not lead to certification. Informal learning may be
intentional, but in most cases it is non-intentional (or ‘incidental’/ random). (pp. 3233)
According to my understanding, the EC’s definition of non-formal learning refers to some
structured training; for example, training on a basketball team. Although basketball training may
not offer a certificate, there is an envisioned end product, such as increasing the accuracy of freethrow shooting. The EC’s definition of informal learning can be seen taking place on a daily
basis. It indicates that informal learning can happen when people visit a museum exhibition, or
chat with families.
The EC’s definition of informal learning is similar to Marsick and Watkins’ (2001)
definition of informal learning and incidental learning. They both indicate that learning will
happen incidentally in daily life. The case of chatting with families is a situation in which
incidental learning may happen. If one of the families shares their experience of travelling
somewhere, people who did not visit that place may learn something through this family’s
experience although they did not set out to learn about this place. However, in contrast to
claiming that informal learning is “not structured” and “non-intentional,” Marsick and Watkins
(2001) assert that informal learning “is usually intentional but not highly structured” (pp. 25-26).
Marsick and Watkins believe informal learning and incidental learning can happen anytime and
anywhere as long as people recognize their “need, motivation, and opportunity for learning” (p.
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28). Hence, in formal learning situations, it is important to trigger people’s desire to learn by
providing multiple types of opportunities.
Though the EC (2001) makes a slight distinction between non-formal and informal
learning, there are many scholars who consider the terms “non-formal” and “informal”
interchangeable and in contrast to formal learning (Eraut, 2000, 2004a, 2004b; Colley,
Hodkinson, & Malcolm, 2003; Willems & Bateman, 2013). Eraut (2004) asserts that, “[informal
learning] provides a simple contrast to formal learning or training that suggests greater flexibility
or freedom for learners. It recognizes “the social significance of learning from other people, but
implies greater scope for individual agency than socialization” (p. 247). Eraut believes that much
learning takes place outside of formal institutional settings. Colley, Hodkinson, and Malcolm
(2003) also point out that “non-formal” and “informal” learning are overtly interchangeable in
many studies because they are often seen as the opposite of dominant formal learning settings.
Furthermore, the two terms usually refer to individualized learning whereas “formal learning”
does not.
In my research, I will use “informal leaning” to include both informal learning and nonformal learning. The reason is that the distinction between the two terms given by the EC is only
based upon whether the learning is structured or not. However, taking museum learning as an
example, many museum educators do structure some content for school tour children to
experience in a specific length of time, but the visitors still have their own preferences and select
what they want to learn from the provided content. The learner may also incidentally learn other
knowledge that is not included in the provided content when they walk through a gallery. The
visitors’ museum tour experiences will not be graded and are definitely visitor-centered. Hence,
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in this case, the learning experience is both informal and non-formal using the EC’s definitions.
Therefore, I use informal learning in my research and in contrast to formal learning.
How Informal Learning Strategies Can Support Formal Learning Setting
The early informal learning studies mentioned above are dedicated to promoting the
importance of informal learning by criticizing the limitations of formal education. However,
recent studies indicate a tendency to consider informal learning as complementary support to
formal learning (Dierking, 2005; Knutson, Crowley, Russell, & Steiner, 2011). Dierking
proposed that formal education provides learners a place to obtain basic skills and to be
introduced to new knowledge. She replaced the term “informal learning” with “free-choice
learning” noting,
The free-choice learning sector is where we can tap into a vast array of resources, where
we are provided an opportunity to explore the thousands of topics, whether shallowly or
deeply, occasionally or frequently, that lead us to understand ourselves, our families, our
society, and our world a little bit better. (p. 148)
Dierking’s discussion of free-choice learning here is closely associated with Livingstone’s (1999,
2001) explanation of informal learning. They both assert that learning can happen whenever and
wherever people are intentionally willing to learn through informal learning processes. However,
I do not completely agree with the claim that all types of learning, either formal or informal,
happen intentionally. It is arguable if a person learns particular content intended by the instructor
by sitting in a classroom for a lecture. It is also debatable that a person who wanders around a
museum for no reason learns nothing. Learning can happen anytime, anywhere; consciously and
unconsciously. According to Dierking’s perspective of free-choice learning, the learner causes
informal learning to happen and therefore must be conscious of what he or she wants to learn,
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resulting in informal learning process and progress. In other words, learners build their own
curriculums. Further, the learner may or may not feel that they learned anything during the
chosen learning process, but in fact they have. For instance, a student goes to a museum
exhibition of Vincent van Gogh and feels she has not learned anything from that trip.
Nonetheless, when she walks on the street one day and sees an advertisement that includes one
of van Gogh’s artworks that she saw in the exhibition, she recalls the art historical information
that she gained from her museum visit: she did unconsciously learn from the trip despite her
initial impression.
Four Useful Informal Learning Strategies. There are strategies that are considered
useful in prompting informal learning. These strategies are summarized as follows:
1. Tacit learning
Eraut (2000), Livingstone (1999), and Colley, Hodkinson, and Malcolm (2003) point
out the importance of tacit learning in informal learning. Eraut (2000) asserts that,
“Even when that knowledge is capable of being explicitly described by the actor, it
may be used tacitly because that is usually quicker” (p. 126). Holye (2015) also
promotes the idea of “learning through work” (p. 25). These scholars all believe that
through empirically practicing a type of knowledge, people can learn to identify what
they acquire and pick up from trial and error.
2. Daily life experiences and free-choice learning
Most informal learning scholars consider that informal learning is highly connected
with daily life experiences (Eraut 2000; European Commission, 2001; Holye, 2015;
Livingstone, 1999; Marsick & Watkins, 1999, 2001). Free-choice learning is a type of
informal learning that deeply connects to individuals’ interests and daily lives.
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Dierking (2005) points out that aside from formal education in schools, there are
many other access points for people to learn, such as surfing on the Internet, watching
TV, attending a club meeting, etc. There is no external, authoritative mentor to force
people to choose particular learning resources. People make the decision on their
own. Though free-choice learning is learner-centered and individualized, Falk (2005)
notes that, “almost all free-choice learning involves some kind of facilitated
‘instruction’” (p. 272). Examples are an introduction board for an exhibition in a
museum or a short description of a YouTube video. If educators want to include freechoice learning in a class assignment, it is important to make sure that students have
the right to choose how they want to create the assignment.
3. Collaborative learning
Many studies mention that informal learning often relates to collaborative work.
Working collaboratively is an efficient way for people to negotiate each other’s
thoughts and become socialized. The practice of collaborative work can typically be
seen from group discussions, team presentations, and partnerships. However, as
Holye (2015) proposes, “Learning through work also includes collaborative problemsolving and a more ad hoc sharing of experience” (p. 25). Hence, collaborative work
means that people not only work together, but also are involved in the process of
discussion and making things work out.
4. Participating in an informal learning environment (e.g. institutions, communities,
clubs, events, etc.)
Many studies demonstrate that on-site informal learning experiences can allow
students to connect learning between school and other parts of life (Auladi, 2013;
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Knutson, Crowley, Russell, & Steiner, 2011; Falk & Dierking, 2000). For example,
Auladi’s research on mangrove conservation reveals that special events held by
environmentally-based programs can further students’ interest in understanding more
about the issue of mangrove extinction. Falk and Dierking’s (2000) book Learning
from Museums: Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning illustrates how
museum visitors can connect their personal history or prior knowledge to a spider
exhibition. One of their study participants recalled her learning in the exhibition and
reflected that after visiting the spider exhibition, she started to pay attention to what
types of spiders live in her community (p. 5). This approach has been broadly adopted
in formal education. Many schools plan field trips to go to informal educational
places, such as art museums or science centers.
The four informal strategies listed above have been widely adapted in formal education.
However, for my dissertation, in addition to incorporating these strategies into my teaching
research, I also wanted to examine if students can transform their old knowledge and
understanding into new perspectives and what influences this transformation. In order to achieve
this, I utilize transformative learning strategies with these informal learning strategies.
Informal Learning Strategies in Constructivist Art Education
The three strategies, tacit learning, daily life experiences and free-choice learning, and
collaborative learning, are common strategies that can be seen in constructivist art classroom as I
stated in the earlier section of constructivism in education. In this section, I specifically want to
address the fourth strategy, participating in informal learning sites in art education.
Other than learning in formal educational institutions, such as schools, many learning
happens in informal institutions, such as cultural centers, museums, galleries, libraries, and
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heritage sites (Chobot & Chobot, 1990; Dierking, 2005; Knutson, Crowley, Russell, & Steiner,
2011; MacDonald & Alsford, 1991; Vallance, 2003). According to Dierking (2005), formal
education is, “the place in which we are guided in the development of basic skills and introduced
to new realms of knowledge” (p. 148), such as academic subjects learning and career-directed
training. For example, while school-based art education usually offers a curriculum that directs
students to acquire specific, structured knowledge, it may partner with informal institutions to
create that learning experience (Knutson et al., 2011). Generally, formal learning content is
designed based upon standards, such as school policies and national or state standards for an
academic subject, and the learning outcomes may not be able to reflect learners’ individual
interests (Knutson et al., 2011). Moreover, formal education targets a specific age group or
population within a designated time period.
Although a curriculum in formal education is designed for learners, they have little if any
input. Rather, it is the curriculum designer or design team who determines what content learners
can and should learn at a given developmental and educational level. This type of education
often ends up being teacher-centered because the teacher is instructing the students the
knowledge to repeat on a test, rather than the learners being actively involved in their learning.
Also, the learning outcomes almost always accompany with assessment, for instance, giving a
grade for a student’s artwork. In comparison with formal educational learning, the informal
learning usually provides a learning environment for self-directed study (Dierking, 2005). What
is more, due to informal education has less structured and its learning contents are open to the
public (Vallance, 2003), generally, informal learning is not associated with assessment. Taking
museums as an example, although museum boards or policies may affect museum architectures,
displays, or choices of exhibitions, it is a museumgoers’ choice of what they want to see, learn,
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and interact with when they visit museums. Therefore, informal learning is less controllable and
not easily assessed. So how and what can we learn from informal learning sites?
Due to museum pedagogy was one of the main pedagogy that I incorporated as an
informal learning strategy in this research, in this part of review, my focus will be on discuss
how museums are incorporated in art education as an informal learning strategy. Reviewing art
studies, it appears that art educators nowadays take their students to art museums to enhancing
the art knowledge they learn from classrooms. Teachers in museums are diverse. Museum
teachers can range from museum staff, such as volunteers, docents, and information staff to
curators and museum educators. Further instructional value is provided by the education
materials, for example, written labels, interactive devices, and printed catalogues, guides, and
study sheets (Castle, 2006; Grenier, 2009, Grenier & Sheckley, 2008; Vallance, 2003). Most
importantly, the displayed objects are also teachers (Vallance, 2003). Many studies note that
museums offer strong support for lifelong learning (Dierking, 2005; Grenier, 2009; Grenier &
Sheckley, 2008; MacDonald & Alsford, 1991; Knutson et al., 2011). Museums provide multiple
learning opportunities through curating different exhibitions and lectures, offering workshops
and professional development programs as well as planning educational or entertainment for a
variety of age groups. Visitors have the power to select what they would like to do as well as
how long or how often they would like to participate in a given museum event.
Constructivist Museum Education
At the beginning, informal learning institutions were interested in creating based upon
visitor/leaner-centered learning environments. Museums, for instance, were considered to be
learning “temples” (Duncan, 1997, p.11) for intellectuals and well-educated people to visit. In
the early twentieth-first century, many museum educators promoted constructivist museum
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education, advocating that viewers (learners) construct their knowledge when they learn (Hein,
1999; Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, 1999b; Falk & Dierking, 2000). Furthermore, educators using
this framework strive to create a learning environment for viewers (learners), which fosters not
only new understanding during the learning process, but also shapes and reconstructs visitor
understanding at the same time. Museum educator Eilean Hooper-Greenhill (1999a) notes that,
“a constructivist epistemology… understands knowledge as constructed by the learners in
interaction with the social environment. Subjective interpretation cannot be avoided; it is part of
what knowing is about” (p. 68). Constructivist museum education helps visitors (learners) make
their own interpretation of an artwork, an object or an issue. In my research, I specifically apply
two constructivist museum pedagogies as my informal learning input to formulate the course
design and teaching methods. One is the Contextual Model of Learning (Falk & Dierking, 2000)
and the other is interpretive strategies.
The Contextual Model of Learning (CML)
Constructivist museum educators John Falk and Lynn Dierking (2000) developed the
Contextual Model of Learning (CML) for enhancing museum learning experiences in the late
twentieth century. In the model, they propose three overlapping contexts: the personal, the
sociocultural, and the physical (p. 10). They believe that the process/product of the interactions
between these three contexts lead people to learn. Falk and Storksdieck (2005) revised their
model of CML and expanded the key factors in the three contexts that form the quality of
individual and collective museum experience from eight to 12 factors. The twelve keys are
categorized in Table 2.2.
Table 2. 2
12 keys of the Contextual Model of Learning
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Personal Context

Sociocultural Context

1. Visit motivation and

6. Within group social

expectations
2. Prior knowledge

mediation
7. Mediation by others

3. Prior experiences

outside the immediate

4. Prior interests

social group

5. Choice and control

Physical Context
8. Advance organizers
9. Orientation to the physical
space
10. Architecture and largescale environment
11. Design and exposure to
exhibits and programs
12. Subsequent reinforcing
events and experiences
outside the museum
(Falk & Storksdieck, 2005, p.
747)

The personal context contains an individual’s frames of reference and how one’s frames
of references influence his or her decisions. The sociocultural context is focused on examining
how people interact with others and generate collaborative learning: for example, how children’s
ways of thinking and looking at an artwork can stimulate in their parents a different way to look
at the artwork. A similar learning situation can also happen within peers, who can shape each
other’s perspectives during an interpretive discussion. Moreover, a museum docent or educator
who facilitates tours or a lecture skillfully can create effective and positive visitor learning
experiences. In the physical context, the environmental setting, exhibition designs, and
subsequent reinforcing events and experiences outside the museum affect a person’s people’s
museum learning. In my research, I added interpersonal context in my research design.
According to transformative learning theory, it values communicative learning opportunities,
which is related to a persona’s interpersonal context. People do not only learn by themselves, but
also learned from interacting with others through “non-verbal immediacy, communicator style,
self-disclosure, and solidarity, etc.” (p. 111). Since communicative learning was an important
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part to trigger students’ perspective transformation to happen in my research, I included
interpersonal context in my research design to see how students’ interpersonal context influenced
each other’s learning perspectives. I would also analyze how me interpersonal context were
impacted by the students during the research. More details will be discussed in the research
design section.
Interpretive Strategies
Interpretive strategies and interpretive tours are two prominent strategies utilized by
proponents of constructivist museum education. Constructivist museum educators believe that,
“it is vital to explore [visitors’] explanatory power, to probe [their] relationship to museum
learning and experience” (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, p. 71). Many interpretive strategies aim to
create an interpretive atmosphere. Melinda Mayer (2007a, 2007b) notes that creating an
interpretive atmosphere for visitors can help them to establish their own meanings in museums.
She states, “meaning making occurs as viewers, expert to novice, weigh through the filter of their
own experience, the information they derived from these resources” (2007a, p. 42). In an
interpretive learning environment, educators help learners utilize their own personal experiences
to interpret artworks by asking open-ended questions. Doing so can, “empower people to use
[the] museum for self-development and self-empowerment and self-directed learning” (HooperGreenhill, 1999a, p. 71).
Terry Barrett (2004) encourages art educators to ask students “What is valued and why?”
in critical discussions, rather than letting them simply stop on saying “I like” something, which
usually ends interpretations (p. 92), Barrett argues that although people make interpretations
based upon their personal preferences, they should make “responsible judgments” (p. 92) or
better interpretations by further explaining “why.” A “responsible judgment” does not result in
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judging a person’s comment right or wrong, but rather involves people delving more deeply into
their thoughts. In doing so, the descriptive and interpretive thoughts that viewers make can help
them understand and appreciate art (Barrett, 2004).
One of the most popular interpretive strategies used among museum educators is Visual
Thinking Strategies (VTS), invented and promoted by Abigail Housen and Philip Yenawine.
VTS invites viewers to analyze artworks by asking three basic questions: 1) What’s going on in
this picture? 2) What makes you say that? And 3) What more can you find? (Yenawine, 2013,
Kindle Location 438/3404). The Harvard Graduate School of Education also designed a series of
programs to promote the idea of “Artful Thinking” through, “questioning and investigating,
observing and describing, reasoning, exploring viewpoints, comparing and connecting, and
finding complexity” (Tishman & Palmer, 2006, p. 8). Museum educators Hooper-Greenhill
(1999b, 2000) and Olga Hubard (2015) propose additional ways to facilitate interpretive
dialogues in museums. For example, Hooper-Greenhill (1999b) advocates a “hermeneutic circle”
(p. 48), which utilizes a question-and answer mode to engage museum visitors in interpretive
dialogues. A hermeneutic circle refers to a thinking process in which, “a dialogue is established
between the whole and the part, the past and the present, which enables continual checking and
rechecking of understanding, and the revision and assessment of ideas,”(Hooper-Greenhill,
1999c, Alternative approaches to ‘interpretation’ hermeneutics philosophy, para. 2).
Hubard (2015) asserts that the actions in interpretive dialogue includes, “questioning,
observation, association, speculation, evidential reasoning, and conclusion forming” (p. 36).
Interpretive dialogue “tends to develop through a flexible, web-like-or rhizomatic sequence of
actions” (p. 36). As we can see from above interpretive strategies, interpretive dialogues are
visitor-centered and inquiry-based. The purpose of interpretive strategies is hoping to create an
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environment for visitors to be engaged in meaningful conversations. In order to create
meaningful conversations, constructivist museum educators value asking open-ended questions
that can invite and stimulate museum learners to make their own meanings from their personal
history and prior knowledge (Falk & Dierking, 2012; Hooper-Greenhill, 2000, Roberts, 1997).
Thoughtful conversations help people create meaning at a deeper level.
The interpretive strategies used in constructivist museum education have been introduced
and revised in art classrooms to teach art appreciation, art analysis, and art criticism in formal
education (Barrett, 2003; Politsky, 1990; Wells, Butler, & Koke, 2013). Reviewing the use of
interpretive strategies in formal art education, various researchers have found that the strategies
have been broadly adapted in secondary and elementary art classrooms (Jaros, 2012; Moeller,
Cutler, Fiedler, & Weier, 2012; Rakowicz, 2015) and in school-museum partnerships (such as
museum field trips and tour guide training) (Burchenal & Grohe, 2007; Hubard, 2015; Rose,
2016; Yenawine, 2013). Most research participants in these studies are children, teenagers, or
older adults. There are few studies emphasizing how college art instructors utilize interpretive
strategies to assist non-art major college students in approaching art. It is my hope that my
research on the use of interpretive strategies to create meaningful dialogues with college students
and help them engage in critical thinking will contribute to filling this gap in college art
education research.
Arts-Based Learning
The glassblowing artist, Erin O’Connor, notes that, “Expression is never solely of one art
alone. That is, when we practice an art, such as glassblowing, we express more than the practice
of glassblowing itself: We express an entire history of learned corporeal knowledges” (O’Connor,
2007, p. 113). She shares that when we convey our thoughts through art, it is more than
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presenting the final product (the art piece), but also displaying the knowledge we learned and the
understanding we acquired. Making arts allows people to explore and understand the world by
means of expressive outlets and the use of their hands.
Arts-Based Research
Various researchers have advocated that making art has a role within the field of art
education research (Barone & Eisner, 2012; Rolling, 2013; Springgay, 2008; Springgay & Irwin,
2008; Sullivan, 1993, 2004, 2006, 2008). Barone and Eisner note, “Arts based research is an
effort to extend beyond the limiting constraints of discursive communication in order to express
meanings that otherwise would be ineffable” (p. 1). As stated in the earlier section on
transformative learning, arts can be a representational or expressive way of knowing. Art
practices can provide a way for people to express their voices and process their thoughts.
Graeme Sullivan, in particular, promotes the idea of practice-based research (2004,
2006). He argues that, “‘understanding’ is as significant as explanation as a goal of research, and
more so when outcomes are applied in educational contexts” (2004, p. 795). Sullivan believes
that art practices in educational research can transform both understanding and knowledge,
especially in art education. One mission Sullivan (2004) envisions is to allow art education
researchers as well as practitioners to better understand how to contribute to human
understanding and that there is a need to, “ground art educational research within the theories
and practices that surround art making” (p. 800). He has further theorized art practices via four
aspects: “Research ‘IN’ art, Research ‘ABOUT’ art, Research ‘OF’ art and Research
‘THROUGH’ art” (p. 802, original emphases). The outline provides researchers a guide for
connecting art practice to research. This has evolved to be represented as four different acts of art
making practices: interpretive acts, forming acts, theoretical acts, and critical acts (Sullivan,
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2006, p. 29). Based upon the statements above Sullivan theorizes his structure for formulating
practice-based research.
Arts-based research is not limited to artist researchers. Much a/r/tographic arts-based
research shows that teachers who also are researchers and artists discover their research inquiries
through making art and teaching their students art (i.e. Barney, 2009; Irwin & O’ Donoghue,
2012; Mitchell & Allnutt, 2008, Sullivan & Miller, 2013). The art making process allows the
teacher to think and rethink, visit and revisit their life inquiries together with students. Some of
those inquiries are in-between a space of known and unknown for both the teacher and the
students. As Irwin and Springgay (2008) assert, “A/r/tography as practice-based research is
situated in the in-between, where theory-as-practice-as-process-as-complication intentionally
unsettles perception and knowing through living inquiry” (p. xxi). In discovering the in-between
life inquiries through art, both the teacher and students’ learning toward “a living, breathing,
becoming—inquiry” (Springgay, 2008, p. 39). The living inquiry is “an attitude of endless
questioning” (p. 39). The concept of living inquiry can be connected to the tacit leaning and
critical reflections that informal learning and transformative learning promote. To situate the
living inquiry for students or art learners, students are encouraged to “recognize the always
becoming nature of themselves and their work” (Irwin & O’ Donoghue, 2012, p. 223). The
recognition is exercised through tacit learning enhancement and consistent self-critical reflection.
In doing so, students will construct their understanding of self-actualization.
Arts-Based Learning Strategies
For my dissertation, rather than define the projects that I work on with students as artsbased research, I prefer to call them arts-based learning projects. Marshall encourages art
educators to incorporate contemporary art ideas with art integration (Marshall, 2005, 2006,
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2010a, 2010b, Marshall, 2014; Marshall & Donahue 2014; Marshall &Vashe, 2008) and
advocates for “substantive integration” in school curriculums. Marshall (2005) states that
substantive integration, “resists simply depicting subject matter outside art, addressing social
issues through art or placing art in its sociocultural context… it involves making conceptual
connections that underlie art and other disciplines” (p. 228). She believes that art is inherently
interdisciplinary and that when students learn art, they should gain more than knowledge about
art. Rather, art is an educational pedagogy, which helps students to explore and comprehend
inquiries in various disciplines because it has the following characteristics:
1. Art is congruent with the way the mind works—how we think and learn.
2. Art highlights and promotes learning, especially learning for understanding and
transfer.
3. Art catalyzes creativity. (p. 229)
Echoing scholars who have advocated that arts integrated curriculums are important for
school learning (Clark, 1997; Detal, 1999; Krug & Cohen-Evron, 2000; Stokrocki, 2005; Taylor,
Carpenter, Ballengee-Morris, & Sessions, 2006), Marshall has invented strategies to assist
classroom teachers to teach art projects based upon substantive integration (2006, 2008). In
recent years, Marshall’s “substantive integration” curriculum has evolved into the framework of
Art Research Integration (ARI), which presents transdisciplinary art integration in classrooms
with an emphasis on “art-based learning” (Marshall, 2014, p.104); the theory is also referred to
as “arts-centered integrated learning” (Marshall & Donahue, 2014, p. 104). This type of arts
integration is related to the arts-based research model in art education (Cahnmann-Taylor, 2008;
Cole & Knowles, 2008; Gray & Malins, 2004; Leavy, 2009; McNiff, 2008; Sullivan, 2006, 2008,
2010).
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Other than arts-based research components, the educational foundation of arts-centered
learning is based upon Bruner and Vygosky’s constructivist perspectives. Arts-centered learning
practitioners believe Bruner’s (1977) educational philosophy of creating chances of providing
opportunities for learners to develop, “a sense of excitement about discovery-discovery of
regularities of previously unrecognized relations and similarities between ideas, with a resulting
sense of self-confidence in one’s abilities” (p. 20). Promoters of arts-centered learning seek to
facilitate student awareness regarding of how their learning systems are constructed. Moreover,
arts-based learning theorists believe leaners can make their different understandings and
knowledge systematically adaptive with each other. Arts-centered learning educators believe
that, “classrooms are another context where knowledge can be created socially and internalized
individually” (Marshall & Donahue, 2014, p. 10). Similar to social constructivist pedagogy, artsbased learning educators utilize, “collaboration, experimentation, dialogue, negotiation, and
analysis” (Marshall & Donahue, 2014, p. 10) as their strategies to assist learners to gain
knowledge through arts.
In partnership with these strategies, Marshall (2010b) encourages art instructors to utilize
contemporary art ideas to conceptualize their art lessons. Her rationale aligns with Freedman’s
(2003) notion that thinking and conceptual development are basic components for art making.
Marshall encourages art educators to implement contemporary arts ideas into their arts making
practices in the classroom (Marshall, 2010b) and to consider the process as formulating research
(Marshall & D’Adamo, 2011; Marshall, 2014). In the teaching sample she provides in the book
Art-centered learning across the curriculum: Integrating contemporary art in the secondary
school classroom, Marshall and Donahue proposed some essential elements for guiding students
to do independent research through arts-centered integrated learning through inquiry:
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•

Investigation

•

Exploring meanings and concepts in visual imagery

•

The method of mimicry

•

Reflection

•

Research workbook

•

Structure, guidance, and support (Marshall & Donahue, 2014, pp. 24-31)

Although these elements are written for guiding K-12 students, I found they also were
practical elements to guide college students. Hence, I revised some of the terms and applied
these elements to guide my students’ final art project. I will explain these in more detail in
Chapter 4.
As part of the research process, ARI encourages students to identify a “big idea”
(Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000) by themselves and discover what knowledge in other
learning areas connects with this big idea. This is in sharp contrast to how “big ideas” work in
many school curriculums. Generally, teachers/instructors make the decision of what the “big
ideas” are and what relevant disciplines in their curriculums can be aligned with art. In
Marshall’s studies on facilitating ARI (Marshall, 2014; Marshall & D’Adamo, 2011), the
findings indicate that ARI engages students in their art learning and art making processes
because they make their own decisions and immerse their personal connections from outside of
school into their research process. Marshall (2014) asserts that, “knowledge in art integration is
not information per se but a new perspective on information” (p. 108). ARI encourages learners
apply their prior knowledge or experiences of different academic subjects and their own
understandings and experiences to their art making. Marshall and Donahue (2014) note that,
“when learners do art-centered research on a theme, issue, or idea, they naturally cross over
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disciplinary boundaries to make conceptual connections. This leads to deeper thinking about
significant ideas” (p. 24). In doing so, they transform their knowledge, through the process of
artistic thinking and creative understanding, from a singular disciplinary perspective to an
interdisciplinary perspective.
Inspired by Marshall, I believe that art-based approaches will assist students to expand,
extend, and integrate their different learning contexts. Art can be a means to assist students to
intertwine their understanding and gaining knowledge among various subjects. Therefore, as part
of my dissertation research, I design various art assignments and projects by means of
contemporary art ideas, the six elements that Marshall and Donahue (2014, pp. 24-33) propose
and the five classroom strategies that they mention (Marshal & Donahue, 2014, p. 10). It was my
aim to help students understand what they can learn from doing and thinking through art.
Moreover, through the process of identifying their own big ideas related to social issues that they
value, researching them, and creating a display for their visual responses in an informal learning
space (a gallery space), students were forced to think about what art can be good for rather than
what is good art (Leavy, 2015). It was my hope that in so doing, students could transform their
frames of reference and explore different ways to approach art. Inspired by A/r/tographers’ artsbased research sprit, I also applied art-making as a way to integrate my thoughts and reflections
as an artist, an art educator, and a researcher when I conducted and wrote the research. In
Chapter 6, I will present my visual thinking process, my artworks as reflection of my teaching
and researching in different phases.
Deconstructing Art Education
In my dissertation analysis, I apply Derrida’s theory of Deconstruction to analyze how
informal learning strategies assist transformative learning in formal education, and how and how
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these strategies can create the space for students to contemplate their existing assumptions and
stereotypes. Speaking on the subject, Derrida stated (1967/1997), “Deconstruction is something
which happens and which happens inside” (p. 9). Here, I utilize his conversation with Caputo
about organizing the new philosophy program at the Villanova University based upon
Deconstruction to explain the perspective of Deconstruction that I applied to this study.
In this conversation, Derrida (1967/1997) asserts that when an institution is built, there
must be something that inherited the existed history and memory from the past. However, in the
meantime, the program itself is something absolutely new. He and his colleagues did not just
reproduce something that has already been done, but they are also, “trying to open something
new and something original, something that hasn’t been done in that way in other, similar
universities or programs” (Derrida, 1967/1997, p. 6). This newness that they are trying to do is a
“risk” and is “violent” because they are following the past to “invent a new rule, a new norm,
and a new law” (p. 6). And this institutionalizing moment is what Deconstruction is made of:
“not the mixture but the tension between memory, fidelity, the prevention of something that has
been given to us, and at the same time, heterogeneity, something absolutely new, and a break” (p.
6). From this conversation, we can see that the term, deconstruction, is not just referencing the
breaking of something as the literal meaning. It also implies that when we deconstruct something
old, it means we are also constructing something new. The newness may result from past
experiences or rules, but the risk of trying and breaking will create new possibilities and
challenges. This is my understanding of Deconstruction and the perspective that I will use to
analyze at my research.
Derrida reclaims that Deconstruction, “is not a method and cannot be transformed into
one” (Derrida, 1967/1997, p. 9). For me, Deconstruction is a process rather than a product. The
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ultimate goal of this research is to examine if the informal learning strategies that I implemented
in the classroom assisted students to transform their existing assumptions and stereotypes into
new understandings. I analyzed how students responded to the perspective transformations,
which I see as a loop of deconstruction, in Chapter 5.
Witnessing and Engaging in Deconstructive Opportunities
Gert J. J. Biesta (2009) proposes that the attitude towards Deconstruction should be an
attitude of “witness” (p. 391). He argues that rather than saying how to apply Deconstruction in
education, educators should themselves be and help students to be engaged in witnessing to the
happening of Deconstruction. Biesta (2009) further asserts that Deconstruction occurs
automatically, whether we want it to or not. We do not make Deconstruction occur. Though I
hope that I can help students to utilize art to realize their conscious and unconscious
assumptions, I cannot ensure that the students will transform their existing perspectives into new
understanding and act on their revised behaviors. However, what I can do is to provide the
possibilities for students to approach the possibilities of deconstructing and reconstructing their
existing knowledge as well as understandings. I do not make Deconstruction happen.
Deconstruction should happen automatically. What I can provide students is different practices
that help them to engage in the possibilities by means of art practices and conversations. If they
refuse to engage in those possibilities and make changes, the perspective transformation will not
be completed fully. Transformative learning facilitators seek to provide possibilities for the
changes to happen instead of forcing the changes to happen.
Making Possibilities and Impossibilities Cross Over
Based upon the statement that education is witnessing the occurrence of Deconstruction,
Biesta (2009) asserts that educators should pay attention to, “those moments where conditions of
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possibility and impossibility ‘cross’ each other and in their crossing provide a deconstructive
opening... an entrance for the incoming of something new, something unforeseen” (p. 400). Here,
Biesta is discussing Derrida’s argument of writing. Derrida proposes that it is impossible for a
writer to completely deliver the meanings in his/her writing to a reader because the reader will
interpret the piece based upon his/her understanding. Due to this impossibility, diverse
interpretations to the writing will be generated. The impossibility creates a space for alternatives
to exist. This notion of Derrida’s Deconstruction made me think about my challenges as a
transformative learning advocate. As part of my research process, I sought to understand how the
student participants in the study might explore possibilities through the space (the assignments)
that I provided or that they created for themselves during their learning processes.
Realizing the Traces
Derrida’s concept of trace refers to a, “track, footprint, imprint, a word that cannot be a
master-word, that presents itself as the mark of an anterior presence, origin, master” (Spivak,
1997, p. xv). According to my understanding, a trace is the compilation of a moment to compose
a present object. However, human kind does not know what conditions they will need to
compose that present object until they recognize what is (are) missing (like composing a recipe).
Derrida states that, “this trace being related no less to what is called the future than to what is
called the past, and constituting what is called the present by means of this very relation to what
it is not: what it absolutely is not, not even a past or a future as a modified present” (Derrida,
1982, p. 13). Applying this perspective to view a person’s learning, his/her understanding is a
composition of many traces, which intertwines with his past experiences, present knowledge, and
future expectations.
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For example, I follow a recipe to make a dish. However, when I taste the finished dish, I
feel there is something missing from the flavor. I recall my memories and experiences and try to
find out what I should add and come to the conclusion that it is garlic. There are many recipes to
cook the same dish; with garlic, without garlic, with red onion, or without red onion. These
different recipes are out there somewhere, but I may not know this. Nonetheless, what brings me
to think garlic is the ‘right’ flavor rather than red onion? This thought has to be traced back to
my personal history and preference. This dish’s recipe with garlic can be seen as my trace. It did
not emerge from thin air, but I do not realize that I have the option of adding garlic to the dish
until I detect its absence from the recipe.
Therefore, Derrida does not consider trace as a concept of originality, but rather a
position for people to recognize what is absent from their current moment. Derrida asserts that,
“trace is not only the disappearance of origin, ... it means that the origin did not even disappear,
that it was never constituted except reciprocally by a non-origin, the trace, which thus becomes
the origin of the origin” (Derrida, 1967/1997, p. 61). Thus, we cannot detect things’ traces in our
minds without recognizing their absences. Those traces are the things that always there, but we
may not notice until we realize they were gone.
I applied Derrida’s concept of trace to think about the idea of transformative learning—
“frames of reference (meaning perspectives, habits of mind, mind-sets)” (Mezirow, 1978b, p.
76). Though a person’s cultural background, personal history, and surroundings affect his or her
decision making and worldviews, the person may not be conscious of these influences. Not until
the person realizes what is absent from the present, can he/she recognize his/her related trace
(frames of reference) (O’Sullivan, 2012). I believed that moment of recognition is the chance for
perspective transformation. Hence, in addition to helping students become aware of what frames
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of reference, or traces, influence them in terms of learning art, I also encouraged students to
revisit their personal experiences of how they applied those frames of reference during the
process. To facilitate this, I designed different assignments and projects for students to explore
and recognize what was absent from their existing perspectives and experiences. I believed the
explorations could assist students to find and invent more possibilities when they learn art.
Deconstructing Nutshells
Another important concept that I apply from Derrida’s deconstruction is his statement
about law. In the book chapter “Force of Law: The Mystical Foundation of Authority,” Derrida
(1992) details the relationships between law, justice, and deconstruction. Furthermore, he
considers how these relationships influence society. He argues that law is and has to be
deconstructable. Human beings establish a law or a system to rule society at any given point in
time, but once the law or the system is outdated, people must deconstruct the current law and
reconstruct a new one. Derrida (1992) believes that the concept of deconstructable law is
necessary, noting, “deconstruction is justice” (p. 15). In order to be just, the decisions that people
make have to, “conserve the law and also destroy it or suspend it enough to have [to] reinvent”
(p. 21). To justify and/or make a decision is subjective. This subjectivity creates the flexibility
for Deconstruction to happen. It creates the possibilities for different perspectives to challenge a
law or system of governance.
I applied Derrida’s perspective of law to look at formal education and transformative
learning. The creation of formal society requires systems and rules governing how people live
and interact. Formal education is one of the products of an organized society. It provides
foundational skills and knowledge for people to learn. The content and requirements will vary by
society and are influenced by cultural constraints. This type of system relates to Derrida’s idea of
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“nutshells” (Derrida & Caputo, 1997, p. 35), or established experiences. In a broad way,
“nutshell” can be applied to social norms that are shared by an entire country or a marginalized
group. In a narrow way, “nutshell” can be understood as personal knowledge or experiences, and
one’s family and cultural background. I utilize Derrida’s concept of a nutshell to think about the
concept “frames of reference” in transformative learning. In order to gain new understanding or
renew knowledge, it is important to transform (deconstruct) learners’ “frames of reference
(meaning perspectives, habits of mind, mind-sets)” (Mezirow, 1978b, p. 76), which can be seen
as the “nutshells.” In the learning process, leaners have to crack their “nutshells,” which are their
previous experiences as well as the norms that are formed by society. Once they crack their
nutshells/frames of reference, they will start to reconstruct a nutshell/perspective and adapt.
Engaging in Différance and Accepting Effacement
The word “Différance4,” according to Derrida, refers to the denotation of, “not only the
activity of primordial difference but also the temporalizing detour of differing” (Derrida, 1982, p.
14). It is an “active moment,” an “interval,” “the spacing (becoming-space of time),” or “the
temporization (becoming-time of space)” (p. 13). As part of Derrida’s work establishing the
philosophy program at the Villanova University, the process of institutionalizing the program is
the active movement of Différance. During the process of following the existing rules to
construct a philosophy program and trying to differentiate itself from other philosophy programs,
Derrida and his colleagues realized their traces and found new possibilities to invent a
philosophy program different from others. Derrida and his colleagues are keeping themselves in
the différance and being Différance because they pay attention to the philosophical foundations
they should include in the new program and the new possibilities they can discover for
4

Throughout the dissertation, I will utilize the capitalized “Différance” if it was referred to Derrida’s idea of
Différance.
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establishing it as a unique one. These possibilities are already there. They are in “the spacing
(becoming-space of time),” or “the temporization (becoming-time of space)”, because they will
not show their presences (in Derrida’s word) until people notice or realize their existences. In
order to be aware of the possibilities, people have to be open to deconstructive moments. They
have to accept, adapt, and challenge a deconstructable structure and make adjustment for it. This
is a process of doing différance, an active moment of being flexible and cultivating adaptive
capabilities.
I believe it is important to keep students in différance to foster their abilities to be flexible
and adjustable through teaching transformative learning. By doing so, students can develop a
broader worldview and more easily adapt in an ever-changing world. In order to cultivate
students’ flexibility and adaptive capabilities, they must begin by critically reflecting on their
prior knowledge and experiences so that they can identify what they still need to learn. Practicing
critical reflection, realizing their misassumptions, and revising their actions are the acts of doing
“Différance,” in a Derridian sense.
Derrida (1982) points out that Différance cannot be exposed by any kind of identification
because it is invisible and it is a possibility of becoming: becoming present and becoming
disappeared. “Différance” (the essay) is associated with other theses of Derrida’s deconstruction,
such as “trace and effacement” and “being and beings” (Derrida, 1982). For example, each
student comes to an art class to learn with his/her own “traces,” which can be linked to the
transformative learning idea of a “frame of reference” (Mezirow, 1978a, p. 104), which can
include a person’s personal history, habits, prior knowledge, cultural background and so on.
However, to Derrida, trace cannot be recognized until the person realizes what trace he/she does
not have. For example, the students in the art class all have different prior art learning
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experiences and ability levels. However, one student, who has always considered himself “bad”
in art because of his poor drawing technique, may realize that he is good at assembling creative
collage pictures through a collage assignment. This student’s trace can be the sense of
composing images that he cultivates from reading a lot of fashion magazines. He might never
have realized his ability to make inspiring collages until he undertook that particular assignment.
People do not recognize their “trace” or “frames of reference” until they challenge or break their
perspectives and find other possibilities. The new possibilities will form new traces for
effacement.
It has to be known that even though a student learns the same art content that she or he
learned before taking an art class, the learning experience from a particular class may be
different. For instance, the student may know from a past art class in high school that Pablo
Picasso is a great artist in modern art history. Nonetheless, he or she may, as a result of taking a
new art class, become inspired to create a new impression or a renewed understanding about
Picasso. The new/ renewed learning experience is the “effacement” that Derrida describes. The
experience “effaces” (covers) a previous experience of the same learning content, but it does not
mean that the old experience has disappeared. The old experience is always there, but layered by
new experiences.
Employing this viewpoint to understand learning, I wanted to break down the stereotype
that formal learning is rigid and usually associated with being “boring.” I wanted to create a
positive and adaptive art learning experience for the participants in my dissertation research, who
have had passive art learning experiences, to efface their negative past art learning experiences
and revise their existing assumptions of learning art. I applied multiple informal learning
strategies to assist them to have the space of “Différance,” so that they could revise frames of
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reference and crack their nutshells. In the following chapter, I will explain how I create the space
of “Différance,” which I consider the space for flexibility and possibilities, for the student
participants in this study to break their nutshells.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I reviewed the studies related to non-art major undergraduate students and
summarized the causes that make many non-art majors feel insecure when they learn and/or
make art. I also categorized some useful strategies that art educators use to increase non-art
majors’ learning interests. Next, I introduced how constructivist learning concepts influenced
current art education and how contemporary art educators can create a constructivist art
classroom to foster students’ voices and meaning-development. However, most constructivist
research in art education has focused on K-12 art classrooms, with few relating to higher
education, enabling my research to address this gap. Thus, I reviewed transformative learning
theory, a significant constructivist-based adult learning theory. As one theoretical foundation of
this research, transformative learning emphasizes how to assist students become aware of their
existing assumptions and habit of minds in the learning process, instead of only focusing on the
final products. The foundational components that transformative learning facilitators utilize to
guide students include paying attention to students’ individual experiences, having interpretive
dialogues with students, and creating opportunities for students making critical reflections.
Moreover, many transformative learning educators consider such arts methods a means to help
students gain tacit knowledge and to integrate their learning experiences within their creative
works. These educators’ research studies provide the present research with a powerful support
whereby art-making can be seen as a beneficial method by which adults may transform their
existing perspectives and acquire new perspectives to look at familiar things in a new way.
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I further reviewed the literature regarding how informal learning strategies were applied
to educational practices to support formal learning. As a result, I determined that four categories
of informal learning strategies are often applied by formal educators: tacit learning, daily life
experiences and free-choice learning, collaborative learning, and participating in informal
learning environments, such as art museums. These strategies are resourceful as I designed my
class activities and assignments in this study. I particularly focused on how I designed my
research based on the Contextual Model of Learning (CML), a learning model developed from
museum visitors’ learning experiences. It helped me to structure the framework of this research. I
also introduced an important museum pedagogy—interpretive strategies—that I often included in
my teaching as well as in this study as a significant informal learning strategy. I demonstrated
how museum educators develop their own interpretive strategies to help museum learners, many
of whom are non-art majors, make meaningful connections between themselves and the
artworks.
Since art-making is a core element in this study, I particularly reviewed how arts-centered
learning influences current art education and assists students in expressing their own voice
through the process of self-exploration. Arts-centered learning and arts-based research approach
the making of art not just as producing the final product but also as valuing the process of
thinking and decision-making. By researching and documenting their thinking process, students
can deeply understand why and how they create their artworks. Their art insights and reflections
can further assist them in creating meaningful art. Such arts-based approaches were the spirit of
my research design, for I also applied them in conducting an arts-based reflection to critically
reflect upon my own teaching and researching process. Lastly, I introduced Derrida’s concept of
Deconstruction (although Derrida does not consider these to be concepts at all) as a lens to
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analyze my research. I demonstrated how Deconstruction connected with my facilitation of
transformative learning, offering me a point of view by which to see students’ resistance to artlearning perspectives, which are called “nutshalls” in Derrida’s perspective. After this review of
the theoretical references underpinning my research, in the coming chapter, I will explain my
methodology of conducting research.
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CHAPTER THREE: DESIGNING FOR TRANSFORMATIVE ART LEARNING
Research Project Overview
In this chapter, I detail my research question, research design, and how I collected,
analyzed, and displayed my data. In this study, I examined how the facilitation of informal
learning strategies can assist students’ art learning and understating of lecture content. Based on
Dr. Garber’ design for the course Exploring Art and Visual Culture, I designed sixteen
discussion classes and eleven journal assignments with the hope that the non-art majors would
become more open to art in the future. I led two discussion sections of the course. At times, the
difference in size between the two discussion sections challenged my facilitation of the designed
class activities. Therefore, there were several activities that I had to adjust from my original
teaching plan, which I will explain later in the section on research design.
It is important to state that the purpose of this study is not to document or emphasize
improvement in students’ grades. Rather, in this study I seek to demonstrate any improvements
in student learning and willingness to approach art through the informal learning opportunities
that they were provided by my facilitation. Moreover, in this study I explored how informal art
learning opportunities can help students and I transform or expand some of our existing
perspectives on learning (teaching) art.
Restatement of Research Questions
In this study, I discussed the following research questions:
1. How could informal learning strategies assist non-art major students facing barriers in
learning about art and transform their past art experiences to approach art?
2. If these students changed or revised their art learning perspectives, in what ways did
they act in later art projects?
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3. Were my own teaching perspectives transformed (revised or improved) in the
teaching process? And if so, how?
My sub-questions are listed as follows:
1-1. What were the participants’ existing perspectives on learning about art?
1-2. How could informal learning strategies help students reflect on their frames of
reference for learning about art?
2-1. What perspectives in terms of art or art learning did the participants change or
revise?
2-2. Did the participants apply their transformed perspectives to later art projects, such as
the final art project? If so, how did they apply the transformed perspectives?
3-1 How did informal learning strategies integrate with my facilitation of transformative
art learning to deconstruct, revise, and advance my perspectives on teaching art?
3-2 What frames of reference did I transform during the teaching and researching
process?
3-3 What teaching revisions do my transformed frames of reference suggest for my
teaching future non-art majors?
Research Method
Creswell (2013) notes that, “qualitative research begins with assumptions and the use of
interpretive/ theoretical frameworks that inform the study of research problems addressing the
meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem” (p. 44). Merriam and
Tisdell (2016) state that, “qualitative research is fundamentally about examining how people
make meaning” (p. 65). In this study, I utilized qualitative methods to conduct my research.
However, in order to gain the students’ art learning background, I also incorporated a
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quantitative instrument—survey—in the research. I interviewed the students and utilized
multiple-case study to sort out the data. Furthermore, I applied arts-based research methodology
to reflect on my teaching and research processes.
Interview
Interview data has been seen as a “social interaction based on a conversation” (Creswell
& Poth, 2017, p.163; also see Rubin & Rubin, 2005; Warren & Xavia Karner, 2015). Rubin and
Rubin (2005) note that having conversations with others is also a type of informal learning.
Nonetheless, this essential informal learning is constrained because “in daily encounters people
rarely ask how things occur or why and are unlikely to think about groups other than their own”
(p. 1). Hence, in addition to the students’ semester art journal assignments and reflections, I also
interviewed all the students during the final two weeks of the course in order to develop deeper
interactive conversations with them. As Patton (2015) asserts, “we interview people to find out
from them those things we cannot directly observe and to understand what we’ve observed” (p.
426). Agreeing with Patton, I also considered the interview process as a critical reflective method
that allowed the participants to clarify their ideas about their art projects and revisit their art
learning experiences deeply and personally during the research process.
The interview was also an opportunity for the students to directly express their feelings
and opinions about their artworks and the projects. Johnson and Christensen (2016) note that the
interview process can help the interviewees to rediscover their past experiences because “they
must be able to relive it in their minds, and they must be able to focus on the experience and
nothing else” (p. 447). I believed the interview could provide the students another chance to
critically reflect upon their art learning experience in the class. It was a different type of sharing
compared to their written or visual representations. Moreover, by means of the interview, I was
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able to learn students’ personal perspectives and emotions on specific art activities and projects
in this course. The interview process provided me with students’ art learning feedback related to
their final projects in the gallery space as well as providing students an opportunity to clarify
their encounters about the project, the informal learning space, and the opportunities for
perspective transformation.
Multiple-Case Study
According to Merriam and Tisdell (2016), there are five approaches in qualitative
research, which are phenomenology, grounded theory, ethnography, narrative analysis, and
qualitative case study (p. 23). In this study, I chose qualitative case study to construct my
research. Yin (2013) points out that case study assists a researcher who wants to “understand a
real-world case and assume that such an understanding is likely to involve important contextual
conditions pertinent to [his or her] case” (Kindle Locations 962-963). According to Yin (2013),
case study can “excel in accommodating a relativist perspective— acknowledging multiple
realities having multiple meanings, with findings that are observer dependent (Kindle Locations
987-988). Therefore, I chose case study to deeply analyze how informal learning strategies might
transform non-art major students’ perceptions of learning art.
Within case study research design, I utilized multi-case study to investigate my research
participants. I considered each student’s art learning experience as a different case with various
personal contexts. Yin (2013) reminds case study researchers that the “replication” that multiplecase study follows is not “sampling logic” (Kindle Locations 1872-1873). The student
participants in this study all experienced the same course design and were given the same
assignments. However, their art learning experiences in the course could vary depending upon
their different personal contexts. Furthermore, for the students who transformed their perceptions
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of learning art, the turning point(s) also could be different from person to person. In order to
investigate how informal learning strategies influenced individual students’ learning process and
produced the turning points of learning art, I chose multiple-case study to conduct my research.
I will present five selected cases in Chapter 5 and make a cross-case analysis at the end of
it to conclude my research findings on the participants’ perspective transformation. In doing so, I
hope to offer generalized conclusions for other art educators seeking to incorporate informal
learning strategies in their course(s).
Arts-Based Research
Merriam and Tisdell (2016) consider arts-based research as an extended paradigm of
qualitative research. They note that qualitative researchers often study what people say and do by
means of verbal or written languages. However, people do not only express their thoughts this
way. There are other “languages” that people utilize to convey their ideas, such as art. There are
many ways to conduct arts-based research, which I have already introduced in Chapter 1 and 2.
Although I have never labeled myself as an artist, art is one of the languages that I utilize to
communicate with others.
In this research, I made visual representations along with my written reflections during
the research process. The art-making process helped me to clarify my thoughts during the
process. It created a journey of self-discovery and conversations with myself. Periodically, I
composed my visual thoughts into artworks. I displayed one of my artworks in the final art
presentation of the class with the students in the Graduate Gallery at the U of A. I will illustrate
my art-based teaching reflections in detail in Chapter 6.
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Qualitative Analysis of Quantitative Data— The Surveys
Though I primarily conducted the research based upon qualitative components, I also
included a qualitative component—surveys— in my data. In this study, one pivotal component
was engaging student participants in reviewing their art learning. By incorporating quantitative
methodology, I was able to view students’ self-evaluations and semester reflections. This
provided a balance to my subjective interpretations when I analyzed the research data and could
further strengthen the validity of the research analysis.
There were three surveys: a pre-survey, a midterm survey, and a post-survey for students
to fill out. The surveys included both close- and open-ended questions, which were designed in
order to gain insight into the sub-research questions from 1-1 to 2-3. In the midterm and final
survey, I incorporated a “fully anchored rating scale” to investigate students’ interests in art and
in doing some specific art activities in a timely manner. A “fully anchored rating scale” refers to
a rating scale that anchors points and descriptions of a single question (Johnson & Christensen,
2016, p, 201). Many people utilize a Likert scale to represent rating scales in
general, but Johnson and Christensen (2016) recommend not doing so because a Likert scale can
indicate multiple meanings in quantitative research. Generally, a Likert scale is a summated
rating scale that summarizes the points that one participant rated in a multiple set
of questions (p. 206). However, I utilized single-question sets in the surveys to investigate
individual students’ different questions about their art learning experiences. The numbers were
not used for statistical purposes. Hence, the “fully anchored rating scale” is a better definition to
refer to the rating scale type that I applied in this research.
The surveys primarily helped me understand each student’s art learning background and
semester learning summaries for each phase in the course. I wanted to explore if a student’s
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interest level (given in numbers) changed, how that was related to his or her perceptual changes,
personal perspectives, and personal meanings about learning art. How I utilized the surveys will
be explained further in the research design.
My Role in The Research
I had multiple roles when I conducted the research. I was an educator, a researcher, and
an artist. Educator. Officially, I was the discussion section instructor and grader for two
discussion sections in ARE 130. I was responsible for designing all the class activities and visual
journal assignments that could help students in the two sections to better understand the lecture
content. Moreover, I had to assist students in learning how to complete three studio projects.
Researcher. I was the researcher and investigator in this research. I carefully organized and
designed class activities, class assignments, and surveys based upon literature for facilitating
instructional strategies from the transformative framework. Artist. I also consider that I was an
artist throughout the research process. I applied artful thinking to visualize my teaching and
researching reflections and created artworks periodically.
Research Participants and Sites
Participants. My research participants were the students who enrolled in the two
discussion sections of ARE 130: Exploring Art and Visual Culture. In the following discussion, I
will utilize “Section A” to represent the section which had three members and utilize “Section B”
to represent the section with 11 students. Due to the unexpected opportunity for me to
incorporate the Graduate Gallery as an informal learning site to the study, the students in my
discussion sections took twice-consenting processes. The first consent form asked students’
permissions that I could collect all their assignments, artworks, and surveys as well as take
photos and field notes during the research process (Appendix A). The second consent form
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requested the students’ agreements that I could include their interviews including audio and
video recording during the four-week final project working process as part of the research data
(Appendix B).
In the first consent process, 17 students from the two discussion sections agreed to
participate in the study, but three later dropped the class. Eventually, there were three students in
Section A, and all of them agreed to participate in the entire research project. In Section B, there
were 11 students who consented to participate. In the second consent process, three students in
Section A and eight students in Section B gave permission to utilize their interview and
recording data. As indicated above, the group size influenced some teaching choices and
activities when I facilitated the informal learning strategies. I will illustrate those differences
later in this chapter as well as in Chapter 4. Among the fourteen students, 11 were sophomores,
one was a freshman, one was a junior, and one was a senior.
In this study, I excluded one participant’s data from the 14 collected cases because he
missed all the events concerning informal learning sites as well as some class activities.
Although he was interested in art and created nice artworks in the class, I did not think that he
was a suitable case to analyze perspective transformation in this study. Some of the reset 13
participants in this research also skipped one or two class activities or assignments. However,
they experienced most of the informal learning class activities that I led. 12 out of the 13
participants completed both the pre- and midterm surveys, midterm reflections, and all 13
completed the final class reflections as well as post-surveys. In order to collect complete data,
the two participants who did not complete their pre- or misterm surveys would be asked those
survey questions in their interview.
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After my initial review of the 13 students’ surveys and reflections, and in addition to my
observations, I categorized the 13 students into three groups. The first group was the participants
who were interested in art, confident in making art, and good at some art skill(s). There were
four students in this group and they all claimed that their perspectives were transformed after the
class. The second group was the participants who were interested in art, but was not so confident
in making art and/or their art skill(s). There were seven students in this group and they all
claimed perspective transformation after the semester-long learning. The last group was the
people who indicated that they did not transform after the course. The details from these three
groups will be presented in Chapter 5.
I selected two participants from the first group, three from the second group, and one
from the last group as the cases to represent perspective transformation could vary from person
to person. I also made a cross-case analysis to discuss how these students shared similar
deconstructive moments which activated their learning in process. In addition to the six case
studies, I also include quotes and in-class art exercises from other participants whose data were
equally valuable in this study.
ARE 130. ARE 130 is a general education course about contemporary art for non-art
majors. According to my previous teaching experiences, many students who enrolled this class
when they were freshmen and they had limited art class experience before this course. Most had
only taken one or two art classes in the past. Many of the art experiences happened when they
were elementary school students. Some of them were not sure if they were interested in art
because they had too few experiences making art and little exposure to artists’ work. Though
some people made art crafts or doodled during their free time, they did not consider what they
were doing “making art.”
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The student dynamic for this research was different than my prior experience. It could be
because this was a spring semester course and therefore there were more sophomore students and
only one freshman among the 13 students. Although 12 out of the 13 participants stated that they
were interested in art, seven of those 12 students rated their art ability as moderate. Furthermore,
according to the pre-course survey, these same students claimed a lack of art knowledge, and/or
stated that they had difficulty coming up with an idea to create art. Only three participants
particularly indicated that their art skill/ability did not bother them when they created art and
they all considered they had enough art knowledge in terms of making art. In other words, most
of the students participating in this research did not have enough experience or confidence in
conducting a studio art project, regardless of their interest level. Further analysis of the
participants will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Brief Sketch of the Section A. Section A was a nine-o’clock section on Monday
mornings that started with six group members. Morning sections are considered more difficult
for undergraduate students to attend because they follow the weekend, and many students often
oversleep. Before I led this section, I anticipated that it would have fewer students than the other
section. After two discussion section classes, there were only three students who remained for
the rest of the semester. This situation presented a serious challenge for me. Many class activities
in my original research design had to be revised in order to be suitable for such a small group.
All the three students completed the three surveys as well as the midterm and final
reflections. Based upon their pre-surveys, they were interested in art but had not taken many art
classes before. Two of the students had visited art galleries or museums less than five times and
one not at all. Due to this section’s unexpectedly small size, many activities that I prepared to
facilitate for a group of six or more students had to be adjusted. This resulted in the members in
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Section A having more time to complete an activity than those in Section B. However, the extra
time provided the members in Section A opportunity to share more personal experiences and
have deeper conversations with each other. The small class composition also made it easier for
me to build interactive and more intimate relationships with every student.
Brief Sketch of the Section B. The Section B was a section on Fridays from noon to one
o’clock in the afternoon. There were 14 students enrolled in the class, but 12 students stayed for
the entire semester. I selected 11 of the final 12 students to analyze for this study. In our private
conversations, some of students indicated that this time was the only one that they could select to
fulfill their elective requirement for art. As a result, there were frequent absences. Only one
student had perfect attendance for the discussion section. Nine students completed the presurveys, 10 turned in the mid-term surveys, and all submitted their post-surveys. Lastly, all 11
turned in their mid-term and final reflections about their leaning in the class.
In the pre-surveys, two students in this section marked they were “very interested” in art,
and five students selected that they were “interested” in art. Two students indicated they “would
rather not” do art. All the students in this group except one had taken art classes before ARE 130.
Three had been to art galleries or art museums between five and ten times, while five had less
than five experiences visiting these places. Two students had never visited any art institution, but
they had been to science and/or history museums for school field trips. Half of the students had
taken drawing, painting, or sculpting classes either academically or personally. Four students’ art
skills and techniques in Section B were obviously much better than the others’. However, one
student among the four claimed he did not like to take art classes, but he had to take some
because of a high school requirement. He expressed his dislike in his assignments and the
interview. His opinion did not change at the end of the semester. I will briefly introduce his case
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later in Chapter 5, but since this research is focused on presenting students’ perspective
transformation, I will not further analyze his situation.
Sites. Dr. Garber was the instructor of record for ARE 130 and the class met twice a
week in a large lecture hall. Students met with me for discussion sections in an art classroom
once a week for fifty minutes. We visited two campus museums, the Center for Creative
Photography (CCP) and the University of Arizona Museum of Art Archive of Visual Arts
(UAMA) during the course of the discussion classes. I also utilized the Graduate Gallery as an
informal art learning space for students to experience presenting artworks in a gallery.
Research Framework
Based upon the existing class lecture content, I referenced Contextual Model of Learning
(CML), as explained in Chapter 2, to design the activities and visual journal assignments meant
to encourage students to explore and experience art via personal, sociocultural, and physical
contexts in my discussion sections (Table 3.1). Although CML is a constructivist learning
framework that is focused on museum visitors, I found it profoundly useful to help me design
class activities by incorporating informal learning strategies with my transformative art teaching
in the classroom. CML asserts that visitors learning at museums can be enhanced through 1)
personal context, which is related to visitors’ personal experiences, cultural backgrounds, values,
and motivations of learning; 2) sociocultural context, which refers to people’s cultural and social
relationships; 3) and physical context, which is associated with the physical experiences that
learners can acquire from museums, such as the architecture of a museum, gallery lighting, and
displayed objects, etc. (Falk, 2005; Falk & Dierking, 2000; Falk & Dierking, 2012; Falk &
Storksdieck, 2005). In this sense, hands-on activities or educational programs that museums
provide to visitors can also be considered physical learning contexts. In addition to the three
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learning contexts that CML identifies, I added the interpersonal context as an additional
contextual learning point to my research design. I believe that interpersonal context can be a
significant component that helps students to connect their learning between personal and
sociocultural contexts.
The research was divided into two phases. In the first phase, I was focused on guiding
students to explore life events through instrumental and communicative learning. As part of
phase one, students sought to further rediscover their interpersonal relationships. In the second
phase, the students were led to achieve emancipatory learning by conducting a self-chosen social
justice art project. It was anticipated that students’ re-discoveries in the personal and contextual
realms would lead them to deeply examine their sociocultural context. In order to achieve this
goal, I engaged students by means of different informal learning strategies, which will be
detailed in Chapter 4, so that they could approach art from a variety of perspectives. In doing so,
students in turn could challenge and expand their worldviews.
As an educator, I wanted to guide students as they explored how they could associate
their personal lives with art, how they used art to connect with others, and how art assisted them
in examining their worldviews. During the research, I incorporated interpretive strategies as one
type of informal learning to assist students when they were challenged to apply different/revised
perspectives to learn about and make art. In doing so, I tried to engage students’ art learning in
the interpersonal context. In many class activities, I invited students to connect their physical
context with art learning through hands-on art activities, gallery arrangement, and museum visits.
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Table 3. 1
Research framework
Research
Phase/focused
learning context

Topics

1

Identity, everydaylife experiences,
body, language

•
•
•

Interpersonal Relationships with
and
others
sociocultural
context

•
•
•

2

Personal
context

Sociocultural
context

Re-exploring a
chosen social
justice issue

Incorporate informal
learning strategies

•
•
•

Art experiments
Interpretive strategies
Art projects specifically
related to daily life
experiences
Informal learning sites
Free-choice learning
Collaborative learning
(group discussion, peer
critique, and teamwork)
Individual discussion
with me (instructor)
Shared authority with
students
A self-explorative studio
art project

Correspond to
transformative
learning
Instrumental and
communicative
learning

Emancipatory
learning

In the first phase of discovering personal context, students explored their various
identities and everyday life experiences. Then the students moved to rethink their interpersonal
context. They revisit their relationships with others and environmental influences. Finally, they
had to reevaluate their personal experiences, cultural backgrounds, and their views about the
issue they selected. During the semester, I incorporated the following learning components into
my class activities as well as into visual journal assignments: 1) art experiments (class activities
and art journal assignments that exposure students to different art forms and techniques), 2)
interpretive strategies, 3) art projects specifically related to daily life experiences, 4) visiting
informal learning sites (campus museums), 5) free-choice learning, 6) collaborative learning
(group discussion, peer critique, and teamwork), 7) individual discussion with me (one-on-one
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discussion between the instructor and students), 8) shared authority with students, and 9) a selfexplorative studio art project (the final project). Additionally, during the entire process, students
were asked to consistently reflect their decision-making process. The first phase of the research
was focused on preparing students for the second phase where they would conduct their own
self-exploratory studio art project.
In the first phase, I guided students to experience instrumental and communicative
learning. The students were exposed to various art materials, concepts, and forms by means of
guided and open-end questions, art making practices in class, and visual journal assignments. By
sharing perspectives in a small group as well as with the entire class, students had the chance to
engage in relationships with others through communicative learning. In the second phase,
students selected a social justice issue that they wanted to study in-depth as a free-choice
learning project. They created an artwork to express their feelings in the learning process and
what this topic meant to them. I anticipated that the class activities and assignments helped lead
students to emancipatory learning, which meant that their perspectives of self-awareness were
expanded and they might act on their revised perspectives in the future. More details about the
class activities, studio art projects, and art journal assignments will be displayed in Chapter 4.
My discussion calendar and my class activities can be found in Appendix C. It is
necessary to clarify that although I utilized this class and student population to conduct my
research, each class activity and assignment was designed to assist students to understand the
lecture contents and the studio projects. I did not utilize a new course structure to replace Dr.
Garber’s. However, I was seeking different methods and possibilities to help non-art majors to
approach and explore the art content of the course. Additionally, some details of my discussion
class calendar were adjusted during the semester due to unexpected situations, but the structure
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still followed the initial design. I believe that making adjustments and accepting unexpected
situations is essential in order to facilitate informal learning strategies. Therefore, I will describe
in detail how I made adjustments on my research design to face those unexpected situations in
Chapter 4.
Data Collection
I conducted the research during the Spring, 2017 semester. The discussion sections took
place from Week 2 through Week 16.
Participant data. Participants’ data was collected from the following actions:
•

I took photos of the students’ artworks and made observation notes as well as took
photos during the discussion activities

•

I collected students’ eleven weekly art journal assignments from the digital
learning system of University of Arizona—Desire to Learn (D2L).

•

I collected a pre-survey (Appendix D), a midterm survey (Appendix E), and a
post survey (Appendix F) from D2L.

•

I collected the students’ midterm and final reflections (Appendix G)

•

I interviewed the students at the end of the semester (see Appendix H for
interview questions)

•

I made video recordings over the last four weeks of class during the facilitation of
the final studio art project

Student assignments. I utilized the digital learning system of the University of Arizona—
Desire to Learn (D2L)—to collect the students’ journal assignments, surveys, and written
reflections. I took photos for the art projects that students made in the discussion classes and of
the artworks that they made for the studio art projects. When I interviewed students, I utilized a
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camera and a smart phone to make both video and audio recordings at the same time so that I
could ensure the data collection was successful.
Surveys and reflections. During the course of the semester, students in my discussion
sections took three short surveys, including a pre-, midterm and post-survey in addition to two
reflections (midterm and final). Considering that the lecture content might also increase students’
art learning interests, I also included questions in the surveys related to this. In doing so, I could
review and compare the influences on the participants’ art learning experiences over the course
of the semester.
The pre-survey. The students completed it after the first week discussion as part of the
Art Journal Assignment 1. There were nine questions in the pre-survey. I designed four
checklists to investigate students’ prior art learning. I utilized two full rating scales to ask them
to evaluate their interest level and capability in creating art and doing art related activities. I also
incorporated three open-ended questions to find out about their feelings about learning art and
how they defined art. This survey was aimed at capturing a basic picture of students’ history and
interest in learning art. It provided supportive data for me to understand their art learning as it
pertained to personal context.
The midterm survey. The students turned in it before the discussion section on the week
12 as part of the Art Journal Assignment 8. There were two parts to this instrument. The first part
investigated the student’s current perceptions about their art learning status. There was one
checklist that investigated the respondent’s art interests at the moment. Two open-ended
questions, including drawing a visual representation, were also added to explore the student’s
perspective on art learning after experiencing lectures and class activities. In the second part
(Table 3.2) students were asked to evaluate their perspective transformation. The results were
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utilized to gauge a student’s perception of their personal change and compare this with his or her
self-evaluation in the post survey. I utilized a full rating scale from one to four to design the
form. The numbers did not function as a statistical measure of the group. Rather, they indicated
the level of the impression in each of the students’ terminal learning.
Table 3. 2
Self-evaluation sheet for students to evaluate their class learning (in the midterm and post
survey)
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some
assumptions that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if there
are other different perspectives for looking at art or learning art.

4 3 2 1

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely
unconscious.
3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about
art/making art in terms of where they came from, the consequences of
holding them, and why this is important.

4 3 2 1

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when I
started this class.

4 3 2 1

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed,
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by
consensus.

4 3 2 1

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and
better justified.

4 3 2 1

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
congruent with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

The Post-survey. The post-survey inquired about students’ learning transformations by
the end of the course. There were also two parts in the post-survey: six questions in the first part
and the same self-evaluation form as Table 3.2 for the second part. Four open-ended questions
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asked students to summarize their art learning experiences and how they assessed or viewed art
at the end of the course. One checklist questions investigated students’ interest level of learning
art after learning in the class.
The midterm and final reflection. I designed the reflection sheets to investigate students’
learning after four and sixteen weeks of learning. After four weeks of learning, the students were
asked to turn in their artist statement. In order to prevent students from feeling there were too
many requirements as part of participating in the research, I had the midterm reflection sheet
replace the artist statement. The reflection sheet invested students’ experience doing the art
journal assignments and class activities. The students were asked to complete the final reflection
along with their post-survey at the end of the semester. The first section of questions in the final
reflection sheet were the same as the ones in the midterm reflection sheet. However, the final
reflection sheet added two more questions to invite students to reflect and compare their
perspectives of art learning before and after taking the course.
The artist interview. Artist interviews of approximately twenty to twenty-five minutes
took place after or during the time students were setting up their artworks in the gallery. In doing
so, they could share their impressions about having their work in a gallery setting. Before the
interview, a student could look up the interview questions from D2L, but it was not required. I
told them that I would not follow the question order. Rather, after the first question, I interwove
the interview questions with our conversation. Each student interview was slightly different, but
all interviewees answered every question on the question list. I was focused on investigating how
they felt about this gallery learning opportunity, how this experience differed from their other art
learning experiences, how art journal assignments and group discussions helped them develop
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their final projects and gallery presentation, and how displaying an artwork in a gallery might
change their ideas of making artwork.
Researcher’s data. The data was obtained from the following sources:
•

The observation notes

•

The written and visual reflections

•

The arts-based reflections

I wrote my class observation during or after each class by means of physical and digital
journals. I also wrote reflections and drew visual images when I thought about class interactions
with students or my teaching practices. At the midterm, the end of the semester, and during my
writing of dissertation, I created artworks as arts-based reflections to represent my teaching and
research reflections.
Research Ethics
The students who enrolled in my discussion sections were informed that all of their class
assignments would collected, however the data would be used only from those who consented to
have it used in the research. A colleague passed out a form for students to sign if they wanted to
participate in the research. They were informed that participation was voluntary and that they
could withdraw from the research at any time if they did not feel comfortable to continue
participating. I did not know who was participating in the research until the end of the semester
after all the grades for the course had been submitted. The names in the study were all
pseudonyms in order to protect students’ personal identity. All the files with students’
identifiable information were kept in locked file storage cabinet. All the electronic files were
locked on a hard drive with passwords.
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Special Concerns
There were some special concerns I paid particular attention to when I facilitated my
research phases and the informal learning strategies. First, when I designed weekly journal
assignments, I carefully considered the homework load and made the surveys and reflections part
of regular homework assignments so that the students would not feel they had to spend extra
time to complete those forms or questions. Moreover, the length of each survey was curtailed so
that they would not take students’ more than fifteen minutes to complete. The students in my
sections had to complete the same assignments no matter if they consented to participate in the
research or not.
Second, since I was the discussion section instructor and the grader for the participants in
the class, it was unavoidable that I would remind them about upcoming class assignments and
remind them to turn in their assignments on time. I also clearly explained each project and its
weight in their overall grade. However, I never forced students to attend class or complete an
assignment because of the research objectives or to improve their grades. There were some
participants who chose not to attend classes or to complete one or two assignments because of
poor time management. However, I only recorded these absences and reminded them of the
attendance policy without mentioning anything about the research. I respected the students’
choices and I believed that completing the assignments was their own responsibility as young
adults. I believe that time management is also an important lesson that young adults must learn
on the way to self-directed learning. I did my best to let students know that everything they
learned from the class was for themselves and not for me. Moreover, each survey had its termly
task to investigate the students’ periodically art learning interest. The results of the surveys
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would be less effective if they were taken after the class activities of the next phrase already had
been facilitated. Therefore, I also re-investigated each student’s art background in the interviews.
Third, due to the reasons listed above, I did not include my assessment in this study.
Although the students’ attendance, turning assignments in on time, the scores of the quizzes, etc.
did affect their final grades and possibly influence how much effort they put for the project, I did
not specifically discuss this part unless these topics were shown in students’ reflections. In this
study I wanted to be focused on analyzing and presenting how students could transform their
learning perspectives about art through informal learning.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I introduced the qualitative methods that I applied to this research. I
further explained how I designed and conducted my research based upon my research questions.
I briefly introduced the participants in my two sections and the sites I incorporated with this
study. I also identify my research concerns when I designed and facilitated this teacher research.
In the next chapter, I will present the informal learning strategies that I infused into the class
activities and art journal assignments.
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CHAPTER FOUR: INTEGRATING INFORMAL LEARNING STRATEGIES INTO
FORMAL LEARNING CLASSROOM
A Brief Review
My goal in facilitating informal learning strategies was to aid students in their learning
and help them better understand the lecture topics. The result of an increased interest in art might
result in higher scores on quizzes for students. Furthermore, it might also lead to students
investing more effort into their art journal assignments and art projects. It would be the hope that
these improved efforts would be reflected in their grades though this will not be discussed in this
study. A challenge for me as a researcher is how I determine if the strategies that I facilitated
were informal strategies if they appear to lead to a formal learning result.
As I mentioned in introducing this research study, the goal was not to make formal
education became informal education. Rather, this research was focused on integrating multiple
informal learning strategies to raise and/or enhance young people’s art learning interests. I was
holding the hope that the informal learning strategies that I implemented in the study would
provide different ways for art educators to engage their students in art learning even though the
learning was within a formal educational system. Many informal learning theorists remind
people that formal and informal learning should not be identified as two separate learning
systems based upon particular settings (Ellis, 1990, Malcolm, Hodkinson, & Colley, 2003; Jeffs
& Smith, 2005; Mahoney, 2001; Smith, 2007). John Ellis (1990) notes that the two learning
styles are rather, “a continuum shading gradually into one another” (p. 94). No matter which
learning style an educator aims to use when working with students, what is most important is the
manner in which the educator facilitates the learning, lending it to be formal or informal
(Mahoney, 2001). Generally, formal learning refers to following a specifically planned
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curriculum and aims to accomplish a certain level of mastery of a subject. On the other hand,
informal learning does not have a set curriculum and educators have to continuously respond to
learners’ experiences as well as unexpected situations (Smith, 2007). Informal learning relies
heavily on conversations, but unlike formal learning in many sites, it does not aim to control the
direction of conversations.
By acknowledging the nuances between formal and informal learning, I integrated
informal learning strategies into my research design by creating a flexible framework of the class
calendar for the semester. The class activities that I designed for my discussion sections were
meant to correspond to the weekly lectures and assigned studio art projects of ARE 130.
However, the content of the class activities, art journal assignments, and art projects were
infused by four useful informal learning aspects—tacit knowledge, daily life experiences and
free-choice learning, collaborative learning, and participating in informal learning sites. Based on
these aspects, I categorized and identified the informal learning strategies that I facilitated for
this research as follows:
1. Art experiments (class activities and art journal assignments that exposure students to
different art forms and techniques)
2. Interpretive strategies
3. Art projects specifically related to daily life experiences
4. Informal learning sites
5. Free-choice learning
6. Collaborative learning (group discussion, peer critique, and teamwork)
7. Individual discussion (one-on-one discussion between the instructor and students)
8. Shared authority with students
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9. A Self-explorative studio art project (the final project)
One thing to note is that none of the strategies could be implemented singularly; they all relied
on conversations with learners so that the students could consistently stay in a self-reflective
learning process. For example, after an in-class arts experiment, I would apply interpretive
strategies to invite students to share their feelings and reflect on how this experiment might
connect back to their daily life experiences. Although I did have my own thoughts on facilitating
or designing these activities, I did not control what students responded to or reflected upon. None
of these conversations were graded. Even though I had to grade the students’ art journal
assignments, my criterion for grading was focused on evaluating their efforts on developing and
conceptualizing their art projects rather than what they should think or state.
In the upcoming section, I will explain the ways that I incorporated informal learning
strategies into the class activities and the art journal assignments. I will also introduce the first
phase of the research, which was focused on probing the students’ instrumental and
communicative knowing. Additionally, I will highlight some of the art experiments and art
projects that relate to students’ daily life experiences. Then, I will detail the impact informal
learning sites had on students’ learning. To conclude, I will discuss the self-explorative studio art
project—the final studio art project, What Art Can be Good For, which was an art exhibition at
the Graduate Gallery on campus. This entire final project was the second phase of the research. It
emphasized offering opportunities for students to emancipate their learning and expand their art
making perspective from the personal and interpersonal contexts to the sociocultural context.
Overview of the Design of the Class Activities and Art Journal Assignments
The students’ final grade for ARE 130 was divided evenly to two parts: quizzes (four
quizzes) and studio projects (three projects). This type of course design meant that the ARE 130
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students needed to value doing art equally with memorizing and verbally applying art knowledge.
My task as the discussion section instructor was to assist students in connecting with the lectures
by means of hands-on activities and discussions, and to help them complete the assigned studio
projects. As it can be seen from Dr. Garber’s syllabus of the ARE 130 (Appendix I), the studio
project part included eleven journal assignments, which were 25% of the final grade, the print
project, which was 15% of the final grade, and the Inspired by Art project, which was 10 % of
the final grade. Also, based upon the entire course schedule (class calendar) of ARE 130
(Appendix J), I led the students in working on each art project assigned for a given week.
When I designed the art journal assignments (Appendix K-T), I had to not only consider
the strategies that I wanted to use with students, but also consider if the journals could help them
to understand the lecture content as well. Additionally, I had to keep in mind the time frame
students had to complete the studio projects based upon the ARE 130 schedule. I had the
assignments and activities relate to the weekly lecture topics so that the students could
interweave what they learned from the lecture to their art-making process. The assignments and
activities that I designed for my two discussion sections were divided into two phases.
Phase one took place from week three to week eleven (Table 4.1). The students in this
phase experimented with and were exposed to various art materials as well as art forms through
lectures, discussion activities, and art journal assignments. During the phase one, I was focused
on helping the students gain knowledge through instrumental and communicative ways. I guided
them in rediscovering their everyday life events and connecting these to what they learned from
the lecture by means of participating in art experiments. In doing so, the students would
hopefully realize that art was connected to their daily lives. I also incorporated interpretive
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strategies to engage the students in reflecting their interpersonal and sociocultural context
through the art journal assignments, group discussions, and peer critiques.
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Table 4. 1
The class activities and assignments in the research
(*L: Lecture; D: Discussion; W: Week).
Phase

Week ARE 130 Lecture
Topic

Week Discussion
Activities in My
Sections

W1 L Introduction: What is
art and why is it
important?
Phase 1:
W2 L Elements and Principles
Instrumental
of Art
and
W3 L Elements and Principles W3 D Art Splash
communicative
of Art/Identity in
learning
contemporary art
W4 L Identity in
W4 D ID Card
Contemporary
Art/Interlude 1 (five
photographs that
represent your identity)

ARE 130
Studio
Projects

Journal
Assignment at A
Assignment Glance
Due

No Discussion sections

Identity
1
Printmaki
ng Project

Elements of Art+
Principles of Design=
Composition
* Pre-survey

W5 L Language in Art/ Art as
Communication

W5 D Body drawing/
Personal Stamp
(Carving practice)

2

Find elements for
composing your
printing project

W6 L Language in Art/ Art as
Communication/
Visual Culture and art

W6 D Check composition

3

Create two composition
images/ visual
reflection for the video
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W7 L Visual Culture and
Art/The Body in Art

W7 D Carving time

4

W8 L The Body in Art

W8 D Daily Object
Project
Presentation
W9 D Printing time

5

W9 L Interlude 2 (Gender
Culture Jamming)
W10
L&D
W11 L Place in
Art/Consumption and
Art

W12 L Consumption and Art/
Art as Communication
and Social Change

Language vs. Art
(collage text and selfportrait)
*Midterm Reflection
Artist Statement of the
Daily Object Project

6

Print making projectArtist statement

7

Relationships- Taking
at least three photos that
can represent three
different important
relationships in your
lives
Inspired by Art- Part 1
Mapping ideas-Find
three visual
representations that are
related to a social issue
that the students care
about

Winter Break
W11 D Print project
critique

W12 D Visit CCP
(Interpretive tour)

Phase 2:
W13 L Art as Communication W13 D
Emancipatory
and Social
learning
Change/Interlude 3 (Art
Map of a Social Issue)

Class discussion:
What art can be
good for, what is
social justice art

What Art
Can be
Good for
Project
(Inspired
by Art
Project)

8

9

Inspired by Art- PART
2: Find art inspirations
*Midterm Survey
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W14 L Public Art

W15 L Public Art/Eco art

W16 L Institutional Critique

W17 L Interlude 4 (Meal
drawing)

W14 D Discuss gallery
arrangement for
the final project
and self-evaluated
rubric
Visit UAMA
W15 D Gallery
arrangement/ first
draft
W16 D Final presentation
at the Graduate
Gallery

10

11

Inspired by Art- PART
3 Blueprint of the social
justice project (Draft
the final work)

Prepare the final
presentation and
complete the artwork
Presenting the artist
talk.
Self-evaluated grade
*Have the artist
interview with me
*Post survey+Final
reflection
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Art Experiments
Transformative learning facilitators value providing opportunities for learners.
They believe that doing so can expand learners’ perspectives, allowing them to reexamine their existing assumptions and worldview (Butterwick & Lawrence, 2010;
Cranton, 2002; Langan, Sheese, & Deborah, 2010; Mezirow, 1997; O’Sullivan, 2012).
Therefore, in my discussion sections I tried to create alternatives for students to
experience art in a variety of ways. When I facilitated these art activities, I focused on
implementing informal learning strategies #1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 that I identified above in an
earlier section. The goal of these hands-on art activities was to allow students the
opportunity to immerse themselves in an experiential and free-choice learning process.
They chose the materials to try, experience, and feel. Engaging the students in a physical
learning context created opportunities for them to generate emotional and personal
connections by doing art. It also showcased new possibilities for art learning.
Art Splash. The “Art Splash” activity invited students to draw by utilizing an
assortment of art tools as well as some ordinary objects from their lives. As the Figure
4.1 shows, I provided construction paper, bubble paper, cups, tempera pigments, glues,
scissors, sharpies, sponges, paper tapes, brushes, plastic gloves, marbles, straws, pop
sticks, and paper bowls. Each student had a large paper for the art experiment and a large
black plastic sheet to cover the working area.
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Figure 4. 1. Materials for the Art Splash experiment.
In the beginning of the activity, the students were told to take a cup filled with
water and mix it with one color of tempera. Then I asked them to put their cups on any
side corner of their paper and flip over the cups (Fig. 4. 2). I told them that they could do
any pose to make the cup flipped, hit, or kick over the cups and let the color splash. Both
sections of students were confused and hesitated for one or two minutes. I had to keep
encouraging them to try it. When the first student finally gave it a try, the others were
able to let go of their inhibitions and join in the experiment. Every ten minutes, I
encouraged students to come to the materials table to pick other media and materials to
try (Fig. 4. 2). As Dirkx (1997) considers that emotions and feelings “are a kind of
language” that helps us to understand the world and the relationships with our
surroundings, he believes that emotional learning helps us to “[view] our experiences
through [the] soul drawing our attention to the quality of experiencing life and ourselves,
to matters of depth, value, relatedness, and heart” (pp. 82-83). Therefore, it was my hope
that emotions such as hesitation, confusion, and curiosity around this activity would
provide students a different perspective to look at art learning.
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Figure 4. 2. A student’s working process by using different art materials during the Art
Splash.
After playing with the media, I asked students to walk around to see their class
members’ experiments. We then discussed what elements they could see from their
experiential drawing. They noticed colors, shapes, lines, etc. and pointed out these art
elements from other people’s artworks. I further asked what type of colors, lines, and
shapes they saw and how did they felt seeing these elements in the drawings. These
guiding questions invited the students to connect the elements of art that they had just
learned from the lecture and to discuss how these art elements could affect people’s ways
of looking.
Body drawing. Another art experimental practice I utilized was an idea that I
revised from the contemporary art practice of body drawing, which was created by the
artist Tony Orrico. Orrico is an artist who utilized his entire body to perform and draw
symmetrical patterns. In one class discussion, I invited students to utilize chalks to draw
symmetrical patterns on a large paper based upon the body drawing concept. I played
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music in the background and invited them to create reactive patterns to what they heard
playing by means of using different drawing materials (Fig. 4. 3). I also asked students to
change drawing posture during the process (Fig. 4. 4). In doing so, I wanted them to feel
how different materials and body postures would affect their feelings and ways of
drawing.

Figure 4. 3. Different drawing tools for the Body Drawing practice

Figure 4. 4. Students drew the symmetrical patterns by means of different body postures.
After the practice, I asked students what they observed during the experiential
process. One student responded, “I really liked how the practice combined music and
drawing practices. I felt peaceful. It is also interesting to see how I change position to
draw” (PI’s research fieldnote, body drawing activity, 02/10/2017). Another student
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shared how she felt when she drew by means of different positions. She said, “When I
changed my position to the dog position, I felt that I had to draw by means of my whole
body. I was merged with the painting” (PI’s research fieldnote, body drawing activity,
02/06/2017). The body drawing also corresponded to the topic of the lecture, the body in
art. The practice encouraged students to experience how an artist create body drawing
and sympathized with how an artist might feel employing their body as a tool to create art.
Additionally, the students were encouraged to experience the effect that different drawing
materials had in connecting the materials with their emotions (Fig. 4. 5 & 4. 6).

Figure 4. 5. Softer drawing material: Oil

Figure 4. 6. Harder drawing material:

pastel.

Color pencil.

Identity card. As can be seen from the printmaking project assignment
(Appendix V), Dr. Garber provided criteria for ARE 130 students to consider in their
composition of the prints. This project lasted for seven weeks and included a final peer
critique section. I instructed the project and taught the students how to create a linocut
board in the discussion sections and designed six journal assignments to help them
conceptualize their compositions and complete their prints. In both the discussion
activities and art journal assignments (art journal assignments from entry one to four), I
specifically guided the students to discover things that were connected to their daily life
experiences and identities.
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In the twenty-minute long activity “Identity Card” that I designed, I did not only
incorporate informal strategies #1,2, 5, and 6, I also emphasized strategy #4, which
invites students to revisit their personal histories by sketching an identity card. I
discussed with the students what information was listed on their identity cards. We
further reviewed if they thought these items could really represent their identities. Then
they were asked to think about at least three pieces of personal information that they
wanted to list on their identity cards that could refer to them and to represent these by
visual means (Fig. 4. 7 & 4. 8). I encouraged the students to create an identity card
without being restricted by the traditional rectangular format of identity cards. As the
student examples below illustrate, they tried to integrate their identity visuals. The
objective of this activity was to help the students learn to visualize an abstract concept
like identity and to practice merging different images into one composition, as they had
learned about from the lecture. Everyone shared their designs in a short presentation and
was asked to pay attention to how different people utilized the same object to represent
various identity concepts. In addition to the sketching component, the activity was
centered around discussion.
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Figure 4. 7. One student example of the Identity Card activity.

Figure 4. 8. One student example of the Identity Card activity.
It was important to invite students to reflect upon their feelings after experiencing
informal learning. As Smith (2007) states, “it is crucial that informal educators keep
trying to encourage people to recognize and experience the power of association” (p. 27).
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Many informal learning moments are hard to notice if people do not reflect upon their
learning (Livingstone, 2007). For example, in the Art Splash activity, in an after class
conversation after the activities, I asked the people who were initially hesitant to splash
their cups what cased their hesitations. Some students shared that it was an odd and new
experience for them. These students were unaccustomed to an art teacher who did not ask
them to sit still and draw an assigned topic. When I told them to weep over the cups, they
all had a similar question: “Can I really wipe it off?” “Are we allowed to do this?” They
also responded that once they did it, they started to have fun and wanted to try other
materials. The reflective process allowed students to become aware of their previous
assumptions about learning art and to recognize how their thoughts were altered during
the process.
Collaborative Learning through Group Discussions and Peer Critiques
When I facilitated the art experiments, I had already incorporated group
discussions and presentations along with the activities I taught. Group discussion
provides an opportunity for the class members to exchange their comments on the
projects, activities, or interpretations of artworks. Often, it formed a type of socialization,
which is one form of Schugurensky’s (2007) three forms of informal learning. He asserts
that socialization refers to “the internalization of values, attitudes, behaviors, skills, etc.,
that occur[s] unconsciously during everyday life. This learning process, often unplanned
and unconscious, is often conceptualized as tacit learning” (p. 167). Socialization, in this
sense, could be seen as a frame of reference from a transformative learning theorist’s
perspective. Schugurensky also notes that although this type of learning is often
unconscious, we can become aware of it by means of retrospective recognition. In
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addition to personal reflections, group discussions and critiques allow learners to reflect
on their frames of reference from other people’s perspectives. In many ways, interpretive
strategies are very helpful in terms of prompting learners to reflect upon what they
experienced and to exchange their thoughts with other people through dialogue.
Hashtag Strategy. For example, in the peer critique of the identity printmaking
project, I applied the one-word strategy that I often used as and ice-breaking activity
when I led interpretive tours. In an interpretive tour, I would ask tour members to utilize
one word to describe their first impressions about the artwork in front of them. Inspired
by one of the CCP student tour-guides (Chien, 2017), I often revised the one-word
strategy to what I called a “hashtag” strategy when I led tours that were composed of
young people. I would invite people to hashtag the artwork that we were looking at as if
they were posting this artwork on Twitter or Instagram. For most young people, social
media is an important part of their lives so this strategy can increase their interest in
engaging in interpretive discussions. Furthermore, I applied this strategy in some guiding
questions to help students write reflections or draw metaphors. In the three surveys used
in this research project, I also utilized the hashtag strategy as a summarizing prompt to
help the learners encapsulate their overall experiences.
In the peer critique section of the project, however, I revised this strategy slightly.
I asked the student to display their artworks on the white wall in the classroom. Next, I
encouraged them to hashtag one word for each classmate’s work on a sticky note and
paste these next to the artworks (Fig. 4. 9). Before a student artist presented their final
print, he or she selected three of the sticky notes that were pasted next to the work and
invited whoever wrote these to share their reasons for the hashtags (Fig. 4. 10). After
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hearing other people’s feelings about their artworks, the presenter then explained his or
her original idea about designing the work.

Figure 4. 9. The students make hashtags for

Figure 4. 10. The student presenter

each artwork.

reading a hashtag placed on his work.

The Art Projects Specifically Related to Daily Life Experiences
Although almost all of the art journal assignments and activities that I designed
were related to investigating daily life experiences, some projects in particular urged the
students to make these connections. I incorporated daily objects, social media and pop
culture, and photography when designing these projects in order to create chances for the
students to reconnect with their daily life events through making art.
Daily Life Object Project. The Daily Life Object Project (Art Journal
Assignment 5, Appendix O) was not a project listed on the ARE 130 syllabus. I created
this project when I led ARE 130 discussion sections in the fall of 2015. I utilized this
project to help the students connect with the lecture topic of consumerism in visual
culture. The project was very successful in my past facilitating experiences and many
students created impressive art pieces that were composed of their daily objects. More
importantly, the finished artwork transformed the students’ perspectives in examining the
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meaning of everyday objects in their lives. Hence, I often seek to include this project in
my class design if there is a compatible topic.
Livingstone (1999) reminds educators that, “To study informal learning
empirically, educators have to focus on those things that people can identify for
themselves as actual learning projects or deliberate learning activities beyond educational
institutions” (p. 2). Echoing Livingstone, I also believe that it is important to strengthen
learning content with learners’ daily life experiences so that they can feel connected to
what they learn. Hence, in discussing the lecture topic of consumerism in visual culture, I
had students do the Daily Life Object Project. By means of completing this assignment,
the students explored what objects they consumed in their daily lives and contemplated
how their consumption behaviors were related to their lives.
The daily life objects that the students chose included straws, tea bags, receipts,
paper bowls, plastic water bottles, candy and gum wrappers, and even fortune cookie
notes. At first, this project may not have seemed directly connected to the students’ work
with the identity print project that they were working on at the same time. However, it
engaged them in the process of rethinking about themselves and their life styles. I invited
them to explore how they interacted with themselves through this project. I believe
exploring issues around self-identity should not be limited to a specific project. It should
be a continuous process. In this art journal assignment, the students had to post their final
artwork as well as a short “artist statement” on their section’s discussion board on D2L,
the class learning management system. In the artist statement, the students had to
explicitly state why they chose the object and what metaphor or symbol they composed to
represent their current lives. They also had to give a short presentation in class. For
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example, the student SV utilized gum wrappers to compose a silhouette of her dog (Fig.
4. 11). She asserted that her dog served as a type of gum, because both provided “comfort
and relaxation” in her everyday life (SV, Art Journal Assignment 5, 02/27/2017).

Figure 4. 11. SV, Comfort, gum wrappers, 2017.
Integrating social media and pop culture into art journal assignments. I
included social media resources, such as YouTube in Art Journal Assignment 3 and class
discussion, since social media is a significant part of many students’ daily lives. For
example, in Art Journal Assignment 3, I made a YouTube video list, which included
many videos that I wanted the students to view in order to appreciate how artists or
performers utilized their bodies to create art. The assignment corresponded to the topic of
body art. When I selected the videos for the list, I tried to find different forms of
presentations from different art cultures for students to explore and appreciate. I
specifically selected some performances from popular culture. Although I made the
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playlist for the students to watch, they were welcome to recommend videos that they
believed were pieces of performance art.
In the assignment, after watching the playlist, the students chose one video to
comment on, sharing their thoughts about whether the performance they watched was art
or not. Beyond stating this, students also needed to provide their rationale. Inspired by
Barrett (2003), I also considered that it was important to push students to provide
substantial comments rather than simply saying, “I like it” or “I don’t like it.” The
students also had to draw a visual response to the video they selected. In doing so, the
assignment offered a chance for the students to visualize and symbolize their feelings
through different “languages.” In BR’s Art Journal Assignment 3, she reflected on the
performance art of Shen Wei, in which the performers danced with ink on their feet and
created various patterns on the floor. BR shared that, “all of the performers are listening
to the same music, … in the same place; however, they all express [their feelings in] a
different way” (BR, Art Journal Assignment 3, 02/17/2017). In response to this video,
BR drew the visual response as shown in Figure 4.12, with the title— 4 squares, 4
interpretations to express her emotions.

Figure 4. 12. BR, 4 squares, 4 interpretations, 2017.
Exploring relationships through photos. For Art Journal Assignments 1- 6, I
was focused on guiding the students to gain communicative and instrumental knowledge.
Corresponding to the printmaking project, the assignments also emphasized helping
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students to explore and revisit their personal contexts. After experiencing the interpretive
tour at the CCP, the assignments leaned more towards discovering interpersonal and
social contexts.
Art Journal Assignment 7 (Appendix Q) was a transitional assignment to assist
learners in reviewing one important relationship in their lives by taking three
photographs. The hope was students would begin to consider how they interacted and
maintained a relationship with others, including their pets. Further, the assignment aimed
to encourage the learners to utilize a common media sharing option—photographs—to
present the chosen relationship. It asked the learners to frame the three photographs rather
than taking impromptu selfies. Rather, the students were asked to consider the elements
of art, principles of design, or other techniques of framing a photograph that they learned
from the lectures and the CCP tour.
One of the participants, AN, designed three photos to represent his relationship
with his sister. He presented Figure 4. 13 to demonstrate his overall relationship with his
sister as a sibling and the memory of growing up together. In Figure 4. 14, the two
crossed skateboards represent how they shared the same interest in skating. The final
photograph, Figure 4. 15 summarized his feelings about his sister now. He wrote,
On one hand, I am aware that she is growing up just as I am and quickly
approaching adulthood. However, even with this in my mind, I cannot
help but see her as my baby sister that used to spend much of her time
playing with dolls. I think her graduation photo can serve as a
representation of her now, while her childhood doll represents the past
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version of herself that I often associate her with. (AN, Art Journal
Assignment 7, 03/23/2017)
The assignment sought to help class members to review and reconnect with important
relationships in their lives from an art perspective and invited them to integrate the art
elements that they learned in the course by taking photographs.

Figure 4. 13. AN’s childhood pictures with his sister in a family album.

Figure 4. 14. AN’s skateboard and his sister’s.
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Figure 4. 15. AN’s picture that summarized his relationship with his sister now.
Informal Learning Sites
In this research, I incorporated three informal art learning sites, which were the
Center for Creative Photography (CCP), the University of Arizona Museum of Art
Archive of Visual Arts (UAMA), and the Graduate Gallery. The three sites were all
located on the University of Arizona campus. In the pre-survey, because two of the 13
participants did not turn in their pre-surveys, only four out of 11 students indicated that
they had been to art museums more than ten times in the past while five out of 11
students had been to art museums less than five times. One of the 11 never been to a
museum and two only went to science and history museums with school field trips.
However, in the column of investigating the students’ interests in attending art events,
nine out of twelve were “very interested” in visiting art museums and galleries whereas
two had “some interest.” Only one indicated “no interest.”
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In the same investigation column of visiting art exhibitions, the numbers also
show that most students were interested in participating in viewing art exhibitions. Seven
out of twelve students were “very interested” and four students had “some interest.”
Again, only one student chose the option, “not interested at all.” The numbers indicated
that most of the student participants in this study had interests in visiting art museums,
galleries, and exhibitions. However, they did not have or make opportunities to be part of
these events very often in the past. In an official investigation before the students visited
the CCP and UAMA, only two students had been to these campus museums. The ones
who had visited did so because of class assignments or tours.
Therefore, I scheduled three informal learning sites to invite the students to step
into different art learning environments and experience how different gallery settings
might influence how they viewed artworks. In the CCP tour, I was focused on promoting
students’ interpretive learning; while in the UAMA tour I emphasized observing gallery
settings. The goal of the two tours was to cultivate the students’ sense of how to set up
and incorporate gallery space into thinking about their artworks and apply that to their
artworks for the exhibition at the Graduate Gallery. During the tours of CCP and UAMA,
I facilitated interpretive strategies and group discussions for peer sharing and personal
reflections.
The CCP. The CCP is well known for its interpretive tour. I gained my initial
interpretive skills leading gallery tours utilizing the CCP’s student tour-guide training.
Although I had always fused interpretive strategies into class discussions, I felt it was a
different approach for students to experience an interpretive tour in an actual museum led
by another person since I already asked them interpretive questions in class all the time.
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On the date of visiting the CCP, only one out of fourteen participants in this study was
absent.
The interpretive tour led by the CCP docent was 30 minutes, who briefly
introduced the collection on display, Flowers, Fruit, Books, Bones, which were the
photos about still life. The exhibition included many images that presented geometrical
designs and easily identifiable element and principles of art. Therefore, I believed it
would be helpful to engage the students in rethinking what they learned from the lectures
as well as discussions in the first half semester. In the meantime, the CCP is not a
traditional art museum. Its collections are photographs and films. I had three objectivities
in scheduling the students to visit the CCP. First, I wanted them to experience an
interpretive tour at an art gallery. Second, I wanted to expose them to how photographers
create artistic photographs by means of employing the art elements. I wanted the students
to think of photography as an art form beyond most amateurs’ casual usage. In doing so,
they could reflect on their ways of taking photos for Art Journal Assignment 7 (Appendix
Q). Third, I wanted the students to feel the gallery effects that the CCP created for them
as visitors so that they could connect to the later lecture content about artists making
institutional critiques of museums and their final presentation at the Graduate Gallery.
In the beginning of the tour, students were given the question that they had to
think about and respond to during the tour, “How do you think about ‘interpreting an
artwork?’” The purpose of this was that the students would notice what types of questions
an interpretive docent asked and what responses the questions elicited. As indicated by
their responses in Appendix V, most students knew that interpreting art was very
subjective and linked with personal emotions or experiences. Though most of the
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students were still shy to interact with the docent’s interpretive questions, their reflections
showed that most had positive impressions about the exhibition and the tour. After the
interpretive tour, I arranged the students into small groups for group discussion. I applied
the hashtag strategy and directed them to utilize one word to hashtag their feelings after
the tour. In doing so, students were encouraged to listen to different class members’
feelings and perceptions, which were not necessarily the same as their own.
For instance, the student who had never attended the CCP before utilized the word
“intrigued” to describe her experiences at the gallery. The displayed photographs opened
her eyes to appreciate a different art form (TT, after tour conversation, 03/31/2017).
Another student who had previously visited the CCP once also utilized “intrigued” to
represent her feeling because she really liked photography and was always intrigued by
how different photographers utilized various angles and contrast to present their works
(AL, after tour conversation, 03/31/2017).
Finally, students were asked to write a short tour reflection in the gallery. As
Hubard (2015) suggests, interpretive dialogues benefit students “because interpretive
dialogues welcome uncertainty and contradiction as meaning, [and lead them to] be
cautious of trying to nudge students toward a single concrete conclusion or interpretation”
(p. 37). Writing the reflection also provided students additional time to re-observe the
gallery environment, the museum effects, the exhibited photographs, and reflect upon
what they experienced from the tour. The two questions on the reflection sheet were:
1.

What feeling did you specifically feel during this interpretive tour?

2.

How do the gallery surroundings influence your experience in the gallery,
such as the gallery light, displays, labels, performance of the tour-guide,
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security guard, etc.? Please choose at least one influence and describe how it
influences you in looking at or interpreting the artworks.
In students’ reflections, the key words “intrigued,” “enlightened,” “calm,” “peaceful,”
“beauty and fulfillment,” “knowledgeable,” “inspired,” “connected,” “fascinated,” and
“profound,” and “overwhelmed” (Students’ CCP study sheets, 03/31/2017) were utilized
to describe the gallery experience.
The UAMA. After the discussion about how the students could arrange their final
artworks at the Graduate Gallery, I led them to the UAMA to observe how an art museum
displayed their collections. I also asked the students to pay attention to the museum
effects and make a comparison between the CCP and UAMA. In this field trip, I did not
guide the students to appreciate a specific art exhibition or gallery. Instead, I only
provided three questions for them to think about and let them pick one exhibition in the
museum to observe for fifteen minutes. The three questions were:
1. Pick one artwork’s label in the exhibition. What information about the artwork
can you know from the label?
2. How does the exhibition display the artworks? What do you think about it?
3. How is the exhibition different than the exhibition that you saw at the CCP?
Due to the time constraint, we only shared the answers of these questions as a
large group by means of verbal sharing. The questions were preparing the students to
have some sense about what would be included in art exhibitions, such as labels, displays,
lights, as well as the intervals between artworks, so that they could have a better idea
when they arranged their artworks at the Graduate Gallery.
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Figure 4. 16. The way that UAMA exhibited Rothko’s Green on Blue (Earth-Green and
White, © 1998 Kate Rothko Prizel & Christopher Rothko / Artists Rights Society (ARS),
New York).
When the students finished their individual observations, we gathered in front of
Rothko’s Green on Blue (Earth-Green and White) to share them (see Fig. 4. 16). As
Wells (2011) states, “by giving time to focused reflection, we raised the profile of the
reflective process, so that it became more open and not just a personal matter, providing
opportunities to consider and then analyze other perspectives” (p. 113). Similarly, I began
by asking the students how they felt about this work in an effort to spark their
interpretations based upon their emotions. It was obvious that no one had knowledge that
the artwork in front of them was painted by a very well-known artist. However, because
no one knew this artist they could be frank about their feelings, without being influenced
by Rothko’s fame.
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During the last ten minutes of the wrap-up discussion, I utilized interpretive
strategies to invite the students to share their interpretations for their gallery experiences
and compare them with the CCP tour. Rothko’s artwork was utilized as an example to
discuss gallery arrangement. Students in the different discussion sections had differing
opinions about this artwork. The three students in Section A all perceived sadness from it
because of the color. However, half of the students in Section B did not perceive any
emotional attraction and could not understand why this artwork would be displayed in an
art museum. For them, it was just two huge color blocks and seemed to be painted in ten
minutes. During these conversations, I did not try to orient the students’ answers to a
particular view, such as trying to convince them why Rothko’s work could be considered
a great artwork. I asked them to share the reasons behind their opinions, but I did not
judge their opinions.
The two sections of students both noticed the art museum utilized two display
walls to isolate the painting from others in the room and put a bench in front of it. An
interesting situation happened in Section A’s discussion. When I invited the student, SV,
to stand in front of the artwork, she at first rejected this suggestion and kept stepping
back. It was very hard for her to cross the bench in front of the painting. She shared that
the two walls created a feeling that the artwork was very “valuable” and “precious” (PI’s
research fieldnote, 04/11/2017) so that she felt she should not cross the line (the bench).
She felt intimidated by the setting. The students in Section B also noticed the two display
walls, but most of them interpreted that the walls seemed to function as a highlight that
dragged visitors’ eyesight to the artwork when they stepped into the gallery. The spotlight
on the painting also created a focal point to attract viewers’ attention. There were no
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“wrong” and “right” answers in these discussions. However, being immersed in an
informal art learning environment helped the students to reflect and integrate what they
learned from the lectures, discussions, and past museum visit(s) to interpret artworks as
well as to observe an exhibition display and gallery setting.
The Self-Explorative Studio Art Project—What Art Can be Good for
The Inspired by Art Project was the final studio project of ARE 130. However,
each teaching assistant (discussion section instructor) had the right to decide the content
that he or she wanted the students to experience. Echoing Leavy’s (2015) advocacy that
instead of asking what is good art, we should ask what art can be good for, I very
consciously wanted to expose this philosophy to the students in my discussion sections
and led them to do projects that were related to social justice issues. In my past teaching
experiences, I had noticed that students often thought social issues were the issues that
were far away from their own lives. However, I wanted to deliver the message that many
social justice issues surrounded them in their daily lives. Therefore, for the Inspired by
Art project, I decided to engage students in a project that I called “What Art Can be Good
for,” to think and ask themselves how an artwork could inspire people to notice some
social justice issues. This project eventually became the two sections’ art exhibition in the
Graduate Gallery. It was the expectation that this experience that the students gained
from this project could emancipate, amplify, and deepen their learning about art.
Jeffs and Smith (2005) note that because informal educators focus on
conversations and responding to learners’ experiences, it is important to note that,
“experiences are not only ‘had,’ they are also ‘known’” (p. 59). Therefore, emancipating
and enlarging experiences requires learners to attend to “both having and knowing” (p.
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59). Considering this notion, I designed Art Journal Assignments 8 through 11 to guide
students in conducting an arts-based, self-directed, and free-choice learning project
(Appendixes R-T). The Art Journal Assignment 11 was posted directedly on the
discussion board of D2L. It asked students to turn in self-evaluated rubric, final reflection,
and post-survey. I applied all the informal learning strategies that I identified for this
study. I will further discus how I encouraged them to choose one social justice issue that
they personally cared about as their topics towards the big concept of “what art can be
good for?” In doing so, I was tried to migrate students’ art learning from personal and
interpersonal contexts to social contexts. I will discuss each student’s transformation (if
he/she had one) in Chapter 5.
The project design. In this project, I referenced Marshall and Donahue’s (2014)
independent arts-based learning model to guide students in conducting their projects. The
essential elements for guiding students to do independent research through arts-centered
integrated learning through inquiry were:
•

Investigation

•

Exploring meanings and concepts in visual imagery

•

The method of mimicry

•

Reflection

•

Research workbook

•

Structure, guidance, and support (pp. 24-31)

These elements corresponded to the art journal assignments that I assigned to the students,
as shown in Table 4. 2.
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Table 4. 2
My assignments corresponded to the elements in Marshall and Donahue’s (2014)
independent arts-based learning model
Elements that Marshall and Donahue
(2014) proposed for guiding students to
do independent research through artscentered integrated learning through
inquiry
Investigation

Elements that I utilized to guide
students to do independent research
through arts-based integrated learning
through inquiry

Exploring meanings and concepts in
visual imagery

Finding visual representations from daily
life that were related to the student’s
chosen topic (Art Journal Assignment 9)

The method of mimicry

Finding an artist’s art projects or the
artworks that portrayed the relevant topic
that the student chose (Art Journal
Assignment 9)

Reflection

Reflective writing and artist interview
(Art Journal Assignment 11)

Research workbook

Art Journal Assignment 8-10

Structure, guidance, and support

Self-evaluated rubric (Art Journal
Assignment 11), group discussions, and
individual discussions

Mapping out the big idea (Art Journal
Assignment 8)

On-site learning (museum visits and
arranging the exhibition, “What Art Can
be Good For?” at an art gallery)

Although I provided some prompts for the art assignments, this project heavily
relied on the students’ contribution and input. They had to be “not just experiencers, but
also experimenters: creators as well as consumers” (Jeffs & Smith, 2005, p. 59). Instead
of being an instructor as I did in the first phase of the research, I acted as a consultant and
supporter in this second phase, which was this final art project, Inspired by Art. The
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students in this project had autonomy to decide the social justice topics that they wanted
to conduct, the research on related visual resources that they were interested in delving
into, and what information would deepen their understanding on their chosen topics. In
this project, I expected the students to be aware of that the social issues that they cared
about were what other people around the world cared about. By continuing to ask why
and how the students wanted to conduct their project in the ways they proposed through
the art journal assignments, I engaged them in a reflective status when they created
artworks. Mezirow (1985) points out that, “meaning transformation involves a
redefinition of the learning problem and the learner’s interests, the direction of learning is
ascending spirals rather linear; one goes back in order to go forward” (p. 26). The
reflective exercises I provided in the art journal assignments provided the students
opportunities to think about their making as well as to develop spiral understanding of
their chosen social topics.
In addition to doing the art research on their topics, we also discussed the selfevaluated rubric for how the students would wanted to be graded in this project. The two
sections developed slightly different criteria and formats for the rubrics because I
respected both the formats and the terms they chose. How the students discussed the selfproposed rubrics will be presented in a later paragraph.
The class discussions. In my initial plan, as mentioned before, I did not intend to
include a gallery exhibition as part of the study as I knew it would take a long time to
facilitate and it might students would need too much background information about
gallery settings, which could be beyond what students learn in a general art course.
Although I was and am very interested in museum education, I had to remind myself that
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this course aimed to provide students a general exploration about visual art and culture; it
was not all about museum education. Therefore, in my original plan, I only scheduled
visits to the CCP and UAMA. In the beginning of the semester, I fortuitously knew that
the Graduate Gallery had a two-week exhibition vacancy that graduate students could
apply for. I felt this could be a great opportunity for the students to make their final
project presentations. It would also be an opportunity to connect their museum visits with
the lectures on institutional critique.
The informal learning educator Mark Smith (2007) notes that, “Informal
education tends to be unpredictable [—] practitioners do not know where it might be lead”
(p. 15). When Smith asserts this notion, he talks about the unpredictable direction that
informal educators have with informal learners during conversations. Smith encourages
informal educators to “catch” those unexpected moments and guide learners to deepen
their thinking and engage other people with their feelings. However, I argue that the
unpredictable events that Smith points out should be expanded to any unexpected
opportunities that happen during the learning. Informal educators, or maybe all types of
educators, should catch those unexpected occurrences and adjust their existing lesson
designs when the opportunities seem like they can strengthen the learners’ current
learning. Once I successfully acquired the gallery space, I immediately adjusted and
reorganized my original class design so that the students’ learning could follow a flow.
However, there were some challenges, specifically the intense schedule for the
final art project and limited access to the Graduate Gallery. The students had only four
weeks—from week 13 to week 16—to finish their final art projects. At the gallery,
another exhibition preceded our reservation for our final presentations. Therefore, we
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could not use the gallery until week 15. There were also other gallery-related issues. The
gallery limited access by requiring an authorized code and student identity card, and only
the graduate students could apply for codes and cards. As a result, these undergraduate
students could not freely access the gallery, even in weeks 15 and 16 (Table 4. 1) without
my supervision. I think it would be fantastic if I could facilitate the project process at the
gallery for four weeks. This would give the students time to observe and discuss the
gallery’s spacing and settings and then incorporate both into their final onsite project.
Moreover, they could revise their artworks weekly by re-arranging them, if necessary.
The reality, however, is that we could use the gallery for only two weeks. So before week
15, I needed to take a different approach to help students discuss the incorporation of the
gallery space into their conceptualization of their final projects.
Eventually, I decided to guide the students in discussions about social justice and
how contemporary artists have approached their social justice art projects. We visited the
university art museum to observe the gallery’s arrangements during week 13. Then in
week 14, I facilitated conversations among the students about their projects and the
criteria that they wanted to include in the self-evaluated rubric for their final projects. In
Section A, due to its small size, I spent more time with each student during class to
discuss in depth the social justice issue that he or she had chosen and the draft design for
the project. After these discussions, we still had time to spend 15 minutes at the museum
to discuss how it can manipulate our experiences through gallery effects. For Section B,
which was larger, it was not possible to discuss each person’s art idea and the social
justice issue in as much depth as we did in Section A. Hence, I utilized Google
Classroom to facilitate group discussions.
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The students in Section B were asked to bring a digital device to the class and
register in the Google Classroom that I had set up specifically for them (Fig. 4. 17). The
students were instructed to discuss “What is social justice?” with their group members
and leave their personal interpretations on the discussion board of the Google Classroom.
Then each group selected one of six videos from the playlist that I posted on the
discussion board to watch (Fig. 4. 18): in each, a different artist talked about their social
justice art projects, including their inspirations, and how they utilized chosen materials
and art forms to compose their projects. In choosing these resources, I tried to find art
projects with different aspects of social justice issues as well as artists working with
varied media and art forms. Because the two groups chose different videos to watch, we
were able to exchange how different artists conducted their social justice art projects after
watching the videos. I invited each group to have representatives to answer the following
questions:
1. What is the main idea (social justice issue) that the artist wants to propose
through the art project?
2. What are the materials he or she utilizes? Why? What was the meaning behind
using these materials?
3. How does the artist present his or her art project? If he or she incorporates a
place within his or her art project, what is the meaning of using the place?
4. How do you feel after watching the video?
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Figure 4. 17. The Google Classroom that I set up for Section B

Figure 4. 18. The video list that I selected for Section B
After sharing the above questions, I invited the students to ponder what they
thought art can be good for and to write down their answer on the Google document that
was posted on the discussion board (Table 4. 3 & 4. 4).
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Table 4. 3
The rubric that discussed by Section B’s group 1
Criteria

Descriptions

Concept

Clear message

Proposed points
(%)
/

Art elements Use the elements that we learn from the
class

/

Originality

/

Participation

Participate class discussions and the
final presentation (10%)

Comments

/

Artist interview (5%)
Total

/100

Table 4. 4
The rubric that discussed by Section B’s group 2
Criteria

Descriptions

Proposed points
(%)

Subject

Accurately addresses the social issue

/

Materials

Is there meaning behind the materials
used?

/

Technique

Artwork is well done

/

Participation Participate class discussions and the
final presentation (10%)

/

Comments

Artist interview (5%)
Total

/100

Finally, the students discussed the criteria by which they wanted their final
projects to be graded, aside from the 15% designated for “participation” that I had
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already determined for the rubric. Students would have to make comments on each
criterion to demonstrate how their efforts matched the grade they gave to themselves,
including the participation part. However, the students were told that in case anyone
overvalued or undervalued their projects, I would still be the final grader of their final
projects. I also told them that I respected their comments justifying the grades they gave
themselves and would not change the grades unless I judged the value was over or under.
Section A applied the same grading rules. Both groups in Section B discussed their
criteria and posted them on the Google Doc that I connected with the Google Classroom.
I later organized the ideas from both groups and presented them for their approval (Table
4. 5). The samples of the students’ self-proposed grades from Section A and B can be
seen from Appendices W. During the last fifteen minutes of the class, we moved to
UAMA to observe how to arrange an exhibition and how to utilize the museum effect.
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Table 4. 5
Self-Evaluated Rubric, Section B
Criteria

Descriptions

Proposed
points (%)

Concept/Subject ● Clear message- Accurately
addresses the social issue
● Conceptual development
process (your concept map)
● Explain your inspirations

/25

Art elements

● Use the elements and design
methods that we learned from
the class (10%)
● The efforts of thinking about
and displaying your artwork in
the gallery (10%)

/20

Craftsmanship

● Artwork is well done (10%)
● Is there meaning behind the
materials used? (10%)

/20

Originality

The idea and the final product are
made by yourself.
Compose your creative thoughts.

/20

Participation

Participate in class discussions
and the final presentation (10%)

/15

Comments

Artist interview (5%)
Total
Note

/100
Please write comments for each category to tell yourself and me
why your artwork deserves the grade that you propose here.

The process of discussing the criteria for the self-evaluated rubric was crucial to
the students. They engaged in collaborative learning discussions to listen to different
classmates’ viewpoints for evaluating art. They also had to negotiate with each other and
unify their opinions to come up with the criteria in the rubric. As the informal learning
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educators Marsick and Volpe (1999) point out, “People seldom plan each step of their
informal learning, but by taking time to check and modify their direction against the
changing landscape of their needs and goals, people can make better choices when
random opportunities cross their paths” (p. 7).
During the discussion process with their classmates, the students double-checked
their expectations for evaluating a social justice art project. They also reconfirmed or
revised their assumptions and values when assessing their own art. Therefore, when they
worked on their projects, they tried to reach the goals that they set up for themselves, and
not according to my external standards alone. Letting the students make comments on the
rubric also served as a significant self-reflection process because it involved “looking
back on what we have done, measuring it against what we wanted to achieve, and
assessing the consequences” (Marsick & Volpe, 1999, p. 7). Discussing the rubric with
the students was one of the informal learning strategies: shared authority with students. I
shared the authority of grading, which is usually reserved for the instructor in formal
classrooms. I hoped that by doing this, the students would create artworks that were
really meaningful to them.
During week 14, I mixed the students’ chosen topics for the final projects from
Sections A and B, and categorized them to different topic sections of the gallery space
based upon their social justice topics and in an effort to foster their collaborative learning.
It was my hope that the students in different sections could work and negotiate with each
other about how to organize and present their topics. The topics included the climate
change, veterans’ health, and discrimination. The students discussed with their section
members how they might want their artworks to go together and what types of gallery
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support they would need. I gave each section a gallery picture (Fig. 4. 19) and a
discussion sheet to draw and write down their designs (Fig. 4. 20 & 4. 21). I asked them
to think about displaying their artworks beyond just hanging them on the wall or laying
them on the floor. I suggested them to think about how to incorporate the gallery settings,
equipment, lights, and the space because the environment would have a significant
impact on how viewers would appreciate their works in the same way the students had
experienced artworks in the CCP and UAMA.

Figure 4. 19. The Graduate Gallery.
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Figure 4. 20. The study sheet given to students to discuss their arrangement of the
artworks.
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Figure 4. 21. One draft that the students drew for their artwork arrangement: they did not
use the study sheet. Rather, they drew on the picture.
The Graduate Gallery. One week before the final presentations, students could
enter the gallery and set up their unfinished work on the wall and discuss the arrangement
with their section members. They realized that the gallery space was larger than they
thought and wondered if they should adjust their artworks in order to make them stand
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out. Students helped each other to nail in the display shelf (Fig. 4. 22) and also
experimented with the arrangement of the artworks by considering things from the
audience’s perspective (Fig. 4. 23). I worked with each student individually on their
unfinished works and helped clarify any questions that they had during the making
process.

Figure 4. 22. Students were helping each other to set up the display shelf.

Figure 4. 23. Students were discussing how to set up the technology and arrange their
artworks for viewers.
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In the last week of the project as well as our final class of the discussion section,
the students brought their completed artworks and displayed them at the Graduate
Gallery. Each student made a two-minute artist talk to briefly introduce the artwork,
interact with exhibition visitors, and appreciate other people’s final works. The students’
artworks and their reflections about the exhibition will be described in more detail in the
next chapter.
The artist interviews. In this project, I interviewed every student artist. It was
important for me to know what the students could be benefit from learning informal
learning sites. Moreover, I wanted to know if their experiences presenting their artworks
in an exhibition would be different from presenting in a classroom. Through these oneon-one conversations, I had chances to closely investigate the students’ learning
perspectives about art and their art learning background. The interviews were also a
critical reflective conversation for the students. My job was to ask questions that
prompted them to be the primary talkers in the interviews. Although some of the
questions were also asked in the art journal assignments, the students in this research
shared much more information when they were interviewed. The interview helped them
to reorganize and review their art learning during the class.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I explained how I integrated the informal learning strategies that I
identified in this study into the class activities, art journal assignments, and art project
designs of the class. They include art experiments, interpretive strategies, art projects
specifically related to daily life experiences, informal learning sites, free-choice learning,
collaborative learning (group discussion, peer critique and teamwork, individual
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discussion, shared authority, and a self-explorative studio art project—the final “Inspired
by Art” project). As the facilitation of these strategies unfolded, it is important to note
that in most circumstances, I facilitated more than one strategy at a time. For example, I
usually applied interpretive strategies in group discussions to engage the students in
interpretive dialogues and collaborative learning. I designed the art journal assignments
so that the students could draw from their daily life experiences and had the freedom to
choose the presented materials. The final art project presentation included all the informal
learning strategies and granted the students complete freedom to conduct it. Moreover, I
tried to create learning loops for students so that, as Jeffs and Smith’s (2005) remind us,
they did not only become the “experiencer,” but also the “experimenter” and “creator” (p.
59). I consistently infused reflective questions in group discussions and art journal
assignments so that the students could probe what they learned from the activities or
assignments.
In this chapter, I presented the opportunities that I provided to trigger space for
learning transformation. However, each student’s perspective transformation was
different. How they perceived and responded to the transformative moments and the
influence it had on their ideas of learning and creating art varied by students. In the next
chapter, I will present five selected students’ transformed art learning perspectives and
analyze what might be the key shift that transformed their perspectives. Additionally, I
will present one student’s experience as representative of the two students who did not
transform their art learning perspectives in this study.
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CHAPTER FIVE: WHAT MADE PERSPECTIVES TRANSFORMED
The Procedure of Analysis
In this chapter, I will present six student cases and analyze how informal learning
strategies that I utilized in this study assist the students to transform their art learning
perspectives. In order to present the data, I first downloaded art journal assignments,
reflections, and surveys from D2L. I categorized the research data by participant for the
reason that each individual had their unparalleled transformative process. I also
transcribed and annotated all the data for the first review. Second, I compiled the
statistics for each survey in order to have a general background for this participant group.
Followed Mezirow’s research on facilitating transformative learning, Cranton and
Hoggan (2012) propose that when we want to evaluate leaners’ transformative learning,
we should put our emphasis on analyzing the process instead of the product. They
pointed out that “It is not what they do or say, but how it is done or said that gives an
indicator of transformative learning” (p. 523). In order to evaluate the learning process,
Cranton and Hoggan (2012) suggest researchers to apply the evaluation methods relevant
to transformative learning as follows: Self-report and self-evaluation, interviews,
narratives, and some arts-based techniques. Shared with these transformative learning
practitioners that evaluating learners’ learning process more then learning results, I
applied the attitude and evaluation methods when I evaluated and categorized the
participants’ perspective transformation.
After I reviewed all the data, 11 out of 13 participants claimed that they
transformed their perceptions of learning art after taking the course. However, I found out
that the students’ responses did not completely match their performance or reflections on
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their art learning, including process and product. For example, one of the 13 participants,
who thought she transformed her art learning perspective, did not show her engagement
and craftsmanship in the class activities though she completed most assignments. In
another instance, one of the two participants who claimed they did not transform their
perspectives of learning art proposed that though she had not changed any perception, she
had broadened her existing art knowledge. This case in fact presented another aspect of
transformative learning. Mezirow (2010) pointed out that this type of transformation is
“the emergence of the self” (p. 25). In addition to the fact that the students’ selfevaluations on the perspective transformation of art learning did not entirely match their
true learning situations, the art skill level that students identified for themselves also
exhibited some contradictions.
Therefore, eventually I cross-compared the participants’ responses in their
surveys with their other reflections, their interest level in learning art during various
research phases, how they identified their art ability, their descriptions about past art
learning experiences, the interview, my observations on their works and class learning,
and their discussions with me. In the process of identifying if a student’s art learning
perspective transformed or not, I also referenced Stucky, Taylor, and Cranton (2013)’s
study of that people who transformed their art learning perspectives would share one of
the following outcomes: 1) acting differently; 2) having a deeper self-awareness; 3)
having more open perspectives; 4) experiencing a deep shift in worldview (p. 217). Based
upon the cross-compared results, I categorized the thirteen participants into three groups:
•

They transformed their art learning perception. They entered this course with
an interest in art and had confident art skills and rich art learning experiences.
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•

They transformed their art learning perception. They entered this course with
an interest in art, but have fewer or unconfident art skills and/or fewer art
learning experiences.

•

They did not transform their art learning perception with various reasons.
They would rather not do art for classes.

There were four participants in the first group, seven participants in the second
group, and two in the last group. Considering the completion and richness of their data, I
chose the two participants, AN and BR, from the first group; and the three participants,
ML, SH, and SV, from the second group as my main cases to analyze how informal
learning strategies helped them transform their art learning perspectives. Additionally, I
will utilize CL, who was one participant in the last group, as the case to explain the
reasons why might be the situation that limited a student’s art learning perspective
transformation to occur during the research. However, considering this study emphasized
on knowing how and what could trigger non-art major students’ transformative art
learning, I will not proceed to analyze the data of the last group.
My analysis steps were as follows:
•

I overviewed all participants’ data and made the second time notations. I
marked the keywords that showed up repetitively.

•

I labeled themes on the data, such as previous art learning experiences, gallery
experience, and etc.

•

I made a case board to summarize each case’s art learning experiences in the
past, at the mid-term, and at the end of the semester.
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•

I presented each case’s transformation by following the timeline. I first
demonstrated the student’s art background and existing perception about art
learning. Next, I stated the student’s learning in the first research phase. Then
I asserted his/her learning process in the second phase of the self-explored
project —the final project “Inspired by Art.” Further, I pointed out the
informal learning strategies that helped the student in the transformative
learning process. Lastly, I summarized how this student transformed his/her
art learning perspective after the course.

•

Finally, I compared all the cases to analyze how the transformative learning
environment that created by informal learning strategies helped the
participants transformed their perspectives in learning, approaching, and
teaching art. At the end of the chapter, I concluded the analytical results on the
selected cases.

In the next section, I will start to present the selected cases.
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Introduction of BR and AN
In the group of the students who were interested in art and had more art learning
and making experiences than other classmates, I selected BR and AN as the
representative cases to show. The two students both indicated they were very interested in
art and had confidence in creating their own art. They both thought that the learning in
this course as well as the journal assignments exposed them many different art forms and
art perspectives from others. They both felt their art knowledge was broadened. However,
BR stated that she did not think any of her art perspectives were changed or transformed
after the course. Rather, she felt the learning enriched and expanded her original
knowledge. On the other hand, AN showed anywhere that his knowledge and
perspectives were continuously improved by the assignments and class activities. It was
important to see how the people who were interested in art and be familiar with art had
different experiences in enhancing their art knowledge and/or shift their art learning
perspectives. In the upcoming sections, I will begin to discuss BR’s case and AN’s in
detail.
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The Case of BR
BR’s Existing Perspectives About Learning Art
BR was one of the students who had prior significant art experiences. Though she
did not turn in her pre-survey, in her interview she told me that she took ceramic classes
every year in high school. In addition, she had also made sculptures and learned screen
printing in prior art classes. She also made many drawings on her own. In her ceramic
classes, she learned to conduct a studio project. In one unofficial conversation that I had
with BR, she told me that she liked to make art. The ceramic classes she took were part of
a two-level program. The first-year class was the introductory level class and the secondyear class was for students who wanted to learn advanced skills. Because of her interest
in making art, she retook the advanced class in her third year of high school even though
it was the same curriculum all over again.
In the final project of the second-year ceramic class, she had the chance to
propose what she wanted to make instead of making something that was assigned by the
teacher. However, this type of project still emphasized creating an object. She had to
propose an object that she wanted to make and make sketches that her teacher would
have to approve. In the interview, BR shared that this type of art project was the only art
project that she could recall from her past art learning experiences that offered the chance
to “choose whatever [she] wanted to do” (BR, Pre-survey, 01/30/2017). Otherwise, her
previous art learning experiences consisted of completing assignments. She states,
It would just feel like...We would get introduced to the topic and then we
would do our work based on that and then we would continue to learn
something else about it a little bit, then practice it, then do a bigger
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artwork or they/our teacher would just be... there to just tell us “do this.
This is your assignment.” And then when we do it. And then it would be
done with that. And then they would give us another assignment we would
do it just for them. (BR, Interview, 04/27/2017)
The project was focused primarily on testing her skill to make an object. The research she
did for this type of project was directed towards finding the inspiration about the
additional details that she could add to the final product, such as the appearance or
decorations of the object.
BR had not taken an art history class. A few of the studio classes she took in the
past would introduce some art history, but the history was never the main focus.
Moreover, none of these previous art classes provided the opportunity for her to explore
social justice issues. She also did not experience art forms beyond traditional fine arts.
BR was inspired by the art history and art forms that were introduced in ARE 130. The
two reflections below reveal how she felt “inspirational” and “exposed:”
I feel that the assignments on the weekly journals allowed me to discover
new ideas and perceptions, for example, when we had to research our
social issue I found numerous amounts of great artists that I could possibly
use for further inspiration in my artwork. I would describe my experience
with journals as inspirational. The class activities were interesting because
they usually included the exposure to artworks or conversations that were
new to me. The video I enjoyed watching the most was the Ted-talk based
on the Arabic artwork, including designs that [hid] Arabic messages. I
found this astounding and I wish we [had] explored similar art styles…
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I never actually learned about the history or like different forms of art like
we do [in this course]… we always like did painting, sculptures. I did
screen printing, that sort of thing. But I was never exposed to some of the
artwork that we’ve seen there like the performing arts or the eco art, how
they actually grab stuff, put it somewhere and then make an artwork out of
that. I had never been exposed to that... (BR, Interview, 05/02/2017)
BR’s statements acknowledge that although she already had ample art making
experiences in the past, she was eager to explore art in more depth and breadth.
The First Phase Experience: Expansion
BR did not complete the pre-survey and midterm reflection because she missed
the submission time, but she completed the midterm survey, post survey, final reflection,
and the interview. Because she had several absences at the beginning of the course, I was
not aware of BR’s interest in art as well as her art skills and prior experience in art.
Therefore, her interest in art, mature art skills, and rich experiences making studio art
were not obvious until the fourth assignment. In her midterm survey, she drew a
metaphor to represent how she felt her knowledge was expanded by what she learned
from the class (Fig. 5. 1).
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Figure 5. 1. BR’s midterm visual metaphor.
She reflected that,
This illustrates my art learning experience because my perceptions, interpretations
and knowledge have expanded greatly since I began to take this class. All of the
information given in lecture showing the different forms and mediums/tools used
went beyond my “knowledge” of art. Some of the materials/forms of art I never
expected to see, I did not know existed. It was until I took this class that I was
exposed to all of that. (BR, Midterm survey, 04/07/2017)
According to the midterm survey, BR felt that lectures, group discussion, journal
assignments, experiencing/experimenting with different art materials, utilizing different
mass media, viewing and discussing contemporary artists’ artworks, creating group
artwork, exploring different art concepts, and the hands-on art practices of the course
helped her art learning. She was very confident about her art skill and her art interest
level at this stage was “very interested.” In her midterm self-evaluation on her
perspective transformation during the course, she basically agreed that she articulated
some previous assumptions excluding the second category (Table 5. 1). The midterm
self-evaluation matched BR’s summary that her art knowledge had expanded since she
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attended ARE 130. However, BR did not articulate that she held assumptions about
learning art, according to her self-assessment for category 2.
Table 5. 1
BR’s midterm self-evaluation on the perspective transformation of learning art
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some assumptions that
I have always assumed to be true and wonder if there are other different
perspectives for looking at art or learning art.

4

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some underlying
assumptions about art/making art that are largely unconscious.

2

3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about art/making art
in terms of where they came from, the consequences of holding them, and
why this is important.

4

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when I started
this class.

4

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed,
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus.

4

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better
justified.

4

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent
with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

4

The Second Phase Experience: A Broadened Art Learning Experience
In BR’s post survey, she indicated similar learning experiences in the course that
she had articulated in the phase one. She still did not feel her perceptions about art
learning had changed, but she felt her art knowledge had been “broadened” and was
“expanding” rather than “shifting/changing” (BR, Post-survey, 05/02/2017). She stated,
“Learning about artwork requires thought, interpretation, and imagination. However, this
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class has allowed me to explore/interpret different forms of art” (Post-survey,
05/02/2017).
She further stated in her post-survey,
I don’t think this learning experience shifted or changed my previous knowledge.
However, I feel that it broadened my understanding and my experience with art
forms. There were many art forms introduced in lecture that I was unaware that
existed, such as the Eco-art. Another way this course broadened my knowledge
was by giving me a chance to use different mediums such as I did with the print
project. (05/02/2017)
BR’s reflection about the print project (Fig. 5. 2) showed how she imagined that the
carving process was going to be hard, but ultimately was easy for her and brought her a
sense of peace. She asserted that,
I actually felt a sense of satisfaction as I began carving. It felt entirely
different than I thought it would. I thought it would be hard and difficult to
work with but it was the complete opposite. I also listened to music while
I did this, and I felt a sense of peace. I truly enjoyed the process and was
happy to see the end result. (Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/10/2017)
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Figure 5. 2. BR, Naturaleza, 2017.
In her final reflection, she notes how she appreciated and enjoyed completing the
final project, Inspired by Art. This free-choice art project gave her the authority to
explore and express her idea through creating art. She notes in her final reflection,
I think often in art classes we are given a specific assignment and the
instructor tells us what, how, and why to use certain materials, and this
creates a limitation for the artist’s creativity. If the artist has the freedom
to choose the mediums and how to use them, this creates a deeper
collaboration/connection with the piece. The research allowed us to
explore the different ways we could create our own interpretation. (Final
reflection, 05/02/2017)
In the second phase of learning, BR felt that lectures, journal assignments,
experiencing/experimenting with different art materials, utilizing different mass media,
viewing and discussing contemporary artists’ artworks, and hands-on art practices of the
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course helped her art learning. However, she did not feel that group discussion, creating
group artwork or exploring different art concepts was as influential. According to her
interview responses, BR did not consider group discussion to have influenced her
thoughts or direction about creating the final project because she had decided the topic
already. Furthermore, there was no class activity related to creating a group artwork in
the latter part of the semester. Therefore, it was reasonable that she did not select this
item. In terms of deselecting the option of exploring different art concepts, she seemed to
have been more influenced by various visual resources that she found about
discrimination, which was the core concept of her final project.
An alive project—El Temor Escalofriante Escalalante. Reviewing BR’s
assignments, surveys, and reflections, the term “freedom” appeared more than 10 times in
her art statements. However, in the first phase, she explored how freedom was an
important concept for supporting a person’s individuality. In the second phase, which was
the process of conducting the final project, she turned to discover the meaning of freedom
from a wider social perspective.
Freedom. BR’s final project was titled El Temor Escalalante, which in English
means, “The scary fear.” In her final reflection on the class, BR considered this was the
assignment that she mostly enjoyed to do because she had “freedom” to choose a topic
that interested here as well as that she cared about. In her assignment four (Fig. 5. 3), she
illustrated the intention of creating her collage as follows,
I decided to use that particular pose, not only because I got the idea from
the magazine, but because I thought it resembled freedom. Arms and
hands extended, reaching for the sky as I approach the horizon. I wrote,
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“be unique, be strong, be free” on the top because it is something I think
we should all have in mind, in all situations, in order to achieve success
and to be happy. The words I put in the center are all things we should
experience at some point in our lives, and we should approach them with
uniqueness, strength and apply them with freedom. (BR, Art Journal
Assignment 4, 02/04/2017)

Figure 5. 3. BR, Be Unique, Be strong, Be free, 2017.
As with the art description above, in the earlier assignment, she applied “freedom”
as an ultimate goal in her life by displaying individual uniqueness. She also chose
“individuality” as one core element that a good artwork should contain (Midterm survey,
04/07/2017). She believed that “an art piece should always show a sense of the artists’
[sic] own ideas and perspectives” (Midterm survey, 04/07/2017). Art making to BR was a
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powerful way to convey her individuality and further achieve “freedom.” She asserted
that,
Art making can be very beneficial, it allows the individual to express any
feelings, emotions, or beliefs. Regardless of what they are, art making is a
sort of power, because the creator has the freedom to decide all
concepts/aspects included in the piece. (Post-survey, 05/02/2017)
In the final art project, BR successfully elaborated her personal-contextual art thinking to
a sociocultural-contextual level.
BR’s artwork, El Temor Escalalante, discussed how discrimination caused the
fear of family separation (Fig. 5. 4). Her idea arose from her knowledge that many
Mexicans are forcibly deported from the United States, separating them from their
families because of their undocumented status, an issue that continues to be a hot topic in
the United States. As a second-generation immigrant from Mexico who was born and
grew up in the United States, she said that she had not been personally discriminated
against. However, she knew that many Mexican-Americans suffered from this issue. She
said that the documentary video she watched when she was researching the topic of
discrimination scared her because she had never considered the extent to which it was
taking place and how hurtful it could be to people. Although her parents are legally
Americans, the research she did made her start to seriously worry about her parents
because neither of them spoke English well. In her interview, she utilized terms such as
“worried,” “scared,” and “concerned” frequently when she illustrated how she connected
the issue to her parents’ situation.
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Figure 5. 4. BR, El Temor Escalalante, 2017.
Through making El Temor Escalalante, BR rethought the concept of freedom
from personal and interpersonal perspectives to a social perspective. She shared how she
felt after the 2016 presidential election:
I don’t remember exactly what it was but it was something like, “Oh yeah
Trump was right. We need to get all these people out.” So it’s just this
hate that’s been arising out of racing [sic]. I’m not saying that Trump is
like the cause for all of this, but I feel like a lot of people were maybe
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scared or not comfortable enough to like do things like this and just the
fact that someone with so much power comes up and says “these are my
feelings against these people. And I think they’re not to the level that we
are.” I think that gives them a sense of freedom. Yeah. They make him go
out and do that kind of stuff. Which is ironic because you know [what]
you think about this country and other countries speak of it so well, like,
“oh America is the greatest thing ever.” You know it’s so diverse and
freedom. Freedom of speech, freedom of everything and then...(Interview,
04/27/2017)
In this paragraph of her interview, “freedom” was redefined beyond the individual level
that she discussed in her earlier assignments.
In BR’s final artwork, she created two hands. One represented the hard workers of
a family and one represented the people who needed to be taken care of in the family.
The models for the hands were her father’s hand and her own hand. She utilized her
father’s hand to symbolize the main caregivers in families, whom BR called “hard
workers” in her interview, and utilized her own hand to symbolize the members who
needed to be taken care of in families. By creating this personal work, which embodied
her concerns about her parents, she elevated the personal issue to a social thoughtfulness.
In terms of the use of the media and the way to present her work, BR said she
considered painting a scene of separation, but later decided to make sculpture by forming
the hand models based on her father’s and her hands. She thought that doing so created a
stronger and meaningful connection between herself and the social justice issue. Through
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a three-dimensional presentation of two hands trying to reach out to each other, she felt
like she made the scene alive (Interview, 04/27/2017).
The gallery experience. BR was hired by The Tucson Piece Arts Council’s
(TPAC) summer program in 2015 to do an art project. She and her colleagues designed
and made the twelve murals on Toole Avenue and had other helpers weld for them. At
the end of the project, they held an exhibition to talk about the murals and some other
work. Although that was an interesting and valuable experience for her, BR described our
class exhibition experience as, “It was, like, our last day there. It was similar to this, but
we didn’t have, like, experience, you know, with galleries or anything so we just kind of
put things how we thought they looked best” (BR, Interview, 04/27/2017). Therefore, BR
utilized “knowledgeable” to hashtag her gallery learning experiences in our class,
including the museum visits. Her reflection illustrates this:
I had been to [UAMA] before, but I only went to the first floor, so I didn’t
get to see the second floor, which I thought was pretty interesting. That
area looks, like, very religious. And I thought it was very interesting that it
kind of looks like a church and, like, the lights are very dim. [The lights]
are focusing on the paintings. I thought it was pretty interesting there and I
hadn’t seen that before. I had just seen the first floor. But I feel like once
you did the lectures this week you pointed out a lot of things that I hadn’t
thought about before. (Interview, 04/27/2017)
BR’s description shows that she made connections between the gallery learning
experiences and the lecture content. The connections improved her understanding of the
museum or gallery effects that museums have on viewers. She also applied what she
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learned from the museum visits and lectures about creating focus on an art piece in a
gallery to how she displayed her artwork at the Graduate Gallery. She made a box with a
black cloth on it so that the hands would not blend in with wall, since both were white. In
doing so, she also felt that the black and white contrast in her work could create a focus
on her piece and attract viewers’ attention.
BR’s attention to creating elements of art for her work also corresponded to her
revised answers to “What three elements do you think a good artwork should present to
viewers?” in the midterm and post survey. In the midterm survey, she identified
“Individuality,” “Message,” and “Connections with the piece” as the three key factors for
an artwork; while in the post survey, she stated “Meaning,” “Originality,” and “Attracting
form/color/contrasts” as her answers. The answers from the two surveys suggest that BR
paid more attention to creating a focal point or an emphasis for the work that she was
going to present at the gallery than she did for her print project. Nonetheless, the
“message” or “meaning” of a work was irreplaceable.
Interpretations and meanings. Other than incorporating the art elements and
museum/gallery effects with her final project, BR wanted to make sure she delivered her
thoughts on discrimination to the audience by manipulating the museum/gallery effects.
BR’s mindset of embedding meanings with an artwork did not change throughout the
course. In her midterm survey, although she still valued individuality of an artwork, she
indicated that the way a message was presented through the artwork was equally
important. She stated,
I think “artwork” can refer to anything. However, “good artwork” is a
piece that makes the audience feel/think. The incorporation/interaction of
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the audience is essential for the piece to be embraced by the public.
(Midterm survey, 04/07/2017)
Later, after the gallery experience, she revised a little bit about the importance of
delivering messages/meanings to audience. She asserted in the post-survey that,
The art piece has to have some sort of message/meaning it is trying to
convey, this way it makes the public think about the piece and consider
possible explanations for it. It’s a form of interaction/connection between
the piece and the public. (Post-survey, 05/02/2017)
The two explanations were very similar. However, she did not only consider how
viewers might perceive her intention through her artwork and think about the concept, but
also invited them to make their own interpretations. In the two parts of her interview, she
stated her feeling about creating meaningful works was in fact making her feel “in
danger” and that she was taking “risk.”
Although you can express yourself through your work, I feel like when
you do . . . you’re always in danger of people not liking what you’re
saying or like not interpreting the way you want it to be interpreted. So
they might take it like the wrong way or something. That’s always a risk
you’re taking, I guess you could say, but I guess that’s the purpose of
having a piece of artwork which is you’re expressing your concerns or
your ideas regardless of what other people think. (Interview, 05/02/2017)
This said, BR was pleased to take the challenge of inviting people to think through her
work though it might not be completely comfortable and made her a little nervous. She
demonstrated this by reflecting,
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I think it’s always exciting to show your artwork especially if it has, like, a
meaning or something... I think more than just feeling nervous about it I
think it’s very interesting to be able to express things the way you see
them and try to, like, make people see it the way you’re trying to present
it. Although a lot of people will find other interpretations and that’s totally
fine… (Interview, 05/02/2017).
BR’s understanding of creating an artwork with meanings did not change, but she
considered more factors that could help her deliver the meaning/message of her artwork.
Furthermore, she understood that though people interpreted her artwork in different ways
than she did, that was all right.
The Informal Learning Strategies that Influenced BR’s Perception of Learning Art
According to BR’s surveys, final reflection and interview, the following informal
learning experiences in this course helped her to widen her art knowledge:
1.

Informal Learning Sites:
As presented in earlier section, BR started to connect what she saw and
experienced in the CCP and UAMA with the lectures and further applied
these understandings in displaying her work at the Graduate Gallery. For
example, she carefully arranged her work based upon the elements of art,
such as creating the contrast of the work by means of using the black cloth so
that the white plaster hands could stand out. Additionally, she also
considered how to posit the two hands to create a focal point in the work
after first entering the Graduate Gallery and realizing it was the place where
she was going to present her work for the final presentation. Although we
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were not able to adjust the lights in the gallery, she discussed with me her
desire to have a spotlight on her work as she had seen in the campus
museums and the lectures about museum effects. The gallery exhibiting
experience also helped her think about creating an artwork by incorporating
the gallery effects, such as lighting and arrangement so that she could deliver
the message in her work to audiences and probe them to think about the issue.
2.

Free-choice Learning—The Inspired by Art Project:
BR felt she was empowered by the authority to express her voice by means
of having the freedom to choose the topic and materials, which were different
than the previous art learning experiences in most of the other art classes she
took in high school. This freedom gave her the power to express her ideas
and creativity. Furthermore, the freedom made her closely connect with the
piece she created. Although the processes of conceptualizing, visualizing,
and sculpting were familiar to BR from her past experiences, some of her
existing perspectives on discrimination were expanded during the research
for this project.

Perspective Transformation
As earlier presented, BR stated in many forms that her perception about learning
art did not change. Rather, the initial perspective and knowledge about art were
broadened. In BR’s case, did she really not transform any of her perceptions about
learning art? According to her post-survey, she still maintained her interest level in art as
“very interested” at the end of the semester. Nonetheless, some self-evaluation rating on
transformation of perspective changed. As the comparison between her midterm self-
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evaluation and post self-evaluation indicates in Table 5. 2, BR adjusted level in the first
and second categories.
Table 5. 2
The comparison between BR’s midterm self-evaluation and post self-evaluation on the
perspective transformation of learning art between the midterm and post survey
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree,
and 1 for Strongly Disagree

Mid Post
term

1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some
assumptions that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if
there are other different perspectives for looking at art or learning
art.

4

3

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely
unconscious.
3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about
art/making art in terms of where they came from, the consequences
of holding them, and why this is important.

2

3

4

4

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when
I started this class.

4

4

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments
assessed, alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge
constructed by consensus.

4

4

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open
and better justified.

4

4

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
congruent with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

4

4

The result showed that BR agreed that she broadened her perspectives in learning
art after the semester long learning. Nonetheless, what she perceived from this four-week
learning in the final project may have prompted her to articulate some previous
underlying assumptions about learning art. She modified the rate level on articulating
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some existing assumptions from “Disagree” to “Agree.” The description that she shared
regarding how her research on discrimination issues scared her and caused her to worry
about her parents could explain this modification. While she was aware of the
discrimination facing immigrants, she never conceptualized that people were being
discriminated against because of their racial or national identities.
BR’s situation corresponds to transformative theorists’ opinions that people’s
perspective transformations can occur when they enter an individualizing development
that provides a “deepening awareness of the self, an expansion of one’s consciousness,
and engendering of soul” (Mezirow, 2009, p. 25). Mezirow pointed out that “critical
incidents, journal writing, media analysis, metaphor analysis, conceptual mapping, etc.”
(p. 24) were useful in provoking learners to critically reflect on their assumptions and
discourse. After the assignment of concept mapping, BR explored various visual
representations and artworks for the final project. She analyzed political campaign
advertisements and documentary video from Youtube. She also researched artists making
work about discrimination issues. She found out that many artists utilized facial
expressions to magnify people’s fears at a psychological level. Her final work did not
include any facial expression as can be seen in Figure 5.4 but instead, she integrated a
similar psychological emotion—fear—about how her parents might be hurt because of
discrimination against immigrants in her sculpting of her father’s and her hands.
The transformative learning theorist John Dirkx (1997), who was dedicated to
studying how emotion nurtures and transforms adults’ frames of reference, mentions that
“our emotion and feeling are a kind of language of helping us learn about these
relationships [between the individual and the world]” (p. 82). He further points out that
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learning is life. It is “the experience of living” and “coming to know ourselves in the
world and how we make sense of the other within this world [that] are critical aspect[s] of
learning” (Dirkx, 1997, p. 83). As BR described, the project was an “alive project” to her.
The emotional connections that she built with the project assisted her in learning more
about aspects of discrimination, which she knew existed, but had never explored. The
project further helped her to empathize with other immigrants’ fears and allowed her to
criticize the irony of freedom that her country was proud of.
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The Case of AN
AN’s Existing Perspectives about Learning Art
AN was the only student who attended all the lectures and discussion classes
among the students of the two section groups that I led. He also completed every
assignment, survey, and reflection. He had taken many art classes as a student from
middle school to high school. These included a diverse array of art classes, both art
history and studio art classes, and he practiced the skills or applied the knowledge he
learned from classes in his own time. In our informal conversation, he shared that he
really liked comics, cartoons, and Japanese animations. Because of his passion for
watching and drawing cartoons, he took an animation class in high school and sometimes
made animations on his own. He liked digital art, but he also liked drawing by hand.
Therefore, his animation works were usually hand drawn first before being imported to a
computer to complete coloring and other after effects. His final project for ARE 130 was
also completed in this way.
AN was confident in his art skills, especially his drawing skills. He considered
himself as an artist, and it was not that hard for him to apply art skills when he made art.
In his pre-survey, he identified his ability for making art as “good” (AN, Pre-survey,
02/09/2017). He shared,
I would simply define my skill level as “good,” because I believe that I
can excel in certain areas of art, however, there have been other forms of
art that I have struggled with in the past. (Pre-survey, 02/09/2017)
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In email clarification, AN described his struggles with painting as relating to the
limitations around applying different painting materials rather than his own lack of ability
or skill. He stated that,
As for the art that I struggled with in the past, I believe that I was referring
to art that revolved around painting. I have always been much more
comfortable with art that revolves around drawing, as opposed to using
acrylics, watercolors, etc. Though I wouldn’t say that I’m terrible at using
these methods, I have always felt that it was an artistic aspect that I lacked
in. (AN, Email conversation, 11/09/2017)
Most of AN’s art making experiences in the past were tied to drawing. Therefore, in his
midterm and final reflections as well as in his interview, he mentioned that the weekly
assignments challenged him to create artwork through various art methods. I will
describe this in detail later by providing further examples.
AN considered his past art learning experiences as being full of practice. He
utilized the term “Practice Practice Practice” to hashtag his previous art learning
experiences. However, he did not complain about the practicing process. Rather, he
appreciated that the years of doing so advanced his art. He asserted that,
I believe that years of practice have contributed the most in helping me
improve my art. Outside of classes, I will occasionally find myself
observing other techniques from videos online in hopes of learning from
them. I will then practice with implementing said techniques into my own
art, which I believe has been very helpful overall. (Pre-survey,
02/09/2017)
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According to AN’s surveys and reflections, some of his perspectives on learning
art were revised and enhanced by the new challenges that he confronted in the course,
especially the weekly assignments, class activities, and the gallery experiences. In the
following section, I will present how he perceived these challenges as opportunities to
expand his knowledge of utilizing different materials to create art.
The First Phase Experience: The Consistent Progression
Similar to BR, AN also felt his art learning was continually progressing during
the class. In the midterm survey, AN utilized metaphor (Fig. 5. 5) to represent his feeling
about “the consistent progression” in the course. He explained that,
This visual metaphor is meant to represent my learning as this course
approached its final weeks. The arrow pointing towards the sky represents
the consistent progression of this course throughout its semester. The
clouds it passes through represent everything related to art that I have been
exposed to thus far as [a] result of participating in this course. The other
clouds drifting in the background represent the several other aspects of art
that I can only learn by furthering my education in this subject. (Midterm
survey, 04/06/2017)
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Figure 5. 5. AN’s visual metaphor for art learning in his midterm survey.
In AN’s midterm reflection, he stated that several art assignments challenged his
“knowledge and creativity” in different ways. He asserted that the journal assignments
offered him the opportunity to analyze other artists’ works and opened his mind. He
illustrated,
By analyzing the works of others, I am also able to gain new perspectives
on the process of art creation, and what individual techniques have been
used in order to create something unique and meaningful. Seeing such
works created with deeper connotations encourages me, as an artist, to
view art as one of the greatest tools of expression that I will always have
available at my disposal. (Midterm reflection, 02/24/2017)
Exposure to Art Journal Assignment 3, which was one assignment for exploring
performance art in this phase, was mentioned in his interview later. He stated,
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We got to see, like to explore, all different kind of perspectives from other
artists. Like the dance those [sic] kind of stuff… and the meanings behind
them. I was able to see what meanings that they were trying to convey. I
could see… I could try to do something similar with my own artwork.
(Interview, 04/21/2017)
In this assignment, AN chose to analyze Heather Henson’s 2013 performance Emptied
Gestures from the video list that I provided. While doing the assignment, he did not only
connect the performance to the body drawing practice that we did in the class, but also
learn to appreciate an art form that was different than painting or sculptures that he
learned and taught in the past.
He sketched his feelings (Fig. 5. 6) and reflected that,
The gentle movements accompanied by the soothing music gave me a
feeling of tranquility as I watched it… I would consider this is art, seeing
as how her performance was capable of constructing a work of art that
clearly implemented the principle of balance. (Art Journal Assignment 3,
02/16/2017)

Figure 5. 6. AN’s visual response in Art Journal Assignment 3.
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AN felt that the weekly journals provided him the chances to “express [him]self in a new,
yet enjoy[able] manner” (AN, Midterm reflection, 02/24/2017). By completing them, he
was able to “explore [his] personal self by examining various aspects of [his] life, and
later applying them to create works of art” (Midterm reflection, 02/24/2017). In another
case, AN listed Art Journal Assignment 4 as one example of how he learned about
making a collage by composing a selfie with ready-made materials, such as magazines
and Internet pictures (Fig. 5. 7).

Figure 5. 7. AN, To Find Yourself, Think for Yourself, 2017.
As an artist who was confident in drawing, he did not typically engage in an art
project that did not involve drawing. In his midterm reflection about the first four journal
assignments, he asserted that,
This is not a process that I have been to [sic] familiar with, but I feel that
doing these projects have [sic] significantly improved my ability to
deconstruct art and examine the artists’ [sic] intentions. (AN, Midterm
reflection, 02/24/2017)
In the final reflection, AN again pointed out the Daily Life Object Project
(Art Journal Assignment 5) was an important assignment that really challenged
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him because it required him to make an artwork based upon one object that he
consumed in his daily life. It was the first time he had made such a project. In his
Daily Life Object Project (Fig. 5. 8), he utilized water bottles to make an artwork
that symbolized his current life status. In describing it, he stated,
I was able to use empty water bottles that I collected over the past week to
create my art project. These particular objects were selected, as they
contain water that I consume daily in hopes of receiving proper hydration.
Once I gathered these materials, I was able to combine them to create an
artwork that I titled “Plastic Plants.” This, of course, is due to the symbol
being that of a bouquet of flowers that has been constructed from plastic
bottles, which have been used to from the petals and stems. The pedals
[sic] were cut into different shapes, as well as painted in their own unique
colors in order to differentiate each flower. I chose these flowers for my
symbol, as they are a form of life that also requires frequent hydration, just
as I do. Also, because they are living, I strongly believe that they, as well
as all forms of life, should be treated with a sense of care and respect, even
if it simply means providing them with water. (Final reflection,
05/01/2017)
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Figure 5. 8. AN, Plastic Plants, 2017.
This assignment guided AN to look at art in a broader way than he had been before the
class. He shared that, “This assignment really helped open my eyes when it came to
discovering how art can truly be” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). By using the materials
that he “would have likely never considered” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017), this
assignment engaged him in thinking about what art could truly be on a deeper level.
Reviewing parts of the course that had assisted “consistent progression” in his
learning, AN selected most of the options listed on the midterm-survey except class
readings and quizzes. He felt that lectures, group discussion, museum tours, journal
assignments, experiencing/experimenting with different art materials, utilizing different
mass media, viewing and discussing contemporary artists’ artworks, creating group
artwork, exploring different art concepts, and hands-on art practices of the course all
helped his art learning.
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As his midterm self-evaluation about the perspective transformation showed
below (Table 5. 3), AN considered many of his art learning perceptions had strongly
changed or enhanced. In particular, he noticed that he articulated some assumptions that
he unconsciously held about making art. In his case, as discussed earlier, he realized that
though he was confident about his ability to make art, his comfort zone was limited to
drawing. Many art methods that he experienced in the class and through assignments
made him feel challenged.
Table 5. 3
AN’s midterm self-evaluation on his perspective of transformation in learning art.
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some assumptions
that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if there are other different
perspectives for looking at art or learning art.
2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely unconscious.

3

3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about art/making art
in terms of where they came from, the consequences of holding them, and
why this is important.

3

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when I started
this class.
5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed,
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus.

3

4

3

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better 3
justified.
7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent
with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

3
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The Second Phase Experience: Expanding Art Knowledge through Unfamiliar
Challenges
In the final reflection, AN reported his continuous growth in the course. He
utilized “expansive” to hashtag his overall art learning experience, explaining,
This class, through its lectures and assignments, has introduced me to
various methods of creating art. There were so many new artworks and
techniques that I was exposed to for the first time throughout this
semester. Personally, I believe that learning about all of them has truly
expanded my knowledge of art. (Post-survey, 05/01/2017)
In the post-survey, he considered that lectures, group discussion, museum tours,
journal assignments, experiencing/experimenting with different art materials, utilizing
different mass media, viewing and discussing contemporary artists’ artworks, exploring
different art concepts, and hands-on art practices of the course helped her art learning.
The responses were basically the same as those on his midterm survey, excluding
creating group artwork, due to the fact that we did not have such activities in the second
phase of the course.
The final project— Unfamiliar purpose of making art. In reviewing AN’s
statements, he consistently described how he felt unfamiliar with creating art by art
concepts, artists, or methods that were not related to drawing. The unfamiliar content that
he received from lectures, class activities, and journal assignments deeply challenged his
own perceptions about making art. He said, “I have never made a social justice
issue…it’s just something new” (AN, Interview, 04/21/2017). When AN described his
experience creating his final project on the topic of climate change, It’s Getting Warm
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Outside (Fig. 5. 9), he portrayed that he felt “a little scare[d]” of doing such a social
justice art project, through which he was responsible to deliver an important message. He
reflected,
Before this I’ve never really made something like a topic that I never had
to. Like most of time I just had to make something, like it doesn’t have
that meaning than I do for this. (Interview, 04/21/2017)
In another part of interview, he also mentioned that,
A lot of the art classes that I learned in my high school were, like, taught
me, like, the techniques and learn just really fundamental stuff and this
was more for…I said it before, it’s like a lot more meaningful to make it
when you have to cover something, like, heavy… (Interview, 04/21/2017)

Figure 5. 9. AN, It’s Getting Warm Outside, Digital drawing (Photoshop), 2017.
Delivering a message. On the one hand, AN was challenged to embody meaning
to his work. On the other, as shared the similar challenge with BR, he also faced the
challenge of delivering meaning to the audience, who would come to the exhibition. He
expressed that,
I think try to find the meaning and [to] try to make your own meaning is definitely
the hardest…
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It was tougher to find a way to convey the message that I was trying to
show. That was the biggest challenge, just trying to make some thing that
definitely took me a longer time to come up with, art that was able to show
what I was trying to… the topic that I was trying to talk about it, without
flat saying “oh, this is climate change” …
It’s something that you have to… You have to make sure that your
message is understood by your audience. (Interview, 04/21/2017)
In the print project presentation, he was exposed to various opinions and interpretations
of the same work. AN was always experimenting with making sure that other people
perceived the message that he meant to convey in his work. He took the print project
presentation as the example to talk about how he realized that many different
interpretations could be made for his work (Fig. 5. 10). He recalled the experience that,
When we had to describe artworks with one word, a lot of people have the
same perspective on it, but some people even had really drastically
different ones. It was interesting to see how other people reacted to art
including when they reacted to my own art and what they were able to get
from. (Interview, 04/21/2017)
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Figure 5. 10. The one-word sticky notes that class members tagged on AN’s print, Source
of Humor, 2017.
The guiding questions in the last four journal assignments and the group
discussions fortunately did help AN to research his topic of climate change, sort out his
findings, and complete a final work that he was satisfied with. In order to not just “flat
[say]” that his topic was climate change, he tried to find commonalities suggested by his
research. AN found out that although many people know about the issue, there are also a
lot of people who do not believe climate change is happening. The facts he found
surprised him and brought him to a realization. Therefore, he wanted to make a work to
comment on people’s ignorance about issues of climate change.
AN’s research investigation stimulated him in terms of conceptual development
as well as color choices. For example, inspired by Shepard Fairey’s artwork Global
Warming, 2009, AN decided to mimic Fairey’s use of irony. Fairey’s work shows a girl
utilizing a newspaper to cover her face to protect herself from the heat rather than reading
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the news about climate change. Therefore, in his first draft (Fig. 5. 11), AN drew a girl
taking selfies to show how people utilize their phones to receive information every day.
However, instead of really caring about important issues such as climate change, the girl
(representing people) turns the camera on herself, becoming oblivious to issues affecting
the world and herself. Another inspiration that influenced AN’s development in this
project was an illustration that he found by the comic artist Wen Qing, Yan, Countdown
(n. d.), that pictures an hourglass with two polar bears in the upper chamber losing their
ice land. The melting water flows down to the flooded city at the bottom, in which a
human and a living room are sinking. The idea of melting became an important symbol in
AN’s final work about climate change.

Figure 5. 11. AN’s first draft of It’s Getting Warmer.
In AN’s final work, he utilized three pictures to depict that the girl was melting
from the heat because of her ignorance about climate change. Fairey’s color choices of
orange and red to symbolize a warming environment in his work Global Warming
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influenced AN, who also used the three different warm colors—yellow, orange, and
red—to represent different levels of heat. Furthermore, AN changed Yan’s concept of ice
melting to heat-melting in his own artwork. The melting level was changed in the three
different pictures, along with different colors. As he mentioned in his interview, AN
benefited from researching these inspirations to sort out his visual representation of
climate change.
Experimenting art during the self-explorative process. The way of conducting
the project was not familiar to AN, as his prior art class experiences consisted of
completing what the instructor told him to do, including the topic and the materials.
However, this project forced him to rely on his own research and choices. In the
interview, I asked how he overcame the “scare” of doing so. He answered,
I just kept experiment[ing], I kept looking at the inspirations that I was
taking out from... I was trying to see, like, how could I use my own
strengths to make my own artwork and I just kept struggling with that.
And eventually this idea just came to me and when I drew it out the first
time I liked it and I just kept developing it. (Interview, 04/21/2017)
AN again concluded, in the final reflection, that the art journal assignments and class
activities effectively assisted him during the process of “experimenting.” He shared,
I felt that the art journal assignments, along with the in-class activities, were both
able to show me how to experiment with art in a multitude of ways that I was
previously less familiar with. (Final reflection, 05/01/2017)
I asked him when he started to feel comfortable doing this project without being scared.
He responded, “I guess when I started just seeing other people’s works and seeing how
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good they were. Just experimenting on my own and it seemed like just being comfortable
on my own work” (Interview, 04/21/2017). Although AN still applied drawing as his
presentational tool to depict his topic, he continuously re-evaluated his working process
and “experimented” to make sure he portrayed his message in the way he wanted.
Knowing that he was co-presenting the show with other classmates and witnessing their
ideas as well as their efforts encouraged his art making.
The gallery experience—collaboration. In the interview, AN chose the term
“collaboration” to summarize his gallery display experience. Even though he had rich
experiences drawing and making art, he only had one experience that might come close
to being considered an exhibit. However, in that high school art show, he did not
participate in the curating process and he did not give an artist talk. His participation was
turning in the artwork to the teacher. Comparing this experience from high school and
what we did for the final presentation at the Graduate Gallery, he shared in the interview
that,
I guess knowing that there’s going to be an audience and knowing that it's
likely that it’s going to be displayed with other people, like, that they also
have their topics talking, like, similar issues…I[t] can be encouraging… I
guess… to make it more meaningful. (Interview, 04/21/2017)
AN further stated that displaying a meaningful art project with other class members at the
gallery made him feel that he should put more effort into crafting his own work. Since the
gallery space would be an element that influenced his artwork, he stated that it was a
strong consideration in creating his work because he had to consider not only his own
work, but also how his work would resonate with others in his section, which were also
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about global issues, and at the same time stand out. He stated, “that’s way different than
anything I’ve ever had to do” (Interview, 04/21/2017).
As indicated earlier, AN’s experiment was not limited to creating his own work,
but also involved delivering a message to the audience. The in-class group discussions
provided him feedback from his classmates. In his opinion, the group discussions made
him consider a wider audience. Because this exhibition was his first experience sharing in
person his art ideas with a gallery audience, he felt more comfortable facing unfamiliar
challenges knowing that he had his classmates accompanying him.
The Informal Learning Strategies that Influenced AN’s Perception of Learning Art
According to AN’s surveys, reflections, and interview, the following informal
strategies showed overt influences on his perception of learning art in this course:
1. Daily life related and free-choice learning projects:
As indicated in earlier sections, AN mentioned how the art journal
assignments and class activities had great impact on revising his thoughts
about making and learning art. The examples he listed as his evidence of
learning improvement were all associated with the projects that guiding him to
explore the connections between his daily life events and art. As he stated in
the final reflection about the Daily Life Object Project, he never thought about
how the water bottle that he consumed everyday could become a material
from which to create a piece of art, which changed his existing assumption
about what could be used as art materials. Additionally, the unfamiliar freechoice learning process that he confronted when he made the final project
revised his perspectives in terms of making and presenting art. AN stated in
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the interview that the learning process of the final project is something that
“[he] probably will try to do more if [he] make art in the future. Try to make
stuff that has more meanings” (AN, Interview, 04/21/2017). This claim
showed that he was not only inspired by, but also wanted to act on, his revised
assumptions about making art.
2. Informal learning site and collaborative learning:
In AN’s surveys and interview, he shared that the informal learning site made
him think differently when he created the final artwork for the class. However,
according to my observation, instead of focusing on the gallery space in
making his artwork, he was unconsciously influenced by the gallery effect.
The gallery space presented for him an atmosphere that demanded he had to
make a good artwork, an artwork that could deliver an important message that
would engage people in thinking. He was very concerned about conveying his
idea to the audience. The gallery space for him also was a place where he
worked on social justice issues with other class members, which supported
and encouraged him during the entire project. At the end of the interview,
when he summarized his gallery experience as “collaboration,” he further
noted, “I am with everybody else. I’m not on my own” (AN, Interview,
04/21/2017). The two sentences also revealed that AN’s realization that the
exhibition was not only related to his work, but also everyone’s efforts in the
show.
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Perspective Transformation
AN claimed that he changed and revised many assumptions related to creating
and learning art after the course. However, his responses to what a good artwork should
contain in the three surveys did not change significantly. In the pre-survey, he considered
that the art elements important to compose an artwork were color, shape, line, value, and
texture. In his midterm and post-surveys, he wrote much the same response: that shape,
line, and value were the most essential elements a good artwork should include. When he
depicted the process of designing his artwork, he also considered color to be an essential
factor that he learned from the lectures and class activities. Although he mentioned that
the art journal assignments exposed him to various art media with which to create art, in
his final project he still relied on drawing. As presented in earlier sections, AN was
already aware that his “comfort zone” was drawing. This self-awareness presented that he
was acknowledging where was his “edge of learning” (Berger, 2004) in terms of learning
art. And, in the final project, he chose this medium to present his idea. This represents a
contradiction or tension in his self-identification about changing.
However, comparing AN’s self-evaluation on the perspective transformation of
learning art between the midterm and post-surveys (Table 5. 4), some of his perspectives
were consistently transformed or/and advanced.
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Table 5. 4
The comparison between AN’s midterm self-evaluation and post self-evaluation on the
perspective transformation of learning art between the midterm and post-survey
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and
1 for Strongly Disagree

Mid Post
term

1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some
assumptions that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if
there are other different perspectives for looking at art or learning
art.

3

3

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely
unconscious.
3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about
art/making art in terms of where they came from, the consequences
of holding them, and why this is important.

4

4

3

4

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when
I started this class.

3

3

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments
assessed, alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge
constructed by consensus.

3

3

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open
and better justified.

3

4

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
congruent with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

3

3

AN demonstrated his perspective transformation on art learning in the final reflection. He
stated his initial perception as,
I used to hold a more simplistic approach to learning art before taking this
course. I was mostly concerned with being exposed to the fundamentals of
art, without ever considering the deeper connotations that art will often
have. (Final reflection, 05/01/2017)
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Then he revised his previous assumption to think about making art in different ways at
the end of the semester, which was stated as follows,
I now realize that there are so many other aspects that could be analyzed
with the art of others. It is now clear that many artists implement certain
techniques to further convey their meaning behind the art, rather than
using them to simply make for a better composition. (Final reflection,
05/01/2017)
Comparing AN’s final reflection with other data, it can be concluded that he became
more open minded with regard to applying different approaches to making art, thinking
about what could be art, and considering what art could be good for. Similar to BR’s
situation, although he did not change his favored style to create his final artwork and his
perspective about what could make an artwork good did not change, his perspectives did
expand and alter after the course. As of the conclusion of the course, he had partially but
not fully transformed his perspectives.
A follow-up email conversation with AN took place after few months when I
contacted him, asking for some clarifications. This arose because when I analyzed his
data, I found it was strange that all his written and verbal data showed that he was
continuously inspired by the class learning, but the interest level on his midterm and postsurvey were both marked as “Interested,” which was a decrease from “Very Interested”
selected in the pre-survey. He responded,
I am not sure why I changed very interested to interested, but I think it was
likely unintentional. Honestly, I would say that I actually grew more
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interested as I am now minoring in studio art, which I was not doing at the
time. (AN, Email conversation, 11/09/2017)
This clarification in fact showed that AN’s transformation revised his perspective
about seeing art as more than a hobby and that he wanted to explore it on a deeper
level. He might be not have been ready to take the risk to practice those revised
art perspectives for his final project, but he still transformed his perspectives,
resulting in a different track for his college learning.
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Summary for BR’s and AN’s cases
BR and AN entered this class expressing a significant interest in art as well as
expressing a high degree of confidence in their art skills and having a richer background
in art than their classmates. However, BR claimed she did not change or shift any
perspectives about learning art, but rather expanded and broadened her perspectives. AN,
however, asserted that he revised many art perspectives and his knowledge and creativity
were expanded from the learning process. While it may seem like these two participants
experienced the course quite differently, they actually shared many similarities. First, the
two participants both had ample experiences in terms of art and their self-evaluations
indicated that they consistently felt inspired and became more open-minded until the end
of the course. They both shared that their art knowledge was expanded because of the
various art forms that the course exposed them to. Second, although they had more
experiences in creating art than other students, they still felt their art knowledge in terms
of art forms or materials was broadened. Nonetheless, when they hope to deliver clear
messages through or embodying meanings in their artworks, they both chose the
approach that they were confident of and familiar with to create them. Third, other than
inspired by different art forms and journal assignment practices, the two participants were
advanced their knowledge of manipulating the elements of art and principles of design
that they were lectured in their artworks. Finally, the gallery experiences, both museum
visits and the exhibition at the Graduate Gallery helped the two students to realize that
displaying artwork in a gallery involved more than positioning the object to an assigned
place. It also related to the space, the environment, and how the audience could better
appreciate and more easily understand the meanings behind the art pieces.
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Introduction of ML, SV, and SH
From among the group of the students who were interested in art, but lacked
confidence in art skills and/or had fewer art learning experiences, I selected ML, SV, and
SH as representative cases to discuss. The three participants were interested in art, but
they had different perspectives in terms of taking art classes and the definition of what
was art. They also all shared some insecurity in making art to varying degrees. For
instance, ML felt that she had some creativity, but, since she made art just for fun, she
considered her art ability to be unprofessional. SV, on the other hand, stated that she did
not think that her artistic skill limited her interest in learning about art; however, her
insecurity in creating art arose when she had to engage subjects that she did not excel at,
such as human figures. Although ML and SV had different insecurities, they, at least, felt
confident in having some art knowledge and historical information. However, SH did not
have confidence in his art abilities and art knowledge. Rather, he liked art from the
perspective of appreciation. The three participants all shared a similarity in terms of the
difficulties they experienced in coming up with good ideas to make art. None had ever
created art projects based on social justice issues or displayed their artworks at a gallery.
In the next following sections, I will present the three participants’ cases in detail.
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The Case of ML
ML’s Existing Perspectives about Learning Art
ML had taken many art classes from pre-K to K9. However, she did not consider
those experiences made her enough experiences about making art in her interview.
According to her pre-survey, the art classes she took were mostly fine art classes at
school, such as art history, drawing, and sculpture. Other than school art classes, she
made crafts on her own time. She identified her art ability as “amateur” in the beginning
of the semester. She stated that, “I truly am an amateur when it comes to anything
relating to art. I don’t have a concrete set of skills for any outlet of art” (ML, Pre-survey,
02/03/2017). Feeling this led ML to believe that she had shortage of art skills. Moreover,
although she had taken art history classes before, she still felt that she had inadequate
information about the subject. In particular, she felt that she struggled to come up with
good ideas for making art.
ML entered this art course with an interest in art although, as indicated above, she
did not have a level high of confidence in her ability to create art. She utilized
“ARTOFWINGINGIT” to state her experiences of having fun with art rather than being
serious. She stated,
I usually don’t take my own creativity too seriously and just want to
remind myself to have fun. I think it’s important to be meaningful, but
also to do what feels natural to you. I often find that my “best” work, is
when I am calm and in the moment, rather than trying to build up to a
“perfect” moment. (Pre-survey, 02/03/2017)
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Rather than trying to pursue a perfect moment for creating art, ML valued how she could
immerse herself in the moment during the creative process. She shared,
I think good artwork comes from your natural state. It isn’t forced nor
made up to be something specific. It speaks for itself rather than having
clear intentions as to what it is trying to tell its viewers. I believe that good
artwork is an extension of its’ [sic] artist, almost like a baby, it really is
special in that it may capture a lot of people’s interest. Lastly, I think good
art has the ability to unify people and help some realize that there is a
visual attached to the feelings or emotions they feel, that aren’t usually
easily describable otherwise. (Midterm reflection, 02/24/2017)
The “natural state” was the moment that ML aspired to have. She believed that art was an
extension of an artist to visually express their feelings or emotions that were difficult to
describe.
The First Phase Experience: Exploring Fun and Taking New Challenges
As earlier indicated, ML considered making art as a fun, communicative way to
express her emotions. Her exploration in the first phase of the research showed her
enjoyment and willingness to discover her personal and interpersonal context by trying
out diverse mediums to create art. She expressed in her final reflection that,
My general feelings towards the process of creating the art journal
assignments were pretty open-minded. I was willing to try and create art
each week we learned something new, whether it be a new style or a new
technique, I was always willing to try my best and pour my feelings into
the art I was to create. Therefore, the process to being creative for each
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project and for participating in the class activities came first with the
comfort knowing that I was willing to try and learn… (ML, Final
reflection, 05/01/2017)
One particular challenge she undertook was to break down people’s biases
through an artful perspective. In Art Journal Assignment 4, she composed the collage,
Control yourself (Fig. 5. 12) to portray how her calm face was often misunderstood by
others as a presentation of arrogance.

Figure 5. 12. ML, Control yourself, 2017.
ML described the idea behind her collage stating,
I often am described as a person who doesn’t look quite approachable. I
often have trouble controlling my expressions. Therefore, I am often seen
with a straight face, almost as though I don’t really care. But beyond my
outward appearance, I wanted to create this image that challenges how I
feel when I hear people say “You don’t look friendly.” “Do you think
you’re better than other people?” “Smile!” I used an image that was taken
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while I was off guard therefore I believe this expresses my desire to battle
the form of my so called “ice queen” body language, hence the awkward
side eye smile. (Art Journal Assignment 4, 02/24/2017)
Her work indicated how she played around with arranging the diverse objects that
she cut from magazines and newspapers. The two red hands on the right are pushing the
texts “Control yourself” to squeeze her smiling face ironically into the left end. The
smiling face revealed her rebelliousness against people’s recognition of her “ice face.” In
many of ML’s statements, she revealed that people often had some misconceptions
regarding her facial expressions or her quietness. Though she would state that she did not
care, she was acutely aware of people’s perceptions of her and, to a certain extent did
want to change these misconceptions.
Another technical challenge she attempted was creating an identity print for the
printmaking project. Corresponding to her art-learning attitude of having fun in the
moment and utilizing a drawing style she felt confident with, she designed her identity
print, Bloom (Fig. 5. 13).
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Figure 5. 13. ML, Bloom, 2017.
The print, Bloom brought her enormous satisfaction in presenting her identity through a
drawing style she liked. She explained, “In a sense, coming into this project and actually
drawing out my design, I wanted something that I could look at and be extremely happy
of, especially since the design would represent myself in some way” (Art Journal
Assignment 6, 03/19/2017). Other than the satisfaction of executing a drawing style that
interested her for a print, the print project was a “completely new challenge” to ML
(Final reflection, 05/01/2017). She noted that, “An upside- down ice cream cone dripping
down on a lily, with a crazy party in the background, is incredibly fun and a great
representation of me” (Midterm reflection, 02/24/2017). In her artist statement, she
further referred to this print as “fun, almost pop [cultural]” to her (Art Journal
Assignment 6, 03/19/2017).
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In terms of the creative process for the project ML reflected that, “I wanted to
have as little . . . color space [as] possible because I truly enjoyed carving the block and
wanted to test myself and see what kind of design I could stick with” (Art Journal
Assignment 6, 03/19/2017). Examining the draft that she sketched (Fig. 5. 14) for the
print project, it is clear that she represented her draft of the composition well. She also
learned the carving skills from the project. Most importantly, she learned that creating
satisfying artwork required time and effort. She revealed in her final reflection that, “This
project was incredibly satisfying to complete because of how much work went into
perfecting our stamp-like blocks” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). This learning lesson
extended to her final art project when she crafted her social justice project.

Figure 5. 14. ML’s draft for Bloom.
Other than technique, she also tried to utilize non-traditional art materials to
create art. For instance, she composed a crown by means of boba straws for her Daily
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Life Object Project (Art Journal Assignment 5) (Fig. 5. 15). She explained her reason for
choosing boba straws sharing, “I am avid drinker and lover of the drink, boba, and
seriously cannot get enough of it. While others may be addicted to sugary drinks from
Starbucks, I really love tea and fruit, light ‘fragrances’” (Daily Life Object Project,
03/03/2017). In her art description for the boba-straw-crown, she not only stated her love
of drinking boba tea, but also connected her national identity and personal memories with
her consumption of it.

Figure 5. 15. ML’s Daily Life Object Project, Ms. Jasmine Green Milk Tea with
Pudding, 2017.
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She commented that,
I tried my best to create a crown out of the color pastel straws because not
only do I absolutely love the drink, friends may say I am the queen of it…
This symbol is important because as a Vietnamese American woman, I
was raised drinking boba. My father used to bring me home a cup every
time he got out of work. Not only am I in love with the drink, deeming
myself a queen. I am technically also a literal queen! I am Miss Ao Dai of
Southern Arizona, 2016. Hence, the crown connects to my title as I am a
representative of my culture within the Vietnamese community. (Art
Journal Assignment 5, 03/03/2017)
The Second Phase Experience: Connecting and Reconnecting Previous Art
Learning Experiences
Another new challenge. In addition to her enjoyment of the challenge to
incorporate various art forms as well as materials in the first phase of the research, ML
also enjoyed the process of creating. In her final project, she continued to tackle new
media and techniques. To accomplish this project itself was a challenge because she had
never done an art project based upon social justice issues. When I asked her if she
considered the process of conducting this self-explored social justice art project hard, she
stated that,
I think the first time it can be. It can be a bit challenging, but as you progress, you
really care about it, I feel things fall naturally into place because it’s up to you to
choose the topics that you care about. And often times we were able to choose the
things that mean the most to us. It’s just it comes natural to the process from there
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because it’s something you care about so it’s not like you are dreading doing the
art or creating the pieces...
So it’s difficult... I would say it’s difficult choosing topics you want to talk about,
but from there it just fallen again [and happened naturally]... [it’s] much more
easier to look deep into yourself and what you want [that it is to show what] you
want to show. (ML, Interview, 04/24/2017)
Although she pointed out that deciding upon a topic was difficult for her, ultimately she
focused on AIDS as the social issue for her final project. Her struggles were centered on
deciding what aspects of the AIDS issue to address as well as the presentation form and
materials. In her final confirmation of the concept, she was focused on AIDS
transmission and societal support. Two of her drafts (Fig. 5. 16 & Fig. 5. 17) below
reveal her original ideas for the project. She demonstrated her concept that,
I want to create a piece that is symbolic of how AIDS can be a ticking bomb for
those of whom have learned to suffer with the disease. Many with AIDS go
without treatment for so long, minorities and particularly black people suffer,
simply because they cannot afford these costly drugs. If at all possible I would
love to create a 3D piece using knitting needles, a latex balloon or ribbon. The
latex balloon and ribbon would be red in order to help symbolize the AIDS
community whereas the knitting needles would help depict threats. I would like to
suspend these needles, ideally having many, all around the red balloon. In doing
so, they will be very close to touching and coming into contact with the balloon
but never so slightly. Lastly, I would like to connect small tags to each knitting
needle with interesting AIDS statistics. While this may be a difficult task without
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a doubt, creating a 2d version of my idea would also suffice. (Art Journal
Assignment 10, 04/14/2017)

Figure 5. 16. ML’s first draft for the final project.
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Figure 5. 17. ML’s second draft for the final project.
As I requested, the students had to clearly note their ideas of how to present and
what to use for their projects. ML explicitly described the details of her designs and the
reasons for using those materials on her drafts. For example, she carefully thought about
and incorporated suspended needles to symbolize medical needles while the balloon
represented a fragile AIDS community without enough governmental support. However,
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as she realized that it was not impossible for her to dedicate a large amount of time to
completing her original concept, she decided to present her idea in 2D rather than 3D.
ML’s artwork for the final project AIDS: Look Again (Fig. 5. 18) eventually was
composed of the letters, which were “A,” “I,” “D,” “S,” and a piece with a red ribbon on
different strips of canvas. She explained her changes from original to final work:
To be honest I think a lot of that had to do with just the amount of time that I had.
And just being, like, the amount of time that I could actually work on it because
it’s kind of a lot different ways—always being in this class when we have
different projects. A lot of time that goes into [different] projects. So I kind
shifted it because of time and also because of material. I thought it wouldn’t be
realistic to have the amount of time to double the amount of needles I wanted. It
didn’t seem like it would work. So again I think back to just flexibility, time
flexibility, and also just commitment to the material from the start. (Interview,
04/24/2017)
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Figure 5. 18. ML, AIDS: Look Again, 2017.
I had a conversation with ML one week later when she finished her drafts at the
gallery for the first set up. At that time, she already realized that she would not have
enough time to complete her initial plan. Hence, in our gallery individual discussion, she
had already decided to change her materials and use flowers. She revised her idea based
upon two HIV positive artists. One is the deceased artist, Keith Haring. His usage of
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language and how he wanted to bring AIDS awareness to people influenced the spirit of
ML’s artwork. ML described Haring’s influence as follows:
An important feature he continues to draw over and over again in these works, is
the imagery that none of these “doodle[s]” people are alone. I believe he does this
in order to reinforce the idea that anyone who has AIDs is never truly alone and
that in order to learn and heal is to work and lean on one another. (Art Journal
Assignment 9, 04/07/2017)
The biggest [influence]… from the class I’d say is Kieth Harring [sic] and his
pieces for AIDS environment. I definitely am inspired by that because they’re so
bold, so striking, by the same time they are also quite simple. His use of just the
language and his words you know that’s also something I’m going to be doing
again with my piece because my piece is actually AIDS spelled out in the form of
flowers and then there’s another panel below. That says HEAL. And that’s the
thing that connects everything together. So that’s so I guess the main thing I can
say from Keith Harring [sic] is the use of the word simply. (Interview,
04/24/2017)
The other artist, Mondo Guerra, is a Mexican-American fashion designer. He
utilized flowers in his designs to symbolize remembering a person, similar to Day of the
Dead in Mexican culture. ML also utilized artificial flowers to mimic a similar
symbolism. Although inspired by Mondo Guerra’s usage of flowers, she had her own
explanation of using artificial flowers:
Because flowers are the first thing that people tend to bring to funerals. But I
think I definitely gained lots of inspiration from Mondo Guerra. He’s a fashion
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designer. He creates pieces that are influenced by his culture and one of those
aspects would be the traditional Day of the Dead. And Day of the Dead a lot has
to do again the flowers and just remembering the person. So I think I definitely
play that [sic] ideas with the flowers you know. Flowers are something that we
remember those who are passed away for. But at the same time the idea from my
piece is that with the flowers it’s not only to remember those who are passed, but
also remember that there is life and love to those who have passed that they were
people too. (Interview, 04/24/2017)
The flowers in ML’s artwork not only symbolized remembering the people who were
dead because of AIDS, but also remembering that AIDS victims also had vivid lives. The
AIDS victims were also humans and deserved to be treated equally.
Art brings awareness. Even more than these influences, the social justice project
expanded ML’s earlier perception of expressing and approaching the self to bring
attention to the public. In her post-survey, ML stated that,
Art making is essentially taking [a] component of you that may not be
physical and making it into something that can hold true to what you feel.
Art making can be solely for the individual who creates the work, but the
meaning behind an individual’s art can ring true for many. (Post-survey,
05/01/2017)
Similar to the awareness that BR and AN wanted to expose to the gallery audience, in her
final project, ML particularly mentioned that she wanted to raise viewers’ awareness to
general misconceptions regarding people with AIDS. She had taken a course on sex and
AIDS in the 21st century the previous semester and the information she learned from the
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course shocked me and made her realize that people lacked knowledge on AIDS. She
addressed her concern in the interview, stating,
We don’t really know about AIDS and we have so many misconceptions
about … what it is, like the transmission of AIDS, who AIDS affects you
know… You know I never knew that if it hadn’t been for this course I
probably would have never really start[ed] out to learn. (Interview,
04/24/2017)
She further shared an example of people’s misconceptions about AIDS transmission,
noting,
Many people believe that AIDS is just a gay men’s disease where in reality, it is
not and it affects me. It really has no bias, honestly. It affects everyone and
anyone in any way. And the transmission, for example, many people have a
misconception that if you kiss anyone who has AIDS, just with like the touch
contact, like the fluid bacteria of the infected person, you
would automatically have AIDS too. So just little things like that really broaden a
person's perspective on the challenges people with AIDS face because imagine
being a person who does suffer from, who is HIV positive. You know that people
out there are afraid to even touch you because they think, they’ll you know,
they’ll get AIDS from you. (Interview, 04/24/2017)
She utilized an image of Freddie Mercury, the lead singer of the band Queen, as a visual
representation to show that people with AIDS had positive moments before getting
infected. ML wrote in her analysis on the photo, which showed Mercury’s powerful
performance on the stage:
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…it was quite saddening because even such soulful people, who were
always in the public eye, were affected. I think this photo represents his
liveliness and it is the memory I want to remember. I think anyone who is
infected with the disease would love to be remembered positively . . . [at]
their brightest rather than at their end. (Art Journal Assignment 8,
03/31/2017)
Because the course on Sex and AIDS that she took made her aware of people’s lack of
knowledge about the disease, ML felt that as long as she had the chance to revise
people’s stereotypes or she could do something to let people understand more about this
issue, she would gladly do it. This project provided her a wonderful chance to share her
concern and invite people to be knowledgeable about AIDS. She said in her interview:
It’s stuck with me [after taking that class]. And that’s one of those things
that once you learned, it’s not something that you just forget. You know it’s one
of those things that’s very relevant today, you know, globally. So of course if I
could bring awareness to it in any way, any platform, I’d be happy to. So when I
heard this project… when I saw the project, I thought about [how] this topic could
be a perfect topic because it would again continue, kind of positively continue,
from what I learned from the previous class and take it to another different aspect.
(Interview, 04/24/2017)
This statement reveals that this project helped ML to contemplate and integrate her
learning in the past and in the present through the application of an artistic perspective.
The gallery experience—Re-identifying the artist identity by experiencing a
unique and new experience. ML did not indicate that she considered any gallery
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components when she created her final art piece. However, displaying her artwork at the
Graduate Gallery made her feel that she was kind of like an artist. She chose “Amateur”
as the one word to describe her gallery learning, compared to her past art learning
experiences. She explained,
Well, first thing that comes to my mind is I can definitely say that I have an
artwork that was displayed in a gallery. And I never thought that I’d be able to say
that because I’m not an artist, like that’s not my emphasis... (Interview,
04/24/2017)
I immediately told her that she was definitely an artist because of the many creative
works that she made in the course. ML became a little shy and continued by stating,
Yeah... in some aspects...but I would never imagine that I would have the chance
to display an actual piece in a gallery… this is the first...so anything I can say is
this is [a] completely unique experience for me but the first. I mean I am happy to
say that. (Interview, 04/24/2017)
This “the first” and “unique” feeling about this project was also associated with the
“new.” ML further explained why she felt she was an amateur at the gallery:
Again, it’s completely new to me. Never done anything like this. So I’d imagine I
definitely don’t have it down like other people who have many works displayed in
all kinds of galleries, all kinds of settings. Yeah because I imagine like all the
pieces from the more experienced artists have been in that same gallery as well.
(Interview, 04/24/2017)
The unique and new challenge did not scare her. Rather, she realized that she had to put
more time into thinking about how to conduct her project. She stated that,
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I know it sounds bad but for me—I feel like I enjoy it much more that way rather
than worrying about every little thing. So when it comes to this project it's a bit
different because you have to take it slower. You have to think about your topic
and think about what you want to use in terms of material, what form do you want
to use, how do you want to present your art. Just what is the overall message
you’re trying to convey. I like this one differently [because I had to take] the time
for each step in between [] much longer [than before I made an art project]. I have
to think about it a bit more so it’s not like something you can just . . . do... this
project is different in that sense when I’m having to take more time and be slower
about it. I mean I still enjoy it. If anything I feel like I’m more excited to see the
overall outcome just because I spent so much time on it. (Interview, 04/24/2017)
Reviewing ML’s reflective statements about the project, they indicate that in the
beginning, her motivation for this project was her aspiration of spreading AIDS
awareness. Displaying her work in a gallery meant that she could present her concern to a
broader audience. Although her previous conception was that only “artists” could display
their artworks in a gallery, the chance of being able to exhibit her work at the Graduate
Gallery made her realize that she could also have the opportunity. By appreciating the
opportunity, she put forth more effort in creating her artwork. At the end, she understood
that her efforts would pay her back.
What is more, the satisfaction that she gained from preparing an artwork for a
gallery show made her understand and appreciate the efforts that an artist makes to create
and present his/her work. ML shared how she re-evaluated the artworks that were
exhibited in a gallery:
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So I guess seeing it there is just, like refined the idea that all art galleries are there
and the art pieces are just there. It takes people to actually make these artworks
and then takes time to actually put them up, to display in an appropriate way. So it
just made me appreciate that even more, like the whole process to get in there, to
what people see, like the final product. (Interview, 04/24/2017)
Hence, the gallery experience educated ML that the art making process was not only
about the final product, but also included the time and all the efforts during the creative
process.
The Informal Learning Strategies that Influenced ML’s Perception of Learning Art
According to the data presented above, the informal learning strategies overtly
influenced ML’s art learning in this class:
1. Art experiments and free-choice learning opportunities that I provided through
the art journal assignments:
Shared the same situation with BR and AN, ML stated many times that she
faced different challenges, arising from either skills or art concepts, in
different art journal assignment. However, she felt that she took these new
challenges in a “pretty open-minded” way (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). She
reflected on these challenges in writing, “Overall, with being flexible and
accepting of the new challenges I were [sic] to face with each art journal, the
actual art came natural after” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). The free-choice
learning opportunities also provided flexibility for ML to approach different
art topics based on her preferences and interests. For instance, in the art
journal 5, she chose a daily object, boba straws, which was really meaningful
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to her. As another example, in the art journal 7, she selected an important
relationship in her life. Most importantly, in the final free-choice learning
project, she was given the authority to choose a social justice topic that she
personally cared about. She also was able to decide the materials and the art
forms that she wanted to utilize. She stated in the interview:
I think each art journal assignment was very different and what it wants us
to accomplish. It is different based upon developing different kinds of
skills. It is two-side[d]. …it’s very flexible for what you want to do in
terms like again materials, in terms of how you want to present your art
piece and you can use any of the skills we have learned from previous art
journals for this one (the final project). So, yeah, it definitely all put
together to this one last project because it’s up to you to choose what it is
that you have learned that you want to use again (Interview, 04/24/2017).
This reflection reveals that ML developed her knowledge about different art
skills through flexible learning strategies that also challenged her. In the final
reflection, ML confirmed again that the final project summarized most of her
learning throughout in the course.
She portrayed that, “if I were to be given this assignment at the beginning of
our semester I do not believe I would have approached it with the technique,
skills and medium that I have been inspired by from our lectures” (Final
reflection, 05/01/2017). It could be clearly seen that other than feeling another
new challenge from the final project, which I addressed in the last section, the
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project allowed ML to actually practice the art skills and knowledge that she
was inspired by or learned from the course.
2. The informal learning site—the gallery experience:
Although in the post-survey, ML selected museum tours as one of the
components that helped her in learning art, she did not mention those visits
specifically in her written reflections nor in the interview. However, the
gallery experience explicitly changed her mindset about who could exhibit
artworks at a gallery. Moreover, it provided a great place to expose her
concern for AIDS awareness. Instead of having been impacted from gallery
settings or effects, she indicated that she appreciated the chance to display her
concern about AIDS knowledge. She stated in the interview that having the
gallery exhibition was “an advantage” because,
I don’t think outside of the classroom many people would have seen our
individual art pieces. So I think that’s the advantage that people see it,
whether they like it, whether they intend to like your piece you know.
Because it comes to see the friend’s piece or [that viewers] support their
friends, but you can’t help but walk through the gallery anyways and look
at everyone’s piece. (Interview, 04/24/2017)
ML realized that the gallery provided her a space to publicize the awareness
even though she was not an “artist.” The gallery experience also helped ML
learn to appreciate the working process behind an artwork and that displaying
an artwork involved a back and forth thinking, decision-making, and a
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drafting process. Understanding the process led her to be more grateful in
displaying her own work and to appreciate artworks she will see in the future.
In addition to the above strategies that I presented, in ML’s final reflection, she
also appreciated how the guidance I provided and discussed with her made her “an artist
in some ways more than I had initially thought coming into this class” (ML, Final
reflection, 05/01/2017). By means of my assistance and feedback, she perceived that
“each of my art journal assignments, that have retaught me the importance of
acknowledging my creative and artistic sides” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). In this case,
the informal learning strategy of having individual discussion with students also
benefited much to ML’s art learning in the course.
Perspective Transformation
ML’s perspective transformation also matched her self-evaluation reflected in her
post-survey. At the end of the course, as Table 5. 5 demonstrates, she considered her
perspective on learning about art and to make her as transformed in general. She
particularly re-examined her previous assumptions about art/making art, became more
open to various viewpoints than she was when she entered this course, and revised her
assumptions and perspectives to adjust them and accept other possibilities.
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Table 5. 5
ML’s final self-evaluation on the perspective transformation of learning art.
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some assumptions
that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if there are other different
perspectives for looking at art or learning art.
2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely unconscious.

3

3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about art/making art
in terms of where they came from, the consequences of holding them, and
why this is important.

4

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when I started
this class.

4

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed,
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus.

3

3

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better 4
justified.
7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent
with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

3

Because ML did not complete her midterm survey, I will present in the following
paragraphs her perspective transformation by comparing her post-survey results with
other data.
From “Fun” to “Fun.” In the beginning of the semester, ML considered her past
art learning was a process of having fun. In addition to making art meaningful, she also
cared about whether she could feel “natural” when she created art. She stated in her presurvey that, “[I] find that my ‘best’ work, is when I am calm and in the moment, rather
than trying to build up to a ‘perfect’ moment” (Pre-survey, 02/03/2017). Up until her
printmaking project, she still felt that feeling natural when she created art was an
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essential factor that engaged her in a project. However, she revised this perspective
slightly in terms of the time and effort that she should put into a project. In her artist
statement of the printmaking project, she reflected,
I learned how to take something, a task that was initially tedious and make better
use of that time. Instead of just sitting there at my desk and carving my block, I
decided to put on my favorite movie and proclaim self-love to myself. In doing
so, I actually anticipated each time I took out my carving tool and block. The
printing process was incredibly satisfying and a much needed reminder that the
outcome we often look for and desire take[s] time, therefore teaching me the
importance and power of patience. (Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/20/2017)
In the final project, she transformed her perspective in terms of how much time
and effort she should spend for an art project. ML felt strongly that her attitude about
doing this project was different than before. She reflected in different parts of the
interview that,
I don’t know if you’ve remembered through the survey that we have taken earlier
in the semester while we were asked to get one word to describe our overall art
[and] the word I used was “winging it.” Because for me, I definitely feel like I’m
someone who works better in a short amount of time as we decide to do it rather
than take time to think about every little thing. Because for me I feel like I get
what I want to get. Especially for what I want to express and [it’s] much more
easier...
I know it sounds bad but for me. I feel like I enjoy it much more that way rather
than worrying about every little thing. So when it comes to [the final] project, it’s
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a bit different because you have to take it slower. You have to think about your
topic and think about what you want to use in terms of material. What form do
you want to use? How do you want to present your art? Just what is the overall
message you’re trying to convey? I like this one differently [because] the time for
each step in between [was] much longer [than any art project I made before]. I
have to think about it a bit more so it’s not like something you can just . . . do.
(Interview, 04/24/2017)
Although she spent much more time crafting her final project, ML still enjoyed
the making process and looked forward to seeing the final result. She specifically pointed
out two projects that “have pushed [me] to try new mediums and I wish to carry both
these newly learned techniques with me for future projects” (Final reflection,
05/01/2017). ML also stated a change in thinking about art learning as a fun thing.
Art can be winged. In some cases, for me at least, this still rings very true!
However, it is with our last art journal assignment that has showed me the
importance of starting early and taking your time. With the time and effort that I
had put into my last art journal assignment, I am pleasantly surprised with myself
and my ability to create such a piece. (Final reflection, 05/01/2017)
In the final reflection, ML realized that spending time to think, design, and create
art could also be a fun way in terms of art learning. In addition, she comprehended the art
skills and art knowledge that she learned from the course and applied them to her final
project.
From “I am not an artist” to “I am an artist in some aspect.” ML was
interested in art and sensed that she had some drawing ability to create her own style of
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art. However, in the beginning of the semester, she considered herself an “amateur” in
terms of her non-art major background. In her midterm reflection about the first journal
assignments, she summarized her art analysis about artist Carmen Herrera’s work as
follows:
I may not be connected to the art world like she is. But to know that someone
waited so long and never gave up to be given the recognition she deserved at her
late elder hood [sic], really provides comfort to me who struggles to see myself
“making it” any time soon. Therefore, rather than drawing these images, I chose
them from the artist[s] themselves because I’d rather have someone discover how
powerful their art is and what it means to me through the actual images. (Art
Journal Assignment 1, 02/03/2017)
In ML’s words, she believed that the art world should belong to “the artists” like Carmen
Herrera, not her. At some level, she considered herself as a creative “art maker” rather
than a professional “artist.” She struggled with her art ability and hoped that maybe she
could become an artist like Herrera one day. In the pre-survey, she was not confident
enough with her art skills, felt it was difficult to come up with good ideas, and felt that
her knowledge of art history was inadequate. I was confused about ML’s lack of
confidence in her art ability because her works were full of creative ideas. She also had a
positive attitude and was open-minded to try any new challenge to make art in this
course.
Hence, I asked her about this in the interview, noting that she seemed interested in
art and asking why she said she did not take many art classes before taking this class. It
seems that she did not consider the art classes that she experienced before were enough to
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develop her confidence in learning about or making art. More specifically, the reason that
she gave was, “my emphasis is not on art and I am not an artist, art major” (Interview,
04/24/2017). The lack of confidence in identifying herself as a maker instead of an artist
might be the reason that ML had the attitude that she did not take her creativity “too
seriously and just wanted to remind [herself] to have fun” (Pre-survey, 02/03/2017). She
held a barrier between her own art ability and that of “real” artists.
As indicated in the last section, she also identified herself, again, an “amateur”
because she compared her first experience of displaying an artwork at a gallery with more
experienced artists, who also exhibited their art pieces on other occasions in the same
gallery. However, she also felt honor that she had an artwork displayed in the gallery. She
felt “amateur” just because she never thought that she would have such an opportunity.
The gallery experience provided her a stage of becoming “professional.” For example,
she practiced thinking about and making her artwork like a professional artist. She
learned to take the process sincerely and seriously. Although her lack of exhibiting
experiences still made her feel she was an amateur artist, she also immersed herself in
and engaged in the process of being an artist.
After taking the course, ML revised her existing assumption about her art ability.
She was able to accept that art learning was not only about skill polishing, but also
included other efforts. In her final reflection, she stated, “I am pleasantly surprised with
myself and my ability to create such a piece [i.e., the final project]” (Final reflection,
05/01/2017) because she put a lot of time and effort into presenting it. She further
expressed that,
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Art is exciting to learn and never fails to surprise me! I look forward to actively
looking into the art world more now than I have ever before, and that is because I
have accepted that even though art is not my “main” focus, it still is very relevant
to my interests. (Final reflection, 05/01/2017)
ML’s case presented a great example of how guiding a student to work and think
like an practicing artist can help her or him to elaborate on artistic abilities and
confidence in making art. Everyone could definitely be thought of as a maker, but I argue
that how an student conducts her/ his art projects makes the person an artist or not. An
artist carefully researches his/her chosen topic and the materials they will use. Moreover,
an artist sincerely selects the place to display his/her artworks so that his/her voice can be
best heard. Many examples of these artistic processes can be observed in contemporary
artists who have worked on institutional critiques, such as Andrea Fraser and Mark Dion.
The gallery experience no doubt stimulated ML’s awareness and responsibility of
being an “artist.” As she mentioned, the opportunity of displaying her social justice art
work in a gallery made her feel that she was as important as professional working artists.
She perceived the same responsibility to make the audience aware of the
misunderstanding that they had about AIDS. By working and thinking like an artist, she
transformed her perspective of seeing herself just as a maker. In her final reflection, she
indicated that she had transformed her thoughts and considered herself “an artist in some
ways more than I had initially thought coming into this class” (Final reflection,
05/01/2017). The learning gained in completing the art journal assignments had retaught
her “the importance of acknowledging [her] creative and artistic sides” (Final reflection,
05/01/2017). Moreover, she also felt the class was a “wake up call” (Interview,
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04/24/2017) that encouraged her to take more arts-related classes and that could ease her
mental state at school. At the time I interviewed her, she was looking into possible dance
courses she could take.
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The Case of SV
SV’s Existing Perspectives about Learning Art
SV was one of the few students who was not a college freshmen in the class; she
was an undergraduate sophomore. She had taken several types of art classes between the
school years of K7 to K12. In her pre-survey, she stated that she always could learn new
ways to express herself or “[send a] unique kind of message” (SV, Pre-survey,
02/05/2017) after taking an art class. She had taken art history classes, clay classes,
photography classes, and digital art classes before ARE 130. She took all these classes
while at school. She noted that her perception about learning art consistently changed
after taking each different art class. The perception that she held when she entered the
class was that, “art can be expressed in any way, using anything just as long as the viewer
can take away a message from it” (Pre-survey, 02/05/20177). She utilized the description
“open-minded” to generalize her art experiences and for liking to “try new things and
become well rounded in several form[s] of art” (Pre-survey, 02/05/2017).
SV felt confident in terms of art skills and knowledge of art history. However, she felt
that coming up with good ideas to make art was very difficult. In her initial definition
about what constitutes good artwork, she asserted that a good artwork should be
“readable” (understandable) and could probe people to feel various s emotions from the
work. She stated that,
I think that good artwork should be easily readable and gives a clear message that
the viewer can understand. It should challenge the viewers’ perspective and ideas.
I also think it should make the viewer feel different kinds of emotions. (SV, Presurvey, 02/05/2017)
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SV’s early art learning perception about learning and creating art was connected to the
adventure of experiencing different art forms, making an artwork that could convey
feelings, producing readable but inimitable messages, and stimulating viewers’ emotions.
Although SV indicated a confidence in art skills and knowledge of art history in her presurvey, in our unofficial conversation she expressed reservations about her abilities. In
the unofficial conversation outside of the class, she expressed a lack of confidence in her
drawing skills, especially drawing human figures. Comparing her sketches, which had
human figures inside, with those of participants who considered themselves good at
drawing, SV did not present as skillful as others even though her drawing skills were fine
when it came to drawing other types of objects. SV might have had some art historical
knowledge, but her knowledge of basic art elements for creating compositions was not
clear. In her Art Journal Assignment 1, she could not utilize the terms in her art analysis
precisely. For example, in this assignment, the students were asked to utilize elements of
art that they had learned from the lecture to analyze Henri Matisse’s, La Dance, 1909-10.
She selected “texture” to analyze the artist’s color usage in this work. Matisse was
famous for using the flat coating method on his paintings, which was a method focused
on presenting colors rather than presenting textures on objects. Matisse also applied the
same painting method to La Dance. In the use of principles of design, SV also did not
understand clearly about the principle of scale and proportion. In one photo that she
chose to analyze this principle, there was only a dog sitting in front of a huge gate. SV
identified that the photo presented the characteristic of scale and proportion because the
dog looked smaller than usual due to the huge door. However, the picture did not really
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have the effect of scale and proportion. It was simply a picture that was taken from a
longer distance.
This lack of clarity applying elements of art would later result in a lack of
structure in SV’s composition for the printmaking project. I am not going to judge her
work here. My point is that SV’s art skills and understanding of some basic art
knowledge did not completely match the art ability that she self-identified in the presurvey. Hence, although she took several art classes and did not consider art skills and
history difficult for her, I identified her as someone having a slight lack of art knowledge,
but interested in art.
The First Phase Experience: Expressing Self in New Ways
In the first phase of exploring personal and interpersonal contexts, SV’s
reflections indicated that she was dedicated to exploring various aspects of herself.
Expressing herself was the axis of her exploration. For example, in her Art Journal
Assignment 4, she made a collage to reflect that although she liked to try new challenges,
she still felt shy and insecure in the beginning. Hence, by means of the collage, she
encouraged herself: “Don’t Be Shy. Express Yourself!” It also was a message that she
wanted to share with other people who were shy, as a means of encouraging them.
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Figure 5. 19. SV, Don’t Be Shy. Express Yourself!, 2017.
Two projects in this phase impressed SV most. One was the Daily Object project while
the other one was the printmaking project. SV was a dog lover and she had shown her
love of dogs at the beginning of our discussion section as well as in her assignments. In
the two projects mentioned, dogs were a pivotal element. In addition to the two projects,
SV’s love for dogs also was displayed in her analysis of a significant relationship in her
life as she chose her relationship with dogs.
In the Daily Life Object Project (Art Journal Assignment 5), SV utilized gum
wrappers to create her dog’s silhouette because she associated both things with feeling
relaxed and comfortable. She stated that,
I chose this object (gum wrapper) because gum relaxes me and provides a sense
of comfort that keeps me focused on whatever I am working on. These qualities
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of gum make gum an important part of my everyday life. I used the gum wrappers
to create a silhouette of my dog. This image is meant to commemorate the event
of first bringing my dogs home. Similar to gum my dogs provide comfort and
relaxation in my everyday life. Both gum and my dogs signify that everyone
needs to relax at some part of their day whether it is for a short period of time or
not. The title of this artwork is Comfort. (Daily Life Object Project, 02/26/2017)

Figure 4. 17. SV, Comfort, 2017 (Already presented in Chapter 4).
In SV’s final reflection on the course, she also mentioned that this project
provided her an opportunity to challenge herself by using new media to create art. She
described the experience as “very new and interesting” and that she “enjoyed trying
something new” (Final reflection, 04/30/2017).
Her passion as a dog enthusiast was also shown when she designed her drafts for
the printmaking project. When she explored what could be the possible elements that she
would include in her composition, she had already depicted her dog (Fig. 5. 20).
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Figure 5. 20. SV’s illustration about her self-identification as a dog enthusiast.
Starting with her love of dogs, SV then added a mandala flower pattern as another thing
that she was interested in creating. She explained in detail about her choice of including
mandala flowers into her composition:
When coming up with a composition for the print project I began by thinking of
the ways that my friends had described me in the previous art journal
assignments. Some of these things were an otter, a smart watch, a friend, student,
and a dog lover. I knew that I wanted to use one the nouns my friends had picked
in my composition because I thought it would reflect what people who know me
best saw in me. But I also wanted to choose something different that I thought
would further relate to how I saw myself…
I chose dog lover because dogs are something that I am deeply passionate about.
To me dogs bring about a sense of comfort and unconditional love that leaves a
lasting print in your heart. For this reason, I chose a dog’s paw print to symbolize
my passion for dogs. The second thing I chose for my composition was a
mandala. Mandala flowers can be very complex but very beautiful and feminine. I
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chose the mandala because I wanted to present my femininity and complexity as a
person in this project. (Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/09/2017)
From SV’s statement above, she considered the mandala flower as a symbol of
her femininity. In the print project presentation, she further explained that she often drew
mandala flowers in her free time when she was bored. She felt calm and comfortable
when she drew the pattern (Art Journal Assignment 4, 02/20/2017). None of her family or
friends associated the mandala pattern or feminist elements with her. Hence, she wanted
to combine the two passions as part of her final composition. The draft (Fig. 5. 21) that
she made for her Journal Assignment 3 went on to become the final version as seen in
Figure 5. 22. In our one-on-one conversation, SV clarified that her intention with her
final design was, “To make a more intricate composition I chose to put the mandala in the
paw to create a focal point that would lead the eye to the part of the composition that
represented me” (Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/09/2017). Similar to her original
perception that art was crucial for delivering artists’ messages, SV made efforts to ensure
the presentation of her final print went “perfectly” (Art Journal Assignment 6,
03/09/2017). She stated,
Since I was satisfied and happy with my design I really strived to make the design
come out perfectly. I was very motivated to not create any errors while printing
because I wanted to strongly express myself through this assignment without any
errors in the print that would draw away from the message I am trying to tell the
viewer. (Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/09/2017)
Though SV tried very hard to carve her print design without errors, she later realized that
the most challenging part about creating a print was the printing process. She admitted
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that the printing process was more difficult than she had thought it would be and that it
had frustrated her. She tried more than 10 times to print out her design on the date of
printing before finally settling on one that satisfied her. She also tried other colors to try
to see how the print might look. In the end, she settled on the blue one because she said
that blue matched how she felt from her design—calm and comfortable. Therefore, the
final composition of SV’s work presented a dog paw shape, which indicated how people
saw SV as a dog lover, with the mandala flower filled up inside representing how her
viewed herself. SV learned to utilize visual symbols to integrate her self-identities.

Figure 5. 21. SV’s draft of the printmaking project.
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Figure 5. 22. SV, Self-identity, 2017.
In this phase of the research, SV deeply explored and expressed her love and relationship
with dogs through different projects and media. She experimented with various
perspectives to look at and present herself as someone who was passionate about dogs. In
the midterm survey, she drew a sun as the metaphor to represent her feeling of being
“enlightened” and becoming open-minded to “new possibilities and perspective[s] of art”
(Midterm survey, 04/18/2017). She explained that,
I chose to depict the sun because I was always being enlightened and learning
new things in both lecture and discussion. My perspective of art [has] been
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changed and my mind has been open[ed] to new possibilities and perspectives of
art. (Midterm survey, 04/18/2017)
In her midterm self-evaluation form (Table 5. 6), SV also demonstrated that she
identified herself as being more open-minded to different points of view again because of
all the new challenges that she confronted in the course, such as lectures, class activities,
museum visits, and journal assignments (Midterm survey, 04/18/2017). However, SV
later realized that her art exploration was actually limited by her passion for dogs as it did
not reveal diverse aspects of the other influences in her lives.
Table 5. 6
SV’s midterm self-evaluation on the perspective transformation of learning art.
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some assumptions that 3
I have always assumed to be true and wonder if there are other different
perspectives for looking at art or learning art.
2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
3
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely unconscious.
3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about art/making art
in terms of where they came from, the consequences of holding them, and
why this is important.

3

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when I started
this class.

4

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed,
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus.

3

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better
justified.

4

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent
with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

3
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The Second Phase Experience: A Unique Learning Process
SV identified art making as, “a learning process in which you go through a trial
and error process of figuring out to express whatever message you are trying to portray”
(Post Survey, 05/01/2017). This statement indicates that she was willing to let go of the
need to be perfect when she created art. Reviewing her entire process of creating the final
project, she did try to clarify her thoughts in order to get her message across.
The conceptual development of the final project started with Art Journal
Assignment 8. In our interview, I asked SV why, since she cared so much about dogs and
even her Art Journal Assignment 7 presented her relationship with her dog, did she not
think about creating her final project on a social justice issue related to animal rights or
welfare. She answered,
…because I feel like the [other members in] our discussion already know that I
love dogs. So I kind of wanted to do something different in that way so you guys
don’t just think of me loving dogs. I cared about other issues. I mean it [was] just
to explore something different. (Interview, 04/18/2017)
Choosing a completely different direction than the personal and interpersonal relations
that she presented earlier in the semester, SV struggled to bring together the other issues
that she cared about. In the interview, she admitted that she felt lost at the start of the
project. Originally, she had only a broad and vague idea that she wanted to do something
about equality, but she did not really know how to start. She stated that,
I think doing the art journals and the previous assignments really did help because
before I had just a very broad idea of equality and I wasn’t really sure what I
wanted to do. But once I did research I got a stronger idea and I found something
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that actually you know [I am] kind of more passionate about. So I think the
research process helped a lot. It helped me create a stronger piece that I
understand. (Interview, 04/18/2017).
By means of doing the concept mapping, investigating the visual representations around
her life, and finding relevant artworks that demonstrated the topic that she chose, SV
narrowed down her idea from equality to U.S. immigration and the Mexican border. She
expressed that even though she was not an immigrant, the immigration and border dispute
was a prominent topic for her, living in the southwest. When she hung out with friends,
they often discussed aspects of the issue. She shared in the interview:
Since we live in Tucson... we deal with a lot of immigration and that topic does
come up . . . a lot so I feel like it does kind of influence my everyday life. It also
kind of serves as a reminder at the same time…
SV further demonstrated how she came to learn more about the issue through the
research process:
I enjoyed doing it [research] because I wanted to make my artwork stronger. And
so I feel like I did learn . . . a lot more about, like, you know, the Mexican culture
and issue itself, which helped me make a stronger piece. So I don’t think it was
hard. You know, like, another thing, to do it was kind of like something that I
wanted to do. (Interview, 04/18/2017)
She found many artworks that utilized different representations of “walls” to symbolize
the border between Mexico and the U.S. The most influential artwork that inspired her
work was Alberto Morackis’s and Guadalupe Serrano’s public artwork Border Dynamics,
which was installed at the U of A and presented large figures on two sides of a tall metal
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fence to symbolize the perspective of the wall/border from both sides. This work also
inspired her to create the wall in her own work for the viewers so that they could
experience both sides of the wall (Interview, 04/18/2017).
SV struggled with how to present her draft ideas when we first discussed her
drafts individually (Figs. 5. 23 & 5. 24). She especially felt lost when trying to recreate
the border wall. I asked her what materials she had thought about using to build the wall.
She stated that she considered utilizing cardboard, but she worried that given the height
she wanted to create, the cardboard would not stand up straight.

Figure 5. 23. SV’s first draft for the final project.
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Figure 5. 24. SV’s second draft for the final project.
One week later, when we were at the Graduate Gallery, she was still hesitating to
start her final project because she did not know how to tie in two other elements, the
skeleton and the money, with the wall. Therefore, she wanted to focus solely on
producing the wall. During our interview, she recalled her hesitation, sharing,
I feel like in the beginning, you know. I wanted to have the skeleton lie down and
the money on the other side (Fig. 5. 23). When I first came up with the idea I was
trying to think or portray how Mexicans try to get away from [death and poverty
by coming to the United States]…I like that idea first, but then I kind of wanted to
focus on the wall (Fig. 5. 24). I felt that would be a stronger message. So that’s
why I decided to kind of keep those out to make a strong message and not try to
confuse the viewer. (Interview, 04/18/2017)
SV confronted another challenge after seeing the gallery space. She realized the she had
to make a huge wall in order to present the existence of the wall at the gallery. She
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approached me and discussed with me about how to make her wall. I guided her to go
back to think about the materials and what type of materials could represent Americans
and Mexicans. Rather than just making a wall, I encouraged her to consider what
materials could make the wall more meaningful. I also tried not to give her too many
examples and encouraged her to do some research on the materials.
Beyond The Wall. The next day, when I interviewed her about the gallery
experience, I asked her if she found any materials that she could use for the project. SV
told me, with excitement, that she found avocado packaging boxes that she felt would be
a meaningful material for her project. She expressed that,
I was researching what imports in America got from Mexico and I only came out
with a few things and then I saw avocados. I just saw pictures of it. Oh my gosh,
that’s so obvious. I didn’t think about that because I feel like that's, you know, so
popular . . .. So right away I was like, “oh gosh it would be perfect [for this
project]!” (Interview, 04/18/2017)
SV also reorganized her idea of constructing her wall:
I was thinking that maybe I can make the wall out of avocado packaging boxes.
So the avocado can represent Mexico in that way and avocados are also
something that [are] very common in America too. I feel like a lot of Americans
like avocados as well. When I do build it, I think I’m going to use the idea that
painting the American side black and so that way to represent how Americans
was [sic] blocking off all Mexico import stuff. Maybe that can connect with a lot
of viewers and cause a lot of people [to think] when they see avocado and think
something like that. (Interview, 04/18/2017)
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In order to compose a big wall, SV also had to spent extra time to collect enough boxes
from grocery stores. She was full of excitement about the project when she described her
thinking process and how she found the material.
In the final work, The Wall, SV utilized twenty avocado packaging boxes to
structure the body of the wall. She covered a huge piece of cardboard on one side of the
wall and painted that side black. Then she pasted the words “DON’T LET ANYONE IN”
on this section (Fig. 5. 25) and “Welcome to America” and “DO NOT ENTER” on the
top of wall (Fig. 5. 26). SV simplified the words that she drafted on her second draft
sketch. She also played with the colors of the words and conveyed a sense of irony. The
red ones represented a sense of the forbidden while the white ones symbolized the sense
of welcoming. The words on the top of the wall (the border) indicated how SV felt about
that the government’s attitude, which on the one hand allegedly welcomed everyone to
the country and on the other turned away many immigrants, was contradictory. The size
of the words was not big. However, the black silence and the bulk of the wall body
magnified these words and generated a powerful voice.
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Figure 5. 25. SV, The Wall (one side), 2017.

Figure 5. 26. SV, The Wall (the other side), 2017.
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The Gallery Experience. SV applied the word “unique” to describe her first
gallery experience. As how AN utilized “new” to describe his gallery experience. SV also
perceived the uniqueness because of the newness. She explained that,
I never really experienced it before. It was a very new experience… And just very
different from what I’ve ever done before. I have never been in a gallery setting. I
mean I’ve taken art classes before but we’ve never… I mean there was one where
we did have a gallery where we put our products that we never had to present. It
was kind of there we have our names next to it but we don’t have to talk about it
in front of people. So like people just walked around and [said], “oh she did that!”
and that was about it. (Interview, 04/18/2017)
When we were first at the gallery and discussed where she wanted to put her wall,
we saw the corner and had a discussion about how she might position her wall there. She
reflected on our conversation in the interview noting that,
I feel like this [the corner] also kind of created a focal point so I want my wall to be in a
corner. So it’s kind of a weird angle [it was a diagonal angle]. So [it] kind of attracts
people in that way. And the way also the walls [meaning the gallery walls] were kind of
framed it [the work], kind of makes it boxed-in. I feel like that will attract people to look
at both sides as well. I think the boxed-in wall also creates a feeling for the viewer of
being boxed-in. (Interview, 04/18/2017)
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Figure 5. 27. The Wall’s displayed position at the galley.
In SV’s statement, she clearly incorporated the gallery space into her artwork to create
the “boxed-in” effect (Fig. 5. 27). She also felt that by positioning the wall at a diagonal
angle could attract viewers’ attention to her work. In her final reflection, she explicitly
mentioned that museum visits were helpful. She said that, “it was nice to actually
experience the museum effect” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). SV was influenced by the
museum effect when we visited UAMA, as I mentioned in Chapter 4. The boxed-in
setting of Rothko’s work made her feel that the work was very valuable and created an
intimidating feeling which created a fear of breaking something if she stood too close. I
encouraged her many times to “be in-boxed” to feel the work, but she would reject my
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suggestion. Later on when I introduced more museum effects in the lecture, she
approached me after class and told me that the content was very interesting and she had
never considered before how those effects might have unconsciously guided her museum
tours.
The Informal Learning Strategies that Influenced SV’s Perception of Learning Art
Overviewing SV’s data indicated that her art learning was deeply influenced by
the following informal learning:
1. Art projects specifically related to daily life experiences:
Throughout SV’s learning in the course, she claimed that the art journal
assignments “helped a lot [to] explore [my] relationships” (Interview,
04/18/2017). In her final reflection, she implicitly pointed out that the Daily Life
Object Project assignment allowed her to try utilizing new media to re-explore her
life. In the interview, she also mentioned that Art Journal 7, which was the
assignment about using photographs to re-discover a relationship with others,
helped her “to open my eyes to know other people’s relationships with me and
how I affected them” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). In the description of Figure
5. 28, she wrote that,
This photo depicts how my dog and I are always at each other’s side. We are
always looking out for each other and caring for one other. This photo very
much depicts how we are best friends and care for each other very much. (Art
Journal Assignment 7, 03/27/2017)
By means of the project, SV explored her relationship with her dog and reflected
how they gave each other “unconditional” love.
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Figure 5. 28. SV’s photo to represent the important relationship in her life with
her dog.
2. The Informal Learning sites—Museum visit:
As discussed in the last section, how SV wanted to exhibit her final project The
Wall was influenced by how she felt from the museum visits. She found that
museum visits were helpful in terms of offering her the chance to actually
experience the museum effects. After my instruction about museum effects in one
lecture, she approached me and told me that what I instructed in the lecture led
her to reconnect the museum visits that we had done in the discussion sections
(SV, personal conversation, 04/26/2017). She now felt all those museum effects
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were so interesting and became noticed them when she entered a new
environment.
3. Free-choice learning process:
The research process of the final project especially helped SV come up with ideas
for making the project. She mentioned at least three times in her interview that the
research process helped her understand the social justice issue in depth. The
research process also helped her to re-examine those things that evidently
happened around the issues she cared about, but that she never paid attention to.
For example, through her research on what type of materials she could utilize for
building her wall, she found out that America imported many avocadoes from
Mexico. They had become so commonplace and easily available that she had not
considered that they were mainly imported from Mexico.
4. Collaborative learning (group discussion) and individual discussions (with me,
her friends, and families):
Feeling open-minded was SV’s consistent perception about learning art, from the
start of the semester until the end. She conveyed in her mid-term survey, postsurvey, and the interview that the various journal assignments opened her mind
with regard to making art. The individual discussion and group discussion also
facilitated her maintaining an open mind. As the interview data that I displayed in
the last section reveals, the individual discussion that SV had with me helped her
to clarify her ideas and narrow down her direction for her final project.
The group/class discussions facilitated her ability to consider various perspectives
besides her own. She did not mention if the group discussions assisted her in
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terms of creating her artworks. However, when I asked if she benefited from the
group conversations, she responded immediately by saying, “Especially in art,
when you look at something, it can represent something to one person in a
completely different thing to another. So I feel like it really helps me think of
other things that I never even thought of” (Interview, 04/18/2017). A similar
statement could also be seen from her final reflection in which she also pointed
out that she learned a lot from other people’s perspectives from this class because
“other people talked about ideas that I had never even thought of which made an
[meaning ‘my’] artwork much more complex rather than as simple” (Final
reflection, 05/01/2017).
Additionally, the investigation that SV did for Art Journal Assignment 2, which
asked her to investigate what nouns her friends and families would use to describe
her, accidentally made her to rethink how she display herself in front of the
people she was close with. She found out from the conversations with these
people that they did not notice some of her personalities, which she self-identified
and acted for a long time. She was surprised about that. I did not design these
investigating questions. I adapted them from Dr. Garber’s instruction of the
printmaking project and integrated them into my design of the Art Journal
Assignment 2. Students were guided to find out the elements that could represent
their personal identities. These questions accidentally generated the opportunity of
informal learning for SV revising her assumption that people did not necessarily
shared the same perspectives with her to look at her.
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Perspective Transformation
SV’s perception about learning art seemed to remain the same as when she started
the course. For example, in the pre-survey, she considered that learning art kept her openminded and provided her a new form of expression to deliver unique messages. At the
beginning of the semester, she felt that a good artwork should be readable, challenge
people’s existing perspectives and ideas, and provoke viewers’ emotions. In the midtermsurvey, she still felt that the art learning in the course made her continuously openminded, but it also revealed new possibilities and aspects of art. She altered her
conception to include a belief that good artwork should contain a “focal point,”
“context,” and “composition” (04/12/2017). The possible reason that she revised her
answers could be as a result of ARE 130 lectures on the elements of art and the principles
of design. However, SV’s explanations of the choices of “context” and “composition”
were very close to her interpretation in the pre-survey that an artist should deliver a clear
and readable message to the audience. The only significant difference between the two
surveys was that she eventually included the incorporation of the elements of arts. In her
post survey, SV’s answers about what elements a good artwork should present to viewers
went back to the terms that she utilized for the pre-survey, which were “easy
interpretation,” “message,” and “expression.” As a result, it did not appear that SV
changed her perceptions after having taken the course.
However, her perspective was transformed with regard to the making of art. Her
transformation could be seen in two aspects. First, as earlier presented, SV thought the
final product had to be executed perfectly and without errors when she created her
identity print. However, the printing process made her realize that printmaking was a
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complicated process. It involved not only the carving, but also the printing process. Later,
when she developed her final project on the border issue, she modified her approach
many times in terms of conceptualizing her ideas to demonstrate the border issue as well
as the materials she would use. She gained inspirations and help from the research she did
for the issue and found a route to execute her idea of the border wall. She reflected that,
I feel like this [final] project kind of taught me how to look at art differently in . . .
[a] sense. I feel like a lot of people have [to] do research for their art to make their
piece or their points come out more clearly. And so I feel like I have more
appreciation of the artists and the process that they have to go through in order to
create a very strong piece. So I feel like it changed me in that way. Before, I
thought that art was kind of like a simple thing and it didn’t require a lot of time,
but I feel like it changed my perspective to see that [it] does take a lot of time.
(Interview, 04/18/2017)
In her final reflection, SV also demonstrated the same perspective transformation.
She explained that her initial perception about art was, “straight forward and you didn’t
have to think much about art pieces” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). This assumption
could also be seen in AN’s and ML’s cases. However, after the learning process, SV
discovered that, “learning about art pieces can be complicated” (Final reflection,
05/01/2017). She reflected that the process of creating art was, “a trial and error process
of figuring out [how] to express whatever message you are trying to portray.” She
realized that there was no perfection, but rather it was a process of putting forth her best
effort to convey the message that she wanted to express. Being aware that art making was
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more than just presenting a final product allowed SV to appreciate the efforts that an
artist had to contribute in order to make art.
Delivering a message was the core concept SV hoped to achieve when she created
art. At the beginning of the semester, she was dedicated to trying to make viewers
interpret her works from her perspective. After the group discussions, which helped her
open up to opinions from other classmates, she accepted that everyone would interpret an
artwork in his or her own way. The museum visits also influenced her understanding of
how interpretations might alter because of the effects that the gallery or museum used to
engage viewers. Hence, in the final reflection, she wrote that she understood that, “a
piece can be difficult to interpret depending on the era that it was made and what issues
may have been important then but not important now” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017).
SV’s two self-evaluations (Table 5. 7) on learning art reveal that the categories that she
“Agree Strongly” with were all related to being open-minded. The researching process
and being open-minded successfully helped SV improve her confidence to generate ideas
for art. At the end of the course, SV learned that a message could be interpreted in many
ways. Though other people might have different interpretations than hers, her mind could
be expanded through a willingness to understand others’ perspectives. As a result,
although she confronted some challenges during creating her final project, her interest
level about learning art still increased from “Interested” to “Very Interested” at the end of
the semester.
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Table 5. 7
The comparison between SV’s midterm and post self-evaluations on the perspective
transformation of learning art
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree,
and 1 for Strongly Disagree

Mid Post
term

1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some
assumptions that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if
there are other different perspectives for looking at art or learning
art.

3

3

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely
unconscious.
3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about
art/making art in terms of where they came from, the consequences
of holding them, and why this is important.

3

3

3

3

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when
I started this class.

4

4

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments
assessed, alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge
constructed by consensus.

3

4

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open
and better justified.

4

4

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
congruent with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

3

3
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The Case of SH
SH’s Existing Perspective about Learning Art
At the start of the semester, SH rated himself as “Interested” in the course and art
(SH, Pre-survey, 02/05/2017). However, he had not truly felt excited by his previous art
class experiences. SH was a junior undergraduate student at the time of this research who
had previously taken art classes during his freshman year. He hashtagged his past art
learning experiences as “notthateffectivebutsomeinfostuck” (Pre-survey, 02/05/2017). He
explained his choice of a hashtag by sharing,
We came up with the questions and answers for the tests. We mainly looked at
different art pieces and the professor talked about them. We went briefly over the
works and it was mainly what do you think about a certain part of it and that was
all. (Pre-survey, 02/05/2017)
He also mentioned in his interview that his past art learning experiences were
about “sitting down” in the classroom and listening to the teacher’s instruction. He
asserted,
For my other art learning experiences, it’s been sitting down. [The] teacher would
show a picture of a painting. Tell us a little information about it. And you say,
“Oh what do you notice?” That was really all. It wasn’t ever, “What do you think
this means?” or “Talk to your group [to] see what they think about it,” or anything
like that. (Pre-survey, 02/05/2017)
According to the two statements above, SH’s art learning experiences were associated
with tests and receiving information from the instructors. He did not have the opportunity
to interpret art or engage in interpretive discussions with his peers.
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SH’s previous art class experiences included art history, sculpting, and crafting in
addition to drawing in his free time. Before this class, his opinion was that only paintings
or drawings could be “art” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). Though he had taken studio
classes in the past, he did not consider himself to be well trained in art. In his pre-survey,
he indicated that he did not believe that he had inadequate information about art history.
He also felt that it was difficult for him to come up with good ideas and he lacked skills.
SH identified his art ability as generally “Terrible” (Pre-survey, 02/05/2017), stating that,
I’m really bad at drawing, painting, sculpting, and pretty much any other type of
art. The only thing I really do is I like to write scary stories, but even then I don’t
feel like I do that great of a job at making them. (Pre-survey, 02/05/2017)
His statement above is contradictory to his previous claim of finding it only slightly
difficult to come up with ideas or to make art. In a later section, I will present that this
may be related to his doubting his ability to represent an image “realistically.” He
struggled with developing the images he had in his mind in his works.
The First Phase Experience: Absorbing and Expanding Art Knowledge
In the first research phase, SH utilized a dry sponge for his visual metaphor (Fig.
5. 29) to represent his feelings regarding learning. He forgot to describe this metaphor in
the survey, but in a follow-up email conversation, he answered that,
For the metaphor, me being someone still pretty new to art and having all the stuff
we were going over in the class and in the sections I was like a dry sponge having
a bucket of water poured on it. I was a bit slow to absorb all the information that
was coming at me, but slowly and surely I was getting the information and was
able to retain it better than usual. At the same time, it can also be seen as the
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sponge being my knowledge of art slowly expanding as it was absorbing the
water or information from the classroom and the sections. (SH, Email
conversation, 12/05/2017)

Figure 5. 29. SH’s visual metaphor, representing his art learning experience in the first
phase of the research.
SH’s response showed that there was a lot of art knowledge, skills, and information that
he received all at once. The new information and knowledge obviously made him
overwhelmed, but he was sure that he learned, even though it took time to completely
absorb them. SH’s reflection in Art Journal Assignment 3 revealed his sense of feeling
slightly overwhelmed at first during his art learning process.
In Journal Assignment 3, he selected the video clip Connect Transfer II,
performed in 2012 by the dance group that was named after and led by the dancer Shen
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Wei. In this video, the dancers not only dance, they also paint each of their movements
by means of the ink on their sleeves. After watching the video, SH reflected that,
My first thoughts when watching the video were kind of mixed. I did not know
what to think because I had never seen art conveyed in such [a] way. I do have to
say while it may have been different I still liked it. The music Mad World was a
great selection and I feel like the song helped to emphasize the interpretive
dancing and painting. (Art Journal Assignment 3, 02/12/2017)
Similar to AN’s previous assumption of considering traditional fine art as art, SH only
considered drawing or paintings as art before taking this class. And shared with AN,
performance art was also a new art form for SH to explore. After he absorbed what he
perceived, he noticed other details and appreciated the performance. He then described
his observation as follows:
They [the dancers] used clothing or a cloth dipped in paint and someone actually
covered in paint dancing on a giant canvas to create their art. It is quite unique in
the way that it’s combing two arts (dancing and painting) in order to make a new
way of expressing themselves. I really enjoyed it and for what it was it was done
quite well and really shows expression as they did it. (Art Journal Assignment 3,
02/12/2017)
At the end of SH’s analysis, he had to argue if he considered this performance as a piece
of art and explain his reasoning:
I do consider the performance to be a work of art. I feel like the way they
conveyed it all helps to bring about the true emotions that are hidden. This . . .
really helped with the fact that the song Mad World is being played. The song
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says things like “Happy Birthday” and “Familiar Faces” which convey… happy
thought[s] but because of the way they are said and played also convey a sad
feeling. This makes it feel like what is trying to be conveyed in the art is mixed
emotions being represented with lines everywhere that are not clean and precise
as we would normally think with art. It is kind of like saying we as humans see
people around us as happy and that life is great but in actuality we are wearing a
mask because deep within we have many mixed emotions that we do not really
show because we want everything to be fine and dandy. This artwork feels like it
is helping to convey those hidden emotions whether they are hidden intentionally
or unconsciously. (Art Journal Assignment 3, 02/12/2017)
The three parts of SH’s art analysis for the performance demonstrated his
processes for learning and perceiving new art. At first glance, he could not find precise
descriptions to express his reaction to the video. Next, the process of observing the details
of the video allowed him to notice how the dancers presented their bodies and what
materials they combined with dancing. Last, SH merged his emotions into the piece and
was able to deeply interpret what message this performance was trying to deliver. SH’s
analysis contained both the denotative and connotative interpretations of the work.
One of the big challenges to SH at this phase was his printmaking project. He did not turn
in his composition draft until we were starting the process of transferring the draft to the
carving medium. He made sketches (e.g. Fig. 5. 30) for the terms that described his
personality, but he did not use any of these sketches in his final composition (Fig. 5. 31).
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Figure 5. 30. One of SH’s personality sketches for the print project.

Figure 5. 31. SH’s final composition draft (I edited the composition by photo software to
delete my comments).
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SH’s sketches and the final composition draft quite surprised me because he
claimed that he could not draw. However, I would say that he was overly critical when
describing his drawing ability. His lack of confidence in his drawing skills influenced his
confidence to create a work. In my comments for his final composition, I did not criticize
his drawing or skills. Instead, I mentioned that he should consider the negative and
positive space of the composition, adding textures to the background, and enlarging the
tank so that it would be easier to carve when he transferred the image to the carving
medium. We also had individual discussions about this. I asked him to think about adding
something that represented him to the composition because one tank seemed to be too
vapid.
In SH’s artist statement for the printmaking project, he reflected upon his
difficulty to identify personality symbols that he could incorporate into his work. He
stated that, “For me it was a bit hard on what to decide to combine for my print project. I
really do like a lot of things and they vary widely” (Art Journal Assignment 6,
03/27/2017). He finally found one element that he could add to his composition, which
was a flower petal that was inspired by one of his favorite anime. He explained his design
(Fig. 5. 32):
I decided to go with a contrast of something bold [manly] and something that
would make it soft to contrast it. I have always liked military items and one of the
fiercest pieces of a military arsenal I could think of was the tank. The one
specifically I tried to use as the model is a Tiger 1, which has always been one of
my favorite tanks. For the soft effect I was thinking of anime, which I really do
like and one iconic piece in anime’s to me was the falling cherry blossom petals. I
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hoped that replacing the metal disk parts of the track with a flower and having
petals would help emphasize this idea. (Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/27/2017)

Figure 5. 32. SH’s final print, Tough and Soft, 2017.
SH was very satisfied with this idea of contradiction between “tough” and “soft.”
He said that being contradictory was part his personality as well. He explained that,
I think a big reason I decided to go with this contrast was because of a nickname I
was given by friends [who] called [me] Dumb Luck. Anything that could possibly
go right would go wrong and anything that was almost sure to be a fail would
somehow go right. I was literally like a walking contradiction and it just grew to
be a part of me. (Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/27/2017)
SH considered the individual discussions that he had with me helpful in assisting him to
think and adjust his design. He detailed his thinking and making process:
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At first I was feeling pretty rough about the design of the carving. I had a lot of
open space and I wasn’t sure how I was going to incorporate negative and positive
spacing together. After some talks I decided to go ahead and have 4 of the petals
carved out and 4 outlined and that I would have the track area carved out to
contrast the entirety of the tank, which was only outlined. (Art Journal
Assignment 6, 03/27/2017)
In fact, SH simplified many details in his final composition draft to formulate his
final print. This was his first printmaking experience so he did not have a clear idea about
how to make a good composition, arrange the negative and positive space of the
composition, and design bold and easier elements for carving. From SH’s artist statement
of the printmaking project, it demonstrates that neither the thinking process nor the
making process were easy for him. He admitted his frustrations on generating the idea of
what he should include in his composition and what he learned from the working process
in the last paragraph of his artist statement:
I think my big issue is I sometimes have trouble trying to get what is in my head
and projecting it so I know what to do. I do however like the way that it came out
and I know now what the positive and negative space correlate with each other
better on carvings. (Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/27/2017)
SH’s interest in art did not decrease because of his frustrations. In the midterm
survey, his interest level was enhanced from “Interested” to “Very interested” (Midterm
survey, 2016). Examining his self-evaluation form of the transformation of art learning
perspective (Table 5. 8), he agreed that he experienced all the related events sin the first
phase of the course.
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Table 5. 8
SH’s midterm self-evaluation on the perspective transformation of learning art.
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some assumptions
that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if there are other different
perspectives for looking at art or learning art.
2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely unconscious.

4

3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about art/making art
in terms of where they came from, the consequences of holding them, and
why this is important.

4

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when I
started this class.

4

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed,
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus.

3

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and
better justified.

3

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent
with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

4

4

The Second Phase: Exploring Social Justice Through Their Eyes
SH’s interest in the military was evident from his first journal assignment and
continued through his printmaking project. In the photo that he took to convey the
principles of design—balance—for the first journal assignment, he composed a radio and
a tank on books (Fig. 5. 33). He explained his design in the following manner:
I took this photo because sometimes it gets hard trying to continue my education
while also continuing to do the things I love and want to do. The older style radio
is because I love old style items like the older fashion, some music, cars, and
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other interests. The model tank represents not only what I love [military] but also
a future goal I have to be in the military and as time goes on with my education
I’m losing time to be in the military… I made [my composition] which represents
other hobbies and interests I would like to get into, but I just don’t have the time
or resources to delve much into them. (Art Journal Assignment 1, 01/29/2017)

Figure 5. 33. SH’s photo for the principle “balance.”
When we discussed his printmaking project, we had a short, unofficial conversation about
his interest in military objects. He mentioned that he had a garage where he and his friend
would make military models, such as tanks and weapons, and they would work together.
He utilized the word “obsessed” to describe his interest in military relevant objects (SH,
personal communication, 02/26/2017). Therefore, he also included his military interest in
his final composition design. In his final project, he combined this personal interest and
connected it to a social concern.
Notice the ignorance. SH’s interest in military paraphernalia was not just a
hobby. It was a mission that he wanted to complete in the future. As he portrayed it, his
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goal was to be in the military. However, he chose to complete his education first. His
love of military life was deeply associated with his grandfather and his father, both of
whom served in the army. His grandfather had served in the army during World War II
and his father was in the Marine Corps during peace time (Art Journal Assignment 8,
03/30/3017). His grandfather and his father’s military lives had an immense impact on
SH and his desire to join the military.
However, although SH wanted to serve in the army, he was critical of the
veterans’ health care system. His father had suffered an injury to his lower spine when he
served in the army. SH’s father shared stories of those who had left the army because of
radiation poison, caused by tanks utilizing “Armor piercing fin-stabilized discarding
sabot (APFSDS),” a type of kinetic energy penetrator ammunition used to attack modern
vehicle armor (Interview, 04/20/2017). Through his father, SH realized that people were
injured for many different reasons and there were various kinds of injuries. He noted, “a
lot of people don’t know about it or don’t do anything about it” (Interview, 04/20/2017).
He also mentioned that many veterans’ injuries were not only physical, but also were
psychological. He asserted that,
A lot of people when they first think about wars or anything, they just think of
people fighting, coming back, and living in a normal life, but in reality that’s not
how it usually is. A lot of people come back with these memories or imprints of
events that have happened to them in their lives and then with those in mind
it’s...subtle. A lot of it is not seen right as [the banes of their lives]. It’s into them.
(Interview, 04/20/2017)
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Through his own research and ROTC coursework, SH learned that that many
veterans have come back from the battlefield and committed suicide because there “was
not much help out there for them because they don’t have places to go to.” He was
frustrated and felt that there should be institutions where “veterans can help each other
out because they’ve been in the situation” (Interview, 04/20/2017). Therefore, when he
sketched the draft for his final project, SH wanted people to notice through a painting that
there are many health issues impacting veterans’ lives:
I want someone to look at the painting and connect to it or to understand on a
deeper level. I know I want to somehow place this idea that the hospital is the new
fight that they have to go through to show that the healthcare system needs to be
looked over. (Art Journal Assignment 10, 04/10/2017)
In this draft for the final project (Fig. 5. 34), SH drew two eyes. Within one eye was a
battlefield while within the other was a hospital scene. He sincerely wanted the audience
to look through veterans’ eyes rather than assuming that veterans do not need help just
because they may appear to look or live normally.
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Figure 5. 34. SH’s draft for the final project.
Constructing a view for the audience. SH’s project Through Their Eyes was a
social statement as well as a wish. The art concept was inspired by Thomas Waterman
Wood’s three paintings in the series A Bit of War History. The three painting he selected
were A Bit of War History: The Contraband, A Bit of War History: The Recruit, and A Bit
of War History: The Veteran, 1866. Respectively, they depicted a man’s normal life
before being in the army, a proud posture while serving, and a disabled body that he had
to live with his rest of life as a veteran. In his art analysis for the three works, SH
commented that,
The problem [they] really point… out… is that in the end potentially many people
who have served may come back in worse condition than when they went in to
service. I feel like this really exposes that as a nation we need to focus more on
helping out veterans because they were willing (and some have) to give up their
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lives to fight and defend our country, and that in return we need to help them too.
(Art Assignment 9, 04/06/2017)
Wood’s artwork connected to SH’s work and volunteer experience at the American
Legion and the stories that he heard and saw there. Wood painted a soldier’s lifetime
through his return from the battlefield, but SH thought that what people did not know or
often neglected was the future that many veterans were facing. He noted that,
It makes you kind of feel like in their eyes they see a battlefield but then it’s kind
of like the hospital becoming the new battlefield trying to get the care that they
need… I feel like the future is still unknown and it’s kind of up to us to decide
what happens. (Interview, 04/20/2017)
In his final work, SH decided to make an interactive work instead of a painting to
really invite people to “look through” (Interview, 04/20/2017) the eyes that he created on
a box. He then made a box and divided its inner space into two. One for was the
battlefield and the other one was the hospital. Coming up the idea was “kind of hard,” but
asking him how he overcome his difficulties, he answered:
I think the way of resolving it to me was just, again, choosing a scene that I felt
kind of represented it. Again being on a battlefield has been hit me a couple times
to really bring out that feeling of war and then on the other side having something
that they [are] fighting against or trying to fight for being health[y], so a big
symbol of health is… a hospital. (Interview, 04/20/2017)
He drew two eyes on the box and carved out the eyeballs of the eyes. When viewers
looked through the eyeballs (holes) (Fig. 5. 35), they saw two different scenes at the same
time (Fig. 5. 36). On the left eye, they saw a scene of a battlefield image and an American
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tank model; while on right eye, they saw many soldier models that were headed to a
veteran’s hospital. He stated that, “instead have the eyes closer to you, you would look
through them to see what’s going on” (Interview, 04/20/2017). He wanted to remind to
consider veterans’ honorable moments, and to also think about and take care of their
future health.

Figure 5. 35. SH, Through Their Eyes (outside), 2017.
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Figure 5. 36. SH, Through Their Eyes (inside), 2017.
As our class reminded students many times that material choices could generate
significant meanings for their project, SH took sincere consideration in choosing
materials for his installation. When he installed the scene in the box, he selected
American soldiers and tank models to present the veteran health issues that he observed
and heard from American veterans. However, the actual making process was not easy for
him. As he defined his art ability as “bad,” especially his drawing ability, he originally
wanted to make the eyes on his work from printing out an Internet image. Nonetheless,
after seeing the gallery, he realized that the initial box he created was too small for
displaying in the gallery and that his Internet image would also be inadequate in size.
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In our individual discussion at the first gallery set-up, SH realized he needed
improve the quality of the box he made. For example, he had to find higher resolution
images to print out and make them bigger. He originally only painted the side with the
eyes white and then sensed that he might need to paint the entire box white to gain a
better visual effect. In addition to the individual discussions, SH felt that the guidelines in
art journal assignments made it, “a little easier to kind of make up [his] mind on things”
(Interview, 04/20/2017). As he self-defined that he had difficulty to project his idea
through his artwork, following the guidelines to explore the issues he cared about helped
him a lot. For example, he reflected that finding a relevant artist who addressed a similar
topic helped him a great deal and inspired him. In his final product of the installation
piece (Fig. 5. 37), SH improved most of the drawbacks initially discussed in our gallery
conversation.

Figure 5. 37. SH’s final project, Through Their Eyes (full view in the gallery), 2017.
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The gallery experience. Similar to AN’s and SV’s feelings about the gallery
learning, SH also considered displaying his artwork at a gallery was a whole new
experience to him. He utilized the term “new” to represent his feeling in the interview.
The only prior experience that he had related to a gallery display, creating a diorama
when he was in elementary school. He considered that experience as “a natural disaster”
because “it wasn’t an event we chose” (Interview, 04/20/2017). In this project, he
considered gallery conditions in order to make his artwork more approachable. For
instance, in his original design, he was going to produce a painting but in considering that
his work would be displayed at a gallery, he changed from making a 2D work to making
a 3D piece. He stated that,
I know that since it was a big open space, I didn’t want it to just be flat on the
wall. I know that if I were to do something flat on the wall it wouldn’t really stick
out as much. And I’d rather have something similar for 3-D and a little bit more
realistic feeling. I guess. (Interview, 04/20/2017)
In SH’s first design of his box, he planned to seal it to form a closed space with
some holes on the top of the box to let the light get through. However, after the first
gallery set-up, he found out that he had to leave the box’s top open; otherwise the scenes
would be too dim. He also considered the positioning of his artwork. He shared that,
I think normally I wouldn’t have the idea of putting [a box] up off the ground… I
think [the reason I] chose eye level was because I want to be on terms with
someone else. I want them to see eye to eye. (Interview, 04/20/2017)
In his interview, SH also mentioned that the museum visit to the CCP refreshed his
thinking on how an exhibition could change viewers’ perspective by arranging various
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sizes and topics of photographs. The experiences from the museum visits made him
consider how his work could change viewers’ perspective after contemplating and
comprehending its meaning. By means of seeing two different scenes at the same time,
SH wanted to express that when we looked at the veterans’ honors on the battlefield, we
should together care about their health issue, physically and mentally.
After crafting his final project, he shared a deeper sympathy with artists who
exhibit their work in the gallery. He stated, “I felt like a lot of people, when they see
these paintings are like, ‘oh you know they had it all planned out in their mind,’ but in
reality even they [the artists] had little mistakes” (Interview, 04/20/2017). Thus SH
revised his assumption, which he used to share with general viewers, that all artworks
were planned and perfectly executed by an artist after he participated in this project at the
gallery, because he realized that a work’s completion, success, or stories behind what is
seen could be more complicated than what people see from the final product. The similar
realization was also shown in ML’s case.
The Informal Learning Strategies that Influenced SH’s Perceptions of Learning Art
In SH’s learning process, he was evidently influenced by several informal learning
strategies that are listed below:
1. Hands-on arts experiments:
In SH’s interview, he specifically mentioned that he had a very different art
learning experience in this class than the previous ones. His memory of taking art
classes was associated with tests and “sitting down” (Interview, 04/20/2017). He
shared that,
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“In this class it’s a lot more hands-on which is how I like it. I mean I’m always
sitting down taking notes, but I feel like a hands-on experience just adds that
much more to it,” (Interview, 04/20/2017). He further reflected on how he learned
and gained something by actually doing art with his hands. He noted that:
I like the experiment where we actually sat down and we drew with both
hands. It kind of [gives] it even more of a feeling to it. I feel like normally
when people do things they think it’s not that hard, but then [when] you
actually do it you realize that it takes a lot more skills than you think.
(Interview, 04/20/2017)
Moreover, the arts-based activities in the class helped him feel more comfortable
approaching art. In the final reflection, he pointed out that he first felt a little
nervous and would have rather watched than take part in anything. As the
semester progressed and he participated in more class activities, he felt that “it
became easier for me personally to join in without being as nervous” (Final
reflection, 05/01/2017). By means of the in class arts-based activities and art
journal assignments that exposed him various types of arts, SH had much
appreciation and comprehension for an art product. Furthermore, he would like to
approach art actively rather than passively watching.
2. Informal learning sites:
As mentioned earlier, the museum visits allowed SH time to view and think about
how artworks can change a person’s conception about something and how an
exhibition’s arrangement could enhance the message’s delivery. When he worked
on his final project, he included his revised perspectives and incorporated the
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museum environment in factors such as the lighting and the object’s position, to
help make the meaning of his work better understood.
3. Collaborative learning (group sharing and discussions):
Although he did not specifically mention if group discussions helped his creation
of the final project, he asserted that the group discussions helped him to know
more about other people’s perspectives on art. As how AN described in his case,
SH also brought out the hashtag critique exercise for the printmaking project as
one remarkable example for the group discussion, noting that:
It [the critique exercise] helps me see how they [his peers] see [my work] for
the first time because for me looking at my own art, it’s actually how the
ideas in my mind of what every piece means. And having someone else tell
me what they see … what they think about it, and what it means, kind of
helps clarify it. (Interview, 04/20/2017)
He further noted, “I mean not only I am able to sit there and talk to other people
[about] my own art and their art. But I’m also able to get their opinions on [my]
art, too” (Interview, 04/20/2017). Comparing with his previous art learning, the
group discussion in this class also made a huge different experience to him,
portraying the former as:
For my other art learning experiences it’s been sitting down. Teacher would
show a picture of a painting, tell us a little information about it, and you say
what do you notice. That was really all. It wasn’t ever, “What do you think
this means or talk to your group, see what they think about it” or anything
like that. (Interview, 04/20/2017)
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He really appreciated that he could have the opportunity to not only express his
thoughts, but also hear different opinions from others.
Perspective Transformation
Although SH selected “Interested” and not “Very Interested” for his art interest
level in a survey follow-up email, he clarified that he still felt very excited about art and
indicated he his choice was selected because he forgot the response he’d made on the
earlier survey. The largest revision to his prior assumptions about art was that “artworks”
implied paintings or drawings. In this sense, learning art was learning how to draw or
paint. However, after this class, he learned that artwork could be made of various
materials and included different media. He illustrated his transformation in terms of the
choices of creating an artwork, noting, “For the most part I used just paper and pencil, but
for the final project I used cardboard, pencil, pen, glue, spray paint, plastic, sand, and
duct tape, which I never thought I would use for art” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017). He
further clarified his transformed perspective in noting:
I think after creating the journal assignment I don’t just see paintings as art like I
used to but instead I see that a lot more is art than I originally thought… Art
encompasses a lot more than I originally thought and this course has opened my
eyes a lot more and I don’t have a good portion of the assumptions I usually had.
(Final reflection, 05/01/2017)
The similar transformed action could also be observed from ML’s and SV’s cases.
The result of his final self-evaluation also indicated that he completely engaged in the
entire transformative learning situations in the second half of the semester compared with
the self-evaluation that he did for the midterm survey (Table 5. 9).
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Table 5. 9
The comparison between SH’s midterm and post self-evaluations on his perspective of
transformation in learning art.
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree,
and 1 for Strongly Disagree

Mid
term

Post

1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some
assumptions that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if
there are other different perspectives for looking at art or learning
art.

4

4

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely
unconscious.
3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about
art/making art in terms of where they came from, the consequences
of holding them, and why this is important.

4

4

4

4

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when
I started this class.

4

4

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments
assessed, alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge
constructed by consensus.

3

4

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open
and better justified.

3

4

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
congruent with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

4

4
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Summary of ML’s, SV’s, and SH’s Cases
While the three participants entered this class with an interest in art, they did not
have enough confidence when it came to develop good ideas to create art. Moreover, SV,
ML, and SH hold different assumptions and preferences in terms of making art. Initially,
ML preferred to make art for fun and thought that art could be quickly done when the
inspiration came. SH, on the other hand, thought that art forms were limited to paintings
or sculptures. All three had neither experienced a self-explorative art project nor created
an art project based upon social justice issues, not to mention displayed artworks at a
gallery. At the end of the semester, each of the three transformed some of their existing
perspectives of learning and creating art. First, they all agreed that the new and unfamiliar
challenges, which they faced during class activities and from art journal assignments, had
led them to experience different, new art forms and techniques to make art. As a result,
they expanded their art knowledge by being exposed to and experiencing various art
forms and concepts. Moreover, via the discussion section, they integrated their learning
within the information they acquired from lectures or past courses for the final art
projects. Second, informal learning elements, such as free-choice learning process,
informal learning sites, and discussions (either with me or their peers), particularly helped
the three participants become open-minded in terms of appreciating and making art from
different perspectives.
They all struggled to come up with good ideas to make art at the beginning of the
semester, but, by taking up the challenges to craft their art journal assignments, they
found a way to develop an art project by detailing and reflecting on their decision-making
process. Their improvement and confidence could be clearly seen at the end of the final
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project. Although they still faced some struggles during their final projects because of
their limited art knowledge or art skills, they discussed their concerns with me and spent
time in researching their topics to better present their projects. Lastly, the gallery
experience specifically changed their perspectives in looking at artwork in an exhibition.
They understood that there were many invisible efforts behind a show. When artists
display their art in a gallery or museum, they not only create the artworks but also
consider the gallery space or other effects that may influence how people appreciate the
art pieces in the space.
Although ML, SV, and SH were categorized in a different group than BR and
AN, all five people who transformed their perspectives in learning and/or creating art
shared similar learning attitudes: they were willing to take on new and unfamiliar
challenges to risk their comfort zones. They all engaged and were willing to dedicate
their time to engage in the exploring and experimenting process. As a result, the
perspective transformation enabled BR and AN, who were already good at a particular art
skill, to create mature artworks with deeper meaning embodied. They also realized that
their artworks went beyond the level of self-expression. Although ML, SV, and SH did
not know what art skill they were good at, they did not restrict themselves in utilizing a
specific art skill or materials to present their art ideas. Instead, they tried various
approaches and found the one that could best portray their art concepts. In the next
section, I will briefly introduce one case to demonstrate a participant, CL, who did not
change any of his perspectives in learning/creating art. Then, after the CL case, I will
cross-analyze the five cases of the participants: BR, AN, ML, SV, and SH.
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The Cases of the Participants Who Did Not Transform
In this study, I categorized two participants, CL and TT, as not presenting overt
perspective transformation after the informal strategies that I facilitated. As noted by
Stucky, Taylor, and Cranton (2013), people who transformed their art learning
perspectives shared one of these outcomes: “1) acting differently; 2) having a deeper selfawareness; 3) having more open perspectives; 4) experiencing a deep shift in worldview”
(p. 217). The cases of BR, AN, ML, SV, and SH presented two of these outcomes after
my facilitation according to their reflections and my observations. However, CL and TT
did not show evident perspective transformation according to my observations. I will
explain the reasons later when I presented their cases. Although most of the learners in
this study transformed their art learning perspectives, it is worthwhile to note participants
who did not change (or more precisely, have not yet changed) their perspectives of
learning art and to analyze why.
One thing I must note before demonstrating the learning situations of CL and TT
is that although they did not transform during this study, it does not mean that they were
bad students or made poor artworks. In fact, the two students held good attendance and
attained strong quiz scores. They never turned in any assignment late. Moreover, CL had
good drawing ability and was able to execute his ideas by drawing. However, that they
completed all the requirements for the course in good standing did not mean that they
took the opportunities to transform some of their existing perspectives in terms of
learning art. The reasons might be complicated and involve various personal situations
outside of the course that I could not observe or that I did not have enough time to
investigate during our interviews. Hence, the situations that I address in this section only
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present the events I observed that seem to have created obstacles to transforming their
perspectives on learning about and making art.
In this section, I will be focused on presenting CL’s case as he was a case that
really presented many learning struggles and conflicts in his data, which impressed me a
lot. As I considered that each student’s art leaning process was unique, I believed that the
difficulties he or she faced was various as well. While TT was able to express awareness
of her struggles, CL asserted that taking art classes did not benefit him throughout the
course and he was the only participant who insisted that he did not transform any art
learning perspective at the conclusion of the course. However, CL and TT still shared
some similar transformative struggles especially when they confronted new challenges in
terms of learning art. Therefore, I will briefly introduce TT’s case and proceed to analyze
CL in depth. Before I move to describe the two cases, I want to first review the art
learning perspectives that TT and CL held before attending ARE 130.
The Previous Art Learning Experiences of TT and CL
TT. TT claimed that she transformed her art learning perspective after taking the
course. She too had taken many classes before ARE130 from Pre-School to K9. These
classes were all related to drawing and painting. She also made crafts in her own time.
She felt that learning art helped her to feel relaxed. She stated that,
I believe that the art classes I have taken in the past have always been a good way
to relax. I’ve always had art classes in school, so the opportunity to not think so
hard about math, science, etc. was always a way to de-stress. I like that I am not
rushed, and able to take my time on things in art. (TT, Pre-survey, 02/09/2017).
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Although this statement would make it seem that TT had many art class
experiences and a positive perception about learning art, she defined her interest in
learning about art as “Would rather not” (TT, Pre-survey, 02/09/2017). In the final
reflection, she reviewed her initial art learning perspective was that, “learning about art is
boring, just names and some abstract meaning that I don’t understand” (TT, Post survey,
05/01/2017). She did not have much confidence in her art skill. Nonetheless, she thought
that her knowledge of art history was enough for now. She utilized the term “moderate”
to define her art ability and she explained that, “I would not call myself skilled at making
art, but if I have enough time, some direction, the right supplies, etc. I think I would be
proud of my art” (TT, Pre-survey, 02/09/2017). This statement corresponding her earlier
viewpoint about that she liked that she was “not rushed, and able to take my time on
things in art” (TT, Pre-survey, 02/09/2017). Art for her was a relaxing tool rather than a
learning subject and this perspective lasted until the end of the semester.
CL. CL always claimed that he did not like to take art classes. This was a belief
statement he maintained throughout the course of the semester. However, he took art
classes from middle school to high school, including drawing classes and photography
classes. He liked making his own art, but not taking art classes. In his pre-survey, he
identified his general art learning experiences as “unfulfilling” (CL, Pre-survey,
02/09/2017). He asserted that, “I never really learn how to do anything that I enjoy” (Presurvey, 02/09/2017). He also defined his level of interest in learning about art as “Would
rather not” (Pre-survey, 02/09/2017). In terms of evaluating his abilities to create art, he
did not think skills or having good ideas to make art were that hard, but he did feel he
needed much information about art history relevant to his interests. He utilized the term
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“weird” to generalize his art ability because he liked to draw “weird things” (Pre-survey,
02/09/2017). He was not confident in the art skills such as sculpting. He liked doodling
because he claimed that it was the only skill that he “was good at” and that he had
practiced every day over the past 10 years (Interview, 04/24/2017).
According to CL’s pre-survey, he had a highly negative assumption about
learning art though he liked to draw in his own free time. In the interview he shared, “I
like doing art, but I don’t really like… I don’t like art. If I see somebody’s art I don’t
really care that much” (Interview, 04/24/2017). He further explained that this did not
mean that he only cared about his own art. He stated that, “I like doing it. I don’t really
care if people even see it” (Interview, 04/24/2017). However, his assertion about not
caring if others viewed his art is not related to his disinterest in art aside from his own.
Rather, he reinforced how he was protective about other people’s judgments of his art. He
stated in his interview for the final project that he did not like to reference other people’s
artworks in case his own idea would be influenced by theirs. Nonetheless, during the
Daily Life Object Project presentation, he shared that his doodling style was influenced
by the horror faces in Japanese anime, video games, and other cultural influences. He did
not think that his style was appreciated by people in general although he was confident in
his skills in this type of drawing. These contradictory statements continued to emerge
when I discussed his art learning process with him. His statement, however, made me
consider that his insecurity in terms of learning art was not about the action of learning
art, but rather how his artwork would be judged.
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The Case of TT
TT was the case in which I perceived many transformative moments, but that she
did not actually transform in terms of making art. In saying so I mean that she did
recognize the absences in her past art learning, but she chose to not revise her previous
perceptions and to maintain her current mindset in creating art. Similar to other students
who transformed their art learning perspectives, TT detailed the struggles that she
overcame by the time she completed her assignments. She definitely experienced the
content and process reflections, which meant that she could reflect on what she
perceived, thought, felt, and responded to, as well as how she performed the functions of
perceiving (Taylor, 2010). However, she was still uncomfortable about embracing the
challenges she overcame on her next assignment. The use of new materials and
techniques was one of her obstacles. She noticed her resistance to using similar supplies
to create her art projects and chose to keep using her original supplies. Thus, she did not
take the opportunity to “act differently” or “be open-minded” (Stucky, Taylor, &
Cranton, 2013, p. 217). There could be many reasons why she stayed in her comfort zone.
Maybe she did not have enough money or time to purchase new materials or maybe she
did not have enough knowledge to select new and more suitable materials. As a result,
she continued to struggle.
TT was most confident when relying on an art medium she had used in the past,
rather than trying to apply or utilize new techniques or knowledge. Utilizing new
techniques or materials and coming up with ideas for assignments were challenges that
were consistently mentioned in TT’s reflections and interview. She often struggled to
complete an art journal assignment. Almost every assignment generated a different level
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of difficulty for her and she commented that she had to spend “quite a bit of time working
on” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017) every assignment. For example, Art Journal
Assignment 75, which required her to incorporate and think about using photography to
complete, was hard for her. She was “unsure” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017) how to
compose a photograph by means of perspectives, frames, or lights, though she learned
about these art elements from the lecture and from the CCP tour. The same insecurity of
applying technique/knowledge also happened when she made her final project.
The art material that she utilized for free-choice assignments were basically
limited to simple school supplies, such as pencils, paper, glue, and scissors. Although she
stated that the reason why she did not utilize a variety of art materials to create her
projects was that she lacked supplies and did not want to spend the money for this course,
there were not many supplies that she had to purchase (TT, Final reflection, 05/01/2017).
If she would had wanted to investigate other supplies other than school supplies to
complete her assignments, she could have found different ways to present her ideas and
engage in the art making process more. I had try my best to provide most of the supplies
for the class activities and there were only two projects that might necessitate students to
purchase extra supplies depending on their needs for their projects. Moreover, there were
ways to creatively fund their projects. For instance, the avocado boxes that SV utilized to
create her wall in the final project did not cost her anything. However, as mentioned
earlier, a student’s financial or personal situations was out of my control. In TT’s case,
they might potentially trap her way towards perspective transformation.

5

Because TT’s art pieces related to this discussion would reveal her personal identification, I chose not to
include them in this section.
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TT never approached me for advice when she was struggling to use new materials
or techniques for projects. Although not discussing the difficulties with the instructor was
fairly common to students, I would argue that by giving up the chance to discuss with the
instructor was also giving up the possible helps that they could acquire. Particularly in
TT’s case, I could help her to find solutions to overcome her insecurity of making art,
which evidently constrained her. Her lack of confidence in her drawing skill also resulted
in her choosing to create a collage without involving any drawing skills for her final
project. As a result, the unsolved insecurity further became the obstacle on her way
towards a fully perspective transformation.
The main assumptions that TT held in the beginning were: 1) doing art was for
relaxing; 2) learning art is boring; 3) she was not an “artist.” She was not capable of
making art; and based upon the reasons above: 4) she did not like to take art classes.
Although TT felt her ability to make art improved as a result of an increase in art
knowledge and understanding gained from the course (TT, Final reflection, 05/01/2017),
her reflections and surveys did not correspond to this claim. As Mezirow (1994) reminds
us that having a new awareness is not necessarily lead a person towards a perspective
transformation. It is how the person utilizes the new awareness to make some changes for
herself make the perspective transforms.
In TT’s case, even in her post survey, she self-evaluated that she did not articulate
her assumptions about art/making art in both midterm and post survey. As I stated earlier,
TT stated in her surveys and reflections that if she had enough time, some instruction,
and enough supplies, she believed that she could make good art. However, when she
spent much time, having adequate journal guidelines, and utilizing minimum supplies,
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she was still not satisfied with the final products. She complained about the amount of
time she had to devout and that she spent “quite a bit time” (Final reflection, 05/01/2017)
on making the art journal assignments, but the outcomes of the project did not meet her
expectations. Although at the end of every assignment she claimed that she overcame the
challenges that she confronted during the crafting process, this lack of confidence on her
art ability was never overcame. The same insecurity of making art, which she held from
the begging of the semester, continued lasting until the end of the semester.
TT was able to critically reflect upon the process sharing, “I would say [the selfexplorative process was] kind of difficult, but I like it, because you …you’re really
responsible for everything” (Interview 05/01/2017). She also said that being able to
present her artwork at a gallery made her feel professional and vulnerable. She states that,
“It’s not just like showing your art and holding it up in front of people. It’s like you’re
really putting yourself out there, and a little bit vulnerable… It’s good because it
probably pushes you to work harder but it’s a little scary” (Interview, 05/01/2017). Her
self-reflections evidently showed that she experienced all three transformative reflections
that Taylor (2010) proposed. However, she seemed not to be ready to act on the new
awareness she gained from the first research phase. The self-explorative process in the
final project as with the other assignments created a challenge for TT.
She admitted that the hardest aspect of conducting the final project (Fig 5. 38)
was determining the topic that she wanted to present. Her idea of the final project was
trying to criticize how the media often manipulated the audience’s perspective to look at
female figures from the male’s gaze. Since she could not sort out her ideas, she struggled
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to find inspiration and that made her “[have] a hard time doing the right kind of search.
Stuff wasn’t coming up the way I wanted it” (05/01/2017).

Figure 5. 38. TT. For Real?, 2017.
Although TT reflected that she felt the questions in the journals helped her to
clarify her thoughts when she conducted the project, she still struggled with sorting out
those answers clearly for me in the interview. For example, she searched and printed out
the Internet images that were related to women advertisements, such as expectation of
thinness, for her project, but she could not surely explain the connections between these
images and the way she arranged them on the paper. She states,
Well, I just wasn’t sure how to express all of my ideas for certain. I was like,
maybe I can make a video-type thing or a bunch of different stuff, but I thought
the collage would be nice because I could very specifically put together what I
thought was most important, I guess. (Interview, 05/01/2017)
In terms of the arrangement, she responded that, “I’m not really sure why I picked
this way specifically, but I just liked the way it looked” (Interview, 05/01/2017). The
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unclarity resulted in a final project that did not really match the effect that TT intended to
create. TT admitted that doing art research was hard and following instinct was
comparatively easier, and more “relaxing” for her. The mindset of preferring to make art
as a form of relaxation heavily influenced TT and seemed to restrict the ways that she
could connect her ideas with the materials that she chose for the project. TT was
definitely aware of how she worked in her comfort zones, including the materials that she
could easily obtain and her insecurity about making art. However, not applying or
challenging those awareness in her later learning and projects eventually kept her in the
nutshell and constrained her perspective transformation.
Although TT claimed that she prepared a lot for her final presentation and
according to her statement, she seemed to take away a lot from the project, my
observations did not support her statement. If I could have known her situations earlier, I
would give her some suggestions for her future creations as follows:
1. I would advise her to clarify the techniques that she wanted to use before she
created the final project. Moreover, if her financial condition allowed, I would
encourage her to think about exploring more materials and tools beyond basic
supplies. For example, although she stated that she utilized the technique of
making a collage, which was a technique that students tried in the Art Journal
Assignment 4, to create her final project, her final piece did not present this
technique clearly. I could help her to clarify how to create a collage before she
made one.
2. I would also suggest to her that she make sure that the art knowledge she
learned was clear and matched her needs or ideas for the project. Moreover, I
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would encourage her to be courageous in trying possibilities that she was
aware of. For instance, she wanted to create unity in her artwork but
unfortunately, she did not apply the principles of unity in an appropriate way.
There was a moment that she was aware of in which she could have tried to
use color to unify the tone of the art piece, but she forgot. Then, she did not
make a further adjustment. She explained that, “I thought about it, then I
forgot… and I already printed out those images… so I just went for what I
already had.” (TT, Interview, 05/01/2017)
In addition to the situations I observed above, during our one-on-one interview, I
found that she was not sure about why she included those ideas in her project. This could
have arisen from my own failure to her fully understand the project or her lack of time to
investigate and conceptualize her project. In our interview, she utilized “I don’t know”
and “I guess” nine times, “I’m not sure” three times, and “kind of” two times. The
manner in which she presented her project was full of unclarity and there were numerous
pauses during the interview. The pause moments were the moments that could be seen as
a person who was facing her edge of understating (Berger, 2004). However, a person who
really proceeded to the process of perspective transformation would not only be aware of
her edge of understating, but also be eager to expand her ability to challenge/overcome it.
As Mezirow (1994) states, “[A] new awareness may or may not trigger a comprehensive
transformation in a comprehensive ‘worldview.’ Perspective transformation may or may
not address a more inclusive single worldview, however desirable doing so may be” (p.
229). Hence, I would argue that in TT’s case, she did notice how she could make change,
but she did not desire nor feel there was a need to make the change happen. As a result,
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she did not fully transform her frames of reference and stayed within her comfort zones.
The Case of CL
The challenges of utilizing new techniques and sorting out ideas. In the first
phase of the research, CL struggled to generate ideas for his art journal assignments,
which challenged his comfort zone of utilizing various techniques to create art. He
asserted in his midterm reflection that,
I found the process of creating some of these artworks to be different from what I
normally do. The artwork that I normally create comes naturally, and it doesn’t
really require me to think or plan out what I’m trying to create. This is mostly
because a lot of the art I create is an extension of the constant doodling I’ve done
in class over the years. Around freshman year of high school, I found a particular
face that I enjoy drawing for some particular reason, and I just continued to iterate
upon it ever since. Thus, doing these art journals has certainly brought me out of
my comfort zone. (Midterm reflection, 02/23/2017)
In his midterm survey, he also utilized a confused face along with many question
marks as his metaphor (Fig. 5. 39) to represent his learning difficulties. He described this
metaphor by sharing, “I’ve been finding it relatively difficult to come up with ideas for
journals/projects” (Midterm survey, 04/06/2017).
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Figure 5. 39. CL’s learning metaphor in the midterm survey.
As he mentioned in his midterm reflection, the journal assignments challenged his
comfort zone and the way he normally did art, which was doodling. Nonetheless, did he
really step out of his comfort zone and try to be open to different art forms when
completing the assignments? The Daily Life Object Project (Art Journal Assignment 5)
was probably the only assignment that did not cause him complaint or struggle. In this
project, he turned in a notebook cover with his doodling on the top without an artist
statement, a requirement of the assignment (Fig. 5. 40). He utilized the doodling pieces as
the daily object materials that the assignment requested and the cover full of the pieces
represented his everyday doodling life. In his final reflection, he indicated that he
particularly enjoyed doing this project because he realized all the different papers, pens,
ink color, and pencils he had used (Final reflection, 05/01/2017).
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Figure 5. 40. CL’s Daily Life Object Project.
In Figure 5. 40, CL’s drawing ability is clearly shown. He could depict the
figures’ characteristics in detail. However, he expressed contradictory feelings about his
drawing ability. While he considered “doodling” the one art skill that he was good at. He
wrote in his midterm reflection: “Around freshman year of high school, I found a
particular face that I enjoyed drawing for some particular reason, and I just continued to
iterate upon it ever since” (Midterm reflection, 02/23/2017). In his presentation of the
project, he explained his reason of doodling the wired face: “I had a friend doodled some
weird faces and one type of the faces particularly caught my eyes. Then I just started to
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draw it over and over again every day. (Daily Life Object Project presentation,
03/03/2017).
CL had the confidence of doodling figures, however, he did not consider they
were “professional.” He demonstrated in his interview: “I do doodling. That’s the only
thing that I am good at...” (Interview, 04/24/2017). In the class presentation of the daily
object project, he noted that he had been drawing weird faces since he was in high school.
“They were not professional… but they represented my daily life” (Daily Life Object
Project presentation, 03/03/2017). In the presentation, when I compromised his doodling
skills, he stated that, “yeah, because I did it every day…but people in my high school
often said that I drew weird things…because the faces were weird” (03/03/2017).
Although he claimed that he did not care about other people’s judgments on his art, the
two statements above clearly showed that he cared. Moreover, even though he claimed
that he did not like be influenced by other people’s thoughts to create art, he started his
doodling because of seeing a friend’s doodling style. CL’s reaction to the judgments of
others was full of contradictions. Influenced by his high school experience, he felt that
the contents he doodled would not be appreciated by people in general because they were
“weird.” At the same time, he did not want to quit this hobby because it was the only
thing that he was good at. In an effort to protect his feelings and avoid judgements by
others, his approach was to accept and label his drawings as “weird” with an indication
that they might not be appreciated by general people’s aesthetics.
In reviewing CL’s statements from the art journal assignments during the first
phase, it is evident that although he was forced to try some different art forms, he still
preferred to apply his doodling skills for class assignments and he did not want to step
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out of his comfort zone to create art. His confidence in creating art was limited to
doodling. For example, in the midterm reflection, he stated that Art Journal Assignment 4
was a “damn collage project,” which confounded him. He felt frustrated that he tried
hours to conceptualize his ideas, but he still created something “terrible” (Art Journal
Assignment 4, 02/23/2017). However, when he was able to incorporate doodling into a
project, he felt the working process was easier. He demonstrated in his art statement for
the printmaking project (Art Journal Assignment 6) that he enjoyed the creative process
because he could, “doodle them like [he] normally would, without planning anything”
(Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/10/2017). However, in his midterm reflection, which was
written before completing the carving part of the print project, he expressed his
frustration about using the new skill. He wrote that,
Conversely, I think that the print project we are doing right now is interesting.
Probably one of the only salvageable designs I’ve made was in the final draft of
my soon-to-be carved project. Unfortunately, a combination of shaky hands and
complete lack of finesse will likely make my project end in failure. It is pretty
clear after writing this that I have little confidence in myself when it comes to
making art. (Midterm reflection, 02/23/2017)
When he had to apply different techniques or art forms to create art, he often revealed
negative emotions and statements in which he devalued his art ability. Moreover, he
revealed how he was disappointed that he could not meet the viewers’ expectation
(especially me). In this case, even though he claimed that he did not care about others’
judgments on his art, he did care.
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In his final print Lost (Fig. 5. 41), he applied his doodling style to create the
background and applied simple composition of positive and negative space to create the
focal point for the print. His work in fact was not as bad as he described in his art
statement. Although he utilized a simpler design for his focal point, the doodling
background enhanced the complexity and made the simple center stand out. He described
his design of the print the following:
I started the composition by making a cute pose for the ghosts in the middle. This
and the doodles were set in my mind from the beginning because I felt it would be
a strong composition…
I used the ghosts to symbolize my favorite character in a weird video game that I
have over 800 hours in (The Binding of Isaac). I’ve played it for over 4 years and
I feel it has left a lasting effect on my personality. I used the doodles to symbolize
the sheer amount of doodling I do on a daily basis (just one face would certainly
not be enough). Keeping up with the theme, I doodled them like I normally
would, without planning anything. Finally, for the background I did the Japanese
rising sun symbol because I am really interested in Japanese culture. (Art Journal
Assignment 6, 03/10/2017)
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Figure 5. 41. CL, Lost, 2017
Here, CL again emphasized that his doodling was influenced by a “weird” video
game that he played for years and that he did not like to “plan” out a composition for his
art. What I perceived from his assertion was a sense that he did care about how other
people viewed his art because he kept trying to offer a sort of “disclaimer” for it. In this
project, although he was required to try a new technique to create art, he reverted to what
he felt most confident and comfortable with, doodling. Another important thing that he
demonstrated here was that he preferred to create his art “without planning anything.”
This mindset would prove to be problematic later on when he had to do art research for
his final art project. As I reviewed his data, I wished I would have had much more time to
deeply investigate his negative impressions about learning art and why he was so
protective of his art as he knew he had a good drawing ability. His unwillingness to let go
of these preferences was possibly one of the obstacles that disrupted his perspective
transformation in terms of learning and creating art. Unfortunately, I did not have enough
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time to examine this further and CL did not respond to my follow-up investigations after
the course.
The challenges of self-explorative learning and being open-minded. As
indicated earlier, CL’s difficulties in coming up with ideas to create an art project were a
struggle for him the entire semester. In his final reflection on the course, he described
how he perceived the stress of coming up with ideas to complete the weekly journal
assignments: “It tends to stress me out because it forces me to get out of my comfort
zone, and it makes it difficult to figure out what I’m going to make” (Final reflection,
05/01/2017). The struggles related to sorting his ideas for art creation also happened
when he researched what social justice issues he wanted to do for the final project.
CL changed his topic three times. In the beginning, he decided that he wanted to
research “reverse discrimination” or discrimination faced by white people. He felt that
sometimes he was insulted or seen as a racist just because he was a white male. I honestly
liked this idea and encouraged him to work on this topic. However, later he requested to
consult with me on his project topic. He said that it was too hard to find an artist who
addressed this issue or relevant artworks so he wanted to change the topic. I told him he
could try to find artists who made art about racial discrimination on white people and he
could research how they presented oppression or the discriminatory situation. However,
one week later, he completely changed his topic to the stress that students receive from
schools. In his interview, he explained that,
I spent probably 30 straight hours just trying to find something, and then put it
down because I really can’t find any [relevant artworks that discussed how other
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people discriminated [against] white people]. I kind of figured that I wouldn’t
even be able to make [my project on this topic]. (CL, Interview, 04/24/2017)
Although I could understand CL’s difficulty in researching his previous topic, I
still believed that valuing the thinking process and documenting his thoughts through art
journals was an important process for creating the final project. Therefore, I requested of
CL that he redo his concept mapping and relevant search for visual representation if he
really wanted to change the topic. Also, in another personal conversation, I discussed
with him about why he considered student stress a social justice issue rather than a
personal issue. He felt frustrated again because he could not really answer my question.
Another week later, when I saw his final topic in his Art Journal Assignment 9, it
changed again, this time to censorship and social media and he did not discuss this
decision with me. In his final project he tried to persuade why people’s speech should be
censored if the speech did not hurt people (Fig. 5. 42). He did not remake his concept
mapping, relevant art representations in his life, or the art research. He overtly understood
that he should redo it and wrote this in his comments about the project. However, he did
not redo it and in his self-assessment, he deducted points from his grade because of this.
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Figure 5. 42. CL, Untitled6, 2017
When I interviewed him, I asked CL how he had chosen his original idea about
reverse discrimination and why he changed it to the issue of censorship and social media.
He responded that,
Because a lot of people do not think that white[s] were not racists. And some
people think it’s even racist to consider that so…I don’t know why [I chose the
racism as the topic]. I just [went] on Google and [searched] social issues. I figured
that might be one… (CL, Interview, 04/24/2017)
For CL, the topic was related to him because he was white and felt he had no racist
perspectives. However, he struggled to develop and support this assertion. As a result, he
did not pick this issue because he was having trouble finding artists to support his idea.

6

CL’s artist statement was very fragmental and contained some profane language. For
readability, I summarized his artist statement to briefly introduce the three frames of the
art piece as follows: The first frame indicates the man, Travis was watching a talk
show, which was criticizing President Donald Trump’s conservative perspectives. The
second frame displays the scene that somebody caught Travis and asked him not to
watch the “damn talk show” (CL, artist statement, 04/28/2017). The third frame showed
how the media continually played the conservative perspective to brain wash the public
which resulted in a “return of a conservative news now” (artist statement, 04/28/2017).
In his artist statement, he mentioned that he wanted to present that people’s freedom of
speech was being restricted as a result of media censorship. The media filtered the
information and only played the content that it wanted people to see or hear. According
to my understanding, although CL was inspired by a social media controversy, he chose
television to represent “the media” in the comic.
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He indicated that the change of topic, however, was because he inspired by a series
tweets he saw on a Youtuber’s Tweeter. He stated: “The idea that a person’s
reputation/career can be destroyed by simply having an opinion, as well as the idea that
some people have to actively censor themselves in order to not offend people” (Interview,
04/24/2017). This Tweeter host, Sargon of Akkad, had said something against
Democratic on his Twitter feed. He wrote, “Let’s face it. The Democrats just fucked,”
which offended many people because this post was overtly proposing a strong political
comment. As a result, Twitter suspended Sargon of Akkad’s account. The man began
making video games on Youtube to try to keep his voice circulating (Sargon of Akkad, I
Have Been Suspended From Twitter #FreeSargon, 01/27/2017). Moreover, CL’s further
found out that, “nobody wants to associate with him anymore” (Interview, 04/24/2017).
Hence, in his final project, CL decided to address the topic of censorship and the role of
the media in censoring free speech through a “webcomic” style, which he considered as a
social media means that conveyed the “opposite message” (CL, self-evaluated comments,
05/01/2017).
CL felt that media censorship did not really protect people from views expressed
on social media; instead, it destroyed a person’s freedom of expression. In his label of the
project he stated:
Conservatism was labeled as a hate symbol by the anti-defamation league and
subsequently removed from all forms of media to prevent hurting anyone’s
feelings. Next came the mass executions (in the name of equality), and now we
find ourselves in the home of Travis Bevel, [who is the man in the comic holding
the remoter]. Our plucky [neurons] risk[] everything in an all-or nothing
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gambit…watching a return of a conservative news show. (CL, Exhibition label
text for the final project, 04/28/2017).
The description of “hate symbol” confused me a lot. In the begging, I thought
CL’s argument was trying to convey that everyone had the right to express opinions
freely, even the perspectives were conservativism, such as Sargon of Akkad. I assumed
that CL wanted to propose that a person like Sargon of Akkad, who held a conservative
perspective on politics, should also have the same speech right as other radical
commenters who were often considered as Democrats. Therefore, originally, I thought
CL was proposing that conservatism should not be labeled as a “hate symbol,” like his
previous idea, which not all the white people should be labeled as racists. Nonetheless, in
the later part of his statement, he started to portray how conservatism blocked out other
perspectives in the name of equality and claiming that it tried to preventing people from
being hurt. At the end of CL’s statement, he changed his perspective to criticize
conservatism by brainwashing people with conservative news shows. I cannot help to
coming up the question: did he label “hate” on the conservativism? Didn’t he try to
defense for it? The final argument that CL made confused in the regard to link his initial
inspiration of doing this project.
CL empathized with the Sargon of Akkad’s situation and wanted to address the
issue of expressing one’s opinions and the concept of free speech. However, he refused to
do any research on this topic. He wanted to express his own opinion about how he was
looking at this issue in order, he said, to maintain the originality of his artwork. He noted
that, “I don’t really like doing that [finding inspirations] because I feel I will be just
copying” (Interview, 04/24/2017). In terms of the presentation of the issue, he also chose
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drawing, but in digital form. He shared, “I know that I got to use drawing because I don’t
have a good hand skill with sculpting or anything else like that” (Interview, 04/24/2017).
Another reason for this technique choice was that he wanted to ensure his grade. He
stated that, “Because it’s the final project so I figured I will try to make it the best one as
I can. I don’t want to go to something that unfamiliar and get a bad grade” (Interview,
04/24/2017). His first preference was still drawing his project physically instead of
digitally. However, he said, “it [was] just taking too long” (Interview, 04/24/2017). Even
though he had not used his drawing pad for years and he did not have any professional
digital drawing software, he chose to utilize free software with the effects that he could
tolerate and complete the project in time. He confessed that professional drawing
software, such as Painter or Illustrator, would have made it easier to present the effects he
wanted. However, he did not want to spend money on purchasing one of these. I told him
that if he could have discussed this with me earlier, I would have sent him to campus
computing labs that provide these software packages for students to use. He shrugged his
shoulders and said it was fine and he preferred to work at home.
CL stated that he was not really influenced by anything he learned from the
lectures or discussion section. Although he tried to incorporate colors in his final project
instead of the black and white that he usually did for his doodling, he did not consider
that the art elements and principles learned in class really had an impact on his final
project since he had already learned them from his other art classes. “I wouldn’t say that I
look to do that [the art elements and principles] because sometimes a lot of it [is] just
instinctive” (Interview, 04/24/2017). He further explained that, “I think you just… [see]
it… I guess like when you’re taking a picture, I used to be good at photography, and you
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just see what is a good picture” (Interview, 04/24/2017). In his final project, it was clear
that he maintained his own preferences for making art, including using drawing as his
main technique, not planning out his art ideas, and composing his work based upon
instinct. In other words, he didn’t try anything new to him.
From the beginning until the end of the semester, CL self-identified as a person
that was open-minded to art. In the pre-survey, he stated that,
I think that good artwork doesn’t have any exact criteria. The definition of art is
ever-expanding, and I find that the process of truly defining it is not worth the
time. If a rational person sees something that they think is art, then it should count
as art. People tend to spend more time arguing about art than creating it. (CL, Presurvey, 02/09/2017).
From this perspective, CL seemed to prefer making art rather than talking about it. But, is
this statement evidence of him being open-minded? As I have discussed previously, CL
seemed not to show interest in others’ art—as indicated by his refusal to research other
artists’ work for his final project, his disinterest in others’ art, and his struggle to push his
own skills and media beyond what he already knew or could do. Hence, by comparing
CL’s viewpoints among different sources, I could not help wondering that was he really
open-minded to view art and learn art?
From transformative learning perspective, having an open-mind was an essential
part for a person fully engages in critical discourse that could assist the person on the way
towards perspective transformation (Mezirow, 1994, 2003; Cranton, 2016). Cranton
(2016) proposes that a person ideally needs to acquire the following conditions in order to
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completely and freely participating in discourse other than “a reasonable minimum of
personal security, health, education:”
1. More accurate and complete information
2. Freedom from coercion and distorting self-deception
3. Openness to alternative points of view and empathy and concern about how
others think and feel
4. The ability to weigh evidence and assess arguments objectively
5. Awareness of the context of ideas and taken-for-granted assumptions,
including one’s own
6. Equal opportunity to participate in the various roles of discourse
7. A willingness to seek understanding, agreement, and a tentative best judgment
as a test of validity until new perspectives, evidence, or arguments are
encountered and validated through discourse as yielding a better judgment (p.
20)
Among these situations, I would consider #3, #5, and #7 particularly explain how a
person is open-mined when he or she engages in the process of transforming their
existing perspectives. Applying the above conditions to look at CL’s case, CL might
rethink his definition of “open-minded” as he self-claimed because none of his actions
match the descriptions of #3, #5, and #7. For example, how could a person be openminded, but did not engage in critical discourse? For instance, how can a person be openmind if he/she does not try to understand other people’s perspectives? Moreover, in CL’s
self-evaluations of perspective transformation between the midterm and final (Table 5.
10), the criterion that were related to the open-minded scenarios, which could be
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associated with #3 and #7, he both rated as “Disagree.” In this case, I could not see an
apparent example that he opened his mind during course.
Table 5. 10
The comparison between CL’s midterm and post self-evaluations on the perspective
transformation of learning art
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly
Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some assumptions that
I have always assumed to be true and wonder if there are other different
perspectives for looking at art or learning art.

Mid Post
term
3

2

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some underlying
assumptions about art/making art that are largely unconscious.

3

3

3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about art/making art
in terms of where they came from, the consequences of holding them, and
why this is important.

3

2

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when I started
this class.

3

2

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed,
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus.

3

3

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better
justified.

3

3

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent
with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

3

2

In CL’s final reflection and post-survey, he asserted that he had fun in the class
activities because participating in them was better than sitting in a quiet classroom.
However, he did not believe that he had changed any of his original perspectives about
learning art because he had already “been relatively open-minded” (Post-survey,
05/01/2017). However, he still insisted that he was not a big fan of taking art classes, past
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or present. Although he admitted that there was, “a lot of freedom to create things
creatively” (Interview, 04/24/2017) in the final project, other aspects of the course such
as taking the quizzes and completing discussion assignments were the same as his
previous art classes. In his final reflection, he noted that, “I don’t see art as anything more
than a hobby, and even then I like to learn about it on my own” (Final reflection,
05/01/2017).
In summary, the assumptions that CL held in the beginning were: 1) He saw art
more as a hobby that he did in his own time; 2) art classes were associated with
assessments and assignments that conflicted with how he wanted to make art; 3) he was
not interested in trying to define art and felt too much time was wasted trying to do so; 4)
he was not interested in other people’s art and he did not want his artwork to be judged
by others; 5) he was open-minded and accepted all types of art. Unfortunately, none of
these assumptions were altered or revised obviously at the end of the course. Moreover,
as I have discussed, CL’s assertions were often contradictory and not necessarily a true
reflection of his feelings or attitudes.
Reviewing CL’s entire learning process, he was consistently frustrated when
trying new art practices. He often devalued his ability to create art when he tried to apply
a new technique. He maintained his preference for a specific type of drawing because it
was a safer way for him to present his ideas. Although he claimed that he was openminded, he struggled to take on new tasks or to experience different art skills or art forms
and he did not really pay attention to other people’s work. Comparing his class
performance and self-reflections to those of other people in the class who transformed
their perspectives, CL did not seem to accept new challenges and forms of making art as
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an opportunity to grow in appreciating others’ art and approaching the making of art. He
asserted that art could be anything and could be self-determined, but this seemed to be a
way to protect his art from the judgment of others.
CL’s was an important case that caused me as an educator to rethink what
assistance I could provide to students like him in order to help them overcome their
learning struggles and resistances. His case also reminded me that there are additional
strategies I could try in my future teaching. This course of learning unfortunately was not
able to engage CL in enjoying the process of trying out different art experiences and
triggered him to transform any of his previous assumptions about or approaches to
learning art at this point.
What TT’s Case Shared With CL: The Resistance of Taking New Challenges
CL and TT were two different cases and the obstacles on the way of their
perspective transformation were not completely the same. However, they did share some
similar obstacles related to learning or creating art. First, they all considered many art
assignments were challenging, which often resulted in frustrations. Both TT and CL were
resistant to engaging with new art materials or saw a particular value in formal study of
art concepts or history. TT was reluctant to invest in materials for her project while CL
was unwilling to deviate from his “doodling” style for his. Both students were also
avoided conversations that might challenge their comfort zones. CL was willing to talk to
me but was not open to any suggestions that challenged his pre-conceived notions about
art or his research topics. Although TT was able to express a degree of self-reflection and
transformation, but her fear of new approaches or techniques kept her from fully
engaging in dialogue or her projects.
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Second, the two participants seemed to separate learning art and creating art as
two things: CL represented boring and completing assignments whereas TT referred to
personal relaxing action during their free time. CL liked to make art “without planning”
(CL, Art Journal Assignment 6, 03/10/2017); while TT preferred “using art as a
meditative, relaxing technique” (TT, Post survey, 05/01/2017). Third, according to their
surveys, the requirements to plan and complete assignments were the primary reasons
why, if given the choice, they would opt not to take an art classes. Forth, they valued
their grades in ARE 130 and completed every assignment on time, but they did not show
interest in investigating the assignments. CL specifically mentioned that the reason he
chose his usual “doodling” style to draw the final project was that he felt it was the best
way for him to earn a good grade. In doing so, he limited himself to experiment with new
ideas or media nor with incorporating the gallery effects to his final project as other
students did.
Challenging the Edge of Understanding
From CL and TT’s reactions during the course, it was clear that they were pushed
to the “edges of understanding” (Berger, 2004, p. 339), when they struggled with journal
assignments or had to utilize a new technique to create an artwork. As Berger points out,
the people who are on the edges of understanding will be “stumped” when they try to
answer questions or think about something they had not previously considered. “The
questions they cannot answer are questions about their own understanding of the way
they make sense of the world,” (Berger, 2004, p. 342). The questions that CL and TT
could not respond to during the course thus provide the opportunities—the moments for
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Différance, for them to rethink the previous assumptions and what they did not realize
that could be utilized for learning or/and creating art.
Comparing CL and TT’s cases to the five cases who successfully transformed
their perspectives, they exhibited the “complex continuum that ranges from those who
seek out and enjoy transformation to those who are in anguish while at the edges of their
understanding” (Berger, 2004, p. 344). For example, although SH was confronted with a
challenge to utilize his limited art ability to make his social justice art meaningful, he did
not give up. He would actively discuss with me to find solutions so that he could convey
his ideas. In comparison, CL, who had better drawing skills than SH, spent less time to
discuss his struggles with me once and he gave in to his frustrations with the research
process by switching topics often. Eventually, he decided to work on an idea that
randomly inspired him. He realized what he did not want to do, but struggled to create a
plan for what he would eventually do. The habit and assumption of enjoying doing art
without planning in this case constrained him. Mezirow (1978) asserts that, “for a
perspective transformation to occur, a painful reappraisal of our current perspective must
be thrust upon us” (p. 12). When CL finally decided upon his topic, he skipped the
research process although he was aware of that he should do. He also continuously stated
that he did not want to let any art style influence his work. From my perspective, CL
recognized his edge of understanding about his art learning, but he did not want to
transform his current perspectives.
Stepping out of a comfort zone can be threatening because the results could be
unexpected. However, without stepping out of one’s comfort zone, a person cannot know
what other possibilities he/she has to improve ourselves. Derrida (1992) asserted that the
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decisions that people make have to, “conserve the law and also destroy it or suspend it
enough to have [to] reinvent” (p. 21). Any adjustment of a structure must have space to
be deconstructable so that a new perspective or system can be constructed. Applying
Derrida’s perspective to CL’s case, it would appear that CL did not provide enough
flexibility and space for deconstructing his existing understandings. His protective
actions kept him away from “effacing” the traces that he was familiar with by taking the
new challenges and eventually decide to not change and stay in his comfort zones.
What is more, as Derrida notes, people who are really open to otherness “erase
[themselves] and [they] erase what interests [them] the most to let others speak, out of
respect” (Derrida, 2002, p. 15). In CL’s case, because he always held the assumption that
doodling was the best expressive way to him, he felt suffered when he could not apply
this technique to present his idea. He did not like to plan his art-work; hence, he
experienced a lot of frustration when he had to develop a project that explored more than
self-expression. He did not consider these challenges as opportunities for perspective
transformation and still positioned his own interests before other unforeseeable
possibilities. Since deconstruction must happen from a person’s internal will, CL’s
nutshell in this sense was not ready for deconstruction yet. It was a very similar situation
in TT’s case as well.
Several transformative learning studies about the edge of understanding indicated
the same teaching challenges that I have dealt with in the cases of CL and TT. These
studies point out that one of the toughest challenges in helping students transform their
perspectives was not in leading them to realize their edges of understanding. Instead,
these transformative learning educators note that helping students recognize and act upon
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this realization was the hardest part of their research (Berger, 2004; Generett & Hicks,
2004; Hicks, Berger, & Generett, 2005). Their findings showed that an individual’s prior
knowledge and personal history could greatly influence his or her resistance and shying
away from what he or she acknowledged as being the edge of understanding.
There are many successful cases of transformative learning, but it is still hard to
find a single approach that guarantees a resolution to the difficult situations that I have
described. These transformative educators could only keep trying different alternatives
and providing good support at the edge. In doing so, they hoped their students would
increase their comfort level by staying in this transformative space to see how they could
benefit from taking on new challenges.
Berger (2004) proposed that if adult educators could “help. . . [students] to build
firm ground in a new place” (p. 348) where they could witness their own growth, this
would strengthen students’ faith in accepting and acting upon their new challenge. Hicks,
Berger, and Generett (2005) suggest adult educators should consistently encourage adult
learners to “disentangle [their] ‘life of the mind’” by means of reflection, analysis, and
critique (p. 73). Hicks et al. believe “the necessity of action making, of doing something
about the injustices that surface through acts of reflection, analysis, and critique” (p. 73)
would assist adult learners not only in critically evaluating their own personal history but
also in relearning by understanding their personal history. I viewed CL’s and TT’s cases
as important lessons in my teaching life as a transformative educator, and I anticipate
helping other students like them stay longer at their edges of understanding until they see
their artistic growth.
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One important note: not transforming perspectives does not mean that CL and TT
did not learn anything from the course. For example, they both know how to make a
block print and acquired art knowledge on contemporary art. Hence, they were simply
not able to apply a different perspective to alter his or her frames of reference and be
open to multiple possibilities at this moment. However, it was hard to know if they won’t
grow in the future based on the experiences in this course, but that is outside the
reference of this study. In the next section, I will continue to summarize the similarities
that shared by the five participants, BR, AN, ML, SV, and SH, who transformed their art
learning perspectives after my facilitation.
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CHAPTER SIX: THE RESEARCHER’S CRITICAL ARTS-BASED
REFLECTIONS
My Previous Art Learning Experiences
I have been an art lover since I was little. When I was a second-grade student, my
homeroom teacher told my parents they should enroll me in art classes to learn some
advanced children’s art. My parents took the advice and brought me to a private art class
to learn more types of art: watercolor, clay, creative drawing, etc. When I was in the fifth
grade, I began training in specific art subjects, including watercolor and perspective
drawing, so that I could be prepared for the advanced art class in the junior school I
would attend. Since that time, I have undergone much training for my skills in order to
draw realistically. In college, I chose art education as my major to simultaneously polish
my art skills and learn how to teach art. I specifically majored in oil painting and
computer drawing.
When I graduated from college, I taught art and English in Taiwan for three years
and then went to study more theories in my master’s program. I learned art philosophies
from both the East and West; I appreciated a variety of art forms that were not traditional
fine art, such as Chinese opera and Broadway musicals. Although what I learned at this
stage was focused on theories, the knowledge deeply influenced my future teaching when
I began working with elementary school students. To show my students that art can be
created in many different ways, I tried to expose them to as many art forms and materials
as possible. After I earned my master’s degree, I had a very different perspective on what
I needed to teach elementary school students. I felt the students needed to expand their
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views of art beyond crafts and drawing. I started to incorporate many art projects across
disciplines.
Later, during doctoral studies at the University of Arizona, I was exposed to many
art educational projects that promoted social justice, critical thinking, and public
pedagogy. I also came to understand how to engage learners in art appreciation as well as
come to their own conclusions by facilitating interpretive strategies. Practicing
interpretive strategies was the first time I truly thought about how to center art learning
on the learner instead of the teacher. I realized that in the past, if students insisted on
utilizing a different method to create artwork, I would try to convince them to use the
assigned method or technique. If the student did not follow my instruction, I often felt
frustrated. Nonetheless, learning diverse methodologies for engaging students in
participation, as well as being enlightened about what art can be good for, brought me to
a whole new perspective from which to review my art teaching. When I began to teach
non-art-major undergraduate students in my second year of the doctoral program, I
valued the students’ crafting and ideas more than how they conformed to the assignment.
I positioned myself as a helper to them: I clarified art knowledge they were unfamiliar
with and assisted them in visualizing project ideas.
Transformative learning is not a new theory in adult education, and many art
educators in fact are dedicated to creating transformative learning environments for
learners (which I have already addressed in the Chapter 2). However, every time I have
facilitated transformative learning, I sensed my worldview was transformed and started to
view things differently. In this study, I also had many transformative moments. These
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moments were not all positive, but they pushed me to think and rethink my assumptions
as well as be open to more interpretation as an art educator.
Derrida’s arguments on Deconstruction provided me a critical lens— “the critical
idea” (Derrida & Ewald, 1991/2005, p. 67)—when I facilitated my research and observed
the participants’ learning process. I observed that their perceptions as well as my teaching
perspectives not only transferred after I facilitated the informal strategies, the
transformations could also happen during the learning and teaching process and
continually transformed until the end of the course or even after the course. The
transformative opportunities were always developing, and transformation can occur at
any time. As the facilitator, this was true for me as well. As someone who lives with and
always thinks about art, I applied art-based reflection to my thinking process. My
intention of incorporating the artistic process in this research was deeply influenced by
Stephanie Springgay’s (2008) perspective on a/r/tography. She said that art could help art
researchers to “express meaning as an exposure—a never yet known” (p. 39). Art helped
me as an art teacher, art educator, and artist to “materialize the in between and thus
effectively invite[d me to] move beyond static dualisms which pit theory against practice,
self against other, and mind against body towards a living, breathing, becoming—inquiry”
(Springgay, 2008, p. 39). My initial inquiry, generated from my teaching, forced me to
revisit my frames of reference and engage me in the situation of Différance.
In the following sections, I review my trajectory of being a transformative art
learning facilitator and present the artwork I made during the process. I see myself as one
of the participants in this transformative journey. I categorized themes to demonstrate the
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transformative moments I perceived. Furthermore, I utilized the perspective of
Deconstruction to analyze these inimitable moments.
Unexpected Opportunities and Challenges
One goal for educators who seek to foster students’ transformative learning is to
prepare themselves to be open to possibilities by providing various alternative options
(Langan, Sheese, & Davidson, 2010). When I designed my courses and provided
alternative options for students to learn introduced concepts, I realized I was inspired by
the differences in the students’ choices in completing their works. In turn, my learning
about teaching was very much inspired by the students’ responses and their interactions
with me.
Different Group Sizes
The first challenge I confronted in the beginning of the semester involved group
size. In the past three years of teaching at the university, I had never had any group with
fewer than 20 people. Hence, I originally expected to have at least 20 students
participating in each section. My original class activity design was based upon that many
students. Therefore, when I first got the class lists, I was shocked by the numbers, which
indicated six students in Section A and 14 in Section B. This dramatic reduction forced
me to adjust my initial class activity design.
The students’ absences from class also increased the difficulty of facilitation
because my class activities were all linked up with the lecture topics. From the teaching
side, the absences frustrated me and interrupted my teaching flow. In a fieldnote, I wrote,
“The teaching was interrupted by the students’ absences from both the lectures and
discussions” (PI’s research fieldnote, 02/13/2017). From the learning perspective, the
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students might not connect the knowledge they learned with the class activities
consistently, but rather fragmentally. Transformative learning facilitators believe that
students’ engagement is the key in the “teaching-learning process” (Langan, Sheese, &
Davidson, 2010), eventually leading to worldview transformation.
Although absences didn’t help the students, I later realized there were some
benefits to small class size. I soon found out that the facilitation for Section B (the group
of 14 students) was similar to that of a group of 20 students. There was still some space
for me to divide the 14-student group into two or three small groups depending on the
attendees on that day. However, when I facilitated class activities with Section A, we
were all in one group that included me. When I had class discussions with Section B, I
was able to select several representatives to speak but was not able to let everyone
express their thoughts due to limited class time. On the other hand, the small size in
Section A forced everyone to make contributions to every class discussion. My task was
to keep asking probing follow-up questions during the discussions because the three
students in Section A were similarly quiet. As a result, I had enough time to draw out
these students’ deeper thoughts compared with the students in Section B. The three
students were also more comfortable sharing with each other as a small, inclusive group.
The Opportunity of Using the Graduate Gallery
When I scheduled field trips to informal learning sites, I only scheduled
interpretive tours and tried to impart to the students some interpretive strategies of
appreciating artwork. I personally had not arranged an exhibition with students before.
One day during the first week of the semester I went to the School of Art office to
complete some paperwork for myself and saw some art students were setting up their
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show in one of art galleries. I was suddenly struck by the scene and screamed, “Why
didn’t I think about arranging a show with students at a gallery, an informal and
impactful art learning site?!”
I went back to the office to check if there was any vacancy during the semester.
The bad news was that most of the easily accessible School of Art galleries were already
taken. The good news was that there was a two-week vacancy at the Graduate Gallery
that I could book. The vacancy was perfectly timed—the final two weeks of the semester.
However, this gallery was mainly for graduate students to display or practice displaying
artwork. Its location was two blocks from the main campus and required access codes.
Further, I could utilize the space during the designated two weeks only and was not able
to access it before or after the reserved time period because it was booked solid by other
art graduate students.
Although the aforementioned challenges made me hesitate for a moment, I
ultimately decided to take the chance because, no matter what, the ARE 130 students
would actually have a space to incorporate with their project. It might not have been the
best plan, but it would turn out to be a good experiment, an enjoyable experience in
which the students and I faced challenges together. I then had to quickly fill out an
application to reserve the site. In the meantime, I decided to interview the students about
their experiences preparing and setting up the art show. In order to do so, I had to write
additional documents for IRB’s approval. I also had to adjust my initial plans for students
to prepare the show. I only had four weeks to help students complete the final project.
Rescheduling class activities was a huge strain because I did not want the students to
lessen their effort on other projects nor to curtail the full learning experiences leading to
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the final project. Corresponding with the lecture about institutional critique, I
incorporated a discussion section on museum effects at the UAMA. It would have been
beneficial to spend a full four weeks hanging out at the Graduate Gallery and discussing
all the things we needed and wanted to do there. Because it was not possible, I had to
plan from many different angles, including acknowledging the students about the gallery
environment and the equipment that we could utilize in class discussions and the UAMA
visit.
For me, unexpected challenges bred opportunities. The small group discussion
size gave me the chance to know the Section A students on a deeper than I knew those in
Section B. Small group size made the shy students feel comfortable to talk and express
their thoughts. The opportunity of being able to use the Graduate Gallery ended in the
great satisfaction of the students presenting their final projects. As some of the students’
comments included in chapter 4 indicate, most of them were gratified to present their
works at the gallery and enthusiastic about being able to expose others to critical ideas by
means of their artwork. Although we had limited conditions, I could tell from their faces
how they were proud of their projects.
One touching moment came when one student from Section A approached a
student from Section B after the presentation and told him that the drug issue he
portrayed in his artwork was a real situation back in his hometown. They had a short
conversation about the how drug abuse really ruins some people’s lives. As an educator,
that was a moment when I considered my facilitation successful. The students did not
participate only from their own process of creating their projects, viewing each other’s
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works and listening to what each artist said about their work also helped them to connect
with other people.
If I had not had the courage to try this new and unexpected challenge, I would
never have experienced these outcomes that provided both personal and professional
satisfaction. Hence, I would say that as a transformative learning facilitator, it was also
important to seize the unexpected challenges and turn them into opportunities. That said,
I did not intend to destroy the original plan, but rather sincerely consider alternatives to
make the “possibilities and impossibilities cross over” (Biesta, 2009). As Derrida says,
“You have to follow the rules and to invent a new rule, a new form, a new criterion, a
new law, which is never guaranteed, is the alliance of these newnesses” (Derrida &
Caputo, 1997, p. 6). I did not know if I could give the students a good experience from
displaying their projects at the Graduate Gallery, but I knew it was an opportunity to let
students experience art from a different perspective. Hence, I carefully evaluated the
students’ “historical components” (Derrida & Montefiore, 1992/2005, pp. 177-178), a
phrase which refers to students’ past learning experiences in the class, in order to make
Deconstruction happen under the existing structure.
Intersections of Teaching and Learning
Constructivism is “a theory of learning and not a theory of teaching” (Richardson,
2003, p. 1629), and transformative learning is a learning method. In many ways, as
previously mentioned, I always perceived that although I was the one who had created a
transformative learning environment, I learned from students’ perspectives as well. For
example, when I selected the dance group Jabbawockeez’s hip-pop performance to show
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students for Art Journal Assignment 3, I was focused on presenting the elements of art
utilized in Jabbawockeez’s choreography.
By analyzing this group’s performance, student ML pointed out, “As an Asian
American, myself, it makes me feel incredibly honored to see them representing and
bringing the skills among many Asian Americans in our society to light” (ML, Art
Journal Assignment 3, 02/17/2017). Until I viewed ML’s analysis about this dance group,
I did not know that Jabbawockeez’s primary members were Asian Americans. Their
ethnicity was not, then, the reason I chose the group, but what ML told me in her
assignment confirmed to me that I had made a good choice. Jabbawockeez’s dance
performances could not only present art elements from a popular cultural perspective,
they also embraced another cultural context underneath. As an Asian, I could definitely
sympathize with ML in feeling proud of this dance group. The feeling was very similar to
how the Taiwanese feel about Jeremy Lin, an American-born man whose parents are
from Taiwan, who became a famously great player in the NBA (National Basketball
Association). After viewing ML’s assignment, I went to research more about
Jabbawockeez and the group’s history and now have a deeper understanding about the
group and even more of a reason to use their performance as a class resource in the
future.
In October 2016, I went to Tacoma, Washington to attend the XII International
Transformative Learning Conference. The things that I heard during the presentation
“Engaging Intersections: Mapping the Neuronal Underpinnings of Transformative
Learning,” presented by Dr. Daniel J. Glisczinski, repeatedly came to mind as I
conducted this research as he points out transformative learning helps people to activate
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their neuronal networks. Critical reflections and dialogues, he has found, will increase the
neuronal intersections, which are related to the brain’s attention system of altering,
orienting, and executing (Glisczinski, 2016). When people face “disorienting dilemmas”
(Mazirow, 1978b), the neuronal system will be stimulated, and neurons will try to find
intersections for possible solutions. The process of activating the neurons’ networking
will urge people to alter their thinking patterns—which can be referred to as Mezirow’s
(1997) “frames of reference”—and then orient their perspectives. Further, people may
revise their actions based upon their changed perspectives.
Glisczinski’s viewpoints particularly jumped up to my head when I encountered
inspiring moments during the research. Although I had not really faced a dramatic
“disorienting dilemma” (Mezirow, 1978b, p. 12), I was more in the situation of
“exploring options for new ways of living” (p. 12), or in this case of thinking about
teaching and learning, during the research process. Moreover, each intersection became a
connective point between the students and me, further activating our relationships in the
class. In my midterm reflection about my teaching in the first phase, I completed the
artwork Intersection (Fig. 6. 1).
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Figure 6. 1. Ting Fang Chien, Intersection, 2017.
I created three square canvases to represent the presumptions the students and I
had about the transformative process. The strings and crayon lines represent how we
interacted and made connections with each other and formed intersections. I also applied
Chinese ink and acrylic in this piece and tried to mix the color effects as one. This
symbolizes how my Asian cultural background was immersed in most students’ Western
cultural backgrounds. Here, I tried to present my understanding of Derrida’s (1982)
concept of “traces” (p. 13) and Mezirow’s (1997) “frames of references” (p. 5). Although
I harmonized two materials in the piece, it did not mean that I fundamentally changed
each material. Rather, through the process of Différance, I was aware of what made me
different than these students and found out what similarities we share with each other.
Therefore, I could generate conversations with the students and find connections. Even
though every canvas is unified into one composition, the three squares are still separate.
They do not change into different objects. What I want to symbolize here is that although
people can influence each other using various interactions and connections, their sense of
self does not (or should not) disappear.
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The Balance of Relationship and Authority
Fostering Relationships through Dialogues
Almost every educator would agree that building a good relationship with
students is an essential element for teaching. A good relationship between teacher and
leaner also helps to increase the learner’s interest. Transformative learning theorists
encourage teachers to facilitate dialogues to engage students in discourse and learn to
listen to other people’s opinions (Brookfield, 2001; Cranton, 2011; Dirkx, 1997; Mezirow,
2010; Taylor, 2010). Dialogues in ARE 130 did help to open students’ minds toward
others’ thoughts. In addition, I considered that the facilitator (me) was also part of the
transformative learning loop. I argue that not only did dialogue benefit students by
learning from each other, but it also helped me understand the students’ ideas and needs.
I learned to understand the students’ perspectives and intentions through group
conversations and individual discussions. In the process of having dialogues, I could
know their needs and further provide relevant resources and support for the learners.
However, it was a challenge for them to discuss their needs or questions with me.
In my previous research (Chien, 2017), I have addressed how interpretive
strategies have made me a better, more thoughtful educator, and a lot of it was attributed
to observing carefully and asking questions. Every class has its unique student dynamic
and personality. Some classes are quiet, some are talkative, and some are rebellious.
Students in different classes present various cultures. Different teachers have different
strategies to understand and reach students. I incorporate interpretive strategies a lot
because it helps me “catch the moment” and I ask follow-up questions when I am in
conversations with students.
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“Catch the moment” in conversations refers to the moments that educators “can
say or do something to deepen people’s thinking or to put others in touch with their
feelings” (Smith, 2007, p. 16; also see Jeffs & Smith, 1999, pp. 209-210). Smith (2007)
also reminds educators that sometimes educators have to assist learners “to connect with
the questions, issues, and feelings that are significant to people, rather than what they
think might be important” (p. 16). The one-word strategy always works to invite students
to share some feelings with the class. In this research, I utilized the one-word strategy as
an ice-breaker for them to introduce themselves to the entire class. Then, I paid attention
to their answers so that I could ask follow-up questions.
I also tried to display different art forms and media five minutes before the class
started for students to appreciate. On the one hand, students could be exposed to art from
different aspects, which were usually related to the lecture topic of the week, but not the
resources from the lecture. On the other hand, I could have some topics to share or
discuss with the students as a warm-up activity. For example, in the second week, when I
played a dance video performed by Korean pop singers, I saw student SH looking at the
video with a lot of interest. I approached him and asked, “Do you like Korean pop?” He
answered me with shyness, “Yeah, I like it. I knew many Korean songs from my buddy
and I like their dance” (SH, personal communication, 01/30/2017). SH was so shy when
he first entered the class. He always had a cap on his head and spoke at a low volume.
This conversation opened the door between us; I was able to ask some follow-up
questions about how he felt about K-pop, what groups he knew, and why he liked their
performances.
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Without this good start, I do not believe that SH would have given me the chance
to help him visualize his ideas about the final project. As I discussed in his case
description in Chapter 5, he liked art but did not feel art learning was fun, as in his
experience it often was related to sitting in the classroom and listening to lectures.
According to his final reflection, he mentioned that he did not plan to actively participate
in the class and would rather just listen. However, the discussions and activities engaged
him in the learning process. In fact, our relationship improved with each activity.
A similar task on improving relationships also happened with student AL, a
student in Section B who always showed up in the class with an attitude that she did not
really care about participating in class activities, but who completed every assignment
and never turned in anything late during the first half of the semester. When I invited her
to contribute to the weekly sharing of music we were listening to before the class started,
she turned it down right away. With one headphone still hung on her ear, and said, “I
don’t listen to music.” Looking at her headphones, I had not expected she would say that.
I asked again, “Any kind? Not at all?” She said it with solid voice, “Yeah. I don’t listen
to music.” Since this was a voluntary activity, I stopped trying to convince her to do it.
Later on, when I viewed her pre-class survey, I found out that the art event she would
most like to participate in was going to music concerts.
I suspected that she might not dislike music, but she might not like me, my
teaching, or the activity. However, suspicions were no help in improving our relationship
in the class. We were not able to have an advanced conversation after the presentation of
the Daily Life Object Project. She pasted receipts from restaurants into the shape of a
circle to represent her college life as a cycle of consumption. Although she presented her
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idea during a class presentation, I asked her more details about her conceptualization
process for the piece, such as what made her choose the materials, how she found the
connections between the materials and her life, etc. I asked her the magic question, “Your
work was really interesting, could you tell me more about that?” I had learned from my
teaching experiences that many students would be willing to share more about their
thoughts with me if I revealed that I cared about their ideas or work. What I wanted to
emphasize here was that, when I say “care” about a student’s work, it does not mean that
I only care about the final product. It is even more crucial to care about how this work is
connected with the student’s personal life. Later, as we talked about more of her projects,
our relationship improved and our discussion topics branched out to other aspects of her
life.
Much transformative learning research focuses on discussing how to help learners
to build relationships with their peers so that they are able to be more open to other
people’s perspectives or focuses on how the trusting teacher-student relationship provides
learners a safe environment for engagement (Alcéntara, Hayes, & Yorks, 2010; Taylor,
2010). However, there is not much mentioned about how a healthy teacher-student
relationship also helps the teacher to manage the environment for transformative learning
(Cranton, 2016). Nonetheless, the teacher-student relationship is a core concept for
informal educators to facilitate informal learning. Many educators who are interested in
facilitating informal learning have mentioned that trusting relationships help learners
open their minds and encourage them to accept new challenges (Jeffs & Smith, 2005;
Cranton, 2011, 2016). In SH’s and AL’s cases, they both were not confident in creating
art, leading to more struggles in presenting or putting their art ideas together. Once we
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had a healthy relationship for discussion and consultation, I was able to help them to
visualize their ideas and provide the support they needed.
Almost every learner-centered theory emphasizes the importance of educators
supporting students. However, I cannot imagine how an educator can do so without a
good relationship with students. If students do not ask for help, there is nothing I can do
for them. AL and SH both spent time discussing their ideas of the final project with me
and consulted with me about how they could display the ideas that were in their minds. It
is hard to describe what I felt when I saw their final works and how much I learned from
helping them overcome their struggles.
In reflecting on how relationships influenced my teaching as well as students’
learning, I made the visual representations below (Fig. 6. 2). I drew and created my
relationships by using different string materials to symbolize my relationships with
different students. The strings needed a particular space so that when I flipped them, they
could flip the color on the canvas. Different strings symbolized my various relationships
with students. Some students need more space and flexibility to react to my teaching (the
right tension between the two ends of one string can generate straight lines when it is
flipped on the canvas). Making the relationships either too loose or too tight will not
generate good learning relationships (making the strings loose or too tight will make it
difficult to generate lines). The lines symbolize the connections between my teaching and
learning as well as the students’ learning. In the art making process, I also realized that I
could never force a relationship. The relationships in transformative learning/teaching
were built from a variety of types of interactions.
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Figure 6. 2. Visual reflection on my relationships with students, 04/09/2017.
The End of Teaching
As introduced in the Chapter 2, constructivism dictates that students have to
construct their own meanings, comprehension, and knowledge, which teachers cannot do
for them. Biesta (2013) has called the situation of teachers sharing their powers with
students as “the end of teaching” (p. 450). Students now have to actively make decisions
and gain the knowledge that they want to acquire. Teachers in this case are helpers, who
are resourceful and supportive of students’ ways of learning. This idea is in contrast with
the traditional role of teachers, which is focused on authoritative delivery of knowledge.
Although I have taught college students based upon constructivism for many years, it is
still not easy for me to share authority.
I have always struggled with the balance between my authority as a teacher and
students’ voices as artists. In the process of facilitating informal learning strategies in this
study, I always tried to give students more freedom and the opportunities to make their
own interpretations or expressive choices. However, as a person, I also have my own
preferences and perspectives. Moreover, I trained to be a school art teacher and have been
one until now, which means I trained to utilize standards to assess and evaluate students’
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works so that the students would have grades. Giving grades to students used to be an
easy thing for me as a teacher, but it is the hardest thing for me to do now because I know
that many students’ efforts resulted in art that might not look “good” based on my
standards. On the other hand, many students made “good” artwork that could be
attributed to their natural artistic abilities or previous training. The final products did not
always mean that the students really paid attention to the learning content or process. For
example, I cannot describe my disappointment when I saw one student show up to the
Daily Life Object Project presentation with a flimsy, fragile daisy flower that was made
of two paper-bowls, especially because I knew that this student had good art skills.
However, the student made a really insightful statement to explain his idea about how he
connected the materials with his life and why he utilized the daisy to symbolize his
current life. Similarly, when a student completed all her assignments “correctly” by
presenting all the materials that were required, but failed to capture the assignment’s
spirit, it was obvious to me that the student only “completed” the assignments rather than
engaging in exploration. I was frustrated at these moments when my perceptions were
different from my expectations, leading me to question if my expectations stemmed from
my preference, art stereotypes, or just misunderstanding the students’ intentions in art
making.
In sum, I am continually confronted with the challenge of being a teacher who
gives students choices when they make art and evaluating their art learning. I believe they
do need space for expressing their creativity and voice. However, I think it would be
irresponsible to throw students into a project for which they did not yet understand the
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content, especially when they have insecurity about learning and approaching art: the
freedom might freak them out from further positive learning experiences.
Although transformative learning theorists believe emancipatory learning is the
ultimate goal for learners to achieve, they do not object to the importance of instrumental
and communicative learning (Cranton, 2002; Mezirow, 1997; Taylor, 2010). Similarly,
they do not deny informational learning. Hence, in a foundational general art class such
as ARE 130, I believe that basic introductory lectures along with art making activities
were helpful to establish students’ emancipatory learning and allowed them to realize
what types of choices they could have. Many participants, including all the five cases that
reported in Chapter 5, confessed that the lectures, class activities, and art journal
assignments before the final art project helped them open their eyes to various art forms
and media, and gave them inspiration or direction for the final project.
Dialogues with students really helped me a lot to understand their thoughts and
further engaged them in participating in the class as I mentioned earlier. Another
significant decision that I learned from sharing authority in this research was the final
project that provided the students a free-choice learning process and designing a selfevaluation rubric. As BR stated in her interview, she own the “freedom” to decide the
topic she cared about and utilized the materials she felt that could best present her work.
ML also shared that the final project provided her the chance to bring awareness of AIDS
transmission to the audience, but also provided her a chance to learn more extensively
about a topic she’d had in a class. I did not term the final project “self-directed learning”
because some of the students were still getting used to the process of coming up an idea
and exploring materials. I preferred to name it as “self-explorative learning,” which
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meant I provided guidelines to provide prompts and some resources for students
constructing their projects, but the students decided what content they would explore
more deeply. In BR’s case, although she was already familiar with the process of
conceptualizing an art project, she still explored immigrant issues on a deeper level and
learned aspects about it that she had not considered before.
Unlike the first phase of the research, which I provided much guidance to lead the
students to explore art forms, materials, and concepts, in the second phase I spent most of
my time discussing and assisting students in overcoming technical problems or
difficulties in presenting their artworks. I also had to control how I presented my ideas to
the students as I wanted to let the projects be their own, not mine. When I helped SV
conceptualize her wall, I really struggled with whether I should give her ideas that might
assist her in completing her project on time. I had at least three ideas about constructing a
wall to represent the border between the United States and Mexico but held them until
our interview. I planned to give her those options if she could not find her own idea to
compose her wall. When she told me her idea about using avocado boxes, I knew my
facilitation had worked. Her approach was strong and I had never thought about it!
Designing the self-evaluation rubric was another influential process for both the
students’ and my learning. When I led the discussion about what criteria they wanted to
list on the rubric for the final project, students in Section A finished the discussion
quickly. However, students in Section B were more passive in their discussion and it
became drawn out. I remember that we were almost finishing the discussion, but the
period was up and most students started to pack up their stuff to go. I asked them, if we
could finish deciding the percentage of each criterion, but one student said, “You can
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decide it.” I said, “But this was your project, your rubric. It is not my project.” The
student just smiled and responded, “Whatever,” then he left. Other people did not talk
and left too. I did not receive disrespectful feelings any of the students, but I could do
nothing with their passivity towards the self-evaluation rubric.
In the next following week, I decided to discuss the rubric that I had summarized
from the last discussion and showed them the percentage that I considered fair.
According to their passive reactions the previous week, I did not expect that they would
want further discussion. However, one student raised his hand to question if the
percentage for originality should be increased because the originality of the idea was an
individual’s invention. The student who said that I could decide the percentage responded
this student’s call and agreed with him. We had a short discussion and adjusted the
percentage. Although the students first appeared not to care about the rubric, it eventually
became a tool for them to reflect their efforts when they evaluated and made comments
on their performance in each criterion. The examples of BR and SV’s cases could be
reference from Appendix W, which showed how they detailed and reflected on their
efforts of the project. I was surprised that most students commented on their performance
in a fairly objective way. The student who suggested to increase the percentage of the
criterion of originality later reflected that this was the first time that he had the right to
grade himself and felt that his grade really matched his efforts.
When I facilitated free-choice learning and a self-evaluation rubric, I learned to be
a supporter rather than being a facilitator. This is an example of the risk, that Smith
(2007) points out, the informal learning educator often confronts when she or he
facilitates informal learning strategies. He asserts that, “Informal learning tends to be
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unpredictable—practitioners do not know where it might lead” (Smith, 2007, p.15). I
could not predict the direction as I assigned students specific topics for the journal
assignments. I could only provide methods to assist them in figuring out their directions,
such as concept mapping and finding relevant artworks and visual representations. I
could not provide any suggestion if they did not approach me. Although I still was the
final person to decide project grades, I told students that I respected their self-graded
comments and would not change their self-evaluated grades unless they overtly under- or
over-evaluated themselves. In the second phase of the research, which was the working
process of the final project, my role as an instructor was very vulnerable, but my role as a
resource guide was clear. My vulnerability, however, allowed me to take risks to help
students by utilizing all my professional knowledge and required me to be patient and
supportive. For example, when student JC had problem finding artists who had worked
on the topic of child abuse by means of photography, she discussed this with me. I
suggested Lewis Hine’s photographs on child labor. Although his perspective was not
evident in her final work, she found the suggestions helpful, especially in how Hine
utilized his lenses to capture vulnerable moments. In another instance, AL decided on the
topic of social media bullies from Facebook posts, but she did not know what type of art
could present a feeling of being threatened on the Internet. We discussed this and came
up with the idea that she would collect a large amount of social media bully posts, either
from Facebook or Twitter. I found a projector for her to project the posts on the wall.
When people looked at her collage, the posts would actually project on the viewers’
bodies. She was really excited about this idea and made a slide show for the exhibition.
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Being vulnerable and not absolute authority in a classroom was challenging
because I could not predict what the students needed and what questions they would ask.
Weimer (2012) asserts that teachers’ resistance to giving up their authority arises from
fear of what they may not be able to overcome before they’ve given “any chance of these
approaches leading to transformative learning” (p. 449). A teacher’s resistance to
changing and challenging his or her teaching also will limit the effectiveness of students’
learning. In this study, there were some challenges that I could conceive of and some I
could not. However, for both the expected or unexpected challenges I tried to figure out
how to overcome them. I knew that it was a powerful process that would empower me
become a better educator and I would learn if my professional knowledge was enough to
help the students find the resources they wanted. The process also taught me to find
resolutions with the students if I could not provide an adequate solution for them. This
learning process particularly impressed me and transformed my teaching perspective. It is
a challenge that informal educators often face as the place they educate people is not
always in classrooms and situations vary so much. Nonetheless, such challenges of facing
unexpected situations outside of classroom or teaching process is not commonly adapted
in formal education systems since teachers in formal systems usually have defined
environments and curriculum for preparing their teaching, and hold more authority than
informal educators.
Reflecting on my entire teaching process, I completely share Jeffs and Smith’s
(2005) argument on “empowerment” (p. 21). They argue that talking about empowering
students assumes that educators are privileged to own power so that they can “give” it to
students, which poses a “risk being anti-liberatory” (p. 21). They suggest that, “Power is
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a feature of relationship. It is not something given or gifted” (p. 21). I would further
propose that it was the process of engaging in transformative learning that empowered
both the teacher (me) and students.
In the final presentations at the Graduate Gallery, I also made the artwork Art
Quotes (Fig. 6.3) to co-exhibit with the students. As I shared in the presentation, I learned
much from their engagement in the class activities and particularly the process of helping
them create the final projects. I collected all the students’ short statements of what they
thought about art should be good during our class discussions. I was emotionally affected
by these statements. Often, we believe and admire the words of celebrities, historically
famous people, experts, teachers, and etc., but how often do we notice that many people
in our daily lives have spoken insightful and inspiring words? I utilized digital software
to make the students’ statement into quote images (see Fig. 6. 3).
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Figure 6. 3. Ting Fang Chien, Art Quote (all the students’ names are protected), 2017.
I found 14 second-hand certificate and photo frames to mount the quote images
(Fig. 6. 4 & Fig. 6. 5). I intended to make the images look like certificates, antiques, or
images that people would hang on their walls. I wanted to create an illusion to probe
viewers’ questions of, “Who were these people?” “Who said those astonishing words?”
with the result that they would realize that these amazing words came from normal
people who had deeply experienced crafting art based upon social justice issues. In the
exhibition, I also set two blank papers in two frames and encouraged viewers who were
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not the students in my sections to write down their art quotes and be part of my artwork.
Thinking through and creating this work helped me to reflect on my struggles and the
cheerful moments I gained from this teaching journey. The process encouraged and urged
me to maintain my passion on the route to facilitating transformative art learning.

Figure 6. 4. Ting Fang Chien, Art Quote (one of the quotes, the student’s name is
protected), 2017.
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Figure 6. 5. Ting Fang Chien, Art Quote (one of the quotes, the student’s name is
protected), 2017.
The Critical Artistic Reflective Process
In this research, I facilitated many art activities to guide students to understand
and approach art from hands-on experiences; this engaged them in experiential learning.
The students also completed art journal assignments as their art reflections on some
specific topics that they were assigned to explore. By applying an a/r/tographic
perspective, I not only created artworks to reflect my teaching while leading the ARE 130
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discussion sections, but also reflected on my teaching through the research writing
process. I believe that doing research is not only presenting what a researcher perceives
during the process of conducting the research, but also what understanding she acquires
and realizes afterwards. The writing process asks a researcher to fully review her research
data again and select the most important messages that she wants to exhibit to
readers/others. Therefore, in the coming sections I will present my critical artistic
reflections for the writing process.
What Formed My Teacher Researcher Role in this Study
As I illustrated in Chapter 1, I prefer to call the challenges that I faced during the
research “challenges” instead of “limitations.” I started to reflect on these challenges
when I wrote up the dissertation. I was especially focused on discovering my role in this
research as a teacher researcher. In the artwork Outlining A Teacher Researcher #1 (Fig.
6.6), I reflected on how my role (the outline) as a teacher researcher was shaped and
formed. Again, the making process was a meaningful exploration for this piece. When I
started to think about creating the artwork, I wanted to portray something about the
relationship between the outline (my role) and the background (the environment).
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Figure 6. 6. Ting Fang Chien, Outlining A Teacher Researcher #1, 2017.
In the beginning, I reproduced my face outline to represent how I looked when I
concentrated on thinking about my research and teaching. Originally, I planned to utilize
paper tape to save the outline of my image and paint over the tape traces so that the blank
part would remain white. When I taped the outline of the image, I realized, “No, I did it
opposite! It was the environment, such as the school system, the theories I learned, and
the students I taught that shaped and informed my role in the research!” For example, I
did not intend to curate the final presentation in the Graduate Gallery, but the unexpected
challenge I undertook forced me to modify a lot of my initial plan and class activities. At
the same time, I learned that one important thing about facilitating informal learning was
to be ready to “respond to situations, to experiences” (Smith, 2007, p. 16).
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When I facilitated informal learning strategies, I felt that many situations that I
dealt with were similar to those of educators working in informal situations. As Smith
(2007) notes,
Not having a curriculum also removes a hiding place for educators. Instead of
seeking to transmit information, they have to engage with situations and with
people—and this inevitably throws their character into the spotlight. Their
behavior, attitudes, and values are scrutinized. (p. 16)
In facilitating informal learning strategies, I only had basic frameworks for the class
schedule without a fixed structure in order to be adjustable any time. By doing so, as I
mentioned earlier in this chapter, I encountered many unpredictable challenges.
Moreover, sharing power with the students weakened my authoritative voice and required
me to be flexible. Additionally, I had to evaluate how my revised facilitation could still
follow my beliefs about transformative teaching. Dealing with all those situations pushed
me to find a lot of alternatives for revisions and challenged how I thought about my role
as a teacher researcher. To present the image of how I formed and revised my roles in the
research, I dug out the paper tapes I had collected in the past and reversed my initial way
to create the artwork. The paper tapes, which I utilized to represent environmental
influences, eventually filled the empty part of the composition, leaving the outline of my
image white.
The paper tapes were also carefully chosen to represent different cultural
influences. I have collected these paper tapes from different countries, including Taiwan
and the United States. They represent my multicultural experiences in terms of art
teaching and learning. They symbolize my intentions of trying to expose students to the
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artists and their projects from different cultural backgrounds. As an Asian (Taiwanese)
teacher in this study, my perspectives were also influenced by the cultural differences of
students having cultural backgrounds that differed from mine. For example, I learned
about military objects and relevant American veterans’ issues in the United State from
SH.
Joining the army in my country is obligatory for adult men who are 18. To be
honest, a lot of Taiwanese men do not like this law because they think that to serve for
almost two years is a waste of their time. Although I knew that serving for the army in
the United States is voluntary and a lot of Americans, no matter male or female, are
proud to serve. Still, I was really surprised that so many people would want to join the
service, and especially to hear the passion a student, SH, shared in expressing his
eagerness to serve in the army in the future. He knew a lot of different weapons that the
American army has utilized in battle and how those weapons might also adversely affect
American soldiers’ health. Despite his criticism of veteran institutions not taking
adequate care of veterans, he still held the dream of becoming a soldier. SH’s case
provided me a different perspective on military service from a different culture.
The cultural similarities and differences between the students and me hence
formed a part of the outline of my image as a teacher researcher. Additionally, in the
taping and shaping process, I realized that I was in the status of “Différance” that Derrida
describes (1982, p. 14). In the research process, I also revisited my personal experiences
and previous knowledge. I rediscovered those “deferred” or “temporalized”
understandings by means of the action of differing (Derrida, 1982, p. 14). By engaging
myself in this rediscovering process I was able to realize the unrecognized or ignored
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knowledge or understanding that I already have. These realizations could be seen as new
possibilities that I have to stay open to in order to activate Deconstruction. From this
perspective, the process of pasting and selecting the tapes to form the outline of my
image could be referenced as the action of how I deconstructed my old teacher researcher
outline, adjusted, and re-shaped myself through the processes of teaching and
researching. I was, and am, still the same person, but I could also be considered a new
person. With these changes, I cannot replicate the past me for the future.
At many moments I enjoyed seeing how the students engaged in the art activities I
designed and conducted during teaching. However, I also had moments when I was
trapped during the research. The obstacles could be some students’ careless reactions, the
theories I read, and unexpected interruptions. Also, although I was trying to implement
informal learning strategies in my research, many formal systematic settings would
intervene, such as the school schedule and grading system. Through the process of
creating the piece, I found these traces in my teaching process outlined my image as a
teacher researcher, no matter they made positive or passive impacts. The pieces of tape
destroyed each tape’s original pattern and continuously reformed a new one when I
pasted tapes and then covered by other tapes.
Those pieces of tape are my “traces,” the known or not-yet-realized existences
that compose and composed me (Spivak, 1997, p. xviii). They are the traces that “must
comply both that necessity and that erasure” (xviii). Spivak (1997) explains that
Derrida’s assertion about traces is to probe people to “change [their] certain habits of
mind” and “we must learn to use and erase our language at the same time” (p. xviii).
Based upon this point of view, I consider my traces as those advantages and
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disadvantages that I realized from revisiting my past teaching. I must “erase” (by pasting
other tape clips—other traces) so that I change certain habits of mind—my frames of
reference. At the same time, I create the active moments to deconstruct my role in this
research and see what might be changed for future research. In doing so, “new teaching”
and a new approach to my teacher role efface the old ones.

Figure 6. 7. Tapes deconstruct each other’s pattern.
What Disrupted My Teacher Researcher Role in This Study
When I wrote Chapter 4, I recalled a lot of touching moments as well as
disruptions during the facilitation of the class. In my fieldnotes, I wrote that one of my
struggles was “the teaching effect is kind of disrupted by some students’ absences from
both lecture and discussion section” (PI’s research fieldnote, 02/13/2017). Students’
behaviors or reactions also sometimes caused emotional disruptions for me. For example,
there was one student, AS, who had many excuses about his delays turning in
assignments. Moreover, he utilized sickness as the excuse to take the first three quizzes
one week later than the scheduled quiz dates. I wrote in my research fieldnotes,
I have to be as objective as possible so that I won’t “assume” anything from the
students and will not be influenced by their behaviors or reactions. For example,
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AS always tried to challenge our course policy, and it’s hard to tell if he did it on
purpose or just could not help to doing it, such as those delayed assignments. He
always probes my negative feelings when I tell myself to just forget the feelings
However, he did have some good ideas in making art, though not completely
following the instructions at all. (PI’s research fieldnote, 04/17/2017)
Other than students’ absences, my personal life sometimes would distract my teaching
and writing processes. For example, my eyes became seriously infected because I was hit
by a birdy while playing badminton. This forced me to rest for few days and made me
unable to stare at my computer for long periods. My writing schedule suffered.
Often when reading a dissertation or research article, we care more about the
research participants and what happens to them rather than what happens to researcher.
Events in a researcher’s life interrupt and disrupt their study and can possibly change its
design or results. Although the disruptions I mentioned above sound negative, they
became lessons that made me a more thoughtful educator. As a teacher researcher, it is
not possible to reject interruptions during the research process. However, I wish to
emphasize it took great effort to keep myself on track.
My second work Outlining A Teacher Researcher #2 (Fig. 6. 8) engages my life
as a teacher researcher. I used tissue paper, notebook paper, masking tape, and acrylics to
make this piece. The colorful paint and tissue paper pieces represent the components of
my colorful life as Claire/Ting Fang Chien. The different patterns of tissue paper indicate
aspects of my personal life, such as exercising, traveling, and socializing. The notebook
paper symbolizes my learning notes. The paint strokes convey my love of creating,
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researching, and teaching others about art. These represent how I formed and conducted
the research.

Figure 6. 8. Ting Fang Chien, Outlining A Teacher Researcher #2, 2017.
I utilized masking tape to represent interruptions such as schedule changes,
students’ irregular attendance, and my health. As Figure 6. 9 shows, when I removed the
masking tape, it sometimes peeled off the surface of the background. This pulling away
symbolizes the interruptions I confronted during the research, each of which tore a little
piece of me off and disturbed the course outline. However, it did not stop the formation
of my image outline. The incomplete but identifiable outline of my image displays that,
although I had many interruptions and disruptions, I completed my research with
confidence and certainty.
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Figure 6. 9. Some background surface peeled off when I removed the masking tape.
How Teaching Made Me a Better Teacher Researcher
Effacement. When I completed writing up all the students’ cases presented in this
study, what I reflected most deeply on was how all these diverse relationships interwove
with each other and created intersections. By probing these learning intersections, my
teaching was able to connect with students’ learning. I completed collecting all the
research data on the date I finished interviewing student AS; that day, I felt that my heart
was bursting with passion. I thought my relationships with the student participants and
my teaching them were at an end, and that moment held a certain level of significance for
me. Later, I concluded my visual thoughts as seen in Figure 6. 2 and made the artwork
Effacement (Fig. 6. 10).
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Figure 6. 10. Ting Fang Chien, Effacement, 2017.
In the painting, I flattened the relationships I explored and demonstrated in the
earlier artworks onto one surface. The black background represents my various
relationships with students. When all the interactive relationships between us cover the
blank (white) canvas, it (I) becomes another “new” blank canvas although it is still the
same physical canvas. I used Derrida’s (1967/1997) perspective of “effacement” as a lens
to look at my thinking and creative process for this piece. It can be seen as “the moment
that the proper name is erased in a system” (p. 108). It represents another “writing,”
which signifies another “‘subject’ from the moment that this obliteration of the proper is
produced” (p. 108). Once again, Derrida’s assertion of effacement is never about deletion
or removal. Rather, it embodies the hint that something is formed at the same time and
takes over the position of the existing subject in the present.
If Figure 6. 2 represents the action of erasure, the painting, Effacement, in this
sense represents the subject that is produced after the erasure. It symbolizes how I
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allowed all the events and relationships that occurred during the research to “erase” my
previous teaching assumptions, thus generating a new space for the future. Moreover,
other than black, I only utilized primary colors in this piece to symbolize the initial
desires, connections, and sparks of inspiration I always hope to instill in students.
Interweaving reflections. My writing process provided me another chance to
review and examine my teaching and learning; as well, it transformed my perspective
because in writing I conducted this study again. I also reviewed the artworks I made
throughout the entire research process. I saw how I was similar to students AN and BR as
I tried to start my creations using materials and techniques familiar to me, such as
painting and mixed media. At the end of teaching the course, I realized this and started to
consider other materials I could use to exhibit how the students inspired me at the
Graduate Gallery. Since it was a public exhibition, I also wanted to make my artworks
interactive. Therefore, I made the installation Art Quotes. Although it was still related to
digital drawing, a technique in which I am skilled, I had not yet incorporated digital
drawing in any of my artwork in the past. In creating the series Outlining A Teacher
Researcher, it was my first time fully utilizing paper tapes to form an artwork though it
was not my first attempt to create a collage. The three works of art present how I
transformed my art-making perspectives by fusing old and new experiences. I put my
main focus on the materials that could convey the best metaphorical meanings for my
research. I learned to be familiar with and control the new materials.
At the end of the study, I was left with a completely new way to make art. I often
thought about and wrote down actions related to knitting, such as the terms
“interweaving,” “incorporating,” “intersection,” and “connection” (PI’s research fieldnote)
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in my research process and research fieldnotes. I had once learned the knitting skills
while in college, but I never thought about applying this skill to create an artwork.
However, the strings I utilized in the earlier stage of the research seemed to naturally lead
me to this technique. Because it was not my strongest crafting skill, I was looking for
other techniques I knew I was capable of due to my limited time. However, I could not
find another skill more metaphorical than knitting to represent my perceptions of those
terms in this study. Hence, I decided to practice it and see if I could challenge myself
further. Finally, I successfully created the piece Interweaving Reflections (Fig. 6. 11).

Figure 6. 11. Ting Fang Chien, Interweaving Reflections, 2018.
While writing the analysis of each case in this study, I wound different-colored
strings around the canvas as the background. Each color represents one student case that
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is detailed in this study. The intervals between the strings of the same color represent the
intensity I perceived when writing up that student’s case. On the top, the canvas is
tangled from different directions by the sacramental green, which represents weaving my
thoughts when reflecting on the facilitation of student learning. The piece shows that
though the students’ cases had already become solid data after my facilitation, through
reflecting on my teaching and learning experiences, many intersections were still
continuously generated during my writing process.
I also utilized the crocheted flowers to represent the findings gained from this
process of interweaving. I positioned the flowers on the places that had several
intersections to symbolize positive results of the interweaving process (Fig. 6. 12).
However, not every connection and intersection led to positive perspective
transformation (Deconstruction). Rather, they provided the opportunities for positive
perspective transformation (Deconstruction) to be activated and to occur. The knitting
process was metaphorical to me, symbolizing how I interwove my thoughts to write and
reflect on this research. For example, sometimes I made mistakes during the crocheting,
such as adding too many chains when crocheting the flowers. Then, I had to decide which
step I should undo or I had to redo it. The action of correcting mistakes symbolizes how I
dealt with mistakes during my teaching and writing processes.
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Figure 6. 12. Detail of Interweaving Reflections (one crocheted flower on an intersection).
Hence, for my final work, I included my “mistake piece of an incomplete crochet”
(Fig. 6. 13) to represent those mistakes I made in my writing process as well as the
pitfalls I could not make up for during the teaching process. It is the first mistake I made
when creating this artwork. It stopped my working process and forced me to review a
how-to video of crocheting flowers and remember the steps again. At the end of the
project, I was able to adjust the size of the flowers using the knowledge I gained from the
video, although it taught how to produce only one size. This also symbolizes that I not
only learned how to crochet, but I also extended the knowledge I acquired and applied it
to enrich my artwork. Also symbolized by this is the belief that I should never forget as
teacher researcher that although challenges and mistakes always accompany teaching, I
should not let my fear stunt my development into a better teacher. In order to accomplish
this, I must face the challenges and mistakes I encounter head-on.
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Figure 6. 13. Detail of Interweaving Reflections (the incomplete crocheted flower).
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I exhibited my perspective transformation during the facilitation of
applying informal learning strategies to transformative art teaching. Similarly to the
challenges that students encountered during the learning process, I also had to think about
the unexpected challenges and opportunities that occurred during my teaching process. I
“caught the moments” and learned to respond to the situations and experiences. The
experience led me to think beyond staying with solid plans and to utilize my professional
knowledge to adjust my initial plans for the students. I also transformed my perspective
when I shared my authority with students. Sharing authority with students was scary
because I felt that I could not control things that might happen during the project.
However, why should I need to “control” students? To make a project that was
meaningful to me? No! They should create the projects for themselves! Hence, I started
to learn to utilize students’ perspectives to look at what were the most important
messages that they wanted to deliver to the audience. I hold a weaker authoritative power
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but I give out the strongest professional support for the students and help them to
visualize their works.
During the entire research process, I did not only guide students to make art
creations to express their thoughts, I also made my own artistic reflections to mull on and
re-evaluate my teaching and writing. I carefully chose the materials as well as the
methods for creating the artworks because the actions of making different artworks
represented different metaphorical mental states in the research. They symbolized those
Deconstructive opportunities in this research to me. The artworks also embedded my
contemplations of how I captured these opportunities and interwove them together. Art
helped me remain with these living inquiries and reflect on them. In doing so, I grew and
became a better art educator and researcher. In the next chapter, I will conclude my
findings of the research and contemplate further implementations in the field.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CRACK THE NUSTSHELL
What Helped to Crack Nutshells
In this study, I challenged the boundary between informal and formal settings. I sought to
blend the two strategies so that students could transform or enhance their previous art learning
perceptions, or in Derrida’s word, “nutshells” (Derrida & Caputo, 1997, p. 35). Many informal
strategies, such as group discussions and museum trips are commonly used in art classrooms.
However, as Jeffs and Smith (2005) note, informal and formal learning strategies share
overlapping features. It depends upon how the educator shapes the environment to facilitate their
usage. For example, when I led the students on a tour of the CCP, I did not provide them with
study sheets to fill out after the tour for grading. I gave them the study sheets for observation and
to write down their reflections about what they perceived and what inspired them during the
interpretive tour. In addition to the CCP visit, students also visited the UAMA to observe and
discuss how museum displays affect people’s interpretation of artworks or experiences in
galleries. As a result of these visits, students were able to apply what they observed to arrange
their artworks in the Graduate Gallery. While not strictly an informal strategy, as an educator I
strove to respond to students’ situations and experiences. In the following section, I will present
the nutshells that my students and I cracked in this study, which correspond to the original
research questions I posit in the beginning of this study.
How Informal Learning Strategies Helped Transformative Art Learning
In this study, the first research inquiry that I wanted to answer was: how can informal
learning strategies assist non-art major students, who might hold barriers to learning about art, in
transforming their past art experiences to learn art? However, my research findings indicate that
the participants who transformed their art learning perspectives were not limited to those who
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expressed insecurities in their abilities, or who expressed a lack of interest in learning art. In fact,
the students who were interested in art and demonstrated skills in art, such as BR and AN, also
transformed their art learning perspectives in this study. Therefore, the interest level of learning
art or feelings of insecurities around creating art were not determining factors in this research.
The influences on the students’ art learning perspectives were mostly associated with their past
perspectives about learning art before taking the course. The influences can be summarized as
follows:
1. Art learning should be fun.
2. Learning art was like learning other subjects, which was a process of completing
assignments.
3. Making art was easy.
4. Art was about painting and sculpting.
Considering that the students’ existing perspectives about learning art might also affect their
perception of making art, I also investigated what troubled them the most when trying to make
art. Three common difficulties were mentioned by students who self-identified as not being
“good” at making art:
1.

They had limited knowledge about various arts. Most of the students held the
assumption that art was limited to fine arts and was limited to realistic art skills,
especially painting and sculpting. They did not know that an artwork could be made
from different types of art forms or materials.

2.

They had limited art skills and confidence to visualize art concepts in their minds.

3.

They struggled to come up with a good idea to make art.
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In order to create a transformative space for these students to rethink and reconnect to art
learning, I applied the following informal strategies in my facilitation:
1. Art experiments (class activities and art journal assignments that exposure students to
different art forms and techniques)
2. Interpretive strategies
3. Art projects specifically related to daily life experiences
4. Visiting informal learning sites (campus museums)
5. Free-choice learning
6. Collaborative learning (group discussion, peer critique, and teamwork)
7. Individual discussion with me (one-on-one discussion between the instructor and
students)
8. Shared authority with students
9. A self-explorative studio art project (The final project)
As I have stated throughout this research process, I never relied solely on one strategy in my
facilitation. For example, in the Daily Life Object Project (Art Journal Assignment 5), I utilized
strategies 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 throughout the entire project. As a result, the informal strategies
helped students in transformative learning in the aspects that I list in the upcoming sections.
Unconsciously Immersing in the Learning Environment
As I indicated in Chapter 5, the informal learning strategies guided the students to
witness transformative moments and take risks for the possibilities (what they felt they could
achieve) and impossibilities (what they never thought that they would try or experience), and the
risks crossed over. The arts-based activities specifically helped the students to acquire tacit
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knowledge through experiential learning. The tacit learning process guided them to
conceptualize, apply, and reflect on the knowledge they gained from the lecture or discussions.
The application of the above informal strategies allowed students to engage in discussions
naturally and provided them the opportunities to re-visit their personal, interpersonal, and
sociocultural contexts through various arts-based activities and art journal assignments.
All five participants in this study expressed that the final project challenged them to
revisit their past art learning as well as what they learned in our lectures and class activities in
order to design a meaningful project for their audience. Through revisiting their daily life
concerns, the students were able to engage in the topics they chose because of the personal
connections. The freedom that they were given for the project was exciting and allowed them to
research social justice projects that they cared about in depth. Their art learning perspectives
were transformed because the project specifically challenged their thoughts about what art is and
how to present their voices through art.
Reflecting on the Learning Process Naturally
In continuing to explore the first research question, I investigated what existing
perspectives the students changed during the art learning process. I first investigated if the
students were able to critically reflect on their art-making process after my facilitation of
informal learning strategies. As Smith (2007) asserts, “informal education is shaped by
conversation” (p. 15). In this study, I spent a significant amount of time engaging students in
conversations. I utilized interpretive strategies to guide their discussions with each other.
Moreover, I revised interpretive strategies that I had utilized to facilitate probing conversations
into interpretive questions in assignments and surveys. The conversations that I wanted to create
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were not limited to the students’ exchanges with others, but also the internal negotiations with
themselves. As Derrida notes, “Deconstruction is something which happens and which happens
inside” (Caputo & Derrida, 1997, p. 9). The conversations can provide external stimulation for
an internal change, but a real change occurs when the internal change is put into action and that
first requires self-negotiation. A person must distinguish how the external stimulation influences
his/her existing beliefs.
Linking back to Brookfield’s (2012) five themes of how students learn critical thinking:
1.

It is best developed in small groups where peers serve as critical mirrors to shed light
on assumptions that have never been checked and where new perspectives that have
not been previously considered are introduced.

2.

Students like it when teachers model the process and draw their attention to how
that’s happening.

3.

It is helpful to ground critical thinking in concrete experiences through case studies,
critical incidents, simulations, and scenarios.

4.

Students stress that the most significant moments in critical thinking happen when
some kind of unexpected event or idea jolts them out of their comfort zone, what
theorists of transformative learning such as Mezirow (1991, 2000) call a disorienting
dilemma.

5.

Students view the trajectory of how they learned critical thinking as developmental.
They prefer starting with multiple opportunities to practice critical protocols in
settings. (p. 55)

The informal learning strategies that the students experienced in this course included all
the components that Brookfield listed above. For example, the case examples of SV and SH
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demonstrate how a small group could enhance the depth of discussion and allow students to
critically reflect back on their own existing assumptions. The facilitation of art experiments in
the class discussions and assignments correspond to the second to the fifth points mentioned
above. I modeled the students’ art experiments carefully from the personal, interpersonal, and
sociocultural contexts. The students’ learning was individually development through making and
appreciating various art projects. According to the five participants who transformed their art
learning perspectives, they all learned from exploring the unknowns by taking risks and what
they challenged eventually transformed their art perspectives. For example, SH specifically reevaluated his previous assumption that art was about drawing or painting. He now knew that an
artwork could be presented through various types of art forms and also inspires people’s
thinking.
The interview that was part of the final project is particularly relevant to Brookfield’s
fourth characteristic. In the interview, I carefully utilized interpretive strategies to guide students
to answer my questions, referencing comments they mentioned in their interviews to draw
attention to essential moments they themselves probably did not pay attention to. For instance,
when I asked the students how they would utilize one word to describe their gallery experiences,
some would think for a little while. That was the moment that they could not find a precise
vocabulary to describe their experiences. Once they came up with a term, such as “new” or
“unique,” which was very general, I would keep asking them which part made them feel new or
unique. In doing so, students would offer further explanations about the general term and realize
there were more feelings and reflections behind that simple word.
Additionally, the interviews also helped students to contemplate their learning in this
course. They were guided to again “weigh through the filter of their own experience, the
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information they derived from these resources” (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, p.71). For example, in
BR’s assignments for the final project, she did not specifically mention that she connected
immigrant issues with her parents. Her research and inspirations only presented her concern
about the issue. When I asked what made her want to deeply explore the issue, she answered that
after her research about the issue, she sincerely sympathized with the fear of separation in an
immigrant family. Although she did not really face any discrimination as a member of a second
generation Mexican immigrant family, she worried that her parents who speak little English
might be discriminated against in their day-to-day life. Obviously, she had already made this
personal connection when she decided to do the project, but she did not reflect this in any of her
assignments. However, it was this personal connection that led her to utilize her father’s hand
and her hand to symbolize the fear of separation in a family.
In sum, the informal learning strategies in this course helped the students to critically
reflect because they were engaged in conversations as well as concrete art-making experiences.
BR’s case also represented an example of premise reflection, which refers to “an awareness of
why we perceive” (Taylor, 2010, p.7). Not only was she able to reflect upon her perceptions and
her reactions to them, she was aware of why she was perceiving things the way she was. She was
not forced to make these critical reflections. Instead, she was guided to naturally reflect on the
events as they transpired and was able to make connections with her own life experiences.
How the Students Applied Their Revised Perspectives
The sub-questions that I wanted to know from the second research question also
included: During or after taking the course, what existing art learning perspectives did the
students change or revise? In particular, I wanted to know: If perspective transformation
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happened during the middle of the research, did the students apply their changed or revised
perspectives to create later projects, such as the final project? If so, how?
Viewing Art Creations Differently and Thoughtfully
The cases that I described in Chapter 5 showed all five students, even the most
experienced art students, revised their art learning perspectives before the final projects. Three
students, ML, SH, and SV, who had less confidence in or experiences with making art, showed
that they had fewer boundaries in choosing materials different from traditional fine art materials,
to create their final art projects.
BR and AN, on the other hand, had richer art-making experiences and were familiar with
specific art skills. Though they still utilized the skills that they were good at to create their
artworks, the way they conceptualized their final projects was completely different than what
they had done in the past, when they utilized their skills to make an art object to prove their skill
levels. Neither of them had been encouraged or thought about creating artworks based upon
social justice. To embody a deep meaning inside his artwork for AN was a “better perspective”
for him to create an artwork (AN, Interview, 04/21/2017). He considered that learning to
incorporate such a meaningful aspect in his artworks was a self-improvement. He asserted that,
“I wasn’t familiar with that before now; learning all these [processes] and doing it myself has
definitely improved upon that” (AN, Interview, 04/21/2017). Hence, instead of judging the
students with better art skills as not undergoing transformations, I believe “how” they utilized the
same skills to create art at a different, meaningful level also represents an important perspective
transformation.
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Other than exposures to art materials, art forms, and the conceptualization process of an
artwork, the students also revised their perspective that art was an easily done subject. In ML’s
case, she specifically pointed out that how she used to think that making art was simply fun and
could be quickly done. After the printmaking project, she learned to put more time into crafting
her idea and brought this revised perspective into creating her final project. As well, she
considered how to display her artwork in the gallery. She reflected that she now would
appreciate the efforts behind an artwork rather than evaluating the final art production. AN also
portrayed a similar idea in his final reflection when he indicated that he used to “hold a more
simplistic approach to learning art” before taking the course. Now he realized that “many artists
implement certain techniques to further convey their meaning[s] behind the art, rather than using
them to simply make for a better composition” (AN, Final reflection, 05/01/2017). In this sense,
they learned that creating art was not only about the creating process, but also included the
presenting process.
Hence, the transformative learning environment created in the class through integrating
informal learning strategies assisted the students in utilizing different ways to discover art.
Furthermore, the approach assisted the students to view the process of creating artworks as more
than just having fun and to consider it as a thoughtful and meaningful crafting process. As ML
said, she used to think that, “Art can be winged” (ML, Final reflection, 05/01/2017) and she did
it just for fun. This perception was definitely one of the reasons that she loved making art. ML
was not the only one who had thought this. However, the students in this research learned that
creating art could be more than having fun and in fact needs a lot of work behind the scene of its
final presentation.
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Deconstructing Frames of Reference Invisibly
Informal learning strategies in this study were beneficial for transformative art learning
because the strategies emphasized responding to situations and were incorporated with the
students’ own experiences. These learning strategies helped the students who transformed their
art learning perspective deconstruct their frames of reference in terms of 1) rethinking the
existing structure of their frame of reference; 2) accepting and engaging in the new challenges; 3)
maintaining an openness for others and otherness; and 4) be willing to risk misunderstanding
(See Chapter 5).
As I stated in previous chapters, transformative learning did not erase an individual’s
previous art learning experiences. In BR’s case, she did not feel that she changed or modified
any previous art learning perceptions. Instead, she broadened her art knowledge, the ways in
which she could make art, and expanded her perception of what art could be good for. Derrida
note, “What deconstruction is made of: not the mixture but the tension between memory, fidelity,
the preservation of something that has been given to us, and, at the same time, heterogeneity,
something absolutely new, and a break” (in Derrida & Caputo, 1997, p. 6). BR in this sense
deconstructed her art learning perspective to utilize a completely new perspective to view her
existing knowledge.
The group discussions and peer critiques of collaborative learning also helped the
students become not only aware of the traces (experiences or existing knowledge) that they
ignore, but also helped them to look at their own perspectives and artworks from other people’s
perspectives. As AN, SV, and SH shared, through these collaborative learning exercises, they
found out that what they thought and expressed was not always precisely delivered to others,
which made them all take the “risk of misunderstanding,” which refers to Derrida’s idea that “the
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structural possibility of misunderstanding must be taken into account when describing so-called
normality” (Biesta, 2005, p. 36). However, this risk also brought them fresh air to reflect on their
own assumptions of understanding other people’s artworks and opinions or on their own
artworks and interpretations. For example, AN found that his work would be interpreted in
through many different perspectives from our one-word peer critique activities. Although some
of the tags that the class members used were not his exact intention of creating the work, he still
enjoyed knowing that his work could generate various perspectives. The action of accepting
others’ perspectives did not indicate complete agreement. Rather, it showed a respect for
multiple voices, an openness to otherness.
Neither BR’s nor AN’s knowledge and personal perspectives were erased or replaced by
a different knowledge system. Rather, the expanded perspectives allowed them to understand the
knowledge in an advanced way. For example, BR embraced “new works, new objects, new
fields, new cultures, [and] new languages” (Derrida & Caputo, 1997, p. 11). In so doing, the
tension of Deconstruction formed and waited until her actions cracked it. None of the
transformative moments of Deconstruction happened visibly, but the students still perceived their
perspective transformation.
Integrating with the Lecture, Other Subjects, or/and Learning Aspects Automatically
As a result of students’ learning transformations, I found that by consistently reflecting
on their frames of reference and their personal experiences in this class, many of them connected
and reconnected what they learned from lectures and other learning contexts, such as internships,
training, etc. In AN’s and SH’s cases, they both connected what they learned in the lecture to
their art projects. For example, Shepard Fairey, whom they found inspiring, was one of the artists
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introduced in the lecture. However, the introduction of Fairey’s artworks was focused on his
political posters. AN knew Fairy’s art style from the lecture and further explored the artist’s
other artworks because of his own interest for the final social justice project. SV, in another way,
integrated the art elements that she learned from lectures with her museum visit experiences and
applied them to her final project design. She specifically cared about creating a focal point for
her installation by utilizing a corner in the gallery space to create a “boxed-in” (SV, Interview,
04/18/2017) feeling for her audience to experience the sense of crossing the border between the
US and Mexico. ML, on the other hand, reconnected the knowledge that she learned about AIDS
transmission from a class she had previously taken. By contemplating and engaging in further art
research on the issue of AIDS, she was satisfied that her final project was able to probe people’s
awareness and to correct their misunderstandings about AIDS transmission.
During the research process, I never requested that the students connect their artworks to
any specific prior learning. However, the entire class connected personal experiences to different
contexts. My class design did not focus on identifying what learning aspects the students would
want to study further yet many of them found ways to integrate different learning aspects
naturally through art. I believe this will be a great transformative opportunity for these students’
future perspective transformations and I am glad that I witnessed how it formed.
How Informal Learning Strategies Helped Facilitate Transformative Art Learning
My third research question relates to how my own teaching perspective might be revised
in the teaching process. In Chapter 6, I first discovered the problematical frames of reference that
I might hold during the teaching and researching process. Later, I discovered how integrating
informal learning strategies with my facilitation deconstructed, revised, and advanced my
teaching perspectives. Last, I summed up how my perspective transformation influenced my
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thoughts for future teaching to answer my final sub-research question for the third main research
inquiry.
Excluding Assumptions for Facilitating Transformative Art Learning
Although I have facilitated transformative learning for years, applying transformative
learning theorists’ lenses to reflect upon my own practices still inspires and challenges me to
rethink my art teaching. As Cranton (2002) says,
We expect what has happened in the past to happen again… It is easier and safer to
maintain habits of mind than to change. The habits of mind that are established may have
to do with our sense of self, interpretation of social systems and issues, morals and
religious beliefs, and job-related knowledge. (p. 65)
Problematic assumptions will easily blind our eyes and minds and make us rely upon
stereotypes. For example, if I have always received bad grades in mathematics, I might assume
that I am always going to fail my math exams because I just cannot do mathematics. If I was a
quick learner with regard to language study, I might assume that I can learn any language
quickly and easily. If a person speaks Mandarin, some might first assume he/she is Chinese
instead of Taiwanese, whose official language is also Mandarin. These assumptions obviously
constrain how one views him/herself as well as how one views others, ignoring other
possibilities or explanations.
Similarly, many students who entered my art class assessed their art ability based on
assumptions of what constituted “real” art, assuming that only paintings or sculptures could be
called art. It was these moments that led me to think about my past years of art teaching.
Interestingly, since I collected so many non-art major undergraduate students’ stereotypes about
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learning art, I naturally assumed the students in this study held similar stereotypes as well. I also
assumed that if the students could not draw or did not have enough art knowledge, they devalued
their ability and/or confidence to make and learn about art. Moreover, I assumed that the students
who had insecurities around making and learning art would not be so interested in learning art.
My previous assumption before teaching this course was exactly what Cranton (2002) said: “We
expect what has happened in the past to happen again” (p. 65).
By realizing my assumptions, I reviewed all the students’ pre-surveys and their
statements about art and their past art learning experiences. Although I could gain basic
information from the participants, I soon found out that I needed to have more conversations
with them in order to connect their descriptions with their art learning experiences. Hence, I tried
to build relationships with the students through informal conversations. The conversations were
very casual and seemed not relevant to art, such as where they were from, what they did during
the weekends, etc. After our first two art class activities, I began to add questions in addition to
those daily life questions to investigate the students’ reflections about the activities. Jeffs and
Smith (2005) assert that informal education “‘going with the flow’ opens up considerable
possibility and the opportunity to get into rewarding areas” (p. 16). To facilitate conversation for
informal learning did not mean randomly sharing things. An informal educator should “focus on
the content and the process, and explore with people how these related to core values such as
respect for persons” (Jeffs & Smith, 2005, p. 18). The informal conversations that I had with the
students helped me a lot to understand and design follow-up art activities that guided students in
designing their identity prints.
After reviewing the pre-surveys, I found that my assumption that people with insecurities
about making art would not have interest in taking an art class or making art was incorrect. In
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contrast, I found the case of CL, who had strong drawing ability but did not have an interest in
taking any art class as he preferred to do his own doodling. I was surprised that even though I
had known differently, I still made assumptions. I started to change my mindset and treat these
two groups of students without assumptions, although it was not always easy during the research.
Originally, I thought my facilitation would be more helpful for those students who lacked
art skill and/or who were insecure about making art. Nonetheless, most of the students who were
interested in art and who possessed art skills also perceived the perspective transformation. The
terms “broaden” and “expansive” were frequently repeated in their midterm surveys and lasted
remained in their final reflections, interviews, and post-surveys. This result was a surprising gift
to me. I did not really expect it. In this sense, I would say my perspective on teaching was also
broadened by applying informal learning strategies to facilitate transformative learning.
By the end of teaching this course and conducting this study, my assumptions had been
transformed. Being aware of my existing assumptions allowed me to modify my teaching
practices as needed. I attribute this to consistently having conversations with the students,
reviewing the assignments and reflections, and reflecting upon my teaching during the process. It
is a teaching habit I intend to keep.
The Mixture of Facilitating Informal and Formal Learning
As I discussed earlier, because many strategies seemed to be very common in the formal
classroom, I was unsure if I truly facilitated informal learning strategies at all. However, as we
did more activities as a class, I realized that a lot of time, the two types of learning were mixed
together. Taking “discussion” as an example, if I asked students to discuss what was social
justice for them, the assigned topic made the discussion formal. However, what they discussed
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and learned from interactions with their peers made their conversations with each other informal
because they might gain incidental insights from other peers’ thoughts about social justice. As
Cranton (2002) asserts,
It may take a significant or dramatic event to lead us to question assumptions and beliefs.
Other times, though, it is an incremental process in which we gradually change bits of
how we see things, not even realizing a transformation has taken place until afterward. (p.
65)
The incidental moments were the moments that I tried to create for the students and informal
strategies helped students to engage in learning in a natural setting and to feel comfortable.
I gave up the struggle to identify which part of my facilitation was informal learning and
which part was formal learning. Rather, I tried to maintain the characteristics of informal
learning, such as learner-centered, free-choice learning, conversation-based, and on-site learning.
I spent a lot of time encouraging students and providing resources to support them in visualizing
their art ideas.
Preparing for Uncertainty
As indicated earlier, this was not the first time I incorporated informal learning strategies
in my teaching. However, it was the first time that I designed class activities based on informal
learning strategies and tried to work from an informal educator’s perspective. Based upon Dr.
Garber’s main lecture content, I designed a basic framework of activities that were related to the
weekly topics. However, I did not make my plans solid. I adjusted my activities or assignments
weekly depending on students’ learning situations, the museum schedules, and maintaining some
flexibility for myself. I sometimes would be inspired by life events and revise the original
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activities or assignments I had already designed. Despite so much preparation, I still faced many
unexpected challenges, such as teaching a section that only had three students and having to
reschedule the final project timeline for students to present artworks at the Graduate Gallery. I
had to be willing to adjust my initial design of the class plans.
As Jeffs and Smith (1999) assert, “Informal learning tends to be unpredictable—
practitioners do not know where it might lead (pp. 209-210). When an educator facilitates
informal learning strategies, he or she also has to prepare for uncertainty. Even though I was the
facilitator, a lot of the time I had no control over how students would contribute to a conversation
nor what they might take away from an activity because people have different personal
experiences and prior knowledge. Unpredictability generated uncertainty and it was scary
sometimes. However, one of the important components that Cranton (2016) points out is that
when an educator uses transformative learning theory to understand teaching, he or she can
increase self-awareness and bring it into his or her professional development. The uncertainty
forced me to find alternatives and resources to support the students. At the same time, I also
benefited from these alternatives and resources because they enriched and expanded my original
knowledge of some topics.
Sharing Authority With Students
Creating a hermeneutic loop. Sharing authority with students was another crucial
experience that I learned from facilitating informal learning strategies. Sharing authority with
students did not simply mean allowing them to make all the decisions. Rather, it meant having
conversations with them and guiding them to rethink and evaluate their concepts before they
made their decisions. In this sense, interpretive strategies help to create a hermeneutic circle for
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people to gain insights from conversations and engage them in the thinking and interpreting loop
(Hooper-Greenhill, 2000). By engaging with them, I caught critical issues in the conversations
that students might ignore and asked them relevant questions to pursue those issues more deeply.
However, I needed to remind myself not to intervene in the students’ thinking process. I asked,
but did not demand, what answers I could get. The answers were not for me, but for the students
so they could contemplate things on a deeper level. If they did not want to answer a question I
asked, it was fine. I need to let a conversation stop at one moment and then try to guide the
learner back to the question again if the question is really important.
Healthy teacher-student relationships. Informal learning values a relationship of trust
between the educator and learners. A healthy teacher-student relationship sincerely nurtures the
learning dynamic for both the educator and the learners. Moreover, it creates a respectful culture
for students. With respect, students will not abuse the power they have when the educator shares
her authority in class. An educator, in this case, has to display her professionalism and sympathy
to support students’ voices. In many cases, issues involving student disrespect stem from a
student’s perception that the instructor does not have a command of the subject matter. I
experienced this with a student while conducting this research and was able to move beyond it by
asking probing questions about that student’s work and asking more questions about her personal
life. It was important to show that I cared, that I noticed the messages se expressed from their art
projects or assignments.
Caring and noticing can deeply connect the teacher-student relationship. Furthermore,
they can help to generate more meaningful conversations. My relationship with students started
to grow after the printmaking project and continued until the end of the semester. In the final
project, most of the students were willing to discuss their ideas with me many times before
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producing their final artworks. Caring and noticing were particularly crucial in the project
because many were not confidant that their ideas were workable and/or how to make the ideas
work. By caring and noticing the social justice issues the students were invested in, I was able to
understand them on a personal level. I strongly perceived that if I cared about students’ artworks,
they would perceive that and would reciprocate.
If conversations, caring, and noticing help build the teacher-student relationship, the
educator’s professional help and support strengthen the relationship. As mentioned before,
facilitating informal learning strategies required me to prepare for uncertainty because I could
not anticipate what students would ask. I would not be able to know everything, but I could do
my best to provide resources for them. In the final project, many of the artists that students found
were artists that I was not familiar with, but I took this as an opportunity for me to expand my
data base and research the artists just as I was asking my students to research them. In doing so, I
was better able to support students during our conversations about their artwork.
Becoming a Transformative Intellectual through Critical Arts-Based Reflections
What I learned from sharing authority was that as a teacher, it was very dangerous to
over-provide guidance to learners. When learners become accustomed to following set rules,
they lose the ability to critically reflect and can even forgot their own voices. Giroux (2005)
advocates that educators, particularly schoolteachers, should see themselves as a “transformative
intellectual” (p. 90). He promotes the emancipatory model of authority, which “provides the
basis for linking the purpose of schooling to the imperatives of a critical democracy” (p. 89).
Being a transformative intellectual means that:
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educators are not merely concerned with forms of empowerment that promote individual
achievement and traditional forms of academic success. Instead, they are also concerned
in their teaching, with linking empowerment—the ability to think and act critically to the
concept of social transformation. (p. 90)
A transformative intellectual should assist students to:
acquire critical knowledge about basic societal structures, such as the economy, the state,
the workplace, and mass culture so that such institutions can be open to potential
transformation—a transformation, in this case, aimed at the progressive humanization of
the social order. (p. 91)
It is not possible for an educator to lead her or his students toward acquiring critical
knowledge and being open to potential transformation if she herself does not engage in critical
self-reflection. I applied arts-based reflection to help me reflect on my teaching practices,
challenges, decisions, struggles, and my relationships with students. Moreover, I reflected upon
my practices and thought about my position in this study as a teacher-researcher. While many art
educators have studied and trained to make art when they first entered the field, they can struggle
to balance teaching and their own art-making practices.
I was in a similar situation. When I started to teach, I barely made any art and when I did,
I felt that I almost had forgotten how to physically make art. I made digital illustrations, but I had
a fear of painting or any other physical art form. I looked at a blank canvas and was so afraid to
make that first stroke. I was forming a mindset that told me that I could no longer make art
physically, that I was not an artist. While I was telling students that art was one way to express
their thoughts and the conceptualizing process was equally as important as the final product, I
did not accept that for myself. As a result of that realization, I started to pick up physical
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materials and occasionally created artworks to express my daily life connections. My art style in
these was completely different than the styles that I created in my college life. However, I felt
that the works that I created now were much more meaningful to me because I painted for
delievering messages.
Transformative learning theorists Dirkx (2001) and Laurence (2008) have called this type
of emotional learning “powerful feelings.” Dirkx (2001) points out that emotional learning
consists of personally significant and meaningful learning and can, “reflect the particular sociocultural and psychic contexts in which they arise” and provide the opportunity to deeply
understand ourselves “in relationship with it” (p. 64). The process of reflective research through
conceptualizing my art making process helped me to connect and reconnect to my teaching. The
materials and art forms that I selected were all chosen for reasons. The making process allowed
me to integrate theories with practical teaching experiences. It not only allowed me to convey my
emotions, but also offered me a chance to look at my own teaching and research from other
perspective. It permitted me to see how I myself was deconstructed, within difference, and crack
the nutshells to build new nutshells. The artworks were not merely final productions to me. They
also embodied philosophical transformations for me to prepare my future teaching. The artistic
inquiry and insights played a crucial role in making me a transformative intellectual.
Where Transformative Art Learning Could Lead Us
In this study, I explored how informal learning strategies could be useful methods that
lead students who did not have enough confidence, art skills, or experiences to make art and
transform their art perspectives. As a result, most students, including those already interested in
art and those skillful in making art, transformed their existing perspectives and cracked their
nutshells. Students formed another perspective to look at learning and making art through the
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process of rethinking the existing structures, accepting and engaging in new challenges,
maintaining and keeping openness for others and otherness, and being willing to risk
misunderstanding. The informal learning strategies were helpful because they allowed students
to immerse themselves in the transformative learning environment unconsciously, to reflect on
art learning naturally, view art creation differently and thoughtfully, deconstruct frames of
reference invisibly, and last but not least, integrate other academic concepts into those of the
lectures.
My findings provide art educators a means to deconstruct their existing ways of
facilitating art for non-art major undergraduate students. In the final reflection, one of the
students, WL, stated that he selected this class because it was a graduation requirement.
However, he stated that, “my assumptions and viewpoints about general art have changed
drastically since the beginning of the semester and I think I can take a lot away from this course
at the end of day” (WL, Final reflection, 05/01/2017). In our final presentation at the Graduate
Gallery, he looked at every displayed artwork and told me that this was very meaningful to him
and he had never had an experience like this. Moreover, at the end of our last class, he shook
hands with Dr. Garber and me to thank us for giving him a great semester.
Many preservice elementary education majors held similar existing assumptions as the
non-art major undergraduate students in this study. They were non-art majors who had to take an
arts method course so that they could teach art in their future classrooms. However, a lot of them
did not believe that they could teach art because they did not have the confidence to make art or
enough art knowledge. As illustrated in the introduction and literature review of this study, these
represent problematic attitudes as these are people who will be educating the next generation and
thus likely to pass along negative assumptions regarding art to their students. Hence, I believe
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that it is crucial to transform the problematic frames of reference of preservice generalists who
do not have confidence making or teaching art. My hope for this dissertation as well as my future
research is that it will encourage more art educators to facilitate transformative art learning for
teacher education.
Additionally, I believe that the critical arts-based reflection that I did for this research can
be a positive reflective tool for all educators as well as researchers. I recommend to educators,
regardless of whether they teach art or other subjects, that they incorporate art as a means of
reflecting on their teaching and research. As I have emphasized in my analysis, this method
helped me in terms of perspective transformation. I do not think art skills or knowledge is the
requirement to do critical arts-based reflection since people can choose any way they want to
approach it. There are many types of art forms that people can work with, such as music, poetry,
performance art, dance, acting, etc. All one needs is to start to do it.
I further propose that this critical approach can specifically help preservice art specialists
to reflect upon their teaching processes. Different from written reflection, arts-based reflection
helps educators to face their emotions, practices, perceptions, and decisions by experiencing a
metaphorical process. This type of experiential reflection allows art educators to crack their
nutshells from an emotional perspective instead of a rational perspective. It responds to the
educator’s internal voices and assists them in negotiating themselves for Deconstruction.
My past supervising experiences with preservice art specialists suggest that although they
were familiar with art materials, techniques, and art history, they were similar to any preservice
teacher who had never taught or led a class before the teaching practicum. I believe the method
of critical arts-based reflection could help them continually reflect upon their teaching and the
various relationships that occur during their placements at schools by means of the tool that they
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are most familiar with—arts. All in all, I hope the critical reflection process can also assist art
specialists become transformative intellectuals and teach art critically.
What Art Teaching Could be Good for
In this research, I tried many ways to help students to learn art differently and approach it
naturally. As always, witnessing students’ transformations also led me to transform my
perspective of teaching. I was so grateful that they gave me the chance to grow with them.
Facilitating transformative art learning is never facilitating a one-way interaction, but about a
two-way exchange of learning. At this moment of completing my dissertation, I have suddenly
realized that when I requested students think about what art could be good for as part of this
study, they also taught me about what art teaching could be good for. When I saw the students
presenting their social justice artworks at the Graduate Gallery, that moment for me was more
than satisfaction. This fantastic journey with them enlightened my thoughts from the answer of
what is “good” art teaching to include asking how my art teaching could be good and for whom.
And, I believe that is the living inquiry that I should never forget and always imprint in my heart.
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APPENDIX A: The First Research Consent Form
The University of Arizona Consent to Participate in Research
Study Title: Transforming University Non-Art Majors’ Art Learning Perspectives
by Integrating Informal Learning Strategies
Principal Investigator: Ting Fang Chien
This is a consent form for research participation. It contains important information about this
study and what to expect if you decide to participate. Please consider the information carefully.
Feel free to discuss the study with your friends and family and to ask questions before making
your decision whether or not to participate.
Why is this study being done?
The purpose of this research is to develop different instructional strategies to make art more
accessible to non-art major undergraduate students.
The strategies include art-based class assignments and activities, interpretive discussions,
campus museum visits, and other related activities. These activities are part of the course and not
in addition to the assignments that all students in your ARE 130 discussion section will complete.
The goal of this research is to help non-art majors understand that art learning is not only about
the final product, but also the process of creating and engaging with art. Art is for everyone. It is
a tool to render thoughts rather a type of privileged knowledge for art majors.
The class will provide opportunities for students to rethink their previous assumptions about
what and how art means to them and, moreover, how they can consistently reflect their revised
perspectives during their art making practices and through their artworks. The research will
analyze the assignments and reflections that those students participating in the study create to
determine how effective the teaching methods I have used are.
All participating students’ assignments, class discussions, survey results, reflections, and
artworks will be included in the PI’s dissertation. The findings will also be written for
publications and shared in scholarly presentations.
What will happen if I take part in this study?
If you agree to take part in the study, it means you agree that all your class assignments can be
used in the research. You also agree that the pre-survey, midterm survey, and post-survey that
you fill out for the class can be included as research data. By agreeing to participate in the
research, you also agree that the PI can contact you to ask follow up interview questions via
phone, Skype, or in person for the research purpose.
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How long will I be in the study?
Your participation in this study will be one semester, from the start of the discussion class until
the end of the class. Additionally, if you agree to participate in this research, the PI may ask you
some follow-up questions through emails in the month after class is over.
How many people will take part in this study?
The maximum number of the participants will be forty.
Can I stop being in the study?
You may refuse to participate in this study. If you decide to take part in the study, you may leave
the study at any time. No matter what decision you make, there will be no penalty to you and
you will not lose any of your usual benefits. I will not know whether you have agreed to
participate until the end of the semester. Your decision will not affect your future relationship
with The University of Arizona. If you are a student or employee at the University of Arizona,
your decision will not affect your grades or employment status.
What risks or benefits can I expect from being in the study?
No risks are anticipated for participating in the research. However, if you have any safety concern during the process
of participation, you are welcome to discuss your concern with the PI, who will not know if you are one of the
participants until all the grades are released at the end of the semester, or with the person who gave you the consent
form, Dr. Elizabeth Garber (egarber@email.arizona.edu). Though there is no material benefit that you will gain from
participation, your participation will enrich the research of transformative learning and informal learning theories in
the field of art education.

Will my study-related information be kept confidential?
All the participants’ names in the research will be anonymous (pseudonyms will be used).
Efforts will be made to keep your study-related information confidential. However, there may be
circumstances where this information must be released, such as legal ones.
Also, your records may be reviewed by the following groups:
•
The University of Arizona Institutional Review Board
•
Office for Human Research Protections or other federal, state, or international
regulatory agencies
Who can answer my questions about the study?
During the semester, if you have any question, you can contact Ms. Eryn Neff, who is the
colleague of the researcher and collected the consent forms. Her email is
erynchiu@emaiI.arizona.edu. After your final grade for the course is released, please direct
questions, concerns, or complaints about the study to Ting Fang (Claire) Chien through the
email: qtinfun@email.arizona.edu
For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other study-related
concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the research team, you may contact the
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Human Subjects Protection Program at 520-626-6721 or online at
http://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/human-subjects-protection-program.
An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at The University of
Arizona reviewed this research project and found it to be acceptable, according to applicable
state and federal regulations and University policies designed to protect the rights and welfare of
participants in research.
Signing the consent form
I have read (or someone has read to me) this form, and I am aware that I am being asked to
participate in a research study. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have had them
answered to my satisfaction. I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.
I am not giving up any legal rights by signing this form. I will be given a copy of this form
through email.
Printed name of subject

Signature of subject

Date

When may participation in the study be stopped?
If you want to stop your participation before the end of the research, please Ms. Eryn Neff
(erynchiu@emaiI.arizona.edu). She will destroy your consent form.
The participation in the research is completely voluntary. You can stop participating at any time
without any grade penalty since the researcher will not know who is a participant until after final
course grades are submitted.
What are the costs of taking part in this study?
There is no additional cost of participating the study beyond the course fees and supplies
required of all students in the class.
Will I be paid for taking part in this study?
You will not be paid for participating in this research.
Will educational records be accessed?
Education records used by this research project are education records as defined and protected by
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). FERPA is a federal law that protects the
privacy of student education records. Your consent gives the researcher permission to access for
research purposes only the records pertaining to this class (which she will access as your teacher
whether you participate in the study or not).
Will my data or specimens be stored for future research?
Your assignments, artwork images, group discussion contents, and survey data will be stored on
the researcher’s personal storage drives. The computer and the drives will be protected by
passwords. The data will be utilized in the PI’s dissertation and future publications.
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Investigator/Research Staff
I have explained the research to the participant or the participant’s representative before
requesting the signature(s) above. There are no blanks in this document. A digital copy of this
form has been given to the participant or to the participant’s representative.
Eryn Neff
Printed name of person
Signature of person obtaining consent
Date
obtaining consent
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APPENDIX B: The Second Research Consent Form
The University of Arizona Consent to Participate in Research
Addendum
Transforming University Non-Art Majors’ Art Learning
Study Title:
Perspectives by Integrating Informal Learning Strategies
Principal Investigator:

Ting Fang Chien

This is a consent addendum for research participation. It contains important additional
information about this study and what to expect if you participate (or continue to
participate). Please consider the information carefully. Feel free to discuss the information
with your friends and family and to ask questions before making your decision about
whether or not to participate.
Your participation is voluntary. You may refuse to participate (or to continue to participate)
in this study. If you decide to take part in the study, you may leave the study at any time.
No matter what decision you make, there will be no penalty to you and you will not lose any
of your usual benefits. Your decision will not affect your future relationship with The
University of Arizona. If you are a student or employee at The University of Arizona, your
decision will not affect your grades or employment status.
This consent addendum provides information in addition to the main consent for the
research study in which you are participating. If you decide to participate (or to continue to
participate), you will be asked to sign this form and will receive a copy of the signed form.
All other information in the original consent form not addressed in this addendum still
applies. Please refer to it for any questions you might have.
Throughout this consent addendum, “you” refers to the study participant.
Dear participants:
You are asked to give permission to the PI (Ting Fang (Claire) Chien) for using the audio
and video recordings that she will tape for the final presentation as part of her research data.
The recordings include your working and discussing process during the class activities
before your final presentation, and your artist interviews in class. You will be recorded and
interviewed whether you participate or not, as part of the classroom activities, but if you
agree to be participate in this study, your interview responses and audio and video
recordings will be used for research purposes. The interview will only last between 15-20
minutes. To clarify, your recording data will only be included in the research if you have
given your consent to participate in this research project.
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Participating in the study is strictly voluntary. Your agreement or disagreement will not
affect your final grade of the course. The Principal Investigator will not know who agrees or
disagrees to participate in this part of research until your final grade is released. The
Principal Investigator will not use any of the data for those who do not provide their consent.
However, your agreement will help the PI to enrich the research area of incorporating
informal learning strategies in art education.
For questions, concerns, or complaints about the study you may contact the research staff
Ms. Eryn Neff (erynchiu@emaiI.arizona.edu). She is the Ph. D student in the Art and
Visual Culture Education at the University of Arizona. She is also the one who helped the
consent process last time.
Education records used by this research project are education records as defined and
protected by Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). FERPA is a federal law
that protects the privacy of student education records. Your consent gives the researcher
permission to access for research purposes only the records pertaining to this class.
For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other study-related
concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the research team, you may contact
the Human Subjects Protection Program at 520-626-6721 or
http://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/human-subjects-protection-program.
Signing the consent form addendum
I have read (or someone has read to me) this form and I am aware that I am being given new
information about the research study. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have
had them answered to my satisfaction.
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I am not giving up any legal rights by signing
this form. I will be given a copy of this signed form.

Printed name of subject

Signature of subject

Date
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Printed name of person
authorized to consent for
subject (when applicable)

Signature of person authorized to
consent for subject (when applicable)

Date

Relationship to the subject

Investigator/Research Staff
I have explained the research to the participant or his/her representative before requesting
the signature(s) above. There are no blanks in this document. A signed copy of this form
has been given to the participant or to the participant’s representative.

Printed name of person
obtaining consent

Signature of person obtaining consent

Date
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APPENDIX C: ARE 130 Section A&B Calendar
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APPENDIX D: Pre-survey
Section:________Name:_________________________
1.

When did you have an art course or take art classes before this course? (Please
check as many as apply)
☐ Pre school☐ K1-K3 ☐ K4-K6 ☐ K7-K9☐ K10-K12
☐ College freshman ☐ College sophomore ☐ College junior ☐ College
senior
☐ I haven’t ever taken an art course or an art class before this course.

2.

How would you hashtag your art learning experience in general?
#____________________________________
In three sentences, please explain your hashtag.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

3.

How often have you visited art galleries and museums? (Please choose one.)
☐ Often (10 times or more) ☐ 5-10 times

☐ Less than 5 times

☐

Never
☐ I haven’t visited art museums but I have visited other museums, such as:
_____________________________________________________________
3.

How do you define your level of interest in learning about art? (Please choose
just one)
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☐ Very interested ☐ Interested ☐ Would rather not ☐ Definitely not
interested
4.

What has been your experience in learning about art in the past? (Please check
all that apply and also check where did your learning took place.)
☐ art history or contemporary art

☐ drawing, printing, and/or
printmaking

☐ sculpture

☐ clay

☐ photography

☐ craft

☐ digital art

☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
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☐ graphic design

☐ videography

☐ other (please write in the space
below:
____________________________

☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own
☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own

____)
(Optional)
☐ other (please write in the space
below:
____________________________

☐ In an academic class (ES, MS, HS,
college)
☐ In a recreational class
☐ On my own

_____)

5.

What was(were) the difficulty(ies) you faced when you learned art in the past?
(Please also circle the difficulty levels for each option you choose)
4- Very difficult 3- A little difficult 2- Not that hard 1-It’s a piece of cake
4 3 2 1: lack of skills (such as drawing skills, sculpture skills, etc)
4 3 2 1: coming up with good ideas to make art
4 3 2 1: do not have enough information about the relevant art history
4 3 2 1: other: _____________________________
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(Please write your own difficulty if it is not listed above)
6.

Please circle your interest level (1-3) for the following arts activities and
events.
3- Very interested

2- Some interest

1-Definitely not interested

3 2 1 attending an art market

3 2 1 attending an art festival

3 2 1 visiting art museums & galleries

3 2 1 attending art lectures

3 2 1 visiting art exhibitions

3 2 1 making/uploading videos to
Youtube

3 2 1 taking photographs

3 2 1 attending music concerts

3 2 1 browsing crafts and/or artworks on Instagram, Pinterest, Etsy, or any
similar platform
3 2 1 contributing my own crafts and/or artworks to Instagram, Pinterest, Etsy,
etc.
3 2 1 Other events: _____________________________
7.

How would you define your ability to make art or craft in general? Please use
one word.
____________________.
Please shortly explain your choice.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

8.

What elements do you think a good artwork should have?
(Please write at least a paragraph)
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APPENDIX E: Midterm Survey
Section:________Name:_________________________
Please highlight the answers that you choose.
Part 1
1.

Please draw a visual metaphor in your sketchbook to represent your art learning
experience in the course so far. Take a picture for the metaphor and insert it
here.
Please briefly explain why you draw this metaphor to represent your current art
learning experience.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

2.

What parts of the course have helped your art learning so far? (You can choose
more than one answer)
☐lectures ☐group discussion ☐museum tours ☐journal assignments ☐lectures
☐learning about other people’ perspectives ☐class readings ☐quizzes
☐experiencing/experimenting with different art materials ☐utilizing different
mass media
☐viewing and discussing contemporary artists’ works (in lecture or discussion)
☐creating group art work ☐exploring different art concepts (in lecture or
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discussion)
☐hands-on art practices ☐Other:_______________________________
3.

What three elements do you think a good artwork should present to viewers?
Please give brief explanations for each of the elements you list.
Element:

Explanation:

__________________ ___________________________________________
__________________ ___________________________________________
__________________ ___________________________________________
4.

How do you define your interest level of learning art now?
☐Very interested ☐ Interested ☐No opinion ☐I don’t pay attention ☐ I hate
art

Part 2
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According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some
assumptions that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if
there are other different perspectives for looking at art or learning
art.

4 3 2 1

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely
unconscious.
3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about
art/making art in terms of where they came from, the consequences
of holding them, and why this is important.

4 3 2 1

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when
I started this class.

4 3 2 1

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments
assessed, alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge
constructed by consensus.

4 3 2 1

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open
and better justified.

4 3 2 1

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
congruent with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1
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APPENDIX F: Post-survey
Section:________Name:_________________________
Part 1
1.

How would summarize your art learning experience in this course?
#____________________________________
Please briefly indicate reason(s) for your choice using at least three sentences.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

2.

What parts of the course have helped your art learning so far? (You can choose
more than one answer)
☐lectures ☐group discussion ☐museum tours ☐journal assignments
☐lectures
☐learning about other people’ perspectives ☐class readings ☐quizzes
☐experiencing/experimenting with different art materials
☐utilizing different mass media
☐viewing and discussing contemporary artists’ works (in lecture or
discussion)
☐creating group art work ☐exploring different art concepts (in lecture or
discussion)
☐hands-on art practices ☐Other:_______________________________
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3.

What three elements do you think a good artwork should present to viewers?
Please give brief explanations for each of the elements you list.
Element:

Explanation:

__________________ ___________________________________________
__________________ ___________________________________________
__________________ ___________________________________________
4.

What does art making mean to you?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

5.

How will you define ART after the course?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

6.

How do you define your interest level of learning art now?
☐Very interested ☐ Interested ☐No opinion ☐I don’t pay attention
☐ I hate art
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Part 2
According to your current learning status, please circle as follows:
4 for Agree strongly, 3 for Agree, 2 for Disagree, and 1 for Strongly Disagree
1. After experiencing class activities, I have re-evaluated some
assumptions that I have always assumed to be true and wonder if
there are other different perspectives for looking at art or learning
art.

4 3 2 1

2. I now articulate some assumptions: that is, I recognize I hold some
underlying assumptions about art/making art that are largely
unconscious.
3. I have started to question and examine my assumptions about
art/making art in terms of where they came from, the consequences
of holding them, and why this is important.

4 3 2 1

4. I have become more open to alternative viewpoints than I was when
I started this class.

4 3 2 1

5. I engage in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments
assessed, alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge
constructed by consensus.

4 3 2 1

6. I revise my assumptions and perspectives to make them more open
and better justified.

4 3 2 1

7. I act on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
congruent with my transformed assumptions or perspectives.

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1
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APPENDIX G: Midterm/ Final Reflection

Please reflect on your art learning experiences in discussion class so far by addressing the
following questions:
Part 1(Both Midterm and final reflection sheets include):
1. What is your general feeling about the process of creating the art journal
assignments and participating the class activities?

2. Please select one or two assignments that have interested you most and explain
why by answering the questions below:
a. What media did you use for creating the assignment? Did you try to utilize
new media?

b. What thoughts and assumptions about art changed, if any, after creating
the journal assignments?

Part 2 (Only the final reflection sheet includes):
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3. What was your initial assumption or expectation of learning art? And what is your
viewpoint and expectation of learning art now?
a. Initial assumption:

b. My views about learning art now:

4. Is there anything I’ve not asked that you’d like me to know about your learning
experiences in this discussion class?
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APPENDIX H: Artist Interview Questions
•

In asking you to utilize one word to describe your experience of utilizing the
gallery to create a space for displaying your artwork, what will be the word?

•

Why do you choose this word?

•

What is the title of your artwork? Why did you give it this title?

•

What is the social issue that you want to discuss through your artwork?

•

What is(are) your inspiration(s) of your final project?

•

What materials and form did you apply to create your work? Why did you choose
the materials and form?

•

How did you utilize the gallery space to present your final project?

•

What are the advantage(s) and the limitation(s) that you notice by working in the
gallery as an artist?

•

Please state your experience of working on an art project in the gallery.

•

Please compare this art learning experience with your previous art learning
experiences.

•

Did you incorporate anything you have learned in the course (either from the
lectures or the discussion sections) when you made your final project?

•

Did you change any perception of how to learn art?

•

What do you think art should be good for?
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APPENDIX I: ARE 130 Syllabus (Text Version, Designed by Dr. Garber)
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APPENDIX J: ARE 130 Syllabus (Designed by Dr. Garber)
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APPENDIX K: Art Journal Assignment 1 (Text Version)

Elements of Art+ Principles of Design= Composition
Part 1: Analyzing
Please use at least 3 elements of art to describe how you feel about this artwork.

In the respect of the copyright
of reproduction, I remove this
image from this assignment in
this dissertation. Please
reference the image of this
artwork from
https://www.henrimatisse.org/i
mages/gallery/the-dance.jpg

•

Element:
Why you say that?

•

Element:
Why you say that?

•

Element:
Why you say that?

Henri Matisse, La Dance, 1909-10

Part 2: Drawing or finding
Take a photo, find/film a video clip, or create an image for each category as follows.
OR, you can find the images from magazines, newspapers, brochures, or the Internet.
(You have to find 3 images in this part)
•

Please give a short description for each picture about why the image represents
that principle and how you feel about it.
1) rhythm
2) balance
3) scale + proportion
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APPENDIX L: Art Journal Assignment 2 (Text Version)

Find elements for composing your printing project
Part 1: Concept mapping- Visualize the questions below
1. Ask three friends to describe you in terms of
a. what plant or animal you might be if you weren’t a human
b. what piece of technology you’d be
c. three nouns (not adjectives) that describe you.

2. Use different pages to draw the answers of a., b., c.
Please take photos for all your drawings and insert them here.
Part 2: Complete the Pre-survey and upload it to the D2L dropbox in our section
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APPENDIX M: Art Journal Assignment 3 (Text Version)

Body and Art
Part 1:
Create two composition images on two separated copy papers in letter size of 8.5”X11” and
BRING THEM TO CLASS ON 2/13 (SEC. A) 2/17 (SEC. F). You do not need to color it, but
emphasize on making bold lines and the balance of the scenes. I will discuss your composition
images with you individually. Everyone will finish your final composition image in class. The final
composition image has to be approved by me.
Part 2:
Many artists use their body as an art tool or make their artworks based upon body issues.
Choose ONE video to watch from the list.
Think about how the performer uses body as a medium to make art?
• Please write down the video that you choose-> I choose no. ( )
• Write down a short reflection by answering the questions as follows:
o What is your feeling after watching the performance?
o How does the performer (or the artist) use body as a tool to present his or her
performance?
o Will you consider this performance is a piece of art? Why or why not?
• Make a visual OR video response. Insert the visual responses or the video (please
provide link) you make here.
The watching list:
1. Jolin Tsai: http://youtu.be/aD9iXnMfQTg
2. Tony Orrico: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vldw0qs3A8
3. Anne Teresa: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1OHl8_MPEg
4. Heather Henson: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4oBc-o1npg
5. Shen Wei: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UW46mUXu1Cs
6. Trisha Brown: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7DQVW6qRq8
7. Thousand Hand Bodhisattva: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUl0JRoQeG4
8. Jabbawockeez: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8g_kkdELzSU
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APPENDIX N: Art Journal Assignment 4 (Text Version)

Language V.S Art
Part 1. Language & your current life
1) Please utilize your BODY LANGUAGE to represent or respond to your current life
and take a picture for it.
2) Try your best to find different sizes, colors and fonts of English letters from
brochures, magazines, or newspapers and cut them down to spell a simple, strong
text message (2 short sentences).
If you want to use another language to compose your words, you have to attach
the translation.
3) PRINT OUT the picture you take for your body language (Black and white copy is
fine, but color is suggested).
4) Compose a collage that can support the reflection of your current life on a
whole new page of your sketchbook by utilizing the picture of body language
and the text message you create. The collage MUST cover 90% of the page.
5) Take a photo for your collage and insert the image here. (Make sure the image
is clear, bright, and sharp enough!!)
6) Your design of the collage has to deliver your message strongly. In order to do so,
consider the proportion of your body language, the word choices, the contrast of
the color, the size of the texts…etc.)
7) If you want, you can add/draw relevant illustrations or pictures in your collage.
(Not required)
8) Write a short description to explain your design here.
Part 2. Final composition
Make your final composition on a new copy paper in letter size based upon our
discussion of revision and bring it to the discussion class to get my final approval.
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APPENDIX O: Art Journal Assignment 5 (Daily Life Object Project, Text Version)
*Please upload your assignment to the dropbox of art journal 5 and bring the physical
artwork to the classroom.
You can create either a 2D or 3D work for this project.
You only need ONE kind of objects to form your symbol. But you have to use MANY of
this kind of object. For example, many ‘straws,’ many ‘paper cups,’ many ‘plastic
spoons,’ and etc. The object must contain a meaning to you or your current life.
The size has to be no smaller than 11 X 17 inches (letter size, about two pages of our
assigned art journal size).
Your can use mixed media to create your artwork but the daily object part has to
be covered at least 60% of your artwork.
Please bring your artwork to the class next week and be prepared to give a short
sharing.
Please show up for the presentation.
Making Steps:
1. Create a symbol (image, text or use both) by means of the daily object you
collected. Use the type of objects to create a symbol that indicate an
important moment, a decision, or a life event. Be focus on how the object can be
associated with the important moment, a decision, or a life event.
2. Take two photos of your artwork and insert them here.
(Notice, you have to use your daily objects to assemblage the main area of the symbol
not drawing.)
3. Complete your art description below:
You can write a written art description (at least 100 words) or make a short
video to introduce your artwork. Please state the questions as follows in your
art description:
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•

What was the daily object that you have collected over the past few weeks?

•

Why did you choose to collect this object?

•

What is your title of the work?

•

Please describe your design of the symbol.

•

How do you connect this artwork with the important moment, a decision, or a
life event in your life?

Student samples and my works can be found from art journal assignment 5 in your
section on d2l.
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APPENDIX P: Art Journal Assignment 6 (Text Version)

Print making project- Artist statement
Part 1:
This will be part of your grade of the print project
1. Please take three different photos when you carve different areas of your
linoleum block and insert them here.
2. Please write a clear and reflective writing based upon the questions as
follows:
• How did you start your composition?
• What elements/symbols/texts/designs did you use to
compose your final composition?
• How did you feel and what did you learn from the making
(carving and printing) process?
• How do you look your final print work?

Remember that writing an artist statement is asking you to deeply reflect upon your
experience as the artist during the making process.
The statement needs to be focused on presenting your personal feeling and
discovery instead of a generalized description.

Part 2:
Complete your carving work and bring your finished block to print out the final print in
any section or the open print lab times (posted on D2L) during the week of March 6 to
March 10. Please bring a camera with you when you go to print out your work.
*Everyone will have 6 pieces of paper to print and you have to choose ONE as your final
print.
*Take a photo for your final print and insert it here. This document has to be uploaded
no later than March 10 before midnight. Your final print will be your sign in for that
week.
*Please notice that you will still have your art journal 7 DUE the week of 3/20-3/24!
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APPENDIX Q: Art Journal Assignment 7

458

Please insert your creative RELATIOSHIP photos here with descriptions. This
assignment is not looking for any random photo. You have to sincerely
frame and design your photos about your relationship. Please write your
description beyond giving general depiction. Try to state some situations
and emotions specifically.
1. A photo represents this relationship + written description.
2. A photo represents something you share together with in this
relationship+ written description.
3. A photo represents your feeling in this relationship+ written
description.
Please upload your assignment file to the art journal 7 DISCUSSIONBOARD
for sharing with other folks before the due date!
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APPENDIX R: Art Journal Assignment 8

Inspired by Art- PART 1 Mapping ideas

(Students’ concept mapping)
In our final project Inspired by Art, you are going to explore a social issue that you care
about in your life through research artworks or an artist’s style.
This week, we are going to map your initial idea of your INSPIRED BY ART.
Step 1: Decide a topic for your artwork.
What is the social issue you want to discuss through your final project?
• The social issue that I want to discuss is _______________________________.
• Please draw a “concept map” on your sketchbook for your process of thinking
this social in relation to your everyday life like we practiced in the class. Please
take a photo of your idea map and insert it here.
• We will need your concept map for a further discussion on April 3 rd.
Step 2: How is the social issue you choose associated with your daily life VISUALLY?
• Please explore and find at least three visual representations that make you
notice or sincerely think about this social issue in your daily life. The visual
representations, for example, can be TV commercials, billboards on highways,
advertisement, newspaper (paper or electronic), comics, movies, magazine
images, Youtube/Vimeo videos, etc.…any type of visual forms that you can see in
your daily life.
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•

Insert the visual representations you find here and state why and how the
representations make you think and rethink about the social issue you choose.
o Visual representation 1 (the image or link+desrption):
o Visual representation 2 (the image or link+desrption):
o Visual representation 3 (the image or link+desrption):

Some useful websites for searching contemporary artists:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ART 21: https://art21.org/
The Metropolitan Museum of Art: http://www.metmuseum.org/
The TATE: http://www.tate.org.uk/
The Getty: http://www.getty.edu/index.html
Contemporary Art Daily: http://www.contemporaryartdaily.com/
Denver Art Museum: http://denverartmuseum.org/
The Museum of Modern Art: https://www.moma.org/
Artnet: http://www.artnet.com/
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APPENDIX S: Art Journal Assignment 9

1.Midterm survey
Please complete the midterm survey and upload it as a separated
document from your journal assignment file to the art journal 9 dropbox
(only accept doc./docx or pdf format)

2. Inspired by Art- PART 2 Find Your Inspirations

The Graduate Gallery
(You are going to install your artwork in this gallery as your final presentation)

In our final project Inspired by Art, you are going to explore a social issue that you care
about in your life through research artworks or an artist’s style.
This week, we are going to find your inspirations for your final project— INSPIRED BY
ART.
Step 1: Find the relevant artworks or artist
According to the concept, map that you created for the art journal 8, please find the
THREE artworks OR an artist’s three artworks that can support your concept and ideas.
Insert the three images here.
Step 2: How your inspirations help you make your final artwork?
Please research
1) What are the main ideas of the 3 artworks?
2) What are the main technique or strategy that the artist(s) use?
3) How do the artist(s) or the artworks present their ideas on the social issues in terms
of materials, art forms, or interactions with audience?
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Some useful websites for searching contemporary artists:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ART 21: https://art21.org/
The Metropolitan Museum of Art: http://www.metmuseum.org/
The TATE: http://www.tate.org.uk/
The Getty: http://www.getty.edu/index.html
Contemporary Art Daily: http://www.contemporaryartdaily.com/
Denver Art Museum: http://denverartmuseum.org/
The Museum of Modern Art: https://www.moma.org/
Artnet: http://www.artnet.com/
You can also find your inspirations from the artists that we introduced in the
lecture!!
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APPENDIX T: Art Journal Assignment 10
Inspired by Art- PART 3 Blueprint of your INSPIRED BY ART

The Graduate Gallery
(You are going to install your artwork in this gallery as your final presentation)

In our final project Inspired by Art, you are going to utilize the Graduate Gallery to
present your final artwork, which targets on a specified social justice issue.
Think about how to incorporate the gallery space with your artwork.
Step 1: Confirm the social justice issue that you are going to work for the Inspired by
Art project.
The social justice issue that I want to discuss through my work is
___________________.
The relevant sub topics that I am going to utilize are:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Step 2: What art ideas or artist(s)’s approach of presenting the chosen social justice
issue inspired you to conceptualize and create your artwork?
Please write a short reflection here. The reflection should indicate the inspirations in
terms of:
• Perspectives of looking at the issue
• Materials
• Forms or techniques
• The way of display/present the artwork
• The connection with your topic
Step 3: Sketch your blueprint for the final project!!
Please make sketches or collages to show how you want to make your artwork and
present it in the gallery in the sketchbook. Insert the images here and bring these
visuals to the class for a further discussion (at least TWO full pages (8.5X5.5 in)).
Your sketches or collages should answer the following questions:
• Will your work be a 2D or 3D work?
• How your artwork will be presented?-A perspective of presenting /displaying
your artwork
• What kind of supportive materials or objects you may need other than the
artwork itself?
Some useful websites for searching contemporary artists:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ART 21: https://art21.org/
The Metropolitan Museum of Art: http://www.metmuseum.org/
The TATE: http://www.tate.org.uk/
The Getty: http://www.getty.edu/index.html
Contemporary Art Daily: http://www.contemporaryartdaily.com/
Denver Art Museum: http://denverartmuseum.org/
The Museum of Modern Art: https://www.moma.org/
Artnet: http://www.artnet.com/
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APPENDIX U: Printmaking Project Assignment (Text Version)
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APPENDIX V: Students’ Answers about “Interpreting an Artwork”

Participants

Answers

CL

Artwork can be interpreted in many different ways, but having
knowledge on analyzing art makes it easier.

BR

Interpreting an artwork does not require one specified idea. The final
interpretation varies from persona to person, and his/her
perceptions/past experiences/knowledge. One person can be
interpreted in an unlimited amount of ways.

AS

When interpreting an artwork, it is important to choose a piece that
you are empathic with. As everyone is different, it can be a photo, a
painting, or anything else, really, and choose to interpret in in your
own way.

SH

I think when interpreting an artwork, I tried to aim for a more
emotional connection. The picture of the chair next to a door makes
me feel alone/abandoned whereas the “Noses and Lizards” gives me
a beauty and fulfillment feeling.

AL

Everyone’s interpretation is different and the artist’s meaning is very
different so it just shows who you are as a person.

ML

I interpret by standing close remaining quiet and absorbing my initial
experience.

SV

Interpretation can be dependent on the viewers’ perspective. Every
person can have a unique interpretation depending on their
perspective and the way artwork makes someone think of the
artwork.

AR

When interpreting an artwork, it is important to consider different
elements of art like the value, texture, lines, shapes, etc. Also, being
able to have background on the artist or have the description of the
image so you can somewhat understand the date or what the [setting]
is of the artwork. Also, being able to identify objects in artworks is
useful.
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AN

Objects featured within a piece of art are often used as physical
representation of someone or something that is not directly preset.
The title or background adds further insight to the artwork’s
meaning.

JC

Every individual artwork has a legacy behind it. There’s a story, a
meaning that’s meant to be learned. You can capture moments,
people, reflections of things, experiences, [and] relations. The pieces
describe purpose.

TT

Looking for elements/principles of art, who took the photo, when
how, the photos are displayed—in a book, frame

HS

It’s wonderful to visit the artwork in a quiet place and think about the
deeper meaning of the art.

WL

I think it is actually very interesting. I think it is fun to try and
interpret the meaning that these artists are trying to display to
viewers such as me.
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APPENDIX W: Students’ Self-Evaluated Comments for the Final Project
Section A Student Sample: SV

Connection

Criteria

The grade you will give for your artwork

Express the concept in a
clear way (20%)

39/40
Comment: I do feel that my connections were strong but I
do feel that my concept could still have been expressed in
a clearer way.

Make inspiring connections
between the artwork and
the concept (20%)
Efforts

Developing process Analyzing and researching
the chosen topic in depth
(15%)

30/30
Comment: A lot of time was spent researching the topic.
A lot of time was also spent on collecting boxes and
manipulating them to be stacked and stand on their own.

Craftsmanship- the efforts of
creating the project (15%)
Reflection
and Artist
statement

Critical perspectives and
substantial content –the
way of looking at self
working process and
interpreting self works (15%)

15/15
Comment: I think I did a good job of trying to connect my
concept and my piece. I tried to put a lot of thought of
connecting my items used to create my piece to my social
justice issue.

Participation

Participate class discussions
and the final presentation
(10%)

15/15
Comment: I did participate in discussing the final project
as well as being prepared in my artist interview and my
presentation of my art work.

Artist interview (5%)
Total
Note

99/100
(Please write comments for each category to tell yourself and me why your artwork
deserves to gain the grade that you propose here).
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Section B Student Sample: BR
Criteria

Descriptions

Propose
d points
(%)

Comments

Concept
/Subject

• Clear message- Accurately
addresses the social issue
• Conceptual development
process (your concept
map)
• Explain your inspirations

23/25

-I believe that my artwork is clear
visually, it’s quite basic. 2 hands
reaching out for each other implying an
undesired and hurtful separation.
However, to clearly address the social
issue I included articles and images in
the back to describe the illustrated
“separation” not only between people
but also the “gap” that exists in
modern society due to skin color.
-The documentary I watched was my
primary inspiration, it tore me to see
how people are being attacked publicly
and seen as inferior because of selfexpression and/or color. What inspired
me to create the hands was the part of
the documentary where the
interviewer is speaking to children and
the break down in tears as they speak
out about their parents being
undocumented and in danger of
deportation.
-The reason I took off points is because
I think if I would have added more
hands, it would have made my idea
stronger than it was as is.

Art elements

• Use the elements and
design methods that we
learn from the class (10%)
• The efforts of thinking
displaying your artwork in
the gallery (10%)

20/20

-I tried to incorporate some of the stuff
we learned about the galleries and the
focus we can create by positioning the
final project a certain way. This is the
reason I included the black background
and the cloth, so that the sculptures
would not blend in with the
background.
-my piece was kept quite symmetrical,
because I included one hand on each
side and both sides of the box look the
same.
-the colors contrast with each other
because they are practically opposite,
black and white.

Craftsmanship

• Artwork is well done (10%)
• Is there meaning behind

20/20

I tried making my work clean,
especially since the sculptures would
stain the black I added in the
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the materials used?(10%)

background.
- The reason I used a 3D sculpture is
because I thought it’d seem more “lifelike” and even more expressive. Also, I
researched how it would look and I
realized that it had a great amount of
detail, I liked this because I wanted my
dad’s hand to look like his actual hand,
representing the hard work he has
contributed to this country as an
immigrant.

Originality

The idea and the final product
are made by yourself.
Compose your creative
thoughts.

20/20

I came up with this idea myself, I tried
to put meaning into the piece by
incorporating my hand and my dad’s.
Also, I attempted to make them be
“self-expressive”-(with them
positioned a certain way).

Participation

Participate class discussions
and the final presentation
(10%)

15/15

I participated/attended both the
discussions and final presentation;
also, the interview.

Artist interview (5%)
Total
Note

95/100
(Please write comments for each category to tell yourself and me why your artwork
deserves to gain the grade that you propose here).
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